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Cross-commodity relationships are an important feature of the Australian sheep and wool

industries. Examples include joint production of wool and lamb, and substitution in

domestic consumption of lamb and mutton. However, most published industry models to

date are single-industry approaches that largely ignore cross-product interactions. That is,

the focus of analysis is confined to a single commodity. Econometric studies that fall into

this category include Griffith et al. (1995) and Templeton et al. (2004). Partial

equilibrium industry models also suffer from the same deficiency (Mullen et al. 1989;

Mullen and Alston 1994; Hill et al. 1996). Credible economic evaluation of research and

development (R&D) or promotion investments should include a framework that explicitly

accounts for cross-product relationships with related industries. Vere et al. (2000)

developed a large econometric model of the Australian grazing industries to

accommodate cross-industry issues but, as is common with econometric approaches, the

model is data intensive. Difficulties associated with data collection and costs somewhat

prohibit its use in a routine manner.

It is expected that a more realistic representation of an industry structure, through the

inclusion of inter-industry relationships, will improve the accuracy of economic analysis.

Such a framework accounts for any indirect benefits and costs arising from spillover and

feedback effects between industries as a result of research-induced innovation or

successful product promotion. There is a demonstrated need for a modelling framework

that is not overtaxing on resources and includes, at the very least, the multiple

components of the Australian sheep and wool industries, which endogenises these

relationships to allow their more realistic analysis. Disregarding indirect effects may have

important policy implications for the generation and allocation of investment funds.

The purpose of this thesis is to develop such a model, which also allows for changes in

welfare among the various sectors of the Australian sheep and wool industries to be

estimated from alternative research and development (R&D) or promotion investments.
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Evaluation of research and promotion can be either ex post, as a means of determining the

effectiveness of investments already undertaken, or ex ante, as a basis for priority setting

(Alston et al. 1995). Australian sheep and wool producers make significant contributions

in the form of compulsory levies on gross wool and livestock sales to R&D investments

and generic promotions undertaken by industry research providers and organisations such

as the Australian Sheep Industry Cooperative Research Centre (Sheep CRC), Australian

Wool Innovation (AWI) and Meat and Livestock Australia (MLA). Knowing the

potential size and distribution of returns from alternative research and promotion

investments across different sectors of an industry enables more informed strategic-level

decisions to be made about how to allocate limited resources among a number of

investment options. Information of this nature is helpful to policy makers in decisions

about broad priority settings. The provision of this type of information can assist in

answering questions such as, which types of R&D and promotion investments are

preferred to others, which sectors of the industries benefit, and from which industry

sectors should the investment funds be collected? To date, such information for the

Australian sheep and wool industries has been limited because comprehensive industry

tools of analysis, such as the model to be outlined in this thesis, have not been available.

In addition to research and promotion investments, the model will also enable the

potential impacts of government policies and other industry-related issues to be

evaluated.

1.2 Background

Since the collapse of the Reserve Price Scheme for wool in 1991, the Australian sheep

and wool industries have experienced significant structural change. Global demand for

wool has declined, with strong competition from substitute fibres emerging in wool's

traditional apparel markets (AWI 2002). There has been a sharp decline in Australia's

wool-processing industry, primarily arising from global over-capacity and the emergence

of China and other low-labour-cost regions in the wool-processing sector. Lower returns

for wool and periods of sustained drought have contributed to a substantial fall in

Australian sheep numbers. Martin et al. (2004) observed that wool production has

decreased by more than the decrease in sheep numbers, with an increased proportion of

ewes and a decreased proportion of wethers in the national flock indicative of a shift in

focus towards lamb production. The number of specialist lamb producers has increased
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(MLA 2004), driven, in part, by higher lamb and sheepmeat prices and growth in key

export markets. There have also been welfare concerns over live sheep exports and

mulesing to prevent fly strike, which have featured prominently in media headlines amid

animal rights campaigns for boycotts on the purchase of Australian sheep and wool

products.

Despite the higher prices for lamb and mutton over the past few years, Australian sheep

producers' terms of trade have been in steady decline. According to Martin et al. (2004),

over the period 1977-78 to 2001-02 sheep producers' terms of trade fell, on average, by

2.1 per cent a year. Declining terms of trade and reductions in farm income can be offset

by productivity growth resulting from new technologies, reaping scale and scope

economies, and more efficient farming practices. Growth in total factor productivity

(TFP) (productivity gain) is determined by the rate at which the increase in total outputs

value exceeds the rate of increase in total inputs value.! Martin et al. (2004) estimated

that the average annual growth in TFP of specialist sheep farms from 1977-78 to 2001-02

was 0.9 per cent, a rate of increase well below the growth rate needed to offset the decline

in the terms of trade and maintain farm incomes.

Increased competition, less secure market environments and lower profitability, reflected

by the declining terms of trade, highlight the importance of efficient investment of

Australian sheep and wool industry R&D and promotion funds. The development and

widespread adoption of new technologies from R&D investments lead to gains in

productivity so that either more output can be produced with the same amount of inputs

or the same output can be produced with fewer inputs (Alston et al. 1995). These R&D

investments in the sheep and wool industries may be directed into on-farm research or

off-farm sectors along the processing and marketing chain. Increased industry returns

may also be achieved through domestic or export promotions that successfully increase

demand.

A number of research providers invest substantial sums of money into developing new

technologies in the sheep and wool industries. The Sheep CRC is a combined venture

among research, education and commercial organisations aimed at improving

productivity and profitability in the wool, meat and sheep industries. The Sheep CRe

I TFP is a measure of output unexplained by the growth of inputs (Mullen and Cox 1995).
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began its seven-year term of operation in February 2002. Funding is provided by core and

supporting parties to the value of $60 million with the Commonwealth Government

committing almost $20 million and industry contributing a further $10 million (Vere,

Griffith and Silvester 2005). Following a successful refunding application, a new version

of the Sheep CRC known as the CRe for Sheep Industry Innovation (Sheep CRC2)

commences in July 2007.

MLA manages research, development and promotion for the red meat industry. It is

mainly funded by producer levies on livestock sales.2 The Federal Government

contributes funds on a dollar-for-dollar basis for investment in R&D and cooperative

contributions are obtained from individual processors, wholesalers, food service operators

and retailers. Live animal exporters and processors also pay levies under contract to MLA

(MLA 2006b).

AWI is an R&D company funded by Australian woolgrowers. The main source of its

income is generated from a 2 per cent levy on the sale price of greasy shorn wool (AWI

2007). The Woolmark Company Pty Ltd. (TWC) is a wool-promotion focused company

established in 1997 after the International Wool Secretariat changed its name. Both AWI

and TWC were initially subsidiaries of the Australian Wool Research and Promotion

Organisation (AWRAP), which was succeeded by Australian Wool Services (AWS) in

2001. AWl separated from AWS in 2002 to become a fully independent public company

while TWC has remained under the holding company of AWS with more than 2 million

shares held by 36,000 Australian woolgrowers (Woolmark 2007). At the time of

completing this study, negotiations were underway for a merger between AWI and TWC.

Other companies include Livecorp which is owned and funded by livestock exporters via

a statutory levy (Livecorp 2005) and the Australian Meat Processor Corporation (AMPC)

which represents red meat processors and is funded by member contributions (AMPC

2005).

In summary, Australian sheep and wool producers make significant contributions, in the

form of compulsory levies on gross wool and livestock sales, to R&D investments and

2 Where there is a defined sale price of $5.00 or more, producers pay 2 per cent of the sale price up to a
maximum of$0.20 for sheep and up to a maximum of$1.50 for lambs. If there is no defined sale price the
rates are $0.20 and $0.80 for sheep and lambs, respectively. No levies apply to sales of less than $5.00
(MLA 2006b).
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generic promotions undertaken by industry research providers and organisations.3

Whether levy funds should be directed to R&D or promotion, and in what amounts, is a

subject of debate though a lack of consensus over allocations of funds by industry groups

concerned about investment efficiency are not new. As pointed out by Piggott (1998),

Australian woolgrowers and red meat producers have often questioned the level of returns

received on the investment of their levy dollars. Questions of this nature have again been

raised in the wool industry. Levy-funded promotion of wool ceased in 2000 but the

declining demand for wool has prompted calls for a proportion of the funds to be

redirected to wool promotion. In 2007, a $5 million test-marketing program for Merino

wool in USA department stores was begun by AWI using contributed funds by Australian

woolgrowers. Watson (1998) cites a number of reasons why compulsory participation in

wool promotion remains a contentious issue. One of the more compelling reasons is that,

while promotion of wool may be effective in aggregate, not all producers are likely to

benefit because of the diversity of the wool industry.

1.3 Aims ofthe Study

The overall aim of the study is to develop an economic model of the Australian sheep and

wool industries that accounts for the interrelationships among the major enterprises in

these industries; for the domestic and export markets for the products of these industries;

and for the different market levels and degrees of processing in the different industries.

The specific objectives are to:

• provide a modelling framework to be able to consistently estimate and compare

the potential benefits from new technologies, generic promotion and other policy

changes in the different sectors and markets;

• estimate the distribution of the potential benefits among the various industry

sectors; and

3 According to their respective financial reports, AWI has a total budget of around $60m pa and MLA has a
budget for sheep-meat of around $30m pa.
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• use a case study to demonstrate the model's application in economic evaluations

whereby the potential net benefits from an increase in the demand for fine apparel

wools in the European Union (EU) are assessed.

1.4 Methodology

In order to fully evaluate the economic effects of R&D or promotion when market-related

interactions are present, an explicit multi-market analysis is required. One such approach

provides results that are derived from comparative static analyses of general function

models based on the procedure used by Muth (1964). More commonly known as

'equilibrium displacement modelling' (EDM) (Piggott 1992), the approach is often used

in economic evaluations of research or promotion expenditures (for example, Freebaim,

Davis and Edwards 1982; Wohlgenant 1993; Zhao et at. 2000; Zhao, Anderson and

Wittwer 2003) and is the method used in this study.

The modelling approach involves linear approximation of changes in pnces and

quantities of inputs and outputs arising from new technology or promotion. In using this

method the industries are represented by a system of demand and supply relationships

with base prices and quantities used to define an initial equilibrium. The impact of any

exogenous change to the system, such as a new technology or promotion campaign, is

modelled as a shift in demand or supply from that initial equilibrium. From the resulting

changes in all market prices and quantities, the changes in producer and consumer

surpluses can be calculated as a measure of the changes in welfare accruing to the various

industry sectors.

The structure of the Australian sheep and wool industries is specified within an EDM

framework. Horizontally, the industries are disaggregated into different regions, products

and markets, and vertically into the various sectors of the production chain. The main

inputs are base equilibrium values for all prices and quantities in the model to specify an

initial equilibrium before any exogenous changes occur. Market elasticities are also

needed to quantify the responsiveness of producers and consumers to changes in market

prices. Any uncertainty in these values is accounted for using a stochastic approach to

sensitivity analysis as proposed by Zhao et al. (2000a).
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1.5 Significance ofthe Study

Introduction

Australian broadacre agriculture IS characterised by strong cross-commodity

relationships. Different grazing enterprises compete for pasture and also compete with

numerous cropping enterprises for land. Some products from multi-output farms are also

used to produce final consumer goods that are substitutes in demand. Hence, the general

expectation is that the enterprise mix on Australian broadacre farms responds to changes

in the relative profitability of these major enterprises. Given the existence of such strong

cross-commodity interaction between various broadacre agricultural industries, any

exogenous changes, such as a research-induced innovation or successful promotion in one

industry, will have spillover and feedback effects to and from other industries. This is

particularly true for the sheep and wool industries due to the joint product nature of the

major enterprises.4 For example, research may deliver a new technology which reduces

the per kilogram cost of producing prime lamb. This change in profitability will

encourage an increase in lamb production relative to wool production because the number

of ewes joined to terminal and other meat-breed rams will increase relative to the number

of ewes joined to Merino rams. A further shift in resources to lamb will occur as

consumers switch from other meat products to cheaper lamb products. In using a single

industry modelling approach to evaluate the industry returns from a cost reduction in

lamb production, the benefits to lamb producers would be estimated, but the indirect

benefits and costs to producers through impacts on the wool, mutton and live sheep

export enterprises would be ignored. Similarly in estimating consumer impacts, the

changes in lamb consumption would be valued, but changes in the consumption of the

other products would be ignored.

The explicit contributions of this study are two-fold. Firstly, the cross-commodity

relationships and multi-product nature of the industries are accounted for within the

model and, secondly, a high degree of industry disaggregation allows for the evaluation

of individual investments specific to an agricultural zone or commodity type. This has

particular relevance to evaluation of R&D investments where new technologies may not

be applicable, nor adopted, Australia wide.

4 The model developed in this thesis includes the multiple components of the Australian sheep and wool
industries; wool; lamb; mutton and live sheep exports. A more complete broadacre agricultural model
incorporating other related enterprises, such as beef and cropping, would be preferred but requires more
resources than were available for this study. A more general EDM of Australian broadacre agriculture is an
area for future work.
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The EDM approach used in this study employs changes in economic surplus as measures

of the changes in producer and consumer welfare. The issue of economic surplus

measurement in multi-market analyses has received considerable attention in the

literature, especially when there are multiple sources of equilibrium feedback in the

model (for example, Thurman 1991a). Zhao et al. (2005) demonstrated that significant

errors are possible if the partial equilibrium effects are not measured in a sequential

manner, as has been the case in some previous studies. The measurement of economic

surplus in this analysis follows the derivation by Zhao et al. (2005).

1.6 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature pertinent to agricultural industry R&D and

promotion evaluation. Included is a critique of some of the more common evaluation

methods and discussions of economic surplus and the EDM approach. Attention is also

given to modelling dynamic responses, the appropriate choice of input substitution

elasticities, sensitivity analysis to account for uncertainty and relevant industry-level

models.

Background information on the Australian sheep and wool industries is presented in

Chapter 3 with emphasis placed on the structural changes that have occurred in recent

years. Reasons underlying changes in the composition of the national flock and, hence,

changes in production and exports of sheep and wool products are identified, as are the

contributing factors in the decline of Australia's early-stage wool processing industry.

The composition of the national sheep flock, based on the most recent survey data by

ABARE, is detailed in Chapter 4. 5 Estimates of wool, lamb, mutton and live sheep

production are calculated for the different sheep enterprises specified within each

agricultural zone in the model.

The EDM of the Australian sheep and wool industries, compnsing 295 endogenous

variables and 61 exogenous variables, is specified in Chapter 5. A diagrammatic

representation of the industries accompanies a discussion of the horizontal and vertical

5 The data on the composition of the national sheep flock were collected by ABARE in 2002-03 as part of
some supplementary questions to the standard annual Australian agricultural and grazing industries survey
(AAGIS).
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industry disaggregation. The 295 equations of the model are listed in general functional

form and conditions of integrability are considered.

In Chapter 6, the base equilibrium prices and quantities for all the variables in the EDM

are specified. The initial values, taken over a three-year period, represent an average

equilibrium in the sheep and wool industries for 2002-03 to 2004-05. Market parameters

in the EDM are chosen on the basis of existing empirical estimates, economic theory and

subjective judgments. Existing elasticity estimates are reviewed and values for each

parameter in the model are selected. The estimated parameters correspond to a medium

run time frame. In addition, the hypothetical exogenous change scenarios are described,

details of the case study are presented and economic surplus change measurement is

examined.

The results from the hypothetical simulations are provided in Chapter 7. For each

scenario the potential annual benefits and their distribution among the various industry

sectors are listed. The scenarios are compared permitting policy-related inferences to be

drawn from the results. The results from the case study are also presented in Chapter 7.

Chapter 8 deals with sensitivity analysis. Much of the scrutiny of the results from EDM

analysis focuses on the robustness of the economic surplus changes, given there is

uncertainty over parameter values. Discrete sensitivity analysis is used to highlight how

changes in parameter values can influence the results but its use becomes impractical

when there are numerous parameters involved. The stochastic approach to sensitivity

analysis proposed by Zhao et al. (2000a) is used to derive summary statistics representing

levels of probabilities about estimated surplus change distributions. Probabilities for

preferences of investment scenarios are also calculated and the results from three

variations of the base model are presented.

A summary of the study and conclusions from the research are given in Chapter 9. Some

of the limitations relating to the study are discussed and future areas of research are also

identified.
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Chapter 2

Methods, Issues and Modelling Approaches

2.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a review and discussion of the main methods, issues and modelling

approaches relevant to agricultural industry R&D and promotion investment evaluation.

Much of the literature reviewed in this chapter has been reviewed in other studies

(Alston, Norton and Pardey 1995; Zhao 1999). This review in tum draws upon these

earlier reviews.

Section 2.2 provides an overview of the more commonly used R&D and promotion

evaluation methods. The concept of economic surplus is introduced and its use is

presented as a measure of welfare evaluation in relation to new technology adoption and

effective promotion. The EDM approach, issues questioning the validity of the method

and concerns pertaining to economic surplus as an accurate measure of welfare are

addressed in Section 2.3. Limitations in modelling dynamic responses in EDMs are

acknowledged in Section 2.4 and attention is given to the choice of appropriate input

substitution elasticities and the use of sensitivity analysis to account for uncertain

parameter values. In Section 2.5, a brief explanation is given of the methods and available

industry-level models capable of evaluating the impacts of R&D and pronlotion in the

Australian sheep industry. The fundamental points from the literature applicable to this

study are summarised in Section 2.6.

2.2 Overview ofR&D and Promotion Evaluation Methods

2.2.1 R&D Evaluation Methods

Research evaluation methods vary in terms of their demand for data from simple rule-of

thumb approaches to data-intensive econometric models. Rule-of-thumb approaches are

essentially intuitive methods of research resource allocation that have had wide

acceptance because of their ease of use, low data requirements and small cost. Parton,

Anderson and Makeham (1984) identified precedence and congruence as the two most

significant rules-of-thumb approaches that have been used. The precedence lllodel simply
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uses the amount of funding allocated to a project in one year as the basis for determining

the amount of funding to be allocated to a project in the following year. In the congruence

model the allocations of funds across research areas are distributed in proportion to the

values of the agricultural product of those areas. Major drawbacks of these approaches

are that research that is no longer productive may still continue to receive funding while

new areas of research that may have the potential to deliver high levels of productivity

may be neglected (Parton, Anderson and Makeham 1984). Another disadvantage is that

individual research projects are not examined in any detail. This may lead to a less than

efficient allocation of research resources, as the distribution of funds tends to become

inflexible over time due to the historical and proportional criteria relied upon in the

decision-making process (Alston et al. 1995).

Scoring models are largely subjective methods of evaluating and ranking research

projects according to specified criteria. Each project is individually reviewed by a number

of different assessors and each of the criteria is given a score based on the reviewers'

perceptions of the contribution made to the overall research objectives. If necessary,

weights can be assigned to the different criteria and/or reviewers to reflect the degree of

importance or experience, respectively (Farquharson and Parnell 1992). The scores are

summed to give an overall project score that can then be used to derive an ordinal ranking

of the research projects. Alston et al. (1995, p.465) argued that most scoring studies have

limited usefulness as they often lack a sound methodological basis and tend to be ad hoc

in their conception and execution. However, they did acknowledge that if a few basic

economic principles are followed closely, scoring methods can be useful in the decision

making process when there are multiple objectives and information is inadequate, or there

are data, time or resource constraints preventing a more thorough analysis.

More sophisticated approaches for research evaluation include the use of econometric

models relating changes in output, profit or costs to changes in technology from

investments in research (Alston et al. 1995). One of the main limitations of these

approaches is data availability. For example, research evaluation using econometric

analysis requires extensive time-series data on prices, quantities and research

expenditures. Quite often the required data are neither reported nor collected.
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Benefit-cost analysis and economic surplus analysis are two commonly used approaches

that are closely linked. l As pointed out by Alston et al. (1995, p.54) '"cost-benefit analysis

is sometimes represented as an alternative to economic surplus analysis for assessing

research benefits in a partial equilibrium framework." In a partial equilibrium model, the

price and quantity of the commodity in question are treated as endogenous in the analysis.

Most other variables are held constant and are therefore exogenous to the framework.

There are three main criteria that can be used to compare the net benefits of different

projects in benefit-cost analysis. These criteria are net present value (NPV), internal rate

of return (IRR) and benefit-cost ratio (BCR). Calculating the NPV involves subtracting

the costs associated with any research project from the stream of future benefits to

estimate the net benefit for each year. The net benefits are discounted at a suitable rate

and then summed to obtain a NPV for the research project.2 If the NPV is positive, the

project is worthwhile as it returns a net gain. The IRR is the discount rate at which NPV

is zero or the rate where the present value of benefits equals the present value of costs.

The rate at which the net benefits from the project would grow is given by the IRR and

the rate at which society prefers these net benefits to grow is defined by the social rate of

discount. The project is profitable if the IRR exceeds the social rate of discount and the

higher the rate, the more desirable is the project (Sinden and Thampapillai 1995). The

third criterion is the BCR, which is simply the ratio of the present value of benefits to the

present value of costs. If the ratio is greater than one the project results in a net gain and

the higher is the ratio, the more profitable is the project.3

Consumer and producer surplus measures can be used as a representation of consumer

and producer welfare. In a partial equilibrium framework as shown in Figure 2.1,

consumer surplus refers to the area below the demand curve and above the equilibrium

price line (area AEjPj). It is representative of the benefit to consumers and is the

difference between 'willingness to pay' as indicated by the demand curve, and the market

price. Producer surplus is the area above the supply curve and below the price line (area

I Economic surplus as a means of measuring welfare can be traced back to Dupuit (1844). Marshall (1920)
is attributed with deriving the appropriate conditions for its use.
2Discounting the net benefits considers the time value of money by equating future values with equivalent
present day values. Less weight is attached to future benefits and costs to account for inflation and to reflect
society's preference for money at the present time, rather than in the future, because of its potential earning
capacity.
3 Sinden and Thampapillai (1995) give a more detailed explanation of when each of the three criteria can be
applied and the advantages and disadvantages of their application.
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BEjPj) and is the difference between the pnce received and the marginal cost of

production. Any changes in these areas depict changes in consumer or producer welfare.

Figure 2.1: Consumer and producer surplus

Price

s
A

B

o
Quantity

Benefit-cost analysis either explicitly or implicitly measures changes in economic surplus

(Alston et at. 1995, p.54). Changes in producer and consumer surplus frOln a research

project may be estimated explicitly and then discounted over time to calculate the net

benefits of that project, as discussed above. Alternatively, even though changes in surplus

may not be measured explicitly, they are measured implicitly whenever net present

values, internal rates of return or benefit-cost ratios are used to calculate the net benefits

from a research project. Polar supply or demand elasticities are imposed by assumption

when using this type of implicit surplus analysis (see Figure 2.2). Thus, in the case of a

new technology that generates an increase in production, there is no change in the market

price of the commodity. This implies that the supply curve is perfectly inelastic and the

demand curve is perfectly elastic as shown in Figure 2.2(a). The change in economic

surplus in this instance is equal to area QjQ2E2Ej. Conversely, in the case of a new

technology that results in a cost saving, there is no increase in the production of the

commodity. Figure 2.2(b) demonstrates this case of perfectly inelastic demand and

perfectly elastic supply. The change in economic surplus in this scenario is equal to area

P j P2E2E j •
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An obvious advantage of assuming polar demand and supply elasticities is that actual

estimates of the elasticities do not have to be calculated or collected. The main

disadvantages are that any price effects arising from the research are not taken into

consideration and no indication is given on the distribution of benefits. The basic

economic principles of consumer and producer behaviour would suggest this IS an

unrealistic representation of demand and supply. However, these assumptions may be

valid in the very short run when the supply of agricultural products tends to be quite

inelastic due to the time constraints involved in shifting resources between sectors and

enterprises (Davidson 1994), or when only a small part of the market is affected.

Figure 2.2: Benefit-cost analysis: Implicit assumptions

Price

a) An increase in production

Price

b) A cost saving in production

D

o

D

Quantity o

----- S2

Quantity

Source: Alston et at. (1995)

In Figure 2.3, the surplus changes associated with a cost-saving production technology

are illustrated under the assumptions of a downward-sloping demand curve and an

upward-sloping supply curve. The demand and supply curves are assumed to be linear

and the cost-reducing technology is depicted as a parallel downward shift of the supply

curve. The demand curve is denoted D and the supply curve under the existing

technology is Sj. Initial market equilibrium is at Ej with price P j and quantity Qj.

Consumer surplus is equal to the triangle AE1Pj and is the difference between what

consumers are willing to pay (area OQjEjA) and actual consumption expenditure (area
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OQjEjPj). Producer surplus is equal to PjEjTj and is the difference between total revenue

(area OQjEjP j) and production costs (area OQjEjTj).

Figure 2.3: Economic surplus from adoption of new technology

Price

A

S2
P j

P2

B

D
Tj

o
Quantity

Source: Alston et al. (1995)

Adoption of the new-cost saving technology shifts the supply curve from Sj to S2 yielding

a new equilibrium E2 at price P2 and quantity Q2. Consumers' benefit because they can

purchase more of the commodity at a lower price. The new consumer surplus is shown as

area AE2P2. The change in consumer surplus is the area P jEjE2P2. In this example,

producers also gain. The new producer surplus is area P2E2T2 and the change in producer

surplus is P2E2T2 - P/E/ Tj that, under the assumption of a parallel shift, is equal to area

P2E2CB. Clearly if the increase in supply leads to an increase in producer revenues,

producers necessarily gain. Whether welfare changes for producers are positive or

negative is determined by the demand and supply elasticities and the nature of the supply

shift. The total change in welfare or economic surplus as a result of the supply shift is

TjEjE2T2 that, in this case of a parallel supply shift, is also equal to area P/E/E2CB. Note

that in Figure 2.3 the gross annual flow of economic benefits is equal to area TjE/CT2
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plus triangle E j E2C.4 Area T j E j CT2 corresponds to the rectangle P j E j E2P2 in Figure

2.2(b) of a cost-saving technology under the assumption of polar elasticities. Therefore,

the total welfare gains derived in the benefit-cost scenario represent a lower-bound value

of benefits because producer and consumer responses are not taken into account.

The economic surplus model in Figure 2.3 depicts a closed economy and assumes all

producers adopt the technology. Lindner and Jarrett (1978) recognised that welfare

evaluations of new technologies should accommodate regional disaggregation in the

analysis as agricultural technologies can often not be adopted in all regions. A further

consideration is that many agricultural commodities are traded internationally and new

technology adoption will have spillover effects in overseas markets or regions,

particularly in the case of the Australian sheep and wool industries where export

commodities comprise a significant proportion of production.

Following Davis (1994), a more realistic regionally disaggregated model is illustrated in

Figure 2.4. There are three separate regions each with a different cost structure indicated

by the differing slopes and intercepts of the regional supply curves. In this example the

same price in each region of Po is determined by world market demand in the right hand

side of Figure 2.4. The world supply curve and world level of production are aggregations

of the regional supply curves and production levels.

Figure 2.4: Technology adoption in a regionally disaggregated model

(region 1) (region 2) (region 3)
adopting region World

P
S2

S30

S3i

Po
Pi

/.. .. -----. -----.
QRi QR2 QR3 QNi

4 The gross annual flow of economic benefits are estimated assuming average annual values for prices and
quantities, often calculated over several years to provide a "representative" year.
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Assume technology adoption is specific to region 3 as shown by the downward shift in

the supply curve from S30 to S3j. World supply shifts from So to Sj, increasing aggregate

production by QNj and reducing the world price to Pj. As regions 1 and 2 are unable to

adopt the technology their supply curves do not shift, but they are affected because all

three regions face the same demand. Production increases in region 3 as a result of lower

production costs and producer welfare increases. However, in regions 1 and 2 the lower

price reduces the quantity supplied from each region and producer welfare is reduced.

The net effects of the technology adoption in region 3 are overall increases in the world

level of production and producer surplus, though by less than in region 3 as there are

losses to producers in the other two regions from their inability to adopt the technology. 5

2.2.2 Promotion Evaluation Methods

Promotion can lead to increased product sales by providing information about the

attributes of a product to potential customers or by changing the consumers' preference

for a product (Ward 1997). Generic promotion refers to the collective promotion of a

product's attributes by an industry whereas brand promotion refers to the promotion of

specific brand of product funded by a specific firm. Many agricultural industries use

generic promotion to increase demand for industry products. However, potential gains to

farmers from promotion are only possible when an increase in retail demand generates an

increase in the derived demand for the farm product. Freebairn, Goddard and Griffith

(2005) examined the necessary conditions for generic promotion to increase farmer

returns.

Many of the early studies devoted to determining the effectiveness of promotion related

promotion expenditures to sales using econometric models (Piggott 1998) rather than

focusing on net income to producers. As pointed out by Zhao (1999, p.l2), this type of

estimation would provide the average partial impact on quantity demanded or sales

revenue in that specific market but would not reflect the effects on other industry sectors.

The economic surplus approach is a common method used to evaluate the impacts of

promotion. Consider a simple model of a single commodity in a single market as shown

in Figure 2.5. The supply curve is denoted S and the initial demand curve is Dj. The

5 The framework in Figure 2.4 can be easily adapted to the agricultural zones of Australia.
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intersection of the two curves is the initial equilibrium point Ej with P j and Qj as the

initial price and quantity. Consumer surplus is given by the area AEjPj and producer

surplus is equal to PjEjB. Now assume that, with other factors remaining constant,

effective promotion increases demand from D j to D2 , increasing the price to P2 and the

quantity demanded to Q2. The new areas of consumer surplus and producer surplus are

CE2P2 and P2E2B, respectively. The change in consumer surplus is CE2P2 - AEjPj and the

gain from the promotion in terms of producer surplus is P2E2B - PjEjB as represented by

area P j P2 E2E j •

Figure 2.5: Economic surplus from effective promotion

Price

C

S

A

P2

PI
D2

B

o
Quantity

When promotion variables are incorporated into demand models, tests of statistical

significance are used to evaluate their influence on structural changes in deoland. Alston,

Chalfant and Piggott (2000) discuss a number of the difficulties associated with

measuring the effects of promotion on demand. They argue that specification choices,

goods considered, variables included and numerous other factors not only affect measures

of the demand response to promotion but also have implications for total welfare and its

distribution.
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The estimation of a statistically significant demand response on the effectiveness of

promotion in econometric analysis does not necessarily imply that the promotion is

profitable (Piggott et al. 1996). For example, a common price may exist for a product that

is sold in both the domestic and export markets. In this case, promotion may only be

profitable if both market prices increase, otherwise promotion-related domestic demand

expansion might only result in a diversion of product from the export market back onto

the domestic market as depicted in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Effects of promotion under the small country assumption

Price

Pw

o Qs Quantity

Assume that the supply curve is S and the initial domestic demand curve is D 1• Export

demand is perfectly elastic at the world price of P w implying that the country is a small

exporter of commodity Q, with little or no effect on the world price. Without promotion,

the initial quantity is Ql in the domestic market with quantity Qs - Ql exported. Now

assume that with other factors remaining constant, the promotion increases domestic

demand from D1 to D2. The result is a transfer of product from the export Inarket to the

domestic market (Q2 - Q1) with no change in price or producer surplus. Producers are

worse off by the amount of expenditure on the promotion.
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2.3 EDM and Economic Surplus

2.3.1 Equilibrium Displacement Models

Methods, Issues and Modelling Approaches

The equilibrium displacement approach described In this study employs comparative

static analysis in a partial equilibrium framework. The framework is partial in the sense

that prices in markets not included in the model are assumed constant. In reality

numerous industries are related in broadacre agriculture in Australia. For example, sheep

and cattle grazing enterprises compete with wheat and other crops for land use. Some

products from multi-output farms are also used to produce final consumer goods that are

substitutes in demand.

The degree of disaggregation in the modelling framework depends on the objectives of

the study. The most basic approach involving a single-market model may oversimplify

the structure of an industry by ignoring other market interactions. This may result in the

omission of important cross-product relationships. On the other hand a general

equilibrium model of the economy may be unnecessarily large and overtaxing on

available resources.

The EDM approach offers a number of advantages to other modelling approaches in that

it provides a consistent framework for examining various broad types of research and

promotion, and is not data-intensive. Compared with the historical time series

requirements of econometric modelling, EDM needs only one set of base equilibrium

price and quantity data, and values for market parameters such as Marshallian demand

and supply elasticities. In fact, when resource and time constraints are binding EDM can

be an adequate substitute for econometric modelling (Piggott 1992).

Representation of an industry within an EDM consists of a system of demand and supply

equations. The equations are expressed in terms of relative changes and elasticities by

total differentiation of the general functional form equations and conversion into

elasticity form. The impacts of exogenous changes, such as new teclmologies or

promotions, are modelled as shifts in demand or supply in the relevant markets. From the

resulting price and quantity changes in all markets, the welfare changes to the various

industry participants are estimated as changes in producer and consumer surplus using

standard formulas.
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The use of EDM to estimate the impacts of new technologies, promotion and policy

changes has flourished since the two-factor one-output EDM of the housing market

presented by Muth (1964) gained recognition. Gardner (1975) used a similar framework

in an analysis of the farm-retail price ratio while others have likewise adopted the primal

side production function approach (Perrin 1980; Holloway 1989). Alternatively,

Wohlgenant (1982) proposed a dual approach that has subsequently been applied to other

studies (Mullen, Wohlgenant and Farris 1988; Mullen, Alston and Wohlgenant 1989;

Wohlgenant 1993; Zhao et al. 2000).

The EDM framework has been extended in a variety of applications. Vertical

disaggregation of an industry to include multistage production processes allows for the

estimation of benefits accruing to various industry sectors and the evaluation of

investments implemented at different points in the chain. Horizontal disaggregation

enables multiple markets and products to be included in the analysis. Horizontal market

relationships commonly exist in the presence of trade. Although some agricultural

commodities may be produced for domestic market consumption, most commodities are

also traded internationally.6 Where the exported commodity is assumed to comprise a

small share of the world market, the home (exporting) country cannot influence the world

price and faces a highly elastic demand curve. This small country assumption has been

pursued in a number of studies including Akino and Hayami (1975), I-Iertford and

Schmitz (1977) and Norton, Ganoza and Pomareda (1987). The opposite is true when the

exported commodity occupies a large share of world trade as in Martin and Havlicek

(1977), Edwards and Freebairn (1984), Davis, Oram and Ryan (1987) and Mullen, Alston

and Wohlgenant (1989).

It may often be of interest to examine alternative horizontal market relationships such as

multiple products within an industry (Mullen, Wohlgenant and Farris 1988) or separation

of a commodity into different varieties or quality types (Brennan, Godyn and Johnston

1989; Voon 1991; Mangabat and Edwards 1996). Other studies have also used horizontal

disaggregation to explore the differences in welfare between small farms and large farms

(Hayami and Herdt 1977), between adopters and non-adopters of new technology (Scobie

6 Even in the absence of international trade, horizontal market relationships may exist if a commodity is
traded inter-regionally within a country (for example, Brennan, Godyn and Johnson 1989).
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and Posada 1978; Edwards and Freebairn 1982) and between producers affected or

unaffected by chemical residue (Hill, Piggott and Griffith 1997).

The returns from promotional campaigns are modelled as exogenous demand shifts in

EDM analyses (Wohlgenant 1993; Alston, Chalfant and Piggott 1995; Piggott, Piggott

and Wright 1995; Hill, Piggott and Griffith 1996; Kinnucan and Christian 1997). The

difficulties of evaluating the effectiveness of generic promotion, as evident in a wide

range of results found in past studies, are well documented. Specification choices affect

total welfare and its distribution, with the results depending on how promotion is

measured, what goods are included and numerous other factors (Alston, Chalfant and

Piggott 2000). As pointed out by Freebairn, Goddard and Griffith (2005), information on

the size of the effect of generic promotion on the shift in the demand for agricultural

products is unsatisfactory at best. Numerous studies have not reported statistically

significant effects, while in many other studies significant effects are associated with

wide sampling errors. Measurement of the demand response to generic promotion

therefore remains a contentious issue among agricultural economists.

In some instances, changes in product quality characteristics resulting from new

technologies have also been modelled as exogenous demand shifts. The reasoning put

forward is that consumers will demand more of the product for a given price if the

improved quality characteristics are present in the product. Alston et al. (1995, p.244)

cautioned that limited circumstances apply to demand shift representation, as a change in

product quality is a change in supply conditions rather than a change in demand

conditions, and should be modelled as such. However, they did concede there were a

number of difficulties in doing SO.
7 Some of the analyses involving technical changes and

changes in product quality include Unnevehr (1986, 1990), Lemieux and Wohlgenant

(1989), Voon and Edwards (199Ia, 1992) and Mullen and Alston (1994).

Market distortions such as tariffs, subsidies and other government policies have also

received considerable attention in the EDM literature. The impacts of different

commodity price policies on the size and distribution of research benefits under various

market conditions were analysed by Alston, Edwards and Freebairn (1988). In summary,

they found that all forms of intervention had implications for the size and distribution of

7 Interested readers are directed to Alston et at. (1995, pp.243-45).
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research benefits but parallels could not be drawn among the results. Additional evidence

presented in subsequent studies have reinforced their findings and highlighted the

potential size of errors associated with ignoring market distortions in measuring research

benefits (Oehmke 1988,1991; Zachariah, Fox and Brinkman 1989; Voon and Edwards

1991 b; Alston and Martin 1992; Murphy, Furtan and Schmitz 1993).

2.3.2 Economic Surplus as a Measure of Welfare

The accuracy of economic surplus measures in representing producer and consumer

welfare has been a major criticism of using the economic surplus approach. In a partial

equilibrium setting the observable consumer surplus area is measured off the Marshallian

demand curve. Two noted alternatives to Marshallian consumer surplus introduced by

Hicks (1940/1-1945/6) are compensating variation (CV) and equivalent variation (EV).8

CV is the amount of money needed to leave the consumer with the same level of utility as

before a change in prices. In the case of a welfare gain, this is the maximum amount the

consumer would be willing to pay for the change and, in the case of a welfare loss, the

minimum amount required as compensation. EV is the amount of money needed to leave

the consumer with the same level of utility after a change in prices. In the case of a

welfare loss, this is the maximum amount the consumer would be willing to pay to avoid

the change and, in the case of a welfare gain, the minimum compensation required by the

consumer to forgo the change. Hicksian welfare measures are therefore more precise as

any income effects associated with a price change are included in the calculation. The

difficulty of implementing CV and EV measures is that, unlike Marshallian demand

curves, the compensated demand curves are not observable.

Marshall (1961) showed that by assumIng constant marginal utility of income the

Marshallian consumer surplus area was equal to the Hicksian CV. Willig (1976) derived

upper and lower bounds to estimate the relative error when Marshallian consumer surplus

is used to approximate the compensating and equivalent variation measures. He

demonstrated that when the income elasticity of demand for the good is small or when the

proportion of the consumers' income spent on the good is small, the income effect is

likely to be smal1.9 Thus for most goods, the error from not including the income effect is

likely to be small, especially in comparison to the potential errors involved in demand

8 Other less commonly used measures are considered in McKenzie and Pearce (1982).
9 A result agreed with by Just, Hueth and Schmitz (1982) and strengthened by Alston and Larson (1993).
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curve estimation. Willig stressed the results were not dependent on the constant marginal

utility of income arguments and concluded that the Marshallian consumer's surplus is

often a good approximation to the Hicksian consumer's surplus.

Hausman (1981) argued that approximation was unnecessary as the unobserved indirect

utility function and expenditure function could be derived from the observed market

demand curve to provide the appropriate compensated (Hicksian) delnand curve.

Hausman also reasoned that the Marshallian approach was flawed and errors could be

significant when the focus of measurement was on the triangular area of deadweight loss,

even when the conditions underlying Willig's argument are true. An alternative view put

forward by Alston and Larson (1993) suggested that an additional source of error is

included in the Hicksian welfare measure through the variance of the income elasticity of

demand. The difference between the Marshallian and Hicksian measures is an income

effect and any errors arising from its imprecise measurement may more than offset the

benefits of including it to reduce bias. Through the use of a mean-squared error criterion

they showed that excluding the income effect might not be of concern as the Marshallian

measure might be a preferable choice to the Hicksian measure of welfare.

McKenzie and Pearce (1982) stated that EV is directly observable and can be obtained

from a Taylor's series expansion. They ascertained that the measure obtained is ""an exact

global representation of the individual's utility function" and is written as "a linear fixed

weight combination of product prices, the fixed weights being constructed from first and

higher-order elasticities of demand and individual income changes, with elasticities

evaluated at a base point" (McKenzie and Pearce 1982, p.669). Alston et al. (1995)

agreed that given competitive equilibrium conditions, this is the most accurate measure of

individual activity but such accuracy might not apply to market level aggregation. The

practical problem is that the functional form of the demand curve is unknown. As noted

by Alston et al. (1995), exact measures of the underlying preferences can only be found if

the functional form of the Marshallian demand curve(s) or its derivatives are known and,

at best, econometrics can only provide a local approximation of the demand curve at a

point. The compromise is to use a linear (first-order) approximation of the Hicksian

welfare measure which is predisposed to the problems associated with errors in demand

curve estimation versus errors involved in disregarding the income effect altogether.
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The term "producer's surplus" is attributed to Marshall (1930) who introduced the

concept to demonstrate that, analogous to consumer's surplus, a seller may also gain from

a transaction. Opinion on what producer's surplus actually refers to has been divided.

Much debate centred on whether the interpretation referred only to the owners of firms or

extended to include the owners of the factors of production (Curry, Murphy and Schmitz

1971). Mishan (1959) advocated that the term producer's surplus ought to be "struck

from the economist's vocabulary" as the term was "misleading and otiose", and the more

general concept of economic rent used instead. Wessel (1967) pointed out that two widely

held, though inadequately defined, differing versions of economic rent meant that a

general consensus could not be reached on what it actually measured. ]ndeed some

questioned if it had any economic significance at all. 10 Mishan (1959) also argued that, as

with consumer surplus, CV and EV represent the exact measure of producer welfare and

not accounting for the income effect in producer surplus calculations could involve

significant errors. Just, Hueth and Schmitz (1982) and Alston et al. (1995) noted that

producer surplus measurements using ordinary supply curves are less reliable estimates of

compensating variation and equivalent variation measures as changes in factor prices do

tend to have a substantial income effect. The rationale for using producer surplus is to

obtain a measure of quasi-rents or returns in excess of variable costs (Just, Hueth and

Schmitz 1982). In this sense, producer surplus is similar to economic profit or income net

of variable factor opportunity costs.

When using surplus measures to analyse the welfare changes arising from agricultural

research, Alston et al. (1995, p.49) cited a number of other factors that would necessarily

lead to errors simply because of imposed assumptions. They include assumptions about

""(a) functional forms for supply and demand, (b) elasticities of supply and demand, (c)

other market parameters, (d) the nature of the research-induced technical change and the

corresponding shift of supply or demand, (e) the size of the research-induced productivity

movement, and (f) the timing of the flows of benefits and costs." Drawing on their own

experience, they believed that the possibility of errors originating from these sources is

much larger by ""orders of magnitude" than any errors that result from unaccounted

income effects or other less than perfect aspects in the measurement of changes in

economic surplus.

10 See Mishan (1968), Wessell (1969) and Shephard (1970).
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2.3.3 Economic Surplus Estimation Involving Multiple Markets

Two alternative methods to estimate welfare changes in multi-market structures were

presented by Just, Hueth and Schmitz (1982). The first approach estimates the total

economic surplus change as the sum of producer and consumer surplus measured off the

general equilibrium demand and supply curves in the market where the initial exogenous

shift occurs. The total welfare change using the second approach is derived as the sum of

the welfare measures sequentially evaluated off the partial demand and supply curves in

each individual market. Provided the demand and supply equations satisfy integrability

conditions, the total change in economic surplus using the two approaches should be in

agreement. Ii An obvious advantage of the second approach is that the distribution of

total benefits among industry participants can be estimated, as is the intention in this

study.

LaFrance (1991) showed that errors in the estimation of the trapezoid area of economic

surplus are not significant when using ad hoc linear models to represent a delnand system

with multi-products, but are significant when the triangle deadweight loss is the

estimation priority. The empirical results of LaFrance correspond to Hausman's (1981)

single-demand equation findings.

Further issues of welfare measurement anse when multiple sources of equilibrium

feedback are encountered. Thurman (1991a, 1991b) identified how individual surplus

changes measured off the general equilibrium demand and supply curves lose welfare

significance when both demand and supply feedback effects are present in the market.

Summed together, the surplus changes measure the total welfare change but in isolation

provide little meaning. The option is to evaluate the partial equilibrium effects in each of

the markets and add them together to obtain the total welfare change (Just, Hueth and

Schmitz 1982), though until recently the procedures involved were not entirely

transparent. Zhao, Mullen and Griffith (2001) demonstrated that significant error IS

possible when the partial equilibrium effects are not measured in a sequential manner.

They argued that, when two markets are related through demand and supply, it is

incorrect to calculate the surplus changes based on different partial equilibrium curves in

the same market, as done in a number of earlier studies, and that measurements should be

11 Integrability conditions are discussed in Sections 5.4.3 and 5.4.4.
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taken sequentially in the two markets and added together. That is, the surplus changes

should be measured off the initial partial equilibrium curve in the first market and the

new partial equilibrium curve in the second market while holding the price for the

substitute product at the initial or new level in each instance. While it is possible to

identify separate demand curves for two products related in demand, Zhao, Mullen and

Griffith (2001) reasoned that the prices of each product are conditional on the other

product's price and thus appear in one joint expenditure function. Therefore, separation of

welfare changes is illogical.

The use of economIC surplus estimation in multi-market models has been largely

criticised, as economic surplus measures become path dependent when integrability

conditions are not met (Slesnick 1998). Empirical results derived by Zhao, Mullen and

Griffith (2005) suggest this may be problematic when economic surplus change

estimation is focused on the triangular measure of deadweight loss. However, failure to

satisfy integrability conditions may have few implications for the measurement of

trapezoid areas of surplus change, as long as the equilibrium displacelnents under

consideration are small.

2.3.4 Types ofExogenous Shifts

In EDM analyses the impacts of research, promotion and government policies are

simulated as exogenous shifts in the relevant demand or supply curves. While many

studies have assumed parallel demand or supply shifts (e.g. Mullen, Alston and

Wohlgenant 1989; Zhao, Anderson and Wittwer 2003) others have used either pivotal

shifts (Ayer and Schuh 1972; Akino and Hayami 1975) or proportional shifts (Griliches

1958; Peterson 1967). The types of shifts assumed have been shown to have implications

for the size and distribution of benefits (Lindner and Jarrett 1978; Miller, Rosenblatt and

Hushak 1988; Wohlgenant 1997; Chung and Kaiser 1999) prompting considerable

research and debate. However, as pointed out by Alston et al. (1995), assumptions about

the nature of shifts are unavoidable due to an absence of information needed to specify a

particular type of shift. Rose (1980) concluded that, without such information, parallel

supply curve shifts were the only plausible assumption. He argued that with the

information available, in most instances estimation of a supply shift beyond a single point

is unlikely. Persuaded by Rose's arguments, Alston and Wohlgenant (1990) suggested
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that functional forms given to demand and supply curves lose importance under the

assumption of parallel shifts allowing for estimation using local linear approximation. In

assuming a research-induced parallel supply shift, Alston and Wohlgenant (1990) showed

that EDM results are exact when the true demand and supply functions are linear. Their

results also indicated that errors in EDM results are small in the case of a parallel shift

when the true demand and supply curves are of constant elasticity, provided the size of

the exogenous shift is small. Zhao, Mullen and Griffith (1997) further proved that

functional form will not affect welfare measures significantly when a slnall parallel

research-induced supply shift is assumed but significant error is possible when the shift is

proportional and the true functional forms of demand and supply are not kno\vn.

2.3.5 Demand and Supply Curve Functional Forms

Determining the correct functional forms to specify for demand and supply curves has

proven to be another much discussed issue in EDM literature. For ease of surplus

calculations, linear demand and supply curves have been used in the majority of studies

(Alston et al.1995) but not without criticism (see Kim et al. 1987; Godyn, Brennan and

Johnston 1987; Voon and Edwards 1991 c). The main concern is that an inelastic supply

at the equilibrium point implies a negative price intercept. Rose (1980) and Hertford and

Schmitz (1977) introduced kinked supply curves in an effort to circumvent the problem

while others (e.g. Ayer and Schuh 1972; Scobie and Posada 1978) assunled constant

elasticity demand and supply curves. A modification suggested by Lynam and Jones

(1984), and used by Pachico, Lynam and Jones (1987), involved the use of a constant

elasticity function with a positive price intercept. Despite the attempts of all three

approaches to provide a feasible alternative to the linearity assumption, each approach

has its weaknesses. 12

Many studies have opted to pursue the approach used by Muth (1964) in assuming

general functional form demand and supply equations. Implicit in this approach is linear

approximation, as advocated by Alston and Wohlgenant (1990), under the assumption of

parallel demand and supply shifts. Based on empirical evidence, they clainled that any

true functional forms of demand and supply can be readily approximated using linear

functions and the specification of functional forms in EDM is superfluous. Zhao, Mullen

12 Alston et at. (1995) discuss some of the problems specific to each of the functional form assumptions.
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and Griffith (1997) recognised that, despite the work of Alston and Wohlgenant (1990),

the conditions under which the EDM results are exact and the extent of any errors from

not satisfying these conditions required clarification. Two important questions of

theoretical and empirical importance they identified were:

(a) For an assumed parallel or proportional shift, what functional form for demand and

supply curves is required that enables EDM measures of both price and quantity

changes and surplus changes to be exact?

(b) When the true demand and supply curves are not of this functional form, how accurate

are the EDM results, and what are the determinants of the sizes of the errors?

A summary of their results in relation to these questions are reproduced below (Zhao,

Mullen and Griffith 1997, p.1250):

(a) When there is a parallel exogenous shift, the EDM estimates are exactly correct if

demand and supply curves are locally linear and if a relative change is defined as

E(.)=i1(.)/(.); and when these conditions are not met in empirical applications, the

errors are small for a small parallel initial shift.

(b) When there is a proportional exogenous shift, the EDM estimates are exactly correct

if demand and supply curves are locally log-linear (constant elasticity) and if relative

change is defined as E(.)=i1ln(.); and when the true functional forms are not log

linear, the EDM estimates of price and quantity changes are still accurate for a small

exogenous shift, but the welfare measures can involve significant errors.

(c) Because only local rather than global linearity is required for the parallel shift, the

restriction that supply has to be elastic to have a positive intercept is shown to be

unnecessary.

2.3.6 Local Linear Approximation

In EDM, the welfare changes accruing to various industry participants are measured off

the Marshallian or partial equilibrium demand and supply curves. Based on the literature,

errors in the approximation of Hicksian welfare changes are assumed to be negligible as
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o

exogenous shifts in demand and supply are small and only the estimation of the trapezoid

areas of surplus changes is considered. An example of local linear approximation in EDM

when a parallel shift is assumed is illustrated in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Local linear approximation with a parallel shift

p
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Source: Zhao, Mullen and Griffith (1997)

The true supply curve is represented by 8] and the true demand curve is given by D]. The

two curves intersect at an initial equilibrium denoted £]. The linear curves 8] * and DI *

tangent to S] and D 1 at £1 are used to locally approximate SI and D 1, respectively.

Assume that new technology results in a constant per unit reduction in production costs

shifting the true supply curve 81 down to S2. The new equilibrium is at £2 where S2

intersects the true demand curve D I. Local approximation of S2 is represented by the

linear function S/ which is tangent to S2 at point B. The intersection of S/ and D/ at

equilibrium £2* provides an approximation of the true equilibrium £2. Zhao, Mullen and

Griffith (1997) showed analytically that as long as the shift is small, £2* is close to £2 and

they coincide when D1 and SI and S2 are locally linear. The change in price from a
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downward shift in supply is overestimated but the change in quantity may be under or

overestimated depending on the relative distance from 82 to 82* and from D j to D /. In

Figure 2.7 both the price and quantity changes are overestimated.

2.3.7 Levy-funded R&D and Promotion

In Figures 2.3 and 2.5, two simple models were presented to illustrate the welfare

changes to consumers and producers from a cost-saving production technology and an

effective promotional campaign, respectively. Implicit in each diagram is the assumption

of zero investment costs. That is, the costs of bringing about the supply and demand shifts

depicting each investment were not taken into consideration. In Australia. commodity

levies are a core component of funding for research and promotion investments. For

example, compulsory levies on gross wool and livestock sales are paid by Australian

producers and directed to industry research providers and organisations such as AWI and

MLA to fund R&D investments and generic promotion campaigns. This section builds on

the models presented earlier to exemplify the welfare changes to consumers and

producers from levy-funded R&D and promotion. 13

Levy-funded R&D

In Figure 2.8 the supply curve 8 j is shifted down parallel to 82 following a k per unit

research-induced reduction in the cost of production. As a result of the supply shift, the

price falls from Pj to P2 and the quantity increases from Qj to Q2. Consulners gain an

increase in surplus equal to PjEjE2P2 and the increase in producers' surplus is P2E2T2 

PjEjTj.14 The total change in welfare is given by area TjEjE2T2. If the per unit cost of the

levy were equal to k, the supply curve would shift back up to its original position of 8 j

returning the price and quantity to their pre-research levels and leaving welfare

unchanged. Therefore, consumers and producers would only gain from the research

induced supply shift if the k per unit reduction in the cost of production were greater than

the k per unit levy.

The distribution of the levy cost between consumers and producers is detennined by the

relative elasticities of demand and supply. Alston, Freebairn and James (2004) examined

13 As parallel supply and demand shifts are the focus of this study, the incidences oflevy-funded pivotal
shifts are not considered (see Alston, Freebaim and James 2004).
14 Under the assumption of a parallel supply shift the change in producers' surplus is also equal to P2E2CB.
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the relationships between producer and national benefits and considered the implications

for the appropriate rates of matching government grants. With respect to parallel

research-induced supply shifts, they found that the producer shares of research benefits

and levy-funded research costs are the same. Thus, producer incentives are compatible

with national interests and, from a national viewpoint, matching grants in these

circumstances would lead to over-investments in research.

Figure 2.8: Levy-funded R&D
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Source: Alston, Freebaim and James (2004)

Levy-funded Promotion

The incidence of a levy to fund generic promotion is depicted in Figures 2.9 and 2.10.

The initial market equilibrium in the absence of promotion is at point E j with price P j and

quantity Qj in Figure 2.9. Effective generic promotion shifts the demand curve outwards

from D j to D2. The new market equilibrium is at point E2 with an increased price P2 and

increased quantity Q2. The increase in producers' surplus is given by P j P2E2E j and the

change in consumers' surplus is the difference between GE2P2 and FEjP j .

Now assume a levy is used to fund the promotion. In Figure 2.10 the levy shifts the

supply curve up from S to S + k, where k is the per unit levy on production.
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Figure 2.9: Generic promotion
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Figure 2.10: Levy-funded generic promotion
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Source: Freebaim, Goddard and Griffith (2005)
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The higher price of P j is associated with a lower quantity Qj at the new equilibrium Ej .

The decrease in producers' surplus is P jE jCP4 and consumers' surplus falls by PjEjEjPj .

Some of the cost of the levy initially paid by producers is borne by the consumers in the

form of a higher price. Consumers now pay a price of P j while the after levy price

received by producers is reduced to P4. The difference between the two prices is the per

unit levy cost, the distribution of which between producers and consumers is determined

by the relative elasticities of demand and supply. A higher proportion of the levy will be

passed on to consumers the more inelastic is demand relative to supply.

Comparison of Figures 2.9 and 2.10 shows the overall effects of a levy-funded

promotional campaign. In Figure 2.9 the increase in producers' surplus from the

promotion-induced increase in demand is P j P2E2E j and the decrease in producers'

surplus from the levy in Figure 2.10 is P j E j CP4. As long as the producers' gain from

promotion exceeds the producers' loss from the imposition of the levy, net returns to

producers increase. In other words, if the increase in price from P j to P2 in Figure 2.9 is

greater than the reduction in the price received by producers as a consequence of the levy,

from P j to P4 in Figure 2.1 0, there are net gains to producers from the levy-funded

promotion.

Freebairn, Goddard and Griffith (2005) derived conditions under which levy-funded

generic promotion can increase farmer returns. Their conclusions were that farmers gain

most when a small investment of levy funds is effective in shifting domestic demand,

domestic demand is price-inelastic and export sales are a small proportion of output.

Conversely, generic promotion cannot improve farmer returns when exports only occupy

a small share of world trade and are unable to influence the world price. Freebairn,

Goddard and Griffith (2005) acknowledged that their results depend on three main

assumptions (zero market power, no brand advertising and no input substitution) and

relaxing some or all of these assumptions may significantly alter the benefits to farmers

from generic promotion. IS The basic analyses presented here depend on the same
• 16assumptIons.

15 The degree of input substitution is shown by Wohlgenant and Piggott (2003) to be more important in
influencing producer returns than is market power.
16 Whether these necessary conditions are met by generic promotion in the Australian sheep and wool
industries is not a focus of this study.
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2.4 Other Considerations

2.4.1 Dynamic Adjustment

Methods, Issues and Modelling Approaches

Equilibrium displacement models are comparative, static models that compare

equilibriums before and after an exogenous change, essentially ignoring the path of

adjustment from one position to the other. The potential annual benefits estimated from

comparative static models are typically predisposed to a number of assUlnptions. For

example, the welfare changes to consumers and producers from a cost-saving production

technology depict the flow of benefits for one year, assuming 100 per cent adoption of the

technology and full market adjustment to the new equilibrium. Inevitably there will be

lags between the commencement of research and maximum adoption of a new

technology.17 Further time will elapse between maximum adoption and obsolescence of

the technology as the technology depreciates or is superseded by a new technology.

Thus, the extent of annual benefit and cost flows will differ from year to year. A

hypothetical research, development and technology adoption scenario in Figure 2.11

provides an example of the time lags involved in the process and the distribution of

research benefits and costs over time.

The top half of Figure 2.11 shows there is a research lag between the commencement of

the research and the actual development phase of the new technology. Once developed

and released there will be a lag until maximum adoption of the technology has been

reached, eventually followed by a decline in use as the technology becomes dated. The

gross annual benefits and costs over the research, development and adoption life of the

technology are illustrated in the bottom half of Figure 2.11. Initially there are significant

costs associated with the research and development of the technology. Once into the

adoption phase the new technology begins to yield a flow of benefits, gradually

increasing until maximum adoption is reached then decreasing towards the end of the

technology's usefulness. Note there are costs of further research necessary to maintain the

value of the technology even after it has been adopted (Alston et al. 1995).

A number of functional forms have been used in empirical work to account for the

adoption rate over time and the dynamic nature of benefit and cost flows (e.g. Griliches

17 In reality maximum adoption will be less than 100 per cent as assumed in comparative static analysis.
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1958; Edwards and Freebaim 1981; Davis 1979; Huffman and Evenson 1992). More

simplistic approaches have employed assumptions about length of research lag, adoption

and depreciation to discount annual benefits for each year (e.g. Scobie, Mullen and

Alston 1991; Scobie and Jacobsen 1992). As pointed out by Zhao (1999, p.36), though

simplistic, the use of such approaches will not yield significant errors due to the fact that

research benefits are quadratic functions of the amount of shift and the shifts typically

used in research evaluations are small. 18

Figure 2.11: Time lags and net research benefits
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Source: Alston, et al. (1995, p.30)

18 As long as parameters other than the supply shift do not vary for different periods.
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Depending on the type of enterprise, it is not uncommon for producers to take in excess

of a year to adjust production in response to changes in price. While supply response is

often modelled using distributed lag functions, their use for welfare change calculations

are complicated compared with static model surplus calculations (Janssen 1992). Just,

Hueth and Schmitz (1982) highlighted the importance of length-of-run and temporal

aggregation in welfare measurement. They showed that the correct measure of producers'

surplus changes over time "is not the sum of all the short-run producer surpluses over

affected production periods but, rather, the sum of producer surpluses of variable lengths

of run (as viewed from the initial point in time) over the affected production runs" (pp.65

66). Although a few studies have incorporated various lengths of run into static models

by assuming different market elasticity values (e.g. Mullen, Wohlgenant and Farris 1988;

Lemieux and Wohlgenant 1989; Mullen, Alston and Wohlgenant 1989), the area remains

open to further empirical work.

2.4.2 Input Substitution Elasticities

The issue of measuring the degree of substitutability between factors has grown in

importance, initiating debate over the most appropriate measure to use. Chambers (1988,

p.33) conceded that 'like many other problems in economics, there is no one correct

answer'. The elasticity of substitution was first presented by Hicks (1932, p.117) as 'a

measure of the ease with which the varying factor can be substituted for others'. For two

inputs Xl and X2, the elasticity of substitution is defined as:

(2.1 )
dln(x l /x 2 )

(J = ----=-----=--
d In(w1 / w 2 )

where WI is the price of input i. Thus, Hicks' two factor elasticity of substitution is the

elasticity of the input ratio with respect to the marginal rate of technical substitution.

For two inputs the elasticity of substitution is always positive, but complementarities may

exist among inputs in the n-factor case (Chambers 1988). Two generalizations of the

original elasticity of substitution to accommodate more than two inputs were suggested

by Allen and Hicks (1934). Of these, the one that gained general acceptance after further

examination by Allen (1938) and Uzawa (1962) became known as the AllenlUzawa

partial elasticity of substitution (AES). The AES is more popularly derived in terms of the
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cost function. Given a twice-differentiable cost function C, Uzawa (1962) showed the

AES between inputs i and j is defined as:

(2.2)

where the subscripts indicate partial derivatives with respect to input pnces. Using

Shephard's lemma (Shephard 1953), the AES can be written as:

(2.3)

where [; lj is the constant-output cross price elasticity of demand for input i with respect to

the price of input j, and S;. is the share of input j in total cost. Therefore, the AES

measures changes in input demand with respect to price changes in another input.

Although the AES reduces to the original Hicksian concept in the two variable case,

Blackorby and Russell (1989) argued that it did not maintain the 'salient characteristics'

of the original elasticity and that the preferred measure in the case of multiple factors

should be the Morishima (1967) elasticity of substitution (MES).19 The MES defined in

terms of the cost function by using Shephard's lemma can be formulated as:

(2.4)
p)Clj PiC))
-----

Ci C)

which can be rewritten as:

(2.5)

where [; lj is the cross-price elasticity of demand for input i with respect to the price of

input j, and [; J/ is the own price elasticity of input j.20 Equation 2.5 indicates that the

19 The MES was also independently discovered by Blackorby and Russell (1975).
20 As with evaluation of the AES, output is also assumed constant in the MES evaluation.
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MES is a measure of the percentage change in the ratio of input i to input j, given a one

per cent change in the price of input}.

Unlike the AES, the MES is asymmetric implying the MES is slightly more biased in the

treatment of inputs as substitutes than the AES. More specifically, factors that are AES

substitutes must also be MES substitutes, but AES complements may be classed as MES

substitutes depending on which input price changes. As pointed out by Chmnbers (1988,

p.99), the fact that differing elasticities yield different results highlights the difficulties

'with defining a meaningful measure of substitution relationships' and 'the somewhat

arbitrary nature of any elasticity of substitution in the many-input case' (p.36).

In this study the more popular convention in EDM analysis of using Allen/Uzawa input

substitution and output product transformation elasticities is adopted though the views of

Blackorby and Russell (1989) are acknowledged. Irrespective of the most appropriate

measure, there is very little empirical information on input or output substitutability in the

Australian sheep and wool industries, and many values had to be chosen subjectively.

Consequently, extensive stochastic sensitivity analysis, as described in the following

section, was undertaken to account for uncertainty in the parameter values.

2.4.3 Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity of estimated welfare changes to changes in market parameters is an issue

of concern in EDM modelling. Elasticity values describing the responsiveness of one

variable to the change in another variable are required to solve the model. Typically,

market-related parameter values are chosen on the basis of empirical estimates, economic

theory and subjective judgements. For some parameters empirical estimates may be

prevalent while for others they might be non-existent. Even when empirical estimates are

readily available, values can vary considerably due to period of estimation, differences in

datasets, methodology used and functional form chosen.

Discrete sensitivity analysis can be undertaken by changing parameter values one at a

time to determine individual impacts on the results (e.g. Alston and Scobie 1983) or

changing several parameter values together (e.g. Piggott 1992; Wohlgenant 1993).

However, it is important to bear in mind that treating parameters as being independent of

other parameters can be misleading (Alston et al. 1995). There are a nUluber of
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disadvantages in uSIng discrete sensitivity analysis, particularly when the analysis

involves more than a few uncertain parameters (Zhao et al. 2000a, p.8S). Independently

changing parameter values to cover all possible values of a single parameter is a

cumbersome task and when a number of parameters exist it is virtually impossible to

cover all values for all possible combinations of parameters. Also, non-stochastic

sensitivity analysis does not quantify the probability of a value being true.

Stochastic sensitivity analysis provides a more rigorous and complete approach to

account for uncertainty in market parameters. Zhao et al. (2000a) proposed specifying

subjective probability distributions for the parameters from which the implied probability

distributions for the welfare changes can be derived via simulation. Favourable aspects of

this approach are that it enables various probabilities representing levels of confidence

about estimated benefits to be calculated. This in tum provides probabilities about

alternative outcomes of policy advice. Some studies, such as those by Tulpule et al.

(1992) and Scobie and Jacobsen (1992), have followed Sprow (1967) in using triangular

distributions whereby information on the lowest, middle and highest range of values are

used to represent uncertainty. Others (e.g. Zhao et al. 2000a) have assigned normal

distributions to parameters implying a higher probability of values around the mode (most

likely value) and lower probability of values further from the mode.

Independent work by Davis and Espinoza (1998) promoted a stochastic approach similar

to that put forward by Zhao et al. (2000a) though the main focus of their studies was

different.21 Additional methodology promoted by Zhao et al. (2000a) include the use of

hierarchical distributions to allow for the likelihood of differing possible parameter

values and a mean sensitivity elasticity to assist in the identification of those parameters

to which the results may be more responsive.

2.5 Industry Models and Approaches

2.5.1 Econometric Estimation

Evaluation of the returns from new technology adoption or genenc promotion at an

industry level requires a structural model representative of the industry or market under

consideration. Econometric models and partial equilibrium models are the t\vo most often

21 The work by Zhao et al. (1999) was based on an earlier version of the paper (Zhao et al. 1998).
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used methods In agricultural industry analysis of R&D and promotion investments.

Econometric models use time-series data on the variables inc1uded in the model to

estimate parameter values. The estimated equations of the model can be used to predict

prices and quantities enabling economic surplus changes to be calculated. Favourable

aspects of econometric estimation are that dynamic relationships such as seasonality and

time effects can be captured within the simulation. In sheep production, seasonal

conditions influence breeding decisions and biological constraints may result in time lags

between breeding and product sales (Vere et al. 2005). Also, as discussed in Section

2.4.1, time lags exist between initial research investment and maximum adoption of a

new technology. Econometric studies specific to the sheep industry have been

undertaken, but most have maintained a single industry focus (e.g. Griffith et al. 1995;

Templeton et al. 2004). Vere et al. (2000) developed a quarterly structural econometric

model of the Australian grazing industries incorporating the wool, lamb and mutton

sectors of the sheep industry. Although relevant in the context of this study, the data

intensive nature of the model is prohibitive to its use. As data continues to be collected

and reported less, the maintenance of econometric models that rely on lengthy historical

data becomes increasingly difficult.

2.5.2 Partial Equilibrium Estimation

For this reason the use of EDM in R&D and promotion evaluation has risen. Rather than

needing historical data spanning decades, EDMs require base equilibrium price and

quantity data, usually taken as averages over five years, and Marshallian elasticity values.

Although EDM may seem taxing in terms of the number of elasticity estimates required,

assumptions about elasticity values can be made in the absence of empirical estimates and

statistically sound sensitivity analysis can be undertaken to account for uncertain

parameter values.

As previously mentioned, a limitation of EDM is the inability to satisfactorily account for

dynamic responses within the modelling framework. However, as pointed out by Piggott

(1992), repeated applications for different lengths of run can overcome this deficiency to

some extent. A number of EDMs have been developed for various Australian agricultural

industries (e.g. Zhao et al. 2000; Hill et al. 2001; Zhao et al. 2003; Mounter et al. 2005)
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but those relating to the Australian sheep industry are dated (Mullen et al. 1989; Mullen

and Alston 1994).

DREAM (Dynamic Research Evaluation for Management) is an available software

package based on the EDM methodology (IFPRI 200 1). Appealing features of DREAM

are the capability to incorporate multi-regional evaluations in the analysis and its generic

applicability to a diverse range of industries, though the model does have some

restrictions. Analysis is limited to a single homogeneous commodity and any cross

commodity relationships such as evident in the Australian sheep industry are not included

in the simulation. In addition, the DREAM framework does not allow for vertical market

disaggregation combining processors, retailers and consumers as a single entity. Thus,

information on the distribution of potential returns from R&D and promotion investments

among different industry groups and sectors cannot be determined. Limitations of this

type can be overcome through the development of industry-specific EDMs.

The economIC surplus method used by the EDM approach only considers potential

benefits in the evaluation procedure. As pointed out by Alston et al. (1995), other

methods used in conjunction with EDM enable complete evaluation analysis. For

example, once cost information is known, cost-benefit analysis can be used to measure

the present value of benefits and costs over time, and the magnitude of demand and

supply shifts in the EDM can be derived using econometric or Inathematical

programming models.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter different approaches to evaluating the returns from R&D and promotion

investments were reviewed and the EDM approach was introduced. Horizontal

disaggregation of an industry to account for multiple markets and products. and vertical

disaggregation to determine the distribution of returns to industry sectors are important

capabilities of the EDM method. Criticisms of economic surplus as a measure of welfare

were dispelled and justification was provided for the use of Marshallian rather than

Hicksian welfare measures in EDM applications.
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A number of theoretical issues relevant to the use of EDM in empirical evaluation

procedures were also considered. Defensive arguments were given for assumptions made

with respect to functional forms of demand and supply curves, the nature of exogenous

shifts and economic surplus measurement in multi-market frameworks. Some of the

limitations concerning the static nature of EDM were examined and the controversy

regarding the correct choice of substitution elasticities was highlighted. Sensitivity

analysis to account for uncertainty in market parameters was considered and the approach

proposed by Zhao et al. (2000a) was deemed appropriate for this study. At an industry

level there are two methods common in R&D and promotion evaluation, EDM and

econometric approaches. A comprehensive econometric model has been developed for

the Australian sheep industry (Vere et al. 2000) but data availability restricts its use.

Conversely, existing EDM applications for the Australian sheep industry are rather dated

and the DREAM software package based on EDM principles, though some\vhat suitable,

does suffer certain deficiencies. Given the literature reviewed in this chapter, the EDM

approach is the method selected for use in this study to evaluate the returns from research

and promotion investments in the Australian sheep and wool industries.
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Chapter 3

The Australian Sheep and Wool Industries: An Overview

3.1 Introduction

Merino wool has always been at the forefront of commodity production in the Australian

sheep and wool industries. Although wool production remains a significant enterprise

there have been noticeable alterations in the composition of the national flock in recent

years. A weakened demand for wool in favour of lower-priced synthetic fibres and

widespread drought in Eastern Australia has contributed to a marked decline in Australian

flock numbers since 1990. Wool production has fallen by more than the drop in sheep

numbers, reflecting the development of a generally younger, more female-dominated

flock with increased orientation toward lamb production (Martin et al. 2004). Growth in

export markets has been paramount to the successful expansion of Australia's lamb

industry while excess wool-processing capacity and increasing competition from

developing countries have helped cause a contraction in Australia's wool processing

capabilities.

Section 3.2 identifies the changes in the distribution and composition of the Australian

sheep flock over the past fifteen years. Production and export trends over the same time

frame for wool, sheepmeat and live sheep exports are examined in Section 3.3. A brief

description of early-stage wool processing (ESP) is given in Section 3.4 and attention is

directed to the factors underlying the ESP industry's decline in Australia. The main points

are summarised in Section 3.5.

3.2 The Nature ofthe Australian Sheep and Wool Industries

3.2.1 Distribution ofthe Australian Sheep Flock

Sheep in Australia are bred to produce wool and/or meat. The Merino is by far the most

populous breed of sheep. The development of the modem day Merino in Australia can be

traced back to four basic strains of Merino suited to different climates (Woolmark 2005).

The South Australian or "strong" wool Merinos exist in the arid pastoral regions of South

Australia, Western Australia, New South Wales and Queensland. They are large-framed
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sheep and produce the broadest micron (Jlm) wool of Merino sheep ranging in fibre

diameter from 23-28 Jlm. The "medium" wool Merinos are derived from the Peppin strain

of Merinos and produce wool in the 20-24 Jlm range. These sheep are widespread

throughout the slopes and plains regions of New South Wales and Queensland, northern

Victoria and the mixed farming regions of South Australia and Western Australia. Sheep

descended from the Spanish Merino are similar in characteristics to the Peppin Merino

and can be found in the same climatic zones. Saxon Merino sheep produce fine and

superfine wool (20Jlm and less) and are limited to the high rainfall tablelands and ranges

regions of New South Wales, South Australia, Victoria and Tasmania.

The ewe progeny from Merino ewes mated to Border Leicester rams (in general terms

referred to as first-cross ewes) comprise the second largest group of sheep breed in

Australia. The Border Leicester/Merino crossbred ewes are typically joined to traditional

terminal ram breeds such as Poll Dorsets, Southdowns and Suffolks to produce prime

lambs. However, dual-purpose sheep such as the South African Meat Merino and Dohne,

and shedding or fat tail breeds including the Dorper and Damara, are gaining in

popularity.! Numerous other non-Merino breeds make up the remainder of the national

sheep flock.

Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of the entire Australian sheep flock by agricultural zone.

Approximately 33 per cent of the national sheep flock is located in the high rainfall zone

where average annual rainfall is in excess of 600mm. The largest concentration of sheep

numbers (55 per cent) are found in the Australian wheat-sheep zone which extends over

large areas of southern and eastern Australia. Average annual rainfall in the wheat-sheep

zone is between 300mm and 600mm. The pastoral zone is the largest agricultural zone in

area covering much of the arid and semi-arid interior of Australia. Only 12 per cent of

the national flock is found in these regions. Rainfall is highly variable (mostly less than

350mm per annum) and pastures consist primarily of native grasses and shrublands (AWI

2004a).

I Survey results by Curtis and Croker (2005) indicate that this trend was more prevalent in Western
Australia than in other Australian states.
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Figure 3.1: Distribution of the Australian sheep flock by agricultural zone
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Source: Martin, King and Shafron (2004)
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Figures 3.2 to 3.4 indicate the changes in the distribution of the national flock between

1992 and 2003.2 Compared with 1992, the proportion of the Merino sheep flock in the

high rainfall zone in 2003 increased but the pastoral zone and wheat-sheep zone

proportions both fell (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Distribution of Merino sheep by zone
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2 The changes in the distribution and composition of the national sheep flock from presented here are based
on data collected by ABARE in the Australian agricultural and grazing industries surveys. The 2003 flock
distribution and composition data are the most recent collected by ABARE.
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In 1992, the split between crossbred sheep in the wheat-sheep zone and high rainfall zone

was similar (Figure 3.3) but, more recently, larger numbers can be found in the wheat

sheep regions. 3 The distribution changes associated with other non-Merino sheep in

Figure 3.4 display a similar trend to the crossbred sheep dispersions. A significantly

larger proportion of other sheep breeds were located in the wheat-sheep zone in 2003 than

in 1992.

Figure 3.3: Distribution of crossbred sheep by zone
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of other sheep breeds by zone
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3 Due to the harsh climatic conditions, the numbers of crossbred sheep and other non-Merino sheep in the
pastoral zone are minimal.
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3.2.2 Composition ofthe Australian Sheep Flock

Industry Overview

Numerous factors such as weakened demand for wool, competition from lower-priced

synthetic fibres, higher profitability of alternative enterprises and prolonged dry spells

have contributed to significant reductions in Australian sheep numbers since the early

1990s. Over the same period of time the composition of the Australian sheep flock has

changed considerably. Prices received for wool, sheep and lambs have had a major

influence on the breed, age and sex composition of the current flock (Martin et al. 2004).

The proportion of non-Merino sheep in the national flock has increased (see Table 3.1)

and is indicative of a shift in focus from wool production to lamb production. Even so,

Merino sheep still account for approximately 85 per cent of all sheep in Australia.

Changes in the composition of the Merino flock based on 1992 and 2003 flock

composition estimates are shown in Figure 3.5.

Table 3.1: Australian sheep flock composition (%)

1992

2003

Merino

89.4

84.6

Non-Merino

10.6

15.4

Source: Martin, King and Shafran (2004)

Figure 3.5: Australian Merino sheep flock composition (%)
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The most noticeable differences are a marked increase in the percentage of ewes and a

large decrease in the percentage of wethers.4 Slight increases in the percentages of

hoggets and lambs within the Merino flock are also evident. In general, wool-producing

enterprises are traditionally associated with a high percentage of wethers. Hence, the

more female dominated flock is a further indication of the movement away from wool

production in favour of lamb production.

3.3 Production and Export Trends

3.3.1 Wool

Sheep numbers and greasy wool production in Australia have fallen dramatically over the

past fifteen years (Figure 3.6). From around 170 million at the beginning of the 1990s,

sheep numbers have declined to 100 million in 2004-05. Over the same period, greasy

shorn wool production has fallen from approximately 1000 kt to 475 kt.

Figure 3.6: Australian wool production and sheep numbers: 1990-91 to 2004-05
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4 The proportion of breeding ewes in the national flock in 2003 was at an historical high (Martin et al.
2004).
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The fall in wool production is partly in response to unfavourable prices for wool

throughout much of the 1990s and more favourable prices for alternative farming

enterprises. Relatively high exchange rates (China buys in US currency), extended

periods of dry seasonal conditions and the decision by woolgrowers to remove the

statutory marketing levy in 2000 have also contributed to lower levels of wool production

in Australia (ACWEP 2006). 5 Over the past few years, widespread drought throughout

much of eastern Australia and higher sheepmeat prices have seen significant numbers of

wethers and older ewes being sold, further adding to reduced sheep numbers and lower

wool production.

The 20-23 micron wool types have suffered the largest decline in production, cOlnprising

70 per cent of total greasy wool sold at auction in 1991-92 but only 52 per cent in 2004

05 (Table 3.2). The objective of the Reserve Price Scheme (RPS) for wool, introduced in

Australia in 1974, was the provision of price stabilisation for the wool industry by setting

a floor price for wool. Subsequent increases in the initial floor price eventually resulted

in the accumulation of a 4.7 million bale wool stockpile, as wool production outstripped

demand. The combination of a floor price set above sustainable levels in the marketplace

and a weakened demand for wool led to the suspension of the RPS in 1991. Wools in the

20-25 micron categories were heavily stockpiled and eventually sold off at low prices

during the second half of the 1990s (AWI 2004a).6

However, not all micron categories of wool have experienced lower levels of production.

Since 1991-92, wool 19 micron and finer has increased from approximately 12 per cent to

nearly one third of the total wool sold at auction (Table 3.2). Even though some of the

increased share is the result of drought-affected "hunger-fine" wool, the real increase in

fine and superfine wool production is considerable, as the response by many specialist

woolgrowers to market demands and historic price premiums7 has been to breed finer

wool clips (AWI 2004a). Instrumental in the shift towards finer wool production have

been the implementation by woolgrowers of breeding schemes and technologies such as

in-shed testing (AWI 2002).

5 China purchases approximately 50 per cent of Australia's wool exports.
6 The last of the wool stockpile was sold in 2001.
7 Fine and superfine wools compete less with cotton and synthetic fibres than other wool types. Fine wool
price trends are more aligned with other specialty fibres such as cashmere and mohair (AWI 2004a).
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Table 3.2: Micron profile of wool

:s 19 micron 20-23 micron ~ 24 micron

Industry Overview

1991-92

2004-05

Source: AWTA (2007)

11.9

31.9

70.1

51.6

18.0

16.5

Once harvested, producers generally sell their wool at auction through wool selling

brokers, pastoral houses or cooperatives. The brokers organise for the wool to be tested,

to determine quality characteristics, and are responsible for storage, assembly and

delivery of the wool to buyers (AWI 2002). Greasy wool that is not exported undergoes

some form of ESP in the domestic wool processing illdustry.8 In terms of global

processing, Australia's later-stage wool processing (LSP) industry is small. Thus, nearly

all of Australia's wool production is exported in greasy form or exported after minor

processing has been carried out. The proportion of greasy wool in Australia's annual total

wool exports has gradually increased as a consequence of excess capacity in the ESP

industry in importing countries. Just 23 per cent of the Australian wool clip was

processed to an early stage in 2003-04, down from 40 per cent ten years earlier (ABS

2006). The mix of Australia's greasy and semi-processed wool exports varies between

different exports destinations. For example, Thailand, Malaysia and a number of

European countries purchase wool in scoured form or as tops, while China takes less than

10 per cent in a processed form (ACWEP 2006).

Australia's major wool export destination has changed over time from the United

Kingdom (and Western Europe) to Japan, the USSR (and other Eastern European

countries) and now to China (ACWEP 2006). Figure 3.7 summarises Australia's main

wool export destinations in 2005. China's dominance is evident, purchasing half of

Australia's wool exports, but Italy continues to be a major customer, particularly in the

fine end of the market.

8 Early-stage processing includes scouring, carbonising and topmaking. Processes beyond these stages of
production are referred to as later-stage processing.
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Figure 3.7: 2005 Wool export destinations (% greasy wool equivalent)

Chinese Taipei, 4%
India, 6%

Italy, 12%

China, 50%

Source: ABARE (2005)

3.3.2 Sheepmeat

Prime lambs are mostly produced from good pasture conditions of the high rainfall and

wheat-sheep regions of southern Australia. Pastures in the high rainfall zone include

native and exotic species with the presence of an annual legume such as sub clover while

the wheat-sheep zone has a mix of native pastures and sown pastures (including a legume

base for nitrogen), with the latter often incorporated as part of a crop rotation system

(AWI 2004a). Mutton production is neither zone-nor region-specific and is spread across

the country. Beyond the farm gate the sheepmeat supply chain consists of processing and

marketing sectors. Post slaughter, sheep and lamb carcasses are dressed and processed

into various cuts according to product specifications, before being packaged for either

export or retail sales.

MLA (2004) reports an increase in the number of specialist lamb producers in recent

years, partly as a response to higher lamb and sheepmeat prices. Growth in key export

markets has been a critical factor in the expansion of Australia's prime lamb industry. As

previously mentioned, higher sheepmeat prices have also contributed to the reduction in

national flock numbers with some producers taking advantage of the higher prices to

offload wethers and older ewes. Australian lamb and mutton production for the period

1991 to 2005 is depicted in Figure 3.8. Lamb production increased from 274 kt carcass

weight (cwt) in 1991 to 375 kt cwt in 2005 with a sharp rise in production occurring from

around 1997-98. This coincides with the opening of the USA export market and a

growing demand for lamb from Europe and Asia (MLA 2004). The noticeable increase in

demand is attributed to a combination of factors including "rising consunler spending,
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better lamb quality, improved product presentation and marketing, and a general lift in

the health image of red meats" (MLA 2005).

The domestic market is the largest market for Australian lamb accounting for

approximately 55 per cent of production in 2005. However, exports of lamb have grown

quite rapidly, almost trebling as a proportion of production in the last fifteen years. In

1991, Australian lamb exports were 45 kt cwt but had grown to 170 kt cwt by 2005, with

the USA the largest export market (Figure 3.9).

As expected, there has been a substantial fall in mutton production corresponding to the

decline in national sheep numbers (Figure 3.8), from 395 kt cwt in 1991 to 241 kt cwt in

2005. Consequently, mutton exports have declined from 249 kt cwt to 190 kt cwt. Almost

80 per cent of Australia's mutton production in 2005 was exported, with the export

destinations varied (Figure 3.10).

Figure 3.8: Australian lamb and mutton production: 1991 to 2005 (kt cwt)

450 --,---------------------.....

400 -t-------------------__l

350 -t------''<:---------J~~~--____i~__l
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300 -t---------~'------------',,~---_____i

250 -t--------

200 +----r---r--,---r--.,----.,.-.,---,...---r-,----r----,----.,.--r---l

1991 1993 1995 1997 1999 2001 2003 2005

1--Lamb ----~ MuttonI
Source: ABS (2005a)
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Figure 3.9: 2005 Lamb export destinations (% kt cwt)

Japan, 8%

Source: ABARE (2005)

Figure 3.10: 2005 Mutton export destinations (0,4 kt cwt)

Saudi Arabia, 15%

Industry Overview

Other, 56%

Source: ABARE (2005)

South Africa, 10%

Chinese Taipei, 8%

Prior to the mid 1970s the live animal export industry in Australia was relatively small.

Regular trade to the Middle East developed during the 1970s and today the region

accounts for approximately 98 per cent of Australia's live sheep exports (ABARE 2005).

Following the Cormo Express incident in 2003, where fifty thousand sheep had to remain

onboard the ship for a number of months after rejection by their Saudi Arabian importer,

Australian live sheep exports plummeted. Figure 3.11 shows that live sheep exports fell

from 318 kt in 2001-02 to 166 kt in 2004-05. The resumption of trade with Saudi Arabia

in 2005 has seen a gradual recovery in live sheep export numbers (210 kt in 2005-06).
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Figure 3.11: Live sheep exports 1991-92 to 2005-06
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3.4 The Australian Early-Stage Wool Processing Industry

Two principal methods are utilised in the transformation of raw greasy wool into fabric.

Longer "combing" wools are used in the worsted system to produce high quality fabrics.

ESP of wool in the worsted system involves scouring, carding, gilling and combing.

Shorter, coarser wools such as locks, crutchings, bellies and lambs wool are processed

through the woollen system. Early-stage processes include scouring, carbonising and

carding. Approximately 85 per cent of the wool produced in Australia is longer medium

to-fine wool that enters the worsted system (AWI 2002).

3.4.1 Early-Stage Wool Processing

Wool scouring involves washing the wool in a detergent solution to remove inlpurities

such as grease, dirt and suint (sweat) from the wool. The majority of scoured wool

produced in Australia is exported and made into wool tops overseas. The rest is either

used in the production of wool tops in Australia or is used in the woollen system.

Carbonising wools, which are generally short-stapled and high in vegetable matter

content (VM), are processed through the woollen system. The wool is treated with
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sulphuric acid and then baked, making the burrs brittle so they can be crushed and

removed more easily. Wool scouring and carbonising machinery is specifically

manufactured for wool processing with no opportunities for diversification of use. As

such, wool scouring and carbonising profitability relies on the supply of greasy wool and

the demand for wool further up the value chain (AWI 2002).

The process of carding, gilling and combing to produce wool tops is called toptnaking.

Carding opens up the scoured wool and removes most of the burrs and seeds. Gilling

draws out the scoured wool and aligns the wool fibres in a parallel direction to form a

continuous strand of fibres called a sliver. The combing process continues the fibre

alignment and removes any short fibres (noils), remaining VM and neps (small balls of

entangled fibres). The end result is the "wool top". By value, around 90 per cent of the

Australian wool top production is exported. Domestic spinners take the small volume left.

Almost all of Australia's ESP output is exported. AWI (2002) identified a number of

reasons for this, the most prominent being that the bulk of global LSP capacity is outside

of Australia. There has also been a contraction in demand for ESP output by the

Australian LSP industry and apparel manufacturing sector due to tariff reductions and

industrial restructuring. In addition, the Australian LSP industry's preference is for finer,

lower-micron wools. Thus, higher-micron wools are exported as scoured wool to other

processing markets.

3.4.2 The Decline ofEarly-Stage Wool Processing in Australia

A combination of lower wool production, both globally and in Australia, and the final

dispersion of the wool stockpile in 2001 have been highlighted as contributing factors in

the increased global excess capacity in ESP, particularly in combing. Despite closures in

a number of the main wool top-producing countries, only 58 per cent of the total global

capacity of combing machinery was estimated to have been used in 2003 (AWI 2004a).

The highly specialised ESP machinery makes it impossible for processors to diversify and

their profitability and viability are threatened when the supply of wool is interrupted or

the demand for wool falls.

Australia's ESP industry has fallen victim to the emergence of China and other low

labour-cost countries in wool processing. Around six years ago there were nine
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topmaking plants and nine scouring and/or carbonising plants in Australia. In 2006, only

three topmaking plants and seven scouring and/or topmaking plants were still operational.

As little as ten years ago Australia was the pre-eminent ESP country in the world. Wool

top production in Australia is now less than Uruguay's, a country whose wool production

is only around 10 per cent of Australia's wool production (ACWEP 2006). The reduction

in Australia's ESP wool exports is highlighted in Table 3.3. Scoured wool and \vool top

exports in 2004-05 were around 30 per cent of the export volumes some seven years

earlier.

Table 3.3: Volume of Australian exports of semi-processed wool (kt)

1997-98

2004-05

Source: ABARE (2005)

Scoured

84.5

30.7

Carbonised

20.2

19.0

Tops & Sliver

54.7

16.4

Noils & Waste

7.9

2.1

Labour cost differentials are a key factor In the demise of Australia's ESP

competitiveness. Labour costs in Australia are approximately five times higher than

labour costs in China, which translates into about half the cost of Australian fabric

production and about one quarter the cost of Italian fabric production. Italy, however, is

able to maintain its high-cost structure by commanding a price premium for its high

quality products, whereas Australia is unable to do the same (AWI 2002).

Following the removal of tariffs as a trade barrier in 2005, China's response was to

"flood" the world with textiles of all fibre types, resulting in reduced Australian greasy

and ESP wool exports to traditional non-Chinese destinations. More recently, some

stability has returned to world markets after trade agreements were reached by the EU

and the USA with China (ACWEP 2006). However, intense competition in wool

processing from developing countries continues to see a shift in global processing

capacity from traditional countries in Western Europe to Asia (principally China and

India) and Eastern Europe (AWl 2002).

3.5 Summary

The Australian sheep and wool industries have undergone significant structural change in

recent times. There have been substantial falls in sheep numbers and wool production,
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and noticeable adjustments have occurred in the distribution and composition of the

national sheep flock in response to changing market environments. Compared with 1992,

there was a higher proportion of non-Merino sheep in the national flock in 2003, with an

increased proportion found in the wheat-sheep zone. The high rainfall zone supported a

higher proportion of the Merino flock in 2003 with lower percentages found in the wheat

sheep and pastoral zones. An increase in the proportion of ewes in the Merino flock and a

decline in the proportion of wethers is a reflection of the shift in resources away from

wool production towards lamb and sheepmeat production. Growth in export markets has

enabled the expansion of the domestic lamb industry. Approximately 45 per cent of

Australia's lamb production is currently exported with the USA purchasing close to 30

per cent of Australian lamb exports.

Competition from lower-priced synthetic fibres, extended dry periods and higher prices

for alternative farming enterprises have led to a large fall in Australia's wool production

over the past fifteen years, particularly in the 20-23 micron range. However, the

proportion of fine and superfine wool in the national clip has increased greatly in

response to market demands and historic price premiums. Excess global capacity and the

emergence of low labour-cost countries in wool processing, especially China, have led to

the closure of a number of ESP plants in Australia and placed pressure on the continued

sustainability of the domestic wool processing industry.
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Chapter 4

Flock Composition and Annual Production

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, 2002-03 flock composition survey data and other information are used to

disaggregate the Australian sheep flock, by agricultural zone, according to Merino and

non-Merino sheep, wool fibre diameter category and breeding intention. Annual

production data for 2002-03 are used in conjunction with the 2002-03 flock composition

survey data to assist in validating the methodology used. l

Each year the Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics (ABARE)

conduct a survey of the Australian agricultural and grazing industries. In 2002-03, data

on the composition of the national sheep flock by agricultural zone were collected by

ABARE as part of some supplementary questions to the standard annual Australian

agricultural and grazing industries survey (AAGIS). The survey is based on farm

enterprises with an estimated value of agricultural operations (EVAO) of $22,500 or

more. Annual aggregate shorn wool, lamb and mutton production figures published by

the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) and ABARE are based on farm enterprises with

an EVAO of $5,000 or more. To determine the supply and use of sheep in each

agricultural zone, 2002-03 opening and closing sheep numbers with an EVAO of $5,000

or more were disaggregated according to the AAGIS survey flock composition

percentages.2

In Section 4.2 the composition of the Australian sheep flock is detailed and the supply,

use and disposal of non-Merino and Merino sheep in each of the three agricultural zones

are identified. In Section 4.3 Australian Wool Exchange (AWEX) auction data and

relative greasy per head fleece weights are used to quantify the annual wool production

from each zone. Estimates of the lamb, mutton and live sheep exports attributable to the

1 Base values in the equilibrium displacement model of the Australian sheep and wool industries as
specified in Chapter 5 are average annual values for the period 2002-03 to 2004-05. The base values
corresponding to values derived in this chapter were estimated using the same procedures.
2 Total opening and closing sheep numbers associated with an EVAO of $5,000 or more were 106.2 million
and 99.3 million, respectively. Total opening and closing sheep numbers associated with an EVAO of
$22,500 or more were 103.2 and 96.1 million, respectively.
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different enterprises in each zone are derived in Section 4.4. A summary in Section 4.5

completes the chapter.

4.2 Supply, Use and Disposal ofAustralian Sheep

4.2.1 Flock Composition

The 2002-03 disaggregated sheep numbers based on the AAGIS flock composition

percentages are listed in Table 4.1. Estimates of lambs and hoggets by sex were not

included in the AAGIS flock composition percentages. A recent national survey of

Australian sheep producers indicated the ratio of Merino wether hoggets to Merino ewe

hoggets was 0.58, and in the absence of any data and on advice from others, a l: 1 ratio

for lambs was assumed (Curtis and Croker 2005). Similar assumptions were made here.

Sheep deaths in 2002-03 totalled 3.2 million (ABARE 2005) and were 3 per cent of total

opening sheep numbers. The 3 per cent death rate was assumed to be constant for all

categories of sheep enterprises across all agricultural zones. Calculations adapted from

Martin et al. (2004) suggest only half of 1 per cent of non-Merino wool is produced in the

pastoral zone. Therefore, it is assumed that non-Merino sheep are exclusive to the wheat

sheep and high rainfall zones. As the proportion of rams in the national flock is small, at

approximately 1 per cent (Martin et al. 2004), the numbers of rams were included in the

numbers of adult wethers.

4.2.2 Supply and Use ofNon-Merino Sheep

The opening number of adult non-Merino ewes in 2002-03 was 5.94 million and the

opening number of non-Merino hoggets was 1.28 million. Non-Merino hoggets are

assumed to consist entirely of ewe hoggets kept for the purpose of ewe flock

replacements. This brings the total number of adult non-Merino ewes in 2002-03 to 7.22

million. The assumption of a 3 per cent death rate per year reduces the total number of

adult non-Merino ewes to 7.00 million.

Approximately 84 per cent of all non-Merino ewes were joined to produce 2003-04 lambs

(Martin et al. 2004). This equates to 5.88 million breeding ewes and 1.12 million maiden

or unjoined non-Merino ewes. The closing number of adult non-Merino ewes from Table

4.1 is 6.09 million.
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Table 4.1: 2002-03 Australian sheep flock composition (millions)

Opening 0/0 Closing 0/0

Numbers (m) Numbers (m)

Total Sheep 106.20 100 99.30 100

Merino Sheep 90.91 85.6 84.00 84.6

Non-Merino sheep 15.29 14.4 15.30 15.4

Merino Flock Profile

Pastoral Zone

Ewes 5.96 48.8 5.99 59.0

Wethers 2.07 16.9 1.97 19.4

Lambs 2.12 17.4 1.13 11.1

Hoggets 2.07 16.9 1.07 10.5

Total 12.22 100 10.16 100

(Ewe Lambs) 1.06 0.57

(Wether lambs) 1.06 0.56

(Ewe Hoggets) 1.31 0.68

(Wether Hoggets) 0.76 0.39

Wheat-Sheep Zone

Ewes 24.90 50.6 24.62 52.1

Wethers 7.03 14.2 6.62 14.0

Lambs 10.67 21.7 9.40 19.9

Hoggets 6.63 13.5 6.62 14.0

Total 49.23 100 47.26 100

(Ewe Lambs) 5.34 4.70

(Wether lambs) 5.33 4.70

(Ewe Hoggets) 4.20 4.19

(Wether Hoggets) 2.43 2.43

High Rainfall Zone

Ewes 11.07 37.5 10.90 41.0

Wethers 7.14 24.2 6.33 23.8

Lambs 6.17 20.9 5.02 18.9

Hoggets 5.14 17.4 4.33 16.3

Total 29.52 100 26.58 100

(Ewe Lambs) 3.09 2.51

(Wether lambs) 3.08 2.51

(Ewe Hoggets) 3.25 2.74

(Wether Hoggets) 1.89 1.59

Merino Adult Age Distribution

Ewes under 4 years 51.8 52.7

Ewes 4 years and over 48.2 47.3
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Table 4.1 (cont.): 2002-03 Australian sheep flock composition (millions)

Opening 0/0 Closing 0/0

Numbers (m) Numbers (m)

Wethers under 4 years 67.6 10.32 70.2

Wethers 4 years and over 32.4 29.8

Non-Merino Flock Profile

Wheat-Sheep Zone

Ewes 3.79 39.0 3.88 39.8

Wethers 0.30 3.1 0.41 4.2

Lambs 4.82 49.5 4.43 45.4

Hoggets 0.82 8.4 1.03 10.6

Total 9.73 100 9.75

(Ewe Lambs) 2.41 2.22

(Wether Lambs) 2.41 2.21

High Rainfall Zone

Ewes 2.15 39.0 2.21 39.8

Wethers 0.17 3.1 0.23 4.2

Lambs 2.72 49.5 2.52 45.4

Hoggets 0.46 8.4 0.59 10.6

Total 5.50 100 5.55

(Ewe Lambs) 1.36 1.26

(Wether Lambs) 1.36 1.26

Non-Merino Age Distribution

Ewes under 4 years 49.3 49.9

Ewes 4 years and over 50.7 50.1

The total number of adult non-Merino ewes either sold as culls or cast for age (cfa) and

slaughtered for mutton was 0.91 million, calculated as the difference between the total

number of adult ewes, including replacements minus deaths, and the closing number of

adult ewes.

Opening non-Merino lamb numbers in 2002-03 were 7.54 million. Closing hogget

numbers indicate that 1.62 million non-Merino lambs were kept for the purpose of flock

replacements. After accounting for deaths, a total of 5.69 million opening number non

Merino lambs were sold for slaughter. Average weaning rates for non-Merino ewes and

Merino ewes joined to non-Merino rams were estimated to be 103 per cent and 91 per

cent, respectively (Curtis and Croker 2005). A weaning rate of 103 per cent equates to

6.06 million second-cross/meat lambs weaned from 5.88 million non-Merino breeding
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ewes. The total number of first cross lambs weaned from Merino ewes was estimated to

be 8.04 million (see Section 4.2.3) for a combined total of 14.10 million non-Merino

lambs weaned from non-Merino and Merino ewes in 2002-03. A closing figure of 6.95

million non-Merino lambs implies that 7.15 million of the 14.10 million lambs weaned

were sold for slaughter. Together with the 5.69 million opening number non-Merino

lambs sold for slaughter, the total number of non-Merino lambs sold for slaughter during

2002-03 was 12.84 million. The supply and use of non-Merino sheep is depicted

diagrammatically in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Supply and use of non-Merino sheep (millions)
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4.2.3 Supply and Use ofMerino Sheep

The opening number of adult Merino ewes in the pastoral zone for 2002-03 ,vas 5.96

million. Merino ewe flock replacements, taken from opening ewe hogget numbers, were

1.31 million. The total numbers of Merino ewes in the pastoral zone, less a 3 per cent

death rate, was calculated as 7.05 million. An estimated 85.6 per cent of Merino ewes
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were joined to produce 2003-04 lambs (Martin et al. 2004). The remaining ewes were

unjoined and assumed to be maiden ewes. The number of Merino breeding ewes in the

pastoral zone was estimated as 6.03 million and the number of non-breeding ewes as 1.02

million.

A weighted average 2002-03 lambing rate of 31 per cent for the pastoral zone was

calculated from Martin et al. (2004) estimates. The number of lambs born adjusted

downwards by the assumed 3 per cent death rate provided an estimate of 1.82 million

lambs weaned. Closing numbers of 1.13 million lambs indicate that 0.69 million 2002-03

pastoral zone Merino lambs were sold for slaughter. Opening lamb numbers for the

pastoral zone were 2.12 million. Taking into account the 3 per cent death rate, closing

hogget numbers of 1.07 million suggest that 0.99 million of the opening numbers of

lambs were sold for slaughter or live export.

Figure 4.2 traces the supply and use of Merino sheep in the pastoral zone. Opening

wether numbers for the pastoral zone were 2.07 million and opening \\-'ether hogget

numbers were 0.76 million, making a combined total of 2.83 million wethers. Closing

wether numbers were 1.97 million. After deaths were taken into consideration, 0.78

million wethers were sold for slaughter or live export.

The supply and use of Merino sheep in the wheat-sheep and high rainfall zones, shown in

Figures 4.3 and 4.4, respectively, were estimated in a similar manner. Of the adult Merino

ewes joined to produce 2003-04 lambs, 75.5 per cent were joined to Merino rams and

24.5 percent to non-Merino rams (Martin et al. 2004). The numbers of ewes sold for

slaughter from each type of breeding enterprise were also based on these percentages.

Using a weaning rate of 91 per cent, as mentioned in the previous section, the total

number of non-Merino lambs weaned from Merino ewes in the high rainfall and wheat

sheep zones were 2.65 million and 5.39 million, respectively. The number of Merino

lambs slaughtered was 4.26 million and calculated as the total number of 17.1 million

lambs slaughtered (ABARE 2005) less the 12.84 million3 non-Merino lambs slaughtered.

The total number of 19.81 million Merino lambs weaned was calculated as the sum of the

closing number of 15.55 million lambs and the 4.26 million Merino lambs slaughtered.

3 Refer to Section 4.2.2 on the supply and use of non-merino sheep for the derivation of this number.
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The numbers of Merino lambs weaned in the wheat-sheep and high rainfall zones were

17.99 million and derived as the difference between the total number of Merino lambs

weaned and the 1.82 million lambs weaned in the pastoral zone.

Merino lamb weaning percentages for the wheat-sheep and high rainfall zones could not

be estimated in a similar manner to the pastoral zone, as numbers of non-Merino lambs

were inclusive in the totals. The Rendell-McGuckian Wool R&D Project Evaluation

model, based on ABS 2001 Farm Census data, used a weaning rate of75 per cent for both

the fine and medium Merino wool production systems within the model. A similar

approach was followed here in assuming the weaning rates for the wheat-sheep and high

rainfall zones were the same.

The Merino lamb weaning percentage of 66 per cent in the wheat-sheep and high rainfall

zones was calculated as the total number of Merino lambs weaned less the nUlnber of

pastoral zone lambs weaned, divided by the total number of Merino ewes joined to

Merino rams in the two zones. This percentage was applied to the number of Merino

ewes joined to Merino rams in each zone to determine the number of Merino lambs

weaned in each zone. The difference between the number of Merino lambs weaned and

the closing number of lambs determined the number of Merino lambs sold for slaughter

from each zone.

As demonstrated in the supply and use calculations of sheep in the pastoral zone, the

closing number of Merino hoggets was deducted from the opening number of Merino

lambs to estimate the number of lambs/hoggets sold for either slaughter or live export

from the high rainfall and wheat-sheep zones. Opening Merino wether hogget numbers

were added to opening wether numbers to obtain the total number of Merino wethers for

each zone. Closing wether numbers were subtracted to obtain the numbers of wethers

sold for either slaughter or live export.
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Figure 4.2: Supply and use of Merino sheep in the pastoral zone (millions)
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Figure 4.3: Supply and use of Merino sheep in the wheat-sheep zone (millions)
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Figure 4.4: Supply and use of Merino sheep in the high rainfall zone (millions)
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4.3 Wool Production

4.3.1 Categories of Wool

Flock Composition and Annual Production

The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) publishes quarterly wool export figures

according to wool type by diameter categories. These diameter categories are 19 /lm and

finer, 20-23 /lm, 24-27 /lm and 28 /lm or broader. The ABS export wool types of interest

in this study include wool top and noil, scoured, carbonised and greasy wool. For ease of

compliance with ABS figures, wool production by agricultural zone was disaggregated

according to the same diameter categories.

Wool statistical areas (WSA) are primarily used by the wool industry to record the origin

of wool production. AWEX wool auction data were split by diameter profile according to

WSA and then matched to an agricultural zone following an approach similar to that used

by Templeton (2002).4 Table 4.2 shows annual shorn wool production for 2002-03 of 502

kilo tonnes (kt) split according to the percentages of 19 /lm and finer, 20-23 /lm, 24-27

/lm and 28 /lm or broader wool categories produced in each zone, as estimated from the

AWEX data. Also listed are percentages of Merino and non-Merino wool production in

the high rainfall and wheat-sheep zones, as derived from Martin et al. (2004).

The total amount of shorn wool production in the high rainfall zone was 187.05 kt

comprising 6.46 per cent (12.08 kt) of non-Merino wool and 93.54 per cent (174.96 kt) of

Merino wool. Wool 28 /lm or broader produced in Australia can be attributed to non

Merino breeds of sheep. Therefore, 12.08 kt of 28 /lm or broader wool produced in the

high rainfall zone was non-Merino wool. The total amount of shorn wool production in

the wheat-sheep zone was 269.42 kt comprising 6.70 per cent (18.06 kt) of non-Merino

wool and 93.30 per cent (251.36 kt) of Merino wool. Based on AWEX estimates, .3.83 per

cent (10.32 kt) of wool produced in the wheat-sheep zone was 28 Jlrn or broader. The

remaining 7.74 kt of non-Merino wool produced in the wheat-sheep zone was in the 24

27 /lm diameter category.

4 AWEX auction data only cover wool that is offered for auction or approximately 85 per cent of
production. A more complete discussion of the data used is given in Chapter 6.
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Table 4.2: 2002-03 Greasy shorn wool production

0/0 kt
Annual total wool production 502.00
High rainfall zone wool production 37.26 187.04
Wheat-sheep zone wool production 53.67 269.42
Pastoral zone wool production 9.07 45.54

High rainfall zone non-Merino wool production 6.46 12.08
High rainfall zone Merino wool production 93.54 174.96
Wheat-sheep zone non-Merino wool production 6.70 18.06
Wheat-sheep zone Merino wool production 93.30 251.36

High rainfall zone wool 19 micron & finer 44.11 82.51
High rainfall zone wool 20-23 micron 43.02 80.46
High rainfall zone wool 24-27 micron 6.41 11.99
High rainfall zone wool 28 micron & broader 6.46 12.08

Wheat-sheep zone wool 19 micron & finer 25.05 67.48
Wheat-sheep zone wool 20-23 micron 64.08 172.64
Wheat-sheep zone wool 24-27 micron 7.04 18.98
Wheat-sheep zone wool 28 micron & broader 3.83 10.32

Pastoral zone wool 19 micron and finer 23.38 10.65
Pastoral zone wool 20-23 micron 71.67 32.64
Pastoral zone wool 24-27 micron 4.95 2.25

Estimation of the number of sheep shorn versus the number of sheep not shorn in each

zone is impossible from available data. Adult sheep are typically shorn once a year5 but

sheep slaughtered for mutton may be either sold off shears or sold in the wool. Prime

lambs are generally sold with the wool on but may also be sold off shears. Merino lambs

mayor may not be shorn before twelve months of age. This depends on a number of

factors including wool type and prevailing seasonal and economic conditions. For

example, finer micron lambs are usually shorn for the first time as hoggets whereas

broader wool types, particularly in the wheat-sheep and pastoral zones, are more likely to

be shorn as lambs if blowfly strike is seen as a potential problem.

The number of adult sheep sold for slaughter or live export as a proportion of the total

number of adult sheep in the national flock was calculated to be less than 20 per cent. A

significant number of these would be sold off shears (i.e. they would have been shorn

prior to sale). As the majority of lambs would not be shorn prior to 12 months of age, the

apportionment of wool in each zone to classification of sheep was based on adult sheep

only. The total numbers of adult Merino sheep in each agricultural zone and the

proportions of the totals for each enterprise type are listed in Table 4.3.

5 Some non-Merino sheep breeds may be shorn more often whereas other breeds shed their wool.
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Table 4.3: Number and percentage of adult Merino sheep by zone

0/0 (million)
High rainfall zone
Total adult sheep
Merino ewes joined/intended to non-Merino rams
Merino ewes joined/intended to Merino rams
Merino wethers
Merino hoggets
Wheat-sheep zone
Total adult sheep
Merino ewes joined/intended to non-Merino rams
Merino ewes joined/intended to Merino rams
Merino wethers
Merino hoggets
Pastoral zone
Total adult sheep
Merino ewes joined/intended to Merino rams
Merino wethers
Merino hoggets

11.89
36.63
30.59
20.90

14.49
44.65
19.16
21.70

59.50
23.10
17.40

29.51
3.51

10.81
9.03
6.17

49.18
7.13

21.96
9.42

10.67

12.22
7.27
2.82
2.13

Greasy fleece weight estimates per head were needed to allocate the volumes of each

diameter category of wool in Table 4.2 to Merino sheep enterprise listed in Table 4.3. The

Rendell McGuckian Wool R&D Project Evaluation model provides estimates of adult

and young sheep greasy wool cuts per head for each of the production systems within the

model. These production systems are defined as fine Merino with an average micron of

18.6, Medium Merino with an average micron of 21.5, pastoral with an average micron of

23 and a terminal system which is ajoint farming system running 60 per cent non-Merino

ewes and 40 per cent Merino ewes. These greasy per head fleece weight estimates for the

fine, medium and pastoral systems, adjusted for differences in average weight between

the 2000-01 and 2002-03 seasons, are used as estimates of the 19 ~m and finer, 20-23 ~m

and 24-27 ~m diameter categories specified in this study.

4.3.2 Relative Fleece Weights

In order to account for the seasonal differences in average fleece weights, an adjusted or

relative fleece weight for each category had to be estimated. The Rendell McGuckian

average greasy fleece weights for the fine, medium and pastoral systems are reproduced

in Table 4.4.

The average annual greasy fleece weights per sheep shorn for the years 2000-01 and

2002-03 were 4.42 kg and 4.28 kg, respectively. These weights were calculated as the
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annual Australian shorn wool production divided by the number of sheep shorn (ABARE

2005).

Table 4.4: Rendell McGuckian greasy wool cut (kg/hd)

Ewes

Wethers

Hoggets

Weights correspond to diameter category

Fine wool Medium wool Pastoral wool

(18.6 micron) (21.5 micron) (23 micron)

4.8 5.0 5.8

5.5 6.0 6.2

3.5 4.5 4.5

:::; 19 micron 20 - 23 micron 24 - 27 micron

Source: Rendell McGuckian model

The relative fleece weight for each sheep type was calculated as the Rendell McGuckian

2001 fleece weight divided by the 2000-01 average cut per head, multiplied by the 2002

03 average cut per head. For example, the relative fleece weight per head for fine wool

ewes is (4.8/4.42)*4.28 = 4.65 kg. The 2002-03 relative fleece weights for the sheep

enterprises and diameter categories are presented in Table 4.5.

The percentages of ewes, wethers and hoggets within each diameter category in each

zone are assumed to be the same as the percentages of ewes, wethers and hoggets for the

entire zone. These percentages for the high rainfall zone taken from Table 4.3 are:

Merino ewes 48.51 per cent

Merino wethers 30.59 per cent

Merino hoggets 20.90 per cent

Table 4.5: 2002-03 Relative greasy wool cut (kg/hd)

Fine wool Medium wool Pastoral wool

(18.6 micron) (21.5 micron) (23 micron)

Ewes 4.65 4.84 5.62

Wethers 5.33 5.81 6.00

Hoggets 3.39 4.36 4.36

Weights correspond to diameter category :::; 19 micron 20 - 23 micron 24 - 27 micron

Given these percentages, and the relative greasy fine wool fleece weights calculated

above, Merino wool production for the high rainfall zone 19 }lm and finer diameter
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category in 2002-03 was estimated as follows. For every 100 sheep shorn the proportions

of wool were calculated as:

48.51 ewes @ 4.65 kg wool per head = 225.57 kg = 49.09 per cent

30.59 wethers @ 5.33 kg wool per head = 163.04 kg = 35.49 per cent

20.90 hoggets @ 3.39 kg wool per head = 70.85 kg = 15.42 per cent

The wool production percentages were applied to the 82.51 kt of 19 11m and finer shorn

wool produced in the high rainfall zone to estimate the quantities of wool attributable to

ewes, wethers and hoggets.

49.09 per cent of wool from Merino ewes = 40.51 kt

35.49 per cent of wool from Merino wethers = 29.28 kt

15.42 per cent of wool from Merino hoggets = 12.72 kt.

The quantities of 20-23 Jlm and 24-27 11m Merino wool produced from Merino ewes,

wethers and hoggets in the high rainfall zone were similarly estimated using the medium

and pastoral relative greasy fleece weights from Table 4.5. The process was repeated to

ascertain the quantities of each wool diameter category produced from each Merino sheep

enterprise in the wheat-sheep and pastoral zones. Wool production by class of sheep in

each zone is summarised in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6: 2002-03 Greasy shorn wool production by class of sheep and zone (kt)

::;19 20-23 24-27 2: 28
micron micron micron micron

High rainfall zone
Merino ewes joined/intended to non-Merino rams 9.92 9.19 1.46
Merino ewes joined/intended to Merino rams 30.59 28.33 4.51
Merino wethers 29.28 28.39 4.03
Merino hoggets 12.72 14.55 1.99
Non-Merino ewes 12.08
Wheat-sheep zone
Merino ewes joined/intended to non-Merino rams 10.09 24.61 1.69
Merino ewes joined/intended to Merino rams 31.09 75.83 5.20
Merino wethers 15.28 39.03 2.39
Merino hoggets 11.02 33.17 1.96
Non-Merino ewes 7.74 10.32
Pastoral zone
Merino ewes joined/intended to Merino rams 6.42 18.88 1.37
Merino wethers 2.86 8.80 0.57
Merino hoggets 1.37 4.96 0.31
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4.4 Lamb, Mutton and Live Sheep Export Production

4.4.1 Lamb Production

Data are not available on numbers or percentages of first-cross, second-crosshneat and

Merino lambs in the total amount of lambs slaughtered annually. MLA Lamb Surveys

provide estimates of the numbers of lambs 'expected to be sold' each year. The surveys

included lambs for sale to re-stockers and show lamb numbers by season with a tum-off

period from autumn to the following autumn. First-cross, second-cross and Merino lambs

as percentages of the total number of expected lamb sales were calculated for each of the

years 2002 to 2005. Average percentages over the four years for each of the Imnb types

were calculated (see Table 4.7) and used to approximate the numbers of each type of

lamb slaughtered.

Table 4.7: Percentages of expected lamb sales 2002-2005

First Cross

Second Cross

Merino

2002 2003 2004

43 40 41

34 39 32

23 21 27

2005

41

30

29

Average

41

34

25

The 4.26 million Merino lambs slaughtered (Section 4.2.3), calculated as a percentage of

the 17.1 million total Imnbs slaughtered in 2002-03, were 25 per cent, \vhich was the

same as the average listed in Table 4.7. The resulting estimates of the numbers of first

and second-cross lambs slaughtered in 2002-03 using the averages from Table 4.7 were

7.02 million and 5.82 million, respectively. MLA (2005) survey numbers of first-cross

lambs sold or intended for sale by statistical region were cross matched with agricultural

zones to obtain estimates of 68 per cent and 32 per cent of first cross lambs originating in

the wheat-sheep and high rainfall zones, respectively. The percentages were used to

estimate the number of first-cross lambs slaughtered from the wheat-sheep and high

rainfall zones as 4.77 million and 2.25 million, respectively.

The average carcass weight (cwt) for lamb in 2002-03 was 19.26 kg/hd, calculated as the

annual Australian lamb production divided by the number of lambs slaughtered (ABS

2005a; ABARE 2005). The average dressing percentage for second-cross lambs, based on

a mid range fat score of three, is 45 per cent with first-cross and Merino lambs tending to
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dress 1.5 to 3.5 percentage points less than second-cross lambs (VIC DPI 2005). An

average 2.5 percentage points less than the dressing percentage for second-cross lambs

was used to establish an estimated 42.5 per cent dressing percentage for first-cross and

Merino lambs. This was calculated to be 94.4 per cent of the dressing percentage for

second-cross lambs. The total carcass weight amounts of first-cross and Merino lambs,

and second-cross lambs were calculated as:

11.28*(0.944X) + 5.82*(X) = 329.40 kt lamb

Solving for X, the total amount of second-cross lamb produced was 116.43 kt at an

average carcass weight of 20.0 kg/hd. The total carcass weight amount of first-cross and

Merino lamb produced was 212.97 kt at an average carcass weight of 18.88 kg/hd. This

weight was multiplied by the number of lambs sold for slaughter in each zone to obtain

the total carcass weight of Merino lamb and first-cross lamb produced in each zone

(Table 4.8).

Table 4.8: 2002-03 Total carcass weight of lamb production

Number (million) cwt (kt)

Second cross/meat 5.82 116.43

First cross high rainfall zone 2.25 42.48

First cross wheat-sheep zone 4.77 90.06

Merino high rainfall zone 0.91 17.18

Merino wheat-sheep zone 2.66 50.22

Merino pastoral zone 0.69 13.03

Total 17.10 329.40

4.4.2 Mutton Production and Live Sheep Exports

Average live sale weights for the different sheep types within each production system in

the Rendell McGuckian model (Table 4.9) were converted into 2002-03 relative average

carcass weights to determine the quantities of mutton produced from each agricultural

zone.6

Dressing percentage can vary depending on the type and fat score of the sheep. Sheep

sold for slaughter range in fat score values from one to five. The Victoria Department of

6 These weights were similar to live body weight estimates provided for different sheep types in NSW DPI
gross margin budgets.
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Primary Industries (VIC DPI) estimated dressing percentages of 42 per cent for ewes and

43 per cent for wethers based on a fat score of three. The Rendell McGuckian model used

an average dressing percentage across all sheep types of 46 per cent. Average carcass

weight equivalents across all sheep types were derived using a dressing percentage of 44,

taken as an average of the lowest and highest rate mentioned (Table 4.10).

Table 4.9: Rendell McGuckian average sale weights (kg/hd live weight)

Ewes

Wethers

Hoggets

Fine

46

46

43

Medium

51

51

48

Pastoral

57

57

54

Terminal

51

Table 4.10: Rendell McGuckian dressed weight equivalents (kgjhd carcass weight)

Ewes

Wethers

Hoggets

Fine

20.24

20.24

18.92

Medium

22.44

22.44

21.12

Pastoral

25.08

25.08

23.76

Terminal

22.44

Relative dressed weights for 2002-03 were calculated from the carcass weight equivalents

in Table 4.10. The average annual 2000-01 and 2002-03 carcass weights for mutton were

21.06 kg and 18.37 kg, respectively. These weights were calculated as the annual

Australian mutton production divided by the number of sheep slaughtered (ABS 2005a;

ABARE 2005). The relative dressed weights for 2002-03 in Table 4.11 were calculated as

the Rendell McGuckian 2001 carcass weight equivalent for each sheep type divided by

the 2000-01 average carcass weight and multiplied by the 2002-03 average carcass

weight.

Table 4.11: 2002-03 Relative dressed weights (kg/hd carcass weight)

Ewes

Wethers

Hoggets

Fine

17.65

17.65

16.50

Medium

19.57

19.57

18.42

Pastoral

21.87

21.87

20.72

Terminal

19.57

The terminal, fine, medium, and pastoral relative dressed weights in Table 4.11 were used

as dressed weight estimates of sheep sold for slaughter from the non-Merino, high

rainfall, wheat-sheep and pastoral zone Merino sectors specified in the model. The
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numbers of sheep sold for slaughter from each zone were multiplied by the respective

relative dressed weights to yield the total carcass weight of mutton produced.

Live sheep exports are included in the total carcass weights of wethers and hoggets from

each zone. To separate live sheep exports from wethers and hoggets slaughtered for

mutton, the total carcass weights of wethers and hoggets from each zone were converted

into live weight equivalents using the average 44 per cent dressing percentage for adult

sheep.

While ABS and Livecorp publish the numbers of sheep for live export by state of origin,

there are no published figures on live sheep exports by agricultural zone of origin. The

majority of live sheep exports (between 50 to 85 per cent of the total supplied in anyone

year since 1990) have originated in Western Australia (Livecorp 2005). The percentages

of export numbers by state for 2002 and 2003 were averaged to obtain a percentage

estimate per state for 2002-03. These estimates were calculated as 60.5, 19.5, 17.5 and

2.5 per cent for Western Australia, South Australia, Victoria and the rest of Australia,

respectively. The percentages were applied to the 5.84 million live sheep exports for

2002-03 to obtain the numbers of sheep originating from each state. State Livestock

Managers from Landmark were consulted to provide estimates of the percentage of live

sheep exports originating from each zone within the state. In Western Australia

approximately 85 per cent of live sheep exports were sourced from the wheat-sheep zone,

13 per cent from high rainfall zone and only 2 per cent originated in the pastoral zone

(Medcalf, C. 2005 pers. comm.). As estimates from South Australia were not

forthcoming, the percentages by zone were assumed to be the same as Western Australia.

The same assumption was applied to the rest of Australia. In Victoria, approxinlately 85

per cent of live sheep exports are supplied from the high rainfall regions with the

remainder coming from the wheat-sheep zone (Bolton, R. 2005 pers. corom.). Based on

these estimates the numbers of live sheep exports originating from the wheat-sheep, high

rainfall and pastoral zones in 2002-03 were 4.23 million, 1.51 million and 0.10 million,

respectively. Total live weight quantities for each zone were found by multiplying the

numbers of sheep by the average 46.75 kg per head live weight.7 Live sheep exports for

2002-03 by volume for the wheat-sheep, high rainfall and pastoral zones were estimated

as 197.75 kt, 70.59 kt and 4.66 kt, respectively. The live sheep export weights were

7 Live sheep exports for 2002-03 were 5.84 million with a gross live weight of273.00 kt.
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subtracted from the total wether and hogget live weights for each zone to determine the

levels of mutton production.

The total live weight of Merino wethers and hoggets sold for slaughter or live export was

calculated as 515.12 kt. The total gross weight of live sheep exports for 2002-03 was

273.00 kt (ABS 2005a). The 242.13 kt difference is the total gross weight of wethers and

hoggets slaughtered for mutton. The carcass weight equivalent was calculated as 106.52

kt. Adding this to the total 164.39 kt carcass weight of all ewes slaughtered for mutton

yields a total 270.91 kt of mutton.8 The number of sheep slaughtered and carcass weight

volumes are summarised in Table 4.12.

Table 4.12: 2002-03 Numbers and carcass weight of sheep slaughtered

Non-Merino Ewes

Merino Ewes

Pastoral Zone

Wheat-sheep Zone Goined to Merino rams)

Wheat-sheep Zone Goined to non-Merino rams)

High Rainfall Zone Goined to Merino rams)

High Rainfall Zone Goined to non-Merino rams)

Merino Wethers and Hoggets

Pastoral Zone

Wheat-sheep Zone

High Rainfall Zone

Number Carcass Weight

(millions) (kt)

0.91 17.80

1.06 23.18

2.73 53.42

0.88 17.22

2.26 39.89

0.73 12.88

1.67 35.51

2.06 31.79

2.58 39.22

4.5 Summary

The material in this chapter dealt with deriving the composition of the Australian sheep

flock. The national flock was separated into different enterprises by agricultural zone,

according to Merino and non-Merino sheep, wool fibre diameter category and breeding

intention. The total carcass weight equivalent for each enterprise represents an exogenous

factor supply into the equilibrium displacement model specified in Chapter 5.

8 The quantity of mutton produced in 2002-03 was 268.20 kt ASS (2005a). The calculation of270.91 kt of
mutton produced overestimates this amount by approximately 1 per cent.
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Supply and use tables for non-Merino sheep and Merino sheep in the three agricultural

zones were constructed to trace the numbers kept for production and those disposed of as

lamb, mutton or live sheep exports. Relative greasy per head fleece weights were

calculated to estimate the volumes of wool produced by the different enterprises within

each zone. The numbers of lambs sold for slaughter were based on MLA survey estimates

of the numbers of lambs 'expected to be sold' each season. Dressing percentages were

utilised to establish the carcass weight volumes of lamb produced. The volumes of

mutton and live sheep exports produced from enterprises in each zone were estimated

using relative per head dressed weights and dressing percentages for adult sheep.

Disaggregation of the Australian sheep flock by zone was based on 2002-03 AAGIS

flock composition percentages. Annual 2002-03 production data on wool, lamb, mutton

and live sheep exports were used to assist in validating the methodology underlying the

decomposition of the national flock.

Base values in the equilibrium displacement model of the Australian sheep and wool

industries, as specified in Chapter 5, are average annual values for the period 2002-03 to

2004-05 and were derived using the same procedures outlined above. Details are

contained in Appendix 1.
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Chapter 5

Model Specification

The Australian Sheep and Wool Industry Model
Specification

5.1 Introduction

This chapter outlines the Australian sheep and wool industry structure and details its

specification in terms of the equilibrium displacement model. The conceptual structure of

the model is depicted diagrammatically in Section 5.2 with a brief discussion of the

horizontal and vertical market segments also given. In Section 5.3 the production, cost

and revenue functions for the various industry sectors are specified in general functional

forms. From the decision-making functions, generalised derivations of the input demand,

output supply, exogenous supply and exogenous demand schedules are presented. 1 The

general functional form equations of the model are specified in Section 5.4. Derivation of

the model in displacement form, integrability conditions and their importance, and the

imposition of integrability conditions on the displacement model are each considered in

turn.2 The model in equilibrium displacement form and with integrability conditions

imposed at the initial equilibrium points is specified in Equations (A2.l )-(A2.295) and

(A2.l)' -(A2.295)', respectively in Appendix 2.

5.2 Model Structure

5.2.1 Conceptual Structure

The Australian sheep and wool industries consist of numerous market segments. Analysis

of the returns from research, promotion or government policies undertaken in different

industry sectors or markets require a model representative of the industry structure.

Horizontal and vertical industry disaggregation allows for the distribution of total

industry returns among the various regions and sectors to be estimated.

An EDM of the Australian sheep and wool industries, based on the industry structure

described in Chapter 3 and the national flock composition specified in Chapter 4, IS

I The content ofthis section is adapted from Zhao et al. (2000, pp.l 0-12 and 15-17).
2 Discussions regarding integrability conditions in sub-sections 5.4.3 and 5.4.4 are summarised from Zhao
et al. (2000, pp.27-33).
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depicted in Figure 5.1. Each rectangle represents a production function with the supply

and demand for each product portrayed as an arrowed line. The non-arro\ved end gives

the supply for the product and the arrowed end indicates the demand for the product.

Supply and demand schedules incorporating the exogenous shifters are drawn as ovals in

the diagrams. The structure of the Australian sheep and wool industries represented in

Figure 5.1 consists of four connecting diagrams. The logic of the block structure of

diagrams is as follows. Figure 5.1(a) shows the disaggregation of the national flock and

associated production of wool, lamb, mutton and live sheep. Figure 5.1 (b) traces the

supplies of wool from the farm to the warehouse where it is sold at auction and either

exported or purchased for use in domestic processing. Following on from Figure 5.1 (b),

the different stages of the domestic wool processing sector and exports of semi-processed

wool products are depicted in Figure 5.1 (c). Connecting directly back to Figure 5.1 (a),

the various stages of the sheepmeat supply chain and markets for lamb, mutton and live

sheep are presented in Figure 5.1 (d).

5.2.2 Horizontal and Vertical Market Segments

In Figure 5.1 (a) the industries are horizontally disaggregated into Merino sheep and non

Merino sheep. Merino sheep are further disaggregated by agricultural zone and

production enterprise within each zone. Breeding intention separates Merino ewes in the

high rainfall and wheat-sheep zones into Merino lamb and non-Merino lamb producing

enterprises. Merino sheep not used for breeding purposes are classified as dry sheep and

are grouped together. As such, Merino wethers and Merino hoggets within each zone are

combined as a single enterprise or sector.

Australian wool production is divided into four main diameter categories corresponding

to Australian Bureau of Statistics wool export categories of 19 Jlm and finer, 20-23 Jlm,

24-27 Jlm and 28 Jlm or broader. Wool of the same diameter classification within each

zone is assumed homogeneous in quality. For example, wool 19 Jlm and finer produced

from ewes in the high rainfall zone is assumed to exhibit the same characteristics as wool

19 Jlm and finer produced from wethers and hoggets in the same zone, with no difference

in price. However, separate price variables are included in the model should data on

observable price differentials between the products become available in the future.
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Vertical disaggregation of the wool industry includes the warehousing, export and

Australian early-stage processing sectors. Around 85 per cent of wool is sold through the

auction system while the rest is sold 'privately' on-farm or to local wool handling

facilities. For simplification in this analysis it is assumed that 100 per cent of wool is sold

through the auction system. The warehouse sector (Figure 5.1 b) is assumed to include

wool handling, storage, testing and associated selling costs. The majority of Australian

wool production is exported in its raw greasy form with the remainder undergoing some

degree of early-stage processing before being exported as scoured wool, carbonised wool

or wool tops. Limited quantities of wool tops are used as inputs in domestic later-stage

processing such as spinning and weaving. Early-stage processing of wool in Australia is

separated into scouring, carbonising and topmaking sectors (Figure 5.1 c). Post-sale costs

such as transport, dumping and shipment preparation for greasy wool are included in the

export sector.

Other production comprises live sheep exports and lamb and mutton destined for the

export and domestic markets. Live sheep exports from all three zones are assumed

homogeneous in quality with a single price. Supplies of lamb and mutton across all three

zones are also assumed homogeneous in quality though, for similar reasons stated above,

separate price variables are specified for each individual supply within the model.

Individual price variables also enable product quality differentiation between export and

domestic supplies of lamb and mutton.

Vertical disaggregation of the sheepmeat supply chain (Figure 5.1 d) beyond the farm gate

consists of processing and marketing sectors. The processing sector undertakes all

slaughtering and processing activities necessary to produce lamb and mutton for the

export market and carcasses of lamb and mutton for sale to domestic retailers. The

domestic marketing or retail sector processes the carcasses and packages the products for

sale to final consumers. This sector comprises supermarkets, butchers and integrated

abattoir or independent boning rooms that undertake the same process.
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Figure 5.1(a): Model structure

Model Specification

Fann sector production

Fann sector production

Fann sector production

Fann sector production

Fann sector production

Fann sector production

Fann sector production

Fann sector production

Fann sector production
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Y13W (24-27 micron wool)
YI~W (2: 28 micron wool)
Y IL (Iamb)
Y1M (mutton)

Y21W (:'S 19 micron wool)
Y22W (20-23 micron wool)
Y23W (24-27 micron wool)
Y1L (Iamb)
Y1M (mutton)

Y31W (:'S 19 micron wool)
Y31W (20-23 micron wool)
Y33W (24-27 micron wool)
Y 3L (Iamb)
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Y~lW (:'S 19 micron wool)
Y~lW (20-23 micron wool)
Y~3W (24-27 micron wool)
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Y51W (:'S 19 micron wool)
Y51W (20-23 micron wool)
Y53W (24-27 micron wool)
Y 5L (Iamb)
Y5M (mutton)

Y61W (:'S 19 micron wool)
Y61W (20-23 micron wool)
Y63W (24-27 micron wool)
Y6L (Iamb)
Y6M (mutton)

Y71W (:'S 19 micron wool)
Ynw (20-23 micron wool)
Y73W (24-27 micron wool)
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YSIW (:'S 19 micron wool)
Y81W (20-23 micron wool)
YS3W (24-27 micron wool)
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Y91W (:'S 19 micron wool)
Ynw (20-23 micron wool)
Y93W (20-23 micron wool)
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Figure 5.1(b): Model structure
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Figure 5.1(c): Model structure
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Figure 5.1(d): Model structure
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5.3 Model Specification

5.3.1 Production Functions3

ZLD

ZME

Model Specification

As shown in Figure 5.1, all the farm, wool warehouse, wool scounng, topmaking and

lamb and mutton processing sectors are characterised by multi-output production

functions. The wool carbonising, export shipment sectors for wool and marketing sectors

for lamb and mutton have single production technologies. All the production functions

are deemed to exhibit constant returns to scale with multi-output production functions

separable in inputs and outputs.4 The objective of profit maximisation is an implicit

behavioural assumption of each industry sector within the model.

Written in general form, the multi-output production function is (Zhao et al. 2000, p.ll):

(5.3.1) F(x,y) = 0

3 Interested readers are referred to the relevant pages in Chambers (1998) and Varian (1992) for a more
comprehensive treatment of the derivations in Sections 5.3.1 to 5.3.5.
4 These are standard assumptions also used in general equilibrium modelling. The assumption of
separability implies aggregation of inputs and aggregation of outputs. The implications of input-output
separability are discussed in Chambers and Fare (1993).
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where, using the non-Merino fann sector from the model as an example,

x = (Xl' X IW ) are the inputs used to produce the y = (1";3W' 1";4w, 1";r' 1";M ) outputs. All

variable and parameter symbols in the model are defined in Table 5.1.5

If F(x,y) = 0 is twice-continuously differentiable, with no derivatives vanishing, output

separability in the fonn F(x, 1"; (y)) = 0, implies that Equation (5.3.1) can also be written

as (Chambers 1988, p.286)

(5.3.2)

where 1"; = 1"; (y) is the scalar output index and XI = XI (x) is the corresponding scalar

input index under the assumption of input separability. As in Equation (5.3.2), the

production functions for the industry sectors specified in the model can be \\Titten as

Farm sectors

Wool warehouse sectors

5 The meanings of the subscripts attached to each variable can be traced in Figure 5.1. For example, Y I3W

refers to 24 micron to 27 micron wool produced from non-Merino sheep.
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(5.3.14) Z3(Z3W, Z3S) = Ye(Y22W, Y32W, Y42W, Y52W, Y62W, Ynw, YS2W, Ynw, YMM)

(5.3.15) Z4(Z4W, Z4S) = YB(Y13W, Y23W, Y33W, Y43W, YS3W, Y63W, Y73W, YS3W, Y93W,

YBM)

Greasy wool export shipment sectors

(5.3.16) QIW = ZN(ZIW, ZNM)

(5.3.17) Q2W = ZF(Z2W, ZFM)

(5.3.18) Q3W = ZG(Z3W, ZMM)

(5.3.19) Q4W = ZB(Z4W, ZBM)

Wool scouring sector

Wool carbonising sector

(5.3.21) Few = Zp(Zew, ZeB)

Wool topmaking sector

(5.3.22) FT(F2T, F3T, F4T, FNW, Qop) = ZT(Z2T, Z3T, Z4T, ZWT)

Semi-processed wool export shipment sectors

(5.3.23) Qew = Fe(Few, FeB)

(5.3.24) QlS = FI(F IS, FNS)

(5.3.25) Q2S = F2(F2S, FFS)

(5.3.26) Q3S = F3(F3S, FMS)

(5.3.27) Q4S = F4(F4S, FBs)

(5.3.28) Q2T = FF(F2T, FFT)

(5.3.29) Q3T = FM(F3T, FMT)

(5.3.30) Q4T = FB(F4T, FBT)

(5.3.31) QNW = Fw(FNW' FNE)
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Lamb and mutton processing sectors

Model Specification

Lamb and mutton marketing sectors

The variables on the left hand side of each equation denote the outputs for each sector and

those on the right hand side are the inputs for each sector.

5.3.2 Cost Functions and Derived Demand Schedules

The cost function can be specified as (Zhao et al. 2000, p.ll):

(5.3.38) CYl (w,y) = min{w'x: y}

where w = (WI' w lW )' are the prices for inputs (XI' X IW ).

The assumption of output separability allows Equation (5.3.38) to be expressed in terms

of a single output cost function (Chambers 1988, p286; Zhao et al. 2000, p.ll)

(5.3.39) CYl (w,y) = min{w' x: y} = min{w' x: ~ = ~ (y)} = CYl (w,~)
x x

where CYl (w, ~) is the cost function for the single output technology ~ = X N (x) .

The existence of constant returns to scale implies that X N (ax) = a~ and ~ (~y) = aXN

for all a > o. Therefore, the cost function can be written as (Zhao et al. 2000, p.ll):

(5.3.40) CYl (w, ~) = min{w' x: X N (x) = ~}
x
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= min{w'x: XN(ax) = ar;}
x

= min{w'x: XN(x/r;) = I}
x

use (a = I / r; )

Model Specification

= r; min{w'(x / r;): X N (x / Y;) = I} = Y;Cn (w,l) = Y;c n (w)
x

where cn (w) is the unit cost function associated with the minimum cost of producing

one unit of r; .

From the cost function above, if cn (w) is differentiable with respect to w, the output

constrained input demand functions can be found through application of Shephard's

Lemma (Comes 1992, pI 06)

(i = 1,2, ... ,k)

where cYI 'i (w),(i = 1,2, .... ,k)are the partial derivatives of the unit cost function cy (w)

In this example for the non-Merino farm sector, the output constrained input demand

functions derived from the unit cost function cn (w) = cn (WI' wlw ) are

where en, 'XI (wI' wlw ) and cn,'xlw (wI' wlw ) are partial derivatives of the unit cost

Following the specification of the total cost function in Equation (5.3.40), the total cost

functions associated with the production functions for each of the industry sectors are

Farm enterprises
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(5.3.45) CY2 = Y 2*CY2(W23' W2IW)

(5.3.46) CY3 = Y 3*CY3(W23, W3IW)

(5.3.47) CY4 = Y 4*CY4(W4S, W4IW)

(5.3.48) CYS = Y S*CYS(W4S' WSIW)

(5.3.49) CY6 = Y 6*CY6(W61, W6IW)

(5.3.50) CY7 = Y 7*CY7(W71, W7IW)

(5.3.51) CyS = YS*CYS(WSI' WSIW)

(5.3.52) CY9 = Y 9*CY9(W91, W9IW)

Wool warehouse sectors

Model Specification

(5.3.53) CZl = ZI *CZl(VI4W, VNM)

(5.3.54) Cn = Z2*CZ2(V21W, V3IW, V4IW, VSIW, V6IW, V71W, VSIW, V9IW, VFM)

(5.3.55) CZ3 = Z3*CZ3(V22W, V32W, V42W, VS2W, V62W, Vnw, VS2W, V92W, VMM)

(5.3.56) CZ4 = Z4*CZ4(V13W, Vnw, V33W, V43W, VS3W, V63W, V73W, VS3W, V93W, VSM)

Greasy wool export shipment sectors

(5.3.57) CQ1W = QIW*CQIW(UIW, UNM)

(5.3.58) CQ2W = Q2W*CQ2W(U2W, UFM)

(5.3.59) CQ3W = Q3W*CQ3W(U3W, UMM)

(5.3.60) CQ4W = Q4W*CQ4W(U4w, USM)

Wool scouring sector

(5.3.61) Czs = ZS*CZS(UIS, U2S, U3S, U4S, UCS )

Wool carbonising sector

(5.3.62) CFCW = FCW*CFCW(UCW, UCS)

Wool topmaking sector

(5.3.63) CFT = F T*CFT(U2T' U3T, U4T, UWT )
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Semi-processed wool export shipment sectors

(5.3.64) CQcw = Qcw*cQcw(scw, SCS)

(5.3.65) CQ1S = QIS*CQIS(SIS, SNS)

(5.3.66) CQ2S = Q2S*CQ2S(S2S, SFS)

(5.3.67) CQ3S = Q3S*CQ3S(S3S, SMS)

(5.3.68) CQ4S = Q4S*CQ4S(S4S, SSS)

(5.3.69) CQ2T = Q2T*CQ2T(S2T, SFT)

(5.3.70) CQ3T = Q3T*CQ3T(S3T, SMT)

(5.3.71) CQ4T = Q4T*CQ4T(S4T, SST)

(5.3.72) CQNW = QNW*CQNW(SNW, SNE)

Lamb and mutton processing sectors

(5.3.73) CZL = ZL*CZL(VIL, V2L, V3L, V4L, V5L, V6L, VSL)

Model Specification

Lamb and mutton marketing sectors

(5.3.75) CQLE = QLE*CQLE(ULE, UIL)

(5.3.76) CQLO = QLO*CQLO(ULO, U2L)

(5.3.77) CQME = QME*CQMduME, UIM)

(5.3.78) CQMO = QMO*CQMO(UMO, U2M)

The total cost of producing the level of output index q is represented by Cq and cq(.)

represents the unit cost function where q = YI, ... ,Y9, ZI, ... ,Z4, QIW, ... ,Q4W, Zs, Fcw, FT,

Qcw, QIS, ... ,Q4S, Q2T, ... ,Q4T, QNW, ZL, ZM, QLE, QLO, QME, QMO. The demand functions

for the endogenous input variables in the model can be derived from the corresponding

cost functions using Shephard's Lemma as in Equation (5.3.41).
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5.3.3 Revenue Functions and Derived Supply Schedules

Model Specification

Input separability is an analogous concept to output separability. The revenue function

can be written as (Zhao et al. 2000, p.12)

(5.3.79) RXl'" (v,x) = max{v' y : x} where v = (V I3W ' V I4W ' V IL ' VIM) are the output prices
y

The assumption of input separability allows Equation (5.3.79) to be expressed in terms of

a single input revenue function as (Zhao et al. 2000, p.12):

(5.3.80) RXN (v,x) = max {v' y: x} = max{v' y: X N = X N (x)} = RXN (v,XN)
y y

where RXN (v, X N ) is the revenue function for the single input technology X N = ~ (y) .

Constant returns to scale imply that the revenue function can be written as (Zhao et al.

2000, p.12):

(5.3.81) RXN (v,XN) = max{v' y: ~ (y) = X N}
Y

= max{v'y: ~ (ay) = aXN}
Y

= max{v' y: ~ (y / X N) = I}
y

where rXN (v) is the unit revenue function associated with the maximum revenue from

one unit of input index X N

From the revenue function above, if rXN (v) is differentiable with respect to all output

prices, then using the Samuelson-McFadden Lemma (Chambers 1988, p264):
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(j = 1,2, ... ,n)

Model Specification

where rXN 'J (v), (j = 1,2,.... ,n) are the partial derivatives of the unit revenue function

rXN(v).

The input constrained output supply functions derived from the unit revenue function

rXN (v) = rXN (V I3W ' V I4W ' V IL ' VIM) are

where

rXN, \\1 (VI3W ' V I4W ' V IL ' VIM) are partial derivatives of the unit revenue function

Based on equation (5.3.81), the revenue functions for the industry sectors are

Farm enterprises

(5.3.87) RXN = X N*rXN(V13W, VI4W, VIL, VIM)

(5.3.88) RX2 = X 2*rX2(V21W, V22W, V23W, V2L, V2M)

(5.3.89) RX3 = X 3*rX3(v31W, V32W, V33W, V3L, V3M)

(5.3.90) RX4 = X 4*rX4(v41W, V42W, V43W, V4L, V4M)

(5.3.91) Rxs = Xs*rXS(vSIW, VS2W, VS3W, VSL, VSM)

(5.3.92) RX6 = X6*rX6(v6IW, V62W, V63W, V6L, V6M)
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(5.3.93) RX7 = X 7*rX7(V71W, Vnw, V73W, PSE, V7M)

(5.3.94) Rxs = Xs*rXS(vSIW, VS2W, VS3W, PSE, VSM)

(5.3.95) RX9 = X 9*rX9(v9IW, Vnw, V93W, PSE, V9M)

Wool warehouse sectors

(5.3.96)

(5.3.97)

(5.3.98)

(5.3.99)

RYN = YN*rYN(uIW, UlS)

RYF = Y F*rYF(u2W, U2S)

Ryc = Y c*rYC(u3W' U3S)

RYB = Y B*rYB(l14w, U4S)

Greasy wool export shipment sectors

(5.3.100) RZN = ZN*rZN(pIW)

(5.3.101) RZF = ZF*rZF(p2W)

(5.3.102) RzG= ZG*rZG(P3W)

(5.3.103) RZB = ZB*rZB(p4W)

Wool scouring sector

(5.3.104) Rzc = Zc*rZC(slS, S2S, S3S, S4S, U2T, U3T, U4T, UCW)

Wool carbonising sector

(5.3.105) Rzp = Zp*rzp(scw)

Wool topmaking sector

(5.3.106) RZT = ZT*rZT(s2T, S3T, S4T, SNW, Pop)

Semi-processed wool export shipment sectors

(5.3.107) RFC = FC*rFC(pCW)

(5.3.108) RF1 = F1*rFl(PlS)

(5.3.109) RF2 = F 2*rF2(p2S)
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(5.3.110) RF3 = F3*rF3(p3S)

(5.3.111) RF4 = F4*rF4(P4S)

(5.3.112) RFF = FF*rFF(p2T)

(5.3.113) RFM = FM*rFM(p3T)

(5.3.114) RFB = FB*rFB(p4T)

(5.3.115) RFW = FW*rFW(PNW)

Model Specification

Lamb and mutton processing sectors

(5.3.116) RYL = YL*rYL(uLE, ULO)

(5.3.117) RYM = YM*rYM(uME, UMO)

Lamb and mutton marketing sectors

(5.3.118) RZI = Zl *rZl(PLE)

(5.3.119) RZ2 = Z2*rZ2(PLO)

(5.3.120) RZ3 = Z3*rZ3(PME)

(5.3.121) RZ4 = Z4*rZ4(PMO)

The total revenue produced from input index level x is represented by Rx and rx(.)

represents the unit revenue function where x = XN, X2,... ,X9, YN, YF, Ye, VB, ZN, ZF, ZG,

ZB, Ze, Zp, ZT, Fe, FI,... ,F4, FF, FM, FB, Fw, YL, YM, ZI, ... ,Z4. The supply functions for

the endogenous input variables in the model can be derived from the corresponding

revenue functions through application of the Samuelson-McFadden Lemma as in

Equation (5.3.82).

5.3.4 Profit Functions and Exogenous Supply

The supplies of inputs Xl, X21, ... ,X91, XIW, X2IW,... ,X9IW, YNM, YFM, YMM, YBM, ZNM,

ZFM, ZMM, ZBM, ZCS, ZCB, ZWT, FcB, FNS, FFS, FMS, FBS, FFT, FMT, FBT, FNE, YSL, YSM, ZIL,

Z2L, ZIM, Z2M are exogenous to the model. The supplies of these factors cannot be entirely

specified within the model, as not all decision variables pertaining to their supplies are

included in the model.
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Assume x is anyone of the exogenous inputs into the model and the production function

for the producer of x is (Zhao et al. 2000, p.16):

F(x,O) =0

where 0 is the vector of all other inputs and outputs of the production function. The profit

function can be specified as (Zhao et al. 2000, p.16):

(5.3.122) n =max{wxx+ W'O: F(x,O) =o}= n(wx'W)
x,D

where wx is the price of x and W denotes the price vector for O. Each element in 0 is set

negative or positive depending on whether it is an input or an output, respectively (Varian

1992, p25). Using Hotelling's Lemma the supply ofx can be derived as

where n wx '(.) is the partial derivative of n(wx,W)with respect to wx •

5.3.5 Utility Functions and Exogenous Demand

Also exogenous to the model are the demands for the final sheep, meat and wool products

QIW, ... ,Q4W, Qcw, QlS, ... ,Q4S, Q2T, ... ,Q4T, QNW, QoP, QLE, QLO, QME, QMO, QSE.

Consider that an indirect utility function for the consumer of QLE (export lamb) with an

income level m can be specified as (Varian 1992, p.99; Zhao et al. 2000, p.16):

where Pu; is the price of QLH' Q is the vector of all the other commodities consumed, P

represents the price vector of Q and u(.) is the consumer's utility function. Using Roy's

identity (Varian 1992, p.1 06) the Marshallian demand equations can be derived as
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(5.3.125)

8V(PLE,P,m)

Q ( P) 8PLD
U~ PLA' , , m = - av(p P m)

Lh" ,

8m

Model Specification

All the demand equations for the sheep, meat and wool products within the model can be

derived accordingly with the exception of lamb and mutton sales in the domestic retail

market. In this case the two commodities are substitutes in consumption with the demand

for each product responsive to its own price and the price of the other conlmodity.6

Assume the indirect utility function for domestic consumers of lamb and mutton with a

given income level m is (Varian 1992, p.99; Zhao et al. 2000, p.16):

(5.3.126)

where PLD and PMD are the respective pnces for QLD (domestic lamb) and QMD

(domestic mutton). Again P and Q represent the price and quantity vectors of all other

commodities consumed and u(.) is the consumer's utility function. The Marshallian

demand equations derived using Roy's identity are

8v(pLf) , PMD ,P, m)

8PLD
av(pLD ,PMD ,P, m)

8m

(5.3.128)

av(PLD,PMD,P,m)

Q ( P ) 8PMD
MD PLD ' PMD , ,m = - ave P )

PLD,PMD' ,m
8m

6 The prices of lamb and mutton are also responsive to the prices of other meat commodities not included in
the model such as beef, pork and chicken. Similarly, wool prices are responsive to the prices of substitute
fibres not included in the model such as cotton and synthetics.
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5.4 The Equilibrium Displacement Model

5.4.1 Structural Model

Model Specification

The general functional fonn system of Equations (5.4.1)-(5.4.295) representing

equilibrium in the Australian sheep and wool industries can be derived from Equations

(5.3.44)-(5.3.78), (5.3.87)-(5.3.121), (5.3.122), (5.3.124) and (5.3.126). The inlpacts of

promotions and new technologies are modelled as parallel shifts in the relevant demand

or supply curves through the inclusion of exogenous shifters in the demand and supply

functions. Any variables not included in the partial equilibrium framework are assumed

impervious to any shifts and thus remain constant. All endogenous and exogenous

variables in the structural model are defined in Table 5.1 at the end of the chapter.

Input supply to farm enterprises

(5.4.1) Xl = Xl(Wl, TXI )

(5.4.2) X lW = XlW(WlW, TXIW)

(5.4.3) X23 = X23(W23, TX23)

(5.4.4) X21W = X21W(W2IW, TX21W)

(5.4.5) X31W = X3IW(W3IW, TX3IW)

(5.4.6) X23 = X2I + X31

(5.4.7) X4S = X4S (W4S, TX4S)

(5.4.8) ~IW = X4IW(W4IW, TX41W)

(5.4.9) XSlW = XS1W(WSIW, TXSIW)

(5.4.10) ~s =X41 + XSI

(5.4.11) X61 = X61 (W61, TX61 )

(5.4.12) X6lW = X61W(W61W, TX6IW)

(5.4.13) X71 = X71 (W71, Tx71 )

(5.4.14) X71W = X71W(W7IW, TX71W)

(5.4.15) XS1 = XS1 (WSl, TXS1 )

(5.4.16) Xs lW = XSIW(WSIW, TXSIW)
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(5.4.17) X91 = X91 (W91, TX91 )

(5.4.18) X 91W = X 91W(W9IW, TX91W)

With the exception of Equations (5.4.6) and (5.4.10), the supplies of each type of sheep

and the supplies of other inputs to the farm enterprises within the model are represented

by Equations (5.4.1)-(5.4.18). Based on Equation (5.3.123), the supply functions are

derived from the respective profit functions as in Equation (5.3.122). All other prices

specified as W in Equation (5.3.123) are excluded from the supply equations as they are

exogenous to the model and deemed constant.

The two types of Merino ewe enterprises in the high rainfall zone (X2I and X31 ) are

homogeneous with a single price and share the same supply schedule given by Equations

(5.4.3) and (5.4.6). Similarly, Equations (5.4.7) and (5.4.10) specify the supply of Merino

ewes in the wheat-sheep zone (X41 and XS1 ). In all equations the exogenous supply

shifters TXi represent technologies that reduce the costs of production.

Output constrained input demands of/arm enterprises

(5.4.19) Xl = YIC'YI,I(WI, WIW)

(5.4.20) X IW = YIC'YI,IW(WI, WIW)

(5.4.21) X2I = Y 2C'Y2,23(W23, W2Iw)

(5.4.22) X 2IW = Y 2C'Y2,2IW(W23, W2lw)

(5.4.23) X31 = Y 3C'Y3,23(W23, W31W)

(5.4.24) X31W = Y 3C'y3,31W(W23, W31W)

(5.4.25) ~I = Y 4C'Y4,4S(W4S, W41W)

(5.4.26) ~IW = Y 4C'Y4,41W(W4S, W4IW)

(5.4.27) X S1 = Y SC'YS,4S(W4S, WSIW)

(5.4.28) XS1W = Y sC'YS,SIW(W4S, WSIW)

(5.4.29) X 61 = Y 6C'Y6,61(W6I, W61W)

(5.4.30) X61W = Y 6C'Y6,61W(W6I, W61W)

(5.4.31) X71 = Y 7C'Y7,7l(W71, W7lw)
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(5.4.32) X 71W = Y 7C'Y7,7IW(W71, W7IW)

(5.4.33) X S1 = YsC'YS,SI(WSI, WSIW)

(5.4.34) X S1W = YsC'YS,SIW(WSI, WSIW)

(5.4.35) X91 = Y 9C'Y9,91(W91, W9IW)

(5.4.36) X 91W = Y 9C'Y9,9IW(W91, W9IW)

Following Equation (5.3.41), Equations (5.4.19)-(5.4.36) are derived from the cost

functions in Equations (5.3.44)-(5.3.52) using Shephard's Lemma.

Farm enterprise equilibriums

(5.4.37) XN(X I, X 1W) = Y 1(Y13W, Y I4W, Y 1L, YIM)

(5.4.38) CYI(WI, WIW) = rXN(V13W, VI4W, VIL, VIM)

(5.4.39) X 2(X2l , X 2IW) = Y 2(Y2lW, Y 22W, Y23W, Y 2L, Y 2M)

(5.4.40) CY2(W23, W2lw) = rX2(V2lW, V22W, V23W, V2L, V2M)

(5.4.41) X3(X31 , X 3IW) = Y3(Y31W, Y32W, Y 33W, Y 3L, Y3M)

(5.4.42) CY3(W23, W31W) = rX3(v31W, V32W, V33W, V3L, V3M)

(5.4.43) ~(X41, ~lW) = Y 4(Y41W, Y 42W, Y 43W, Y4L, Y 4M)

(5.4.44) CY4(W4S, W41W) = rX4(v41W, V42W, V43W, V4L, V4M)

(5.4.45) XS(XSI , X SIW) = YS(YSIW, Y S2W, YS3W, Y SL, Y SM)

(5.4.46) CYS(W4S, WSIW) = rXS(vSIW, VS2W, VS3W, VSL, VSM)

(5.4.47) X 6(X61 , X 6IW) = Y 6(Y61W, Y 62W, Y 63W, Y6L, Y 6M)

(5.4.48) CY6(W61, W61W) = rX6(v6IW, V62W, V63W, V6L, V6M)

(5.4.49) X 7(X71 , X 7lw) = Y7(Y7IW, Y nw, Y73W, Y 7E, Y7M)

(5.4.50) CY7(W71, W7lw) = rX7(v71W, Vnw, V73W, PSE, V7M)

(5.4.51) Xs(Xs I, X SIW) = YS(YS1W, YS2W, Y S3W, YsE, Y SM)

(5.4.52) CYS(WSl, WSIW) = rXS(vSIW, VS2W, VS3W, PSE, VSM)

(5.4.53) X 9(X91 , X 91W) = Y 9(Y91W, Y nw, Y93W, Y 9E, Y9M)
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Equations (5.4.37)-(5.4.54) are the equilibrium conditions for the nine farm enterprise

sectors. Equilibrium conditions are imposed through two equations for each sector. For

example, Equation (5.4.37) is the multi-output product transformation function for the

non-Merino farm sector ensuring that aggregated input quantities are equal to aggregated

output quantities. Equation (5.4.38) sets the unit costs (CYl) incurred per unit of

aggregated output (Y1) equal to the unit revenue (rXN) earned per unit of aggregated input

(XN).

Input constrained output supply offarm enterprises

(5.4.55) Y 13W = X Nr'XN,13W(V13W, V14W, VIL, VIM)

(5.4.56) Y I4W = X Nr'XN,I4W(V13W, VI4W, VIL, VIM)

(5.4.57) Y IL = X Nr'XN,IL(V13W, VI4W, VIL, VIM)

(5.4.58) Y IM = X Nr'XN,lM(V13W, VI4W, VIL, VIM)

(5.4.59) Y 21W = X 2r'X2,21W(V21W, V22W, V23W, V2L, V2M)

(5.4.60) Y22W = X 2r'X2,22W(V21W, V22W, V23W, V2L, V2M)

(5.4.61) Y 23W = X 2r'X2,23W(V21W, Vnw, V23W, V2L, V2M)

(5.4.62) Y 2L = X 2r'X2,2L(V21W, V22W, V23W, V2L, V2M)

(5.4.63) Y2M = X 2r'X2,2M(V21W, V22W, V23W, V2L, V2M)

(5.4.64) Y31W = X 3r'X3,31W(V3IW, V32W, V33W, V3L, V3M)

(5.4.65) Y 32W = X 3r'X3,32W(V31W, V32W, V33W, V3L, V3M)

(5.4.66) Y33W = X 3r'X3,33W(V31W, V32W, V33W, V3L, V3M)

(5.4.67) Y 3L = X 3r'X3,3L(V3IW, V32W, V33W, V3L, V3M)

(5.4.68) Y 3M = X 3r'X3,3M(V3IW, V32W, V33W, V3L, V3M)

(5.4.69) Y 4IW = X4r'X4,4IW(V4IW, V42W, V43W, V4L, V4M)

(5.4.70) Y 42W = ~r'X4,42W(V41W, V42W, V43W, V4L, V4M)

(5.4.71) Y 43W = ~r'X4,43W(V4IW, V42W, V43W, V4L, V4M)

(5.4.72) Y 4L = X 4r'X4,4L(V4IW, V42W, V43W, V4L, V4M)
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(5.4.73) Y4M = X 4r'X4,4M(V41W, V42W, V43W, V4L, V4M)

(5.4.74) Y S1W = Xsr'XS,SlW(VSIW, VS2W, VS3W, VSL, VSM)

(5.4.75) Ys2W = X sr'XS,S2W(VSIW, VS2W, VS3W, VSL, VSM)

(5.4.76) Y S3W = X sr'XS,S3W(VSIW, VS2W, VS3W, VSL, VSM)

(5.4.77) Y SL = Xsr'XS,SL(VSIW, VS2W, VS3W, VSL, VSM)

(5.4.78) Y SM = Xsr'XS,SM(VSIW, VS2W, VS3W, VSL, VSM)

(5.4.79) Y61W = X6r 'X6,61W(V61W, V62W, V63W, V6L, V6M)

(5.4.80) Y 62W = X 6r'X6,62W(V61W, V62W, V63W, V6L, V6M)

(5.4.81) Y 63W = X 6r'X6,63W(V61W, V62W, V63W, V6L, V6M)

(5.4.82) Y 6L = X 6r'X6,6L(V61W, V62W, V63W, V6L, V6M)

(5.4.83) Y 6M = X 6r'X6,6M(V61W, V62W, V63W, V6L, V6M)

(5.4.84) Y 71W = X 7r'X7,71W(V71W, Vnw, V73W, PSE, V7M)

(5.4.85) Y nw = X 7r'X7,nw(V71w, Vnw, V73W, PSE, V7M)

(5.4.86) Y 73W = X 7r'X7,73W(V71W, Vnw, V73W, PSE, V7M)

(5.4.87) Y 7E = X 7r'X7,7E(V71W, Vnw, V73W, PSE, V7M)

(5.4.88) Y 7M = X 7r'X7,7M(V71W, vnw, V73W, PSE, V7M)

(5.4.89) Ys 1W = Xsr'XS,SlW(VSIW, VS2W, VS3W, PSE, VSM)

(5.4.90) Y S2W = X sr'XS,S2W(VSIW, VS2W, VS3W, PSE, VSM)

(5.4.91) Y S3W = XSr'XS,83W(VSIW, VS2W, VS3W, PSE, VSM)

(5.4.92) Y SE = Xsr'XS,SE(VSIW, VS2W, VS3W, PSE, VSM)

(5.4.93) Y SM = Xsr'XS,SM(VSIW, V82W, VS3W, PSE, VSM)

(5.4.94) Y 91W = X 9r'X9,91W(V91W, Vnw, V93W, PSE, V9M)

(5.4.95) Ynw = X9r 'x9,nw(V91w, Vnw, V93W, PSE, V9M)

(5.4.96) Y 93W = X 9r'X9,93W(V91W, Vnw, V93W, PSE, V9M)

(5.4.97) Y 9E = X 9r'X9,9E(V91W, Vnw, V93W, PSE, V9M)

(5.4.98) Y 9M = X 9r'X9,9M(V91W, Vnw, V93W, PSE, V9M)
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Following Equation (5.3.82), Equations (5.4.55)-(5.4.98) are derived from the revenue

functions in Equations (5.3.87)-(5.3.95) using the Samuelson-McFadden Lenlma.

Other input supply to wool warehouse sectors

(5.4.99) Y NM = YNM(VNM, TYNM)

(5.4.100) Y BM = Y BM(VBM, TYBM)

(5.4.101) Y MM = YMM(VMM, TyMM)

(5.4.102) Y FM = Y FM(VFM, TYFM)

As derived in Equation (5.3.123), Equations (5.4.99)-(5.4.102) are the supplies of other

inputs to the wool warehouse sectors. The exogenous supply shifters TYi represent

technologies that reduce the costs of production.

Other input supply to lamb and mutton slaughtering/processing sectors

(5.4.103) Y SL = YSL(VSL, Tysd

(5.4.104) Y SM = Y SM(VSM, TYSM)

As derived in Equation (5.3.123), Equations (5.4.1 03) and (5.4.104) are the supplies of

other inputs to the lamb and mutton processing sectors. The exogenous supply shifters TYi

represent technologies that reduce the costs of production.

Output constrained input demand ofwool warehouse sectors

(5.4.105) Y 14W = ZlC'Zl,14W(V14W, VNM)

(5.4.106) YNM = ZlC'Zl,NM(VIW, VWN)

(5.4.107) Y 21W = Z2C'Z2,21W(V21W, V31W, V41W, VSIW, V61W, V71W, VSIW, V91W, VFM)

(5.4.108) Y 31W = Z2C'Z2,31W(V21W, V31W, V41W, VSIW, V61W, V71W, VSIW, V91W, VFM)

(5.4.109) Y41W = Z2C'Z2,41W(V21W, V31W, V41W, VSIW, V61W, V71W, VSIW, V91W, VFM)

(5.4.110) Y S1W = Z2C'Z2,SlW(V21W, V31W, V41W, VSIW, V61W, V71W, VSIW, V91W, VFM)

(5.4.111) Y 61W = Z2C'Z2,61W(V21W, V31W, V41W, VSIW, V61W, V71W, VSIW, V91W, VFM)

(5.4.112) Y 71W = Z2C'Z2,71W(V21W, V31W, V41W, VSIW, V61W, V71W, VSIW, V91W, VFM)
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(5.4.113) Y S1W = Z2C'Z2,SlW(V21W, V31W, V41W, VSIW, V6IW, V71W, VSIW, V91W, VFM)

(5.4.114) Y 9lW = Z2C'Z2,91W(V21W, V31W, V4IW, VSIW, V6IW, V71W, VSIW, V91W, VFM)

(5.4.115) Y FM = Z2C'Z2,FM(V21W, V3IW, V41W, VSIW, V61W, V71W, VSIW, V91W, VFM)

(5.4.116) Y 22W = Z3C'Z3,22W(V22W, V32W, V42W, VS2W, V62W, Vnw, VS2W, V92W, VMM)

(5.4.117) Y 32W = Z3C'Z3,32W(V22W, V32W, V42W, VS2W, V62W, Vnw, VS2W, V92W, VMM)

(5.4.118) Y 42W = Z3C'Z3,42W(V22W, V32W, V42W, VS2W, V62W, Vnw, VS2W, V92W, VMM)

(5.4.119) Y S2W = Z3C'Z3,S2W(V22W, V32W, V42W, VS2W, V62W, Vnw, VS2W, V92W, VMM)

(5.4.120) Y 62W = Z3C'Z3,62W(V22W, V32W, V42W, VS2W, V62W, Vnw, VS2W, V92W, VMM)

(5.4.121) Y nw = Z3C'z3,nw(V22w, V32W, V42W, VS2W, V62W, Vnw, VS2W, V92W, VMM)

(5.4.122) YS2W = Z3C'Z3,S2W(V22W, V32W, V42W, VS2W, V62W, Vnw, VS2W, V92W, VMM)

(5.4.123) Y 92W = Z3C'Z3,92W(V22W, V32W, V42W, VS2W, V62W, Vnw, VS2W, V92W, VMM)

(5.4.124) Y MM = Z3C'Z3,MM(V22W, V32W, V42W, VS2W, V62W, Vnw, VS2W, V92W, VMM)

(5.4.125) Y 13W = Z4C'Z4,13W(V13W, V23W, V33W, V43W, VS3W, V63W, V73W, VS3W, V93W, VBM)

(5.4.126) Y 23W = Z4C'Z4,23W(V13W, V23W, V33W, V43W, VS3W, V63W, V73W, VS3W, V93W, VBM)

(5.4.127) Y 33W = Z4C'Z4,33W(V13W, V23W, V33W, V43W, VS3W, V63W, V73W, VS3W, V93W, VBM)

(5.4.128) Y 43W = Z4C'Z4,43W(V13W, V23W, V33W, V43W, VS3W, V63W, V73W, VS3W, V93W, VBM)

(5.4.129) Y S3W = Z4C'Z4,S3W(V13W, V23W, V33W, V43W, VS3W, V63W, V73W, VS3W, V93W, VBM)

(5.4.130) Y 63W = Z4C'Z4,63W(V13W, V23W, V33W, V43W, VS3W, V63W, V73W, VS3W, V93W, VBM)

(5.4.131) Y 73W = Z4C'Z4,73W(V13W, V23W, V33W, V43W, VS3W, V63W, V73W, VS3W, V93W, VBM)

(5.4.132) YS3W = Z4C'Z4,S3W(V13W, V23W, V33W, V43W, VS3W, V63W, V73W, VS3W, V93W, VBM)

(5.4.133) Y 93W = Z4C'Z4,93W(V13W, V23W, V33W, V43W, VS3W, V63W, V73W, VS3W, V93W, VBM)

(5.4.134) Y BM = Z4C'Z4,IBM(V13W, V23W, V33W, V43W, VS3W, V63W, V73W, VS3W, V93W, VBM)

Following Equation (5.3.41), Equations (5.4.105)-(5.4.134) are derived from the cost

functions in Equations (5.3.53)-(5.3.56) using Shephard's Lemma.
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Output constrained input demand oflamb and mutton slaughtering/processing sectors

(5.4.135) Y1L = ZLC'ZL,IL(VIL, V2L, V3L, V4L, VSL, V6L, VSL)

(5.4.136) Y2L = ZLC'ZL,2L(VIL, V2L, V3L, V4L, VSL, V6L, vsd

(5.4.137) Y3L = ZLC'ZL,3L(VIL, V2L, V3L, V4L, VSL, V6L, VSL)

(5.4.138) Y4L = ZLC'ZL,4L(VIL, V2L, V3L, V4L, VSL, V6L, VSL)

(5.4.139) YSL = ZLC'ZL,SL(VIL, V2L, V3L, V4L, VSL, V6L, vsd

(5.4.140) Y6L = ZLC'ZL,6L(VIL, V2L, V3L, V4L, VSL, V6L, VSL)

(5.4.141) YSL = ZLC'ZL,SL(VIL, V2L, V3L, V4L, VSL, V6L, VSL)

(5.4.142) Y1M = ZMC'ZM,IM(VIM, V2M, V3M, V4M, VSM, V6M, V7M, V8M, V9M, VSM)

(5.4.143) Y2M = ZMC'ZM,2M(VIM, V2M, V3M, V4M, VSM, V6M, V7M, V8M, V9M, VSM)

(5.4.144) Y3M = ZMC'ZM,3M(VIM, V2M, V3M, V4M, VSM, V6M, V7M, V8M, V9M, VSM)

(5.4.145) Y4M = ZMC'ZM,4M(VIM, V2M, V3M, V4M, VSM, V6M, V7M, V8M, V9M, VSM)

(5.4.146) YSM = ZMC'ZM,SM(VIM, V2M, V3M, V4M, VSM, V6M, V7M, V8M, V9M, VSM)

(5.4.147) Y6M = ZMC'ZM,6M(VIM, V2M, V3M, V4M, VSM, V6M, V7M, V8M, V9M, VSM)

(5.4.148) Y7M = ZMC'ZM,7M(VIM, V2M, V3M, V4M, VSM, V6M, V7M, V8M, V9M, VSM)

(5.4.149) Y8M = ZMC'ZM,8M(VIM, V2M, V3M, V4M, VSM, V6M, V7M, V8M, V9M, VSM)

(5.4.150) Y9M = ZMC'ZM,9M(VIM, V2M, V3M, V4M, VSM, V6M, V7M, V8M, V9M, VSM)

(5.4.151) YSM = ZMC'ZM,SM(VIM, V2M, V3M, V4M, VSM, V6M, V7M, V8M, V9M, VSM)

Following Equation (5.3.41), Equations (5.4.135)-(5.4.151) are derived from the cost

functions in Equations (5.3.73)-(5.3.74) using Shephard's Lemma.

Wool warehouse sectors equilibrium

(5.4.152) YN(Y I4W, YNM) = ZI(ZIW, ZIS)

(5.4.153) CZl(VI4W, VNM) = rYN(uIW, UIS)

(5.4.154) YF(Y21W, Y3IW, Y4IW, YS1W, Y6IW, Y7IW, Y8IW, Y9IW, YFM) = Z2(Z2W, Z2S)

(5.4.155) CZ2(V21W, V3IW, V41W, VSIW, V6IW, V71W, V8IW, V9IW, VFM) = rYF(u2W, U2S)
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(5.4.158) Y B(Y13W, Y 23W, Y 33W, Y 43W, Y S3W, Y63W, Y 73W, YS3W, Y 93W, Y BM) == Z4(Z4W,

Z4S)

Equations (5.4.152)-(5.4.159) are the quantity and value equilibrium conditions for the

wool warehouse sectors as explained for the farm sector equilibrium in Equations

(5.4.37)-(5.4.54).

Lamb and mutton slaughtering/processing sectors equilibrium

(5.4.161) CZL(VIL, V2L, V3L, V4L, VSL, V6L, VSL,) = rYL(uLE, ULO)

(5.4.162) YM(Y IM, Y2M, Y3M, Y4M, Y SM, Y 6M, Y 7M, Y SM, Y 9M, Y SM,) = ZM(ZME, ZMO)

Equations (5.4.160)-(5.4.163) are the quantity and value equilibrium conditions for the

lamb and mutton processing sectors as explained for the farm sector equilibrium in

Equations (5.4.37)-(5.4.54).

Input constrained output supply ofwool warehouse sectors

(5.4.164) ZIW = YNr'YN,IW(UIW, UIS)

(5.4.165) ZIS = YNr'YN,IS(UIW, UIS)

(5.4.166) Z2W = Y Fr'YF,2W(U2W, U2S)

(5.4.167) Z2S = Y Fr'YF,2S(U2W, U2S)

(5.4.168) Z3W = Y Cr'YC,3W(U3W, U3S)

(5.4.169) Z3S = Y Cr'YC,3S(U3W, U3S)

(5.4.170) Z4W = Y Br'YB,4W(U4W, U4s)

(5.4.171) Z4S = Y Br'YB,4S(U4w, U4s)
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Following Equation (5.3.82), Equations (5.4.164)-(5.4.171) are derived from the revenue

functions in Equations (5.3.96)-(5.3.99) using the Samuelson-McFadden Lemma.

Input constrained output supply oflamb and mutton slaughtering/processing sectors

(5.4.172) ZLE = YLr'YL,LE(ULE, ULO)

(5.4.173) ZLO = YLr'YL,LO(ULE, ULO)

(5.4.174) ZME = YMr'YM,ME(UME, UMO)

(5.4.175) ZMO = YMr'YM,MO(UME, UMO)

Following Equation (5.3.82), Equations (5.4.172)-(5.4.175) are derived from the revenue

functions in Equations (5.3.116)-(5.3.117) using the Samuelson-McFadden Lemma.

Other input supply to wool scouring sector

(5.4.176) Zcs = Zcs(ucs, Tzcs)

As derived in Equation (5.3.123), Equation (5.4.176) is the supply of other inputs to the

wool scouring sector. The exogenous supply shifter Tzcs represents technologies that

reduce the costs of production.

Output constrained input demand ofwool scouring sector

(5.4.177) ZIS = ZSC'ZS,IS(UIS, U2S, U3S, l14s, lies)

(5.4.178) Z2S = ZSC'ZS,2S(UIS, U2S, U3S, l14s, lies)

(5.4.179) Z3S = ZSC'ZS,3S(UIS, U2S, U3S, l14s, lies)

(5.4.180) Z4S = ZSC'ZS,4S(UIS, U2S, U3S, U4S, lies)

(5.4.181) Zcs = Zsc'zS,CS(UIS, U2S, U3S, l14s, lies)

Following Equation (5.3.41), Equations (5.4.177)-(5.4.181) are derived from the cost

function in Equations (5.3.61) using Shephard's Lemma.

Wool scouring sector equilibrium
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Equations (5.4.182) and (5.4.183) are the quantity and value equilibrium conditions for

the wool scouring sector as explained for the farm sector equilibrium in Equations

(5.4.37)-(5.4.54).

Input constrained output supply ofwool scouring sector

(5.4.184) FIS = ZCr'ZC,IS(uew, SIS, S2S, S3S, S4S, U2T, U3T, U4T)

(5.4.185) F2S = ZCr'ZC,2S(UCW, SIS, S2S, S3S, S4S, U2T, U3T, U4T)

(5.4.186) F3S = ZCr'ZC,3S(UCW, SIS, S2S, S3S, S4S, U2T, U3T, U4T)

(5.4.187) F4s = ZCr'ZC,4S(UCW, SIS, S2S, S3S, S4S, U2T, u3T, U4T)

(5.4.188) Z2T = ZCr'ZC,2T(UCW, SIS, S2S, S3S, S4S, U2T, U3T, U4T)

(5.4.189) Z3T = ZCr'ZC,3T(UCW, SIS, S2S, S3S, S4S, U2T, U3T, U4T)

(5.4.190) Z4T = ZCr'ZC,4T(UCW, SIS, S2S, S3S, S4S, U2T, U3T, U4T)

(5.4.191) Zcw = Zcr'zc,cw(ucw, SIS, S2S, S3S, S4S, U2T, U3T, U4T)

Following Equation (5.3.82), Equations (5.4.184)-(5.4.191) are derived froln the revenue

function in Equation (5.3.104) using the Samuelson-McFadden Lemma.

Other input supply to wool carbonising sector

(5.4.192) ZCB = ZCB(UCB, TzcB)

As derived in Equation (5.3.123), Equation (5.4.192) is the supply of other inputs to the

wool carbonising sector. The exogenous supply shifter TZCB represents technologies that

reduce the costs of production.

Output constrained input demand ofwool carbonising sector

(5.4.193) Zcw = FCWC'FCW,CW(ucw, UCB)

(5.4.194) ZCB = FCWC'FCW,CB(UCW, UCB)
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Following Equation (5.3.41), Equations (5.4.193) and (5.4.194) are derived from the cost

function in Equations (5.3.62) using Shephard's Lemma.

Wool carbonising sector equilibrium

(5.4.195) SCW = CFCW(UCW, UCB)

Equation (5.4.195) is the market clearing value equilibrium condition for the wool

carbonising sector specifying that unit prices for output equal the unit costs of production

at the margin.

Other input supply to wool topmaking sector

(5.4.196) ZWT = ZWT(UWT, TzwT)

As derived in Equation (5.3.123), Equation (5.4.196) is the supply of other inputs to the

wool topmaking sector. The exogenous supply shifter TZWT represents technologies that

reduce the costs of production.

Output constrained input demand ofwool topmaking sector

(5.4.197) Z2T = FTc'FT,2T(U2T, U3T, U4T, UWT)

(5.4.198) Z3T = FTc'FT,3T(U2T, U3T, U4T, UWT)

(5.4.199) Z4T = FTc'FT,4T(U2T, U3T, U4T, UWT)

(5.4.200) ZWT = FTc'FT,WT(U2T, U3T, U4T, UWT)

Following Equation (5.3.41), Equations (5.4.197) and (5.4.200) are derived from the cost

function in Equations (5.3.63) using Shephard's Lemma.

Wool topmaking sector equilibrium

(5.4.201) ZT(Z2T, Z3T, Z4T, ZWT) = FT(F2T, F3T, F4T, FNW, Qop)

(5.4.202) CFT(U2T, U3T, U4T, UWT) = rZT(s2T, S3T, S4T, SNW, Pop)
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Equations (5.4.201) and (5.4.202) are the quantity and value equilibrium conditions for

the wool topmaking sector as explained for the farm sector equilibrium in Equations

(5.4.37)-(5.4.54).

Input constrained output supply ofwool topmaking sector

(5.4.203) F 2T = ZTr'ZT,2T(S2T, S3T, S4T, SNW, Pop)

(5.4.204) F3T = ZTr'ZT,3T(S2T, S3T, S4T, SNW, PDP)

(5.4.205) F 4T = ZTr'ZT,4T(S2T, S3T, S4T, SNW, PDP)

(5.4.206) FNW = ZTr'ZT,NW(S2T, S3T, S4T, SNW, PDP)

(5.4.207) Qop = ZTr'ZT,Op(S2T, S3T, S4T, SNW, PDP)

Following Equation (5.3.82), Equations (5.4.203)-(5.4.207) are derived from the revenue

function in Equation (5.3.106) using the Samuelson-McFadden Lemma.

Other input supply to export greasy wool shipment sectors

(5.4.208) ZNM = ZNM(UNM, TZNM)

(5.4.209) ZFM = ZFM(UFM, TZFM)

(5.4.210) ZMM = ZMM(UMM, TZMM)

(5.4.211) ZBM = ZBM(UBM, TZBM)

As derived in Equation (5.3.123), Equations (5.4.208)-(5.4.211) are the supplies of other

inputs to the export greasy wool shipment sectors. The exogenous supply shifters TZi

represent technologies that reduce the costs of production.

Other input supply to export carbonised wool shipment sector

(5.4.212) FCB = FCB(sCB, TFCB)

As derived in Equation (5.3.123), Equation (5.4.212) is the supply of other inputs to the

export carbonised wool shipment sector. The exogenous supply shifter TFCB represents

technologies that reduce the costs of production.
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Other input supply to export scoured wool shipment sectors

(5.4.213) FNs = FNS(SNS, TFNS)

(5.4.214) FFS = FFS(SFS, TFFS)

(5.4.215) F MS = FMS(SMS, TFMS)

(5.4.216 F BS = FBs(SBS, TFBS)

Model Specification

As derived in Equation (5.3.123), Equations (5.4.213)-(5.4.216) are the supplies of other

inputs to the export scoured wool shipment sectors. The exogenous supply shifters TFi

represent technologies that reduce the costs of production.

Other input supply to export wool tops shipment sectors

(5.4.217) FFT = FFT(SFT, TFFT)

(5.4.218) F MT = FMT(SMT, TFMT)

(5.4.219) F BT = FBT(SBT, TFBT)

As derived in Equation (5.3.123), Equations (5.4.217)-(5.4.220) are the supplies of other

inputs to the export wool tops shipment sectors. The exogenous supply shifters TFi

represent technologies that reduce the costs of production.

Output constrained input demand ofexport greasy wool shipment sectors

(5.4.221) ZlW = QIWC'QIW,lW(UIW, UNM)

(5.4.222) ZNM = QIWC'QIW,NM(UIW, UNM)

(5.4.223) Z2W = Q2WC'Q2W,2W(U2W, UFM)

(5.4.224) ZFM = Q2WC'Q2W,FM(U2W, UFM)

(5.4.225) Z3W = Q3WC'Q3W,3W(U3W, UMM)

(5.4.226) ZMM = Q3WC'Q3W,FM(U3W, UFM)

(5.4.227) Z4W = Q4WC'Q4W,4W(U4W, UBM)

(5.4.228) ZBM = Q4WC'Q4W,BM(U4W, UBM)
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Following Equation (5.3.41), Equations (5.4.221)-(5.4.228) are derived from the cost

functions in Equations (5.3.57)-(5.3.60) using Shephard's Lemma.

Output constrained input demand ofexport carbonised wool shipment sectol:

(5.4.229) Few = Qcwc'Qcw,cw(scw, SCS)

(5.4.230) F cs = Qcwc'Qcw,cs(scw, SCS)

Following Equation (5.3.41), Equations (5.4.229)-(5.4.230) are derived from the cost

functions in Equation (5.3.64) using Shephard's Lemma.

Output constrained input demand ofexport scoured wool shipment sectors

(5.4.231) F IS = QISC'QIS,IS(SIS, SNS)

(5.4.232) F NS = QISC'QlS,NS(SIS, SNS)

(5.4.233) F2S = Q2SC'Q2S,2S(S2S, SFS)

(5.4.234) FFS = Q2SC'Q2S,FS(SlS, SFS)

(5.4.235) F3S = Q3SC'Q3S,3S(S3S, SMS)

(5.4.236) F MS = Q3SC'Q3S,MS(S3S, SMS)

(5.4.237) F 4S = Q4SC'Q4S,4S(S4S, SSS)

(5.4.238) F ss = Q4SC'Q4S,SS(S4S, SSS)

Following Equation (5.3.41), Equations (5.4.231)-(5.4.238) are derived from the cost

functions in Equations (5.3.65)-(5.3.68) using Shephard's Lemma.

Output constrained input demand ofexport wool tops shipment sectors

(5.4.239) F 2T = Q2TC'Q2T,2T(S2T, SFT)

(5.4.240) FFT = Q2TC'Q2T,FT(S2T, SFT)

(5.4.241) F 3T = Q3TC'Q3T,3T(S3T, SFMT)

(5.4.242) F MT = Q3TC'Q3T,MT(S3T, SMT)

(5.4.243) F 4T = Q4TC'Q4T,4T(S4T, SST)

(5.4.244) F ST = Q4TC'Q4T,ST(S4T, SST)
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(5.4.245) FNw = QNWC'QNW,NW(SNW, SNE)

(5.4.246) FNE = QNWC'QNW,NE(SNW, SNE)

Model Specification

Following Equation (5.3.41), Equations (5.4.239)-(5.4.246) are derived from the cost

functions in Equations (5.3.69)-(5.3.72) using Shephard's Lemma.

Export greasy wool shipment sector equilibrium

(5.4.247) PIW = CQIW(UIW, UNM)

(5.4.248) P2W = CQ2W(U2W, UFM)

(5.4.249) P3W = CQ3W(U3W, UMM)

(5.4.250) P4W = CQ4W(U4W, USM)

Equations (5.4.247)-(5.4.250) are the market clearing value equilibrium conditions for the

export greasy wool shipment sectors specifying that unit prices of output equal the unit

costs of production at the margin.

Export carbonised wool shipment sector equilibrium

(5.4.251) Pew = cQew(sew, ses)

Equation (5.4.251) is the market clearing value equilibrium condition for the export

carbonised wool shipment sector specifying that unit prices of output equal the unit costs

ofproduction at the margin.

Export scoured wool shipment sector equilibrium

(5.4.252) PIS = CQlS(SlS, SNS)

(5.4.253) P2S = CQ2S(S2S, SFS)

(5.4.254) P3S = CQ3S(S3S, SMS)

(5.4.251) P4S = CQ4S(S4S, sss)

Equations (5.4.252)-(5.4.255) are the market clearing value equilibrium conditions for the

export scoured wool shipment sectors specifying that unit prices of output equal the unit

costs of production at the margin.
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Export wool tops shipment sector equilibrium

(5.4.256) P2T = CQ2T(S2T, SFT)

(5.4.257) P3T = CQ2T(S3T, SMT)

(5.4.258) P4T = CQ4T(S4T, S8T)

(5.4.259) PNW = CQNW(SNW, SNW)

Model Specification

Equations (5.4.256)-(5.4.259) are the market clearing value equilibrium conditions for the

export wool tops shipment sectors specifying that unit prices of output equal the unit

costs of production at the margin.

Other input supply to lamb and mutton marketing sectors

(5.4.260) ZIL = ZIL(UIL, TZIL)

(5.4.261) Z2L = Z2L(U2L, TZ2L)

(5.4.262) ZIM = ZIM(UlM, TZIM)

(5.4.263) Z2M = Z2M(U2M, TZ2M)

As derived in Equation (5.3.123), Equations (5.4.260)-(5.4.263) are the supplies of other

inputs to the lamb and mutton marketing sectors. The exogenous supply shifters TZi

represent technologies that reduce the costs of production.

Output constrained input demand oflamb and mutton marketing sectors

(5.4.264) ZLE = QLEC'QLE,LE(ULE, uld

(5.4.265) ZIL = QLEC'QLE,IL(ULE, UIL)

(5.4.266) ZLO = QLOC'QLO,LO(ULO, U2L)

(5.4.267) Z2L = QLOC'QLO,2L(ULO, U2L)

(5.4.268) ZMO = QMOC'QMO,MO(UMO, U2M)

(5.4.269) Z2M = QMOC'QMO,2M(UMO, U2M)

(5.4.270) ZME = QMEC'QME,ME(UME, UlM)

(5.4.271) ZIM = QMEC'QME,IM(UME, UlM)
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Following Equation (5.3.41), Equations (5.4.264)-(5.4.271) are derived from the cost

functions in Equations (5.3.75)-(5.3.78) using Shephard's Lemma.

Lamb and mutton marketing sectors equilibrium

(5.4.272) PlE = CQlE(UlE, UIl)

(5.4.273) PlO = CQlO(UlO, U2l)

(5.4.274) PMO = CQMO(UMO, U2M)

(5.4.275) PME = CQME(UME, UIM)

Equations (5.4.272)-(5.4.275) are the market clearing value equilibrium conditions for the

lamb and mutton marketing sectors specifying that unit prices of output equal the unit

costs of production at the margin.

Origin oflive sheep exports

Live sheep exports are homogeneous with a single price. Equation (5.4.276) ensures the

total quantity of live sheep exports equals the sum of live sheep exports originating from

the three agricultural zones.

Export demand for Australian greasy wool

(5.4.277) QIW = QIW(PIW, NQIW)

(5.4.278) Q2W = Q2W(P2W, NQ2W)

(5.4.279) Q3W = Q3W(P3W, NQ3W)

(5.4.280) Q4W = Q4W(P4W, NQ4W)

Equations (5.4.277)-(5.4.280) are the own-price-dependent export demand functions for

Australian greasy wool as derived in Equation (5.3.125). Income is assumed constant and

prices for greasy wool and other competitive fibres in overseas markets are not included

explicitly. The NQi terms are exogenous demand shifters representing changes in demand

for Australian greasy wool in overseas markets due to promotion or changes in taste.
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Export demand for Australian carbonised wool

(5.4.281) Qcw = Qcw(Pcw, NQcw)

Model Specification

Equation (5.4.281) is the own-price-dependent export demand function for Australian

carbonised wool as derived in Equation (5.3.125). Income is assumed constant and prices

for carbonised wool and other competitive fibres in overseas markets are not included

explicitly. The NQcw term is an exogenous demand shifter representing changes in

demand for Australian carbonised wool in overseas markets due to promotion or changes

in taste.

Export demand for Australian scoured wool

(5.4.282) QIS = QlS(PlS, NQ1S)

(5.4.283) Q2S = Q2S(P2S, NQ2S)

(5.4.284) Q3S = Q3S(P3S, NQ3S)

(5.4.285) Q4S = Q4S(P4S, NQ4S)

Equations (5.4.282)-(5.4.285) are the own-price-dependent export demand functions for

Australian scoured wool as derived in Equation (5.3.125). Income is assumed constant

and prices for scoured wool and other competitive fibres in overseas markets are not

included explicitly. The NQi terms are exogenous demand shifters representing changes in

demand for Australian scoured wool in overseas markets due to promotion or changes in

taste.

Export demand for Australian wool tops

(5.4.286) Q2T = Q2T(P2T, NQ2T)

(5.4.287) Q3T = Q3T(P3T, NQ3T)

(5.4.288) Q4T = Q4T(P4T, NQ4T)

Equations (5.4.286)-(5.4.288) are the own-price-dependent export demand functions for

Australian wool tops as derived in Equation (5.3.125). Income is assumed constant and

prices for wool tops and other competitive fibres in overseas markets are not included
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explicitly. The NQi terms are exogenous demand shifters representing changes in demand

for Australian wool tops in overseas markets due to promotion or changes in taste.

Export demand for Australian nails/other wool

Equation (5.4.289) is the own-price-dependent export demand function for Australian

wool noil as derived in Equation (5.3.125). Income is assumed constant and prices for

wool noil and other competitive fibres in overseas markets are not included explicitly.

The NQNW term is an exogenous demand shifter representing changes in demand for

Australian wool noil in overseas markets due to promotion or changes in taste.

Domestic demand for [SP wool

(5.4.290) QoP = Qop(Pop, NQop)

Equation (5.4.290) is the own-price-dependent domestic demand function for Australian

wool top as derived in Equation (5.3.125). Income is assumed constant and excluded

from the equation. The NQop term is a demand shifter representing changes in demand for

Australian wool top in the domestic market due to promotion or changes in taste.

Export demand for Australian lamb and mutton

(5.4.291) QLE = QLE(PLE, NQLE)

(5.4.292) QME = QME(PME, NQME)

Equations (5.4.291) and (5.4.292) are the own-price-dependent export demand functions

for Australian lamb and mutton as derived in Equation (5.3.125). Income is assumed

constant and prices of other meat in overseas markets are not included explicitly. The NQi

terms are exogenous demand shifters representing changes in demand for Australian lamb

and mutton in overseas markets due to promotion or changes in taste.

Export demand for Australian live sheep
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Equation (5.4.293) is the own-price-dependent export demand function for Australian live

sheep as derived in Equation (5.3.125). Income is assumed constant and prices for other

meat in overseas markets are not included explicitly. The NQSE term is an exogenous

demand shifter representing changes in demand for Australian live sheep in overseas

markets due to promotion or changes in taste.

Domestic retail demand for Australian lamb and mutton

(5.4.294) QLO = QLO(PLO, PMO N QLO, NQMO)

(5.4.295) QMO = QMO(PLO, PMO N QLO, N QMO)

Equations (5.4.294)-(5.4.295) are the demand functions for domestic lamb and mutton as

derived in Equations (5.3.127) and (5.3.128). Income is assumed constant and excluded

from the equations. The NQi terms are demand shifters representing changes in demand

for Australian lamb and mutton in the domestic markets due to promotion or changes in

taste.

The structural model of the Australian sheep and wool industries represented in general

functional form by Equations (5.4.1)-(5.4.295) defines equilibrium in all nlarkets. There

are 261 price and quantity variables plus 34 aggregated input and output index variables

for the 17 multi-output sectors. Hence, the model is a system of 295 equations with 295

endogenous variables. The 42 supply shift variables representing the impacts of new

technologies in various industry sectors and the 19 demand shift variables representing

successful promotions, or changes in taste, are exogenous to the model.

5.4.2 Equilibrium Displacement Form ofthe Model

Exogenous changes representing impacts such as new technologies or promotions are

modelled as parallel shifts in the relevant market demand or supply curves. The

exogenous shifts displace the equilibrium, initiating changes in market prices and

quantities. The resulting market price and quantity changes allow changes in producer

and consumer surplus to be estimated for the various industry sectors.

The model in displacement form is found by totally differentiating the system of

equations at the initial equilibrium points. Implicit in this approach is the use of local
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linear approximation when estimating the finite changes in the endogenous variables.

Zhao, Mullen and Griffith (1997) demonstrated that when small parallel exogenous shifts

are implemented in EDM, the price, quantity and economic surplus change estimates are

exact if the percentage change in variable (.) is defined as E(.) = i1(.)/(.). The

displacement version of the model with market elasticities as parameters is outlined in

Equations (A2.1)-(A2.295) of Appendix 2. Parameter definitions are given in Table 5.1.

5.4.3 Integrability Conditions

Once values for the market parameters have been specified, the changes in economic

surplus resulting from an exogenous shift in supply or demand can be estimated from the

changes in all market prices and quantities within the model. These equilibrium welfare

effects can be calculated using two separate approaches (Just, Hueth and Schmitz 1982,

p.469). The first involves measuring completely the total welfare effects off the general

equilibrium demand and supply curves in the market where the intervention takes place.

Although this single market approach captures all the welfare effects including

horizontally and vertically related markets, it is not possible to acquire the distribution of

the total welfare changes among industry participants. Estimation of the welfare changes

accruing to various industry sectors is possible using the second approach whereby

welfare effects are measured off the partial equilibrium demand and supply curves in all

markets. The sum of the partial welfare measures from the second approach will be the

same as the total welfare effects measured off the general equilibrium curves in a

particular market only if integrability conditions are met (Alston, Norton and Pardey

1995, p.232). That is, certain mathematical and economic relationships must be satisfied

to ensure demand and supply equations in the model are not specified in an arbitrary

manner and market parameters are not inconsistent in their estimation. More specifically,

in the case of mathematical integrability it must be possible to recover the set of

underlying decision-making preference functions in Equations (5.3.44)-(5.3.78), (5.3.87)

(5.3.121), (5.3.122), (5.3.124) and (5.3.126) from the demand and supply functions in

Equations (A2.1 )-(A2.295) listed in Appendix 2, whereas economic integrability requires

that the preference functions satisfy the regularity conditions to be genuine cost, revenue,

profit and utility functions (Zhao et al. 2000, pp.27-28). For each of the industry sectors

depicted in the model, input demand and output supply functions must be integrable with

the underlying cost and revenue functions of relevance. The requirements guaranteeing
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integrability are briefly discussed below. A more complete discussion and mathematical

derivation of integrability conditions can be found in Zhao et al. (2000). .

Under the assumptions that (1) all sectors maximise profits, (2) multi-output production

functions are separable in inputs and outputs and (3) all production functions exhibit

constant returns to scale, the integrability conditions relating input demand functions to

their respective cost functions are homogeneity, symmetry and concavity (Zhao et al.

2000, p.28). The homogeneity and symmetry conditions, respectively, require the input

demand function to be homogeneous of degree zero in input prices and the Hessian

matrix of Allen-Uzawa input substitution elasticities to be symmetric, while the concavity

condition means the Hessian matrix is negative semi-definite (Zhao et al. 2000, p.29).

The symmetry condition is necessary and sufficient for mathematical integrability while

negative semi-definiteness (positive semi-definiteness) for demand (supply) functions is

sufficient for economic integrability (Takayama 1994, p.632).

Under the same three assumptions listed above, similar constraints apply for integrability

of output supply functions with relevant revenue functions. Homogeneity and symmetry

conditions require the output supply function to be homogeneous of degree zero in output

prices and the symmetry condition implies symmetry of the Allen-Uzawa product

transformation elasticities. The convexity condition means the Hessian matrix is positive

semi-definite (Zhao et al. 2000, pp.30-31).

In the case of exogenous input supply, each input is the sole decision variable from the

model contained in each relevant profit function. Consequently, integrability with the

relevant profit function only requires that the own-price elasticity of supply for that

exogenous input is positive (Zhao et al. 2000, p.31).

As each export market within the model is assumed to be commodity specific for a

particular group of consumers, a negative own-price elasticity of demand is sufficient to

ensure the recovery of a 'proper' utility function from each relevant export demand

function. Conversely, as lamb and mutton are substitutes in domestic consumption the

demands for each commodity relate integrably with each other, in addition to the

demands for other commodities by domestic consumers (Zhao et al. 2000, p.32). Under

the assumption of constant marginal utility of income, as implied through the use of
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Marshallian economic surplus measurement, the symmetry condition is given by (Zhao et

al. 2000, p.32):

where A
J

/ Ai is the relative budget share of the two commodities. Homogeneity and

concavity conditions will be satisfied when

That is, the conditions will always hold as long as the own price elasticity of demand is

less than or equal to zero, the cross price elasticity of demand is greater than or equal to

zero and in terms of absolute values, the own price elasticity of demand will be larger

than the cross price elasticity of demand.

5.4.4 Imposition ofIntegrability Conditions on the Displacement Model

One of the main concerns with using linear demand and supply curves, as in the EDM

approach, is that global integrability is not satisfied because the homogeneity condition

does not hold. However, as pointed out by Zhao et al. (2000, p.32), the displacement

form equations such as those in Equations (A1.1 )-(A1.295) are only local linear

approximations of the true demand and supply functions specified in Equations (5.4.1)

(5.4.295) "which are not necessarily of a linear functional form and which can satisfy the

integrability conditions locally or even globally." As an example they assert that the

normalised linear input demands derived from a normalised quadratic cost function that is

globally homogenous of degree one, will be globally homogeneous of degree zero. Thus,

integrability conditions imposed at single point imply global integrability.

The imposition of integrability conditions in the model occurs at the initial equilibrium

points. LaFrance (1991) highlighted the importance of integrability and demonstrated that

significant errors were associated with linear approaches if the focus of measurelnent was

on the triangular 'deadweight loss'. Based on the findings of LaFrance (1991) and

considering that the trapezoid welfare change is the focus of this study, any errors in the

welfare measures resulting from a small parallel exogenous shift will be minimal.
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The displacement model with elasticities of input substitution (O"ij) and elasticities of

product transformation (Lij) included is detailed in Equations (A2.l)' -(A2.295)' of

Appendix 2. Homogeneity and symmetry restrictions have been imposed whilst concavity

and convexity conditions will be satisfied when values for the market parameters are

specified.

5.5 Summary

The conceptual structure of the Australian sheep and wool industry and the specification

of an equilibrium displacement model depicting the industry were presented in this

chapter. The model is disaggregated, both vertically and horizontally, to allow for the

estimation of welfare changes accruing to individual industry sectors from various

research or promotions undertaken in different sectors or markets throughout the industry.

Horizontally, the industry is modelled as producing four different classifications of wool

differentiated by fibre diameter, live sheep exports and lamb and mutton from the three

agricultural zones of Australia. The vast majority of wool production is exported in its

raw greasy form with the remainder undergoing some degree of early-stage processing.

Most of this wool is also exported with only minimal quantities used domestically in

later-stage processing. Lamb and mutton is either exported or consumed in the domestic

market. The vertical sectors of the wool pipeline post farm gate include warehousing and

brokerage, scouring, carbonising, topmaking, export shipment, and export and domestic

markets. Vertical disaggregation of lamb and mutton post farm gate consists of

processing and marketing sectors, and export and domestic markets.

The structural model is specified in general functional form in Equations (5.4.1 )-(5.4.295)

and contains 295 endogenous and 61 exogenous variables. All demand and supply

functions within the model were derived from the underlying decision-making functions.

The general functional form equations were totally differentiated and converted to

elasticity form to obtain the equilibrium displacement model (Equations (A2.1 )-(A2.295)

in Appendix 2). Integrability conditions were discussed and imposed at the initial

equilibrium points (Equations (A2.1)' -(A2.295)' in Appendix 2.
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Table 5.1: Definition of variables and parameters in the model

Model Specification

Endogenous Variables

Xl:

X21 :

X 31 :

X 23 :

X 41 :

X SI :

X 4S :

X 61 :

X 71 :

X SI :

X 91 :

XIW:

X21w:

X3IW:

X4IW:

XSIW:

X6IW:

X 7IW:

XS1W:

X9IW:

WIW, W2lW,·· .,W9IW

XN, X2,... X9

Yj, ... ,Y9

Y13W, YI4W

v13W, Vl4W

Y21W, Y22W, Y23W

V21W, V22W, V23W

Y3IW, Y32W, Y33W

V4IW, V42W, V43W

YS1W, YS2W, YS3W

Quantity of non-Merino ewes

Quantity of merino ewes for non-Merino lamb production (HRZ)

Quantity of merino ewes for Merino lamb production (HRZ)

Total quantity of Merino ewes, X23 = X21 +X3l (HRZ)

Quantity of Merino ewes for non-Merino lamb production (WSZ)

Quantity of Merino ewes for Merino lamb production (WSZ)

Total quantity of wheat-sheep zone Merino ewes, X 4S = X 41 +XS1 (WSZ)

Quantity of pastoral zone Merino ewes (PZ)

Quantity of Merino wethers and hoggets (HRZ)

Quantity of Merino wethers and hoggets (WSZ)

Quantity of Merino wethers and hoggets (PZ)

Quantity of other inputs to the non-Merino farm sector

Quantity of other inputs to the Merino ewe, non-Merino lamb farm sector (HRZ)

Quantity of other inputs to the Merino ewe, Merino lamb farm sector (HRZ)

Quantity of other inputs to the Merino ewe, non-Merino lamb farm sector (WSZ)

Quantity of other inputs to the Merino ewe, Merino lamb farm sector (WSZ)

Quantity of other inputs to the Merino ewe farm sector (PZ)

Quantity of other inputs to the merino wether and hogget farm sector (HRZ)

Quantity of other inputs to the Merino wether and hogget farm sector (WSZ)

Quantity of other inputs to the Merino wether and hogget farm sector (PZ)

Prices ofX1w, X2lW,... ,X9IW

Aggregated input indices for the nine farm sector sheep enterprises

Aggregated output indices for the nine farm sector sheep enterprises

Quantities of24-27 and ~28 micron wool, respectively (non-Merino farm sector)

Prices ofY13w, Yl4W

Quantities of ::;19,20-23 and 24-27 micron wool, respectively (HRZ- Merino ewe,

non-Merino lamb farm sector)

Prices OfY2IW, Y22W, Y23W

Quantities of ::;19,20-23 and 24-27 micron wool, respectively (HRZ- Merino ewe,

Merino lamb farm sector)

Prices ofY3lw, Y32W, Y33W

Quantities of ::;19,20-23 and 24-27 micron wool, respectively (WSZ- Merino ewe,

non-Merino lamb farm sector)

Prices ofY4lw, Y42W, Y43W

Quantities of ::;19, 20-23 and 24-27 micron wool, respectively (WSZ- Merino ewe,

Merino lamb farm sector)
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VSIW, VS2W, VS3W

Y6IW, Y62W, Y63W

V6IW, V62W, V63W

Y7IW, Y nw, Y73W

V7IW, Vnw, V73W

YSIW, YS2W, YS3W

V9IW, V92W, V93W

Y IL, Y Jrv!

VIL, VIM

Y2L, Y2M

V3L, V3M

Y 4L, Y 4M

VSL, VSM

Y6L, Y6M

V6L, V6M

Y7E, Y7M

YSE, YSM

Y9E, Y9M

V7M, VSM, V9M

YNrv" YFrv" YMM, YSM

Model Specification

Prices ofYslw, Y S2W , Y S3W

Quantities of :::;19,20-23 and 24-27 micron wool, respectively (PZ- Merino ewe,

farm sector)

Prices ofY6lw, Y62W, Y63W

Quantities of:::;19, 20-23 and 24-27 micron wool, respectively (HRZ- Merino

wether and hogget farm sector)

Prices of Y71W, Ynw, Y73W

Quantities of :::;19,20-23 and 24-27 micron wool, respectively (WSZ- Merino

wether and hogget farm sector)

Prices ofYslw, YS2W, YS3W

Quantities of :::;19,20-23 and 24-27 micron wool, respectively (PZ- Merino wether

and hogget farm sector)

Prices ofY9lw, Y92W, Y93W

Quantities of lamb and mutton, respectively (non-Merino farm sector)

Prices ofY IL, Y IM

Quantities of lamb and mutton, respectively (HRZ- Merino ewe, non-Merino lamb

farm sector)

Prices of Y2L, Y 2M

Quantities of lamb and mutton, respectively (HRZ- Merino ewe, Merino lamb

farm sector)

Prices of Y3L, Y3M

Quantities of lamb and mutton, respectively (WSZ- Merino ewe, non-Merino

lamb farm sector)

Prices of Y4L, Y4M

Quantities of lamb and mutton, respectively (HRZ- merino ewe, Merino lamb

farm sector)

Prices of YSL, YSM

Quantities of lamb and mutton, respectively (PZ- Merino ewe, fann sector)

Prices of Y6L, Y6M

Quantities of live sheep exports and mutton, respectively (HRZ- Merino wether

and hogget farm sector)

Quantities of live sheep exports and mutton, respectively (WSZ- Merino wether

and hogget farm sector)

Quantities of live sheep exports and mutton, respectively (PZ- Merino wether and

hogget farm sector)

Prices ofY7M, YSM, Y9M

Quantities of other inputs to 2:28, :::;19, 20-23, and 24-27 micron wool warehouse

sectors, respectively

Prices of other inputs to 2:28, :::;19, 20-23, and 24-27 micron wool warehouse

sectors, respectively
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YN, Yr, Yc, YB Aggregated input indices of~28, ~19, 20-23, and 24-27 micron wool warehouse

sectors, respectively

ZI, Z20 Z3, Z.t Aggregated output indices of~28, ~19, 20-23, and 24-27 micron wool warehouse

sectors, respectively

ZIW, Z2W, Z3W, Z4W Quantities of~28, ~19, 20-23, and 24-27 micron greasy wool to export shipment

sectors, respectively

UIW, U2W, U3W, U.tW Prices of ZIW, Z2W, Z3W, Z4W

ZIS, Z2S, Z3S, Z4S Quantities of~28, ~19, 20-23, and 24-27 micron greasy wool to domestic

scouring sector

UIS, U2S, U3S, U4S Prices of ZIS, Z2S, Z3S, Z4S

ZNM, ZrN1, ZMM, Zm"1 Quantities of other inputs to ~28, ~19, 20-23, and 24-27 micron greasy wool

export shipment sectors, respectively

UNM, UrM, UMM, UBM Prices of ZNM, ZrM, ZMM, ZBM

Zes, ZCB, ZWT Quantities of other inputs to wool scouring, carbonising and topmaking sectors,

respectively

Ucs, UCB, UWT Prices of Zcs, ZCB, ZWT

ZlT, Z3T, ZH, Quantities of ~19, 20-23, and 24-27 micron wool to domestic topmaking sector

UlT, U3T, U4T Prices of Z2T, Z3T, ZH

Zew, Few Quantities of wool to domestic carbonising and export shipment sectors,

respectively

Uew, SCW Prices of Zew, Fcw

FIS, F2S, F3S, F4S Quantities of~28, ~19, 20-23, and 24-27 micron scoured wool to export shipment

sectors, respectively

SIS, S2S, S3S, S4S Prices ofF IS, F2S, F3S, F4S

Ze, ZT Aggregated input indices for domestic scouring and topmaking sectors,

respectively

Zs, FT Aggregated output indices for domestic scouring and topmaking sectors,

respectively

FCB' FNS, Frs, FMS, FBS Quantities of other inputs to carbonizing, ~28, ~19, 20-23, and 24-27 micron

scoured wool export shipment sectors, respectively

SeB, SNS, Srs, SMS, SBS Prices of FCB' FNS, Frs, FMS, FBS

FlT, F3T, F34T, FNW Quantities of ~19, 20-23, 24-27 micron wool top and noils of wool to export

shipment sectors, respectively

SlT, S3T, S4T, SNW Prices ofFlT, F3T, F4T, FNW

FFT' FMT, FBT, FNE Quantities of other inputs to ~19, 20-23, and 24-27 micron wool top and noils

export shipment sectors, respectively

SFT, SMT, SBT, SNE Prices ofFFT, FMT, FBT, FNE

YSL, YSM Quantities of other inputs to lamb and mutton processing sectors, respectively

VSL, VSM Prices ofYsL, YSM

ZLE, ZLD Quantities of lamb for the export and domestic marketing sectors, respectively
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ULE, ULD

Z~1E, ZMD

UME, UMD

YL , Y M

ZL, ZM

UI~, U2M

QIW, Q2W, Q3W, Q4W

PIW, P2W, P3W, P4W

QIS, Q2S, Q3S, Q4S

PIS, P2S, P3S, P4S

Q2T, Q3T, Q4T

P2T, P3T, P4T

Qcw, QNW, QDP

PCW, PNW, PDP

QLE, QLD

PLE, PLD

QME, QMD

PME, PMO

QSE

PSE

Exogenous Variables

Tx

tx

Nx

Model Spec[fication

Prices of ZLE, ZLO

Quantities of mutton for the export and domestic marketing sectors, respectively

Prices of ZME, ZMO

Aggregated input indices for the lamb and mutton processing sectors, respectively

Aggregated output indices for the lamb and mutton processing sectors,

respectively

Quantities of other inputs to the export and domestic lamb marketing sectors,

respectively

Prices of ZIL, Z2L

Quantities of other inputs to the export and domestic mutton marketing sectors,

respectively

Prices of ZIM, Z2M

Quantities of~28, :::;19, 20-23, and 24-27 micron export greasy wool, respectively

Prices of QIW, Q2W, Q3W, Q4W

Quantities of~28, :::;19, 20-23, and 24-27 micron export scoured wool,

respectively

Prices of QIS, Q2S, Q3S, Q4S

Quantities of :::;19, 20-23, and 24-27 micron export wool tops, respectively

Prices of Q2T, Q3T, Q4T

Quantities of export carbonised wool, noils of wool and wool top for domestic

later stage processing, respectively

Prices ofQcw, QNW, Qop

Quantities of export and domestic lamb, respectively

Prices of QLE, QLD

Quantities of export and domestic mutton, respectively

Prices of QME, QMO

Quantity of live sheep exports

Price ofQsE

Supply shifter shifting the supply curve of x down vertically due to a cost

reduction in the production of x (x = Xl. X23 , X45, X61 , .. ·,X9l. XI\V, X21W, ... ,X9IW,

YNM, YBM, YMM, YFM, YSL, YSM, Zcs, ZCB, ZWT, ZNM, ZFtvf, ZMM, ZBNf, ZIL, Z2L,

ZIM, Z2M, FCB, FNS, FFS, FMS, FBS, FFT' FMT, FBT, FNE)

Amount of shift Tx as a percentage of the price of x (x = Xl. X23 , X45, X6 l. ... ,X9h

X IW, X21W"",X9IW, YNNf, YBM, YMM, YFM, YSL, YSM, Zcs, ZCB, ZWT, ZNl'vI, ZFt'"I,

ZMM, ZBM, ZIL, Z2L, ZIM, Z2M, FCB, FNS, FFS, FMS, FBS, FFT' Fl'vn, FBT, FNE)

Demand shifter shifting the demand curve ofx up vertically due to promotion or

changes in taste (x = QIW, ... ,Q4W, Qcw, QIS," ·,Q4S, Q2T," .,Q4T, QNW, QoP, QLE,

QME, QSE, QLO, QMO, ZCB, ZWT, ZNM, ZFM, ZM!'vf, ZBM, ZIL, Z2L, Zll'vh Z2l'vI, FCB' FNS,

FFS, FMS, FBS, FFT' FMT, FBT, FNE)
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Parameters

17(x,y)

17(x,y)

()(X,y)

Model Spec[fication

Amount of shift Nx as a percentage of the price of taste (x = QIW, ... ,Q4w, Qcw,

QIS, ... ,Q4S, Q2T, ... ,Q4T, QNW, QoP, QLE, QME, QSE, QLD, QMO, ZCB, ZWT, ZNl'v" ZFl'v"

Demand elasticity of variable x with respect a change in the price ofy

Supply elasticity of variable x with respect to a change in the price ofy

Constant-output input demand elasticity of input x with respect to a change in

input price y

Constant-input output supply elasticity of output x with respect to a change in

output price y

Allen's elasticity of input substitution between input x and input y

Allen's elasticity of product transformation between output x and output y

Y 22W,···,Y92W, Y13W,···,Y93W, YNl'v" YBl'v" YMl'v" Y Fiv" Y 1L,· .. ,Y6L, Y SL, Y 1\-" ... ,Y9l'v"

F2T, ... ,F4T, FNW, FFT, FMT, FBT, FNE) where L k
X1

= 1, L kx, = 1,
I=I,IW i=2I,2IW

Lkxi = 1,
i=31,31W

Lkxi = 1,
i=81,81W

L k xi = 1, L k xi = 1,
i=41,41W i=51,51W

L k xi =1, L k yi = 1,
i=91,9IW i=NM ,14W

Lkxi =l,
i=61,61W

LkYi
i=rM ,21W,... ,9IW

Lkxi == 1,
1=71,71W

= 1,

LkYi =1,
i=MM ,22W , .. ,92W

L k yi = 1, L k yi = 1,
i=BAI ,13W, .. ,93W i=SL,IL, ... ,61,

LkYI =1,
i=SM,lM, .. ,9M

Lkzi = 1, Lkzi = 1, Lkzl = 1, Lkzi = 1, Lkzi = 1,
i=NM ,IW i=['M ,2W i=MM ,3W i=BM ,4W i=CS,lS, ... ,4S'

Lkzi = 1 ,
i=CB,CW

Lkzl =1,
i=WT,2T, ... ,4T

Lkzi =1,
i=LE,ll.

Lkzi = 1, Lkzl = 1,
i=!.D,2L 1=·MF,IM

Lkzi =1, LkFi =1, LkFi =1, LkFi =1,
i=MD,2M i=CB,CW i=NS,IS i=r~),2S

LkFi == 1,
i=AfS,3S

Yy

LkFi = 1, LkFi = 1, LkFi = 1, Lkn = 1, LkF1 =1
i=BS,4S i=vr,2T i=MT,3T i=BT,4T i=NE,NW

Revenue share of output y (y = Y21W, .. ·,Y9IW, Y 22W, .. ·,Y92W, Y13W, ... ,Y93W,

ZLE, ZLD, ZME, ZMO, F1S, .. ·,F4S, F2T, ... ,F4T, FNW, Qop) where L YYi = 1,
i=13W,14W,IJ.,IM

LYYi =1,
i=2IW,22W,23W,I!.,lM

L YYi = 1, L YYi = 1,
i=3IW,32W ,33W ,3L,3M i=41W ,42W,43iV ,4L,4M
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f3x

Model Spec~fication

I YYi = 1, I YYi = 1, I YYi = 1,
I=SIW,S2W,S3W,SL,SM i=6IW,62W,63W,6L,6M i=7IW,nW,73W,7 F,7M

IYYi =1, IYYi =1, IYZi =1, It'zi =1,
i=SIW,S2W,S3W,SE,SM i=91W ,92W ,93W,9h',9M i=IW,IS i=2~V ,2S

I YZI = 1, I YZi = 1 , I YZl = 1, I YII = 1,
i=3W,3S i=4W,4S i=CW,27'" "4T,FIS,, ,,F4,"'; 1=I-H,U)

IYZI =1, IYFi =1
i=MI:',MD i=2T"",4T,NW,Qf)P

f3x21 =X21 /(X 21 +X31 ), f3,dl =X31 /(X 21 +X31 ),

f3x41 = X 41 I(X41 + X S1 )' f3xSI = X S1 I(X41 + X S1 )'

f3Y7 E = Y7 E I(Y7 L + YSF + Y9JJ, f3YSE = YSF I(Y7 F + Ys/:' + Y9H ),

f3Y9E = Y9E I(Y7 E + YSE + Y9E )
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Chapter 6

Input Data, Exogenous Shifts and Measuring Economic
Surplus Changes

6.1 Introduction

Estimates of market parameters and base pnce and quantity values representing

equilibrium in all sectors are required to solve the model outlined in Chapter 5. Typically

in EDM analysis, average values taken over a five-year period are used to represent the

base equilibrium situation to dampen the impact of seasonal effects or other anomalies

that occur in any particular year. In 2002, Australian woolgrowers began operating in a

free market for the first time in almost thirty years after the last of the 4.7 million-bale

wool stockpile was sold in 2001. Consequently, the base equilibrium values and

associated cost shares used in the model were taken as an average of prices and quantities

for the three-year period 2002-03 to 2004-05 to abstract from any influence accumulated

wool stockpile sales may have had on the market prior to 2002.

Wool production refers to shorn wool only and does not include dead and fellrnongered

wool or wool on skins. Other by-products such as wool wax, offal and fat are also

excluded from the model for reasons of additional complexity and data collection

difficulties. Non-consideration of by-products may underestimate total revenues and costs

in some industry sectors but in monetary terms these values are likely to be small. l

In Section 6.2 the base equilibrium prices and quantities are specified for all sheep,

sheepmeat and wool products. All meat quantities are expressed in carcass ,veight or

carcass weight equivalent kilo tonnes and all wool quantities are in greasy or greasy

equivalent kilo tonnes. Live sheep export weights are converted to carcass weight kilo

tonnes using an average dressing percentage as discussed in Chapter 4. All sheepmeat

prices are in c/kg carcass weight and all wool prices are in c/kg greasy or greasy

equivalent. Section 6.3 provides a discussion of the Marshallian demand and factor

supply elasticities, and the elasticities of input substitution and product transformation

I By-product revenues in the meat industry are a few per cent of individual sector total revenues (Griffith,
Green and Duff 1991).
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used in the model. The market parameter values were chosen on the basis of published

empirical estimates combined with theoretical and subjective judgements.

The estimated parameters correspond to a medium-run time frame. A transition period of

approximately three to five years is assumed as the time taken for the industry to obtain a

new equilibrium after an exogenous shock to the initial equilibrium. Solving the

displacement model produces price and quantity changes that are used to estimate the

welfare changes to individual industry groups for various investment scenarios. The

exogenous shift variables and relevant hypothetical exogenous change scenarios are

described in Section 6.4. In addition to the hypothetical scenarios, details are provided on

a proposed project that examines the potential net benefits from an increase in the

demand for fine apparel wools in Western Europe. Section 6.5 examines the estimation of

economic surplus changes for different scenarios. Two approaches to calculating welfare

changes are discussed; measurement off the general equilibrium curves in the single

market where the initial shift occurs and measurement off the partial equilibrium curves

in the individual markets. The economic surplus change fonnulas used in the

displacement model specified in Chapter 5 are listed in Table 6.10 and Table 6.11. The

chapter concludes with a summary in Section 6.6.

6.2 Prices and Quantities

6.2.1 Sheep

Sheep are combined with land, labour, capital and many other overheads and recurrent

inputs to produce wool, lamb and mutton. The EDM developed in this study classifies

inputs into fann production as two separate groups, 'sheep' and all 'other inputs'. A

fundamental problem associated with treating sheep as a distinct input is being able to

specify the cost of using that input in· anyone particular year. Sheep are recognized as

being a 'durable or semi-durable' input as the flow of services they provide into

production can span a number years. Therefore, the cost of using sheep as an input flow

into production for a particular year needs to be established as opposed to the total capital

value of the sheep in that same year. Lawrence and McKay (1980) proposed that the

annual service flow cost from a durable input can be derived by dividing the cost into

three components comprising depreciation, maintenance and opportunity costs. This

method of measurement has subsequently been used by others (e.g. O'Donnell 1991;
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O'Donnell and Woodland 1995) to estimate the cost of the annual service flow from

durable inputs such as land, physical capital and livestock.

Depreciation is the decrease in value of a capital good due to wear and tear and represents

the amount of the good used in production in anyone year. In assuming the average

livestock unit does not depreciate, Lawrence and McKay (1980) stated that zero

depreciation requires two forms of input. The first are costs associated with nonnal sheep

husbandry practices such as labour costs and the purchase of supplies and materials. The

second category of flock maintenance costs are replacement costs attributed to sheep

deaths and disposals. These costs are measured as livestock sales plus operating gains

(where operating gains are positive) as an output and livestock purchases plus the

absolute value of operating gains (where operating gains are negative) as an input.

Operating gains are defined as the difference between closing and opening numbers

multiplied by the closing price (Lawrence and McKay 1980).

The third cost component of the annual service flow from a durable input is opportunity

cost. Opening numbers are used to represent livestock input quantity and the opportunity

cost is calculated as the current market value of livestock multiplied by the rate of return

corresponding to the relevant year. Lawrence and McKay (1980) used the tnaximum

annual overdraft rate to approximate the prevailing rate of return in the econotny whilst

O'Donnell and Woodland (1995) opted for an average yield on government securities as

a measure of the rate of return.

The 2002-03 to 2004-05 average annual supply and use of wethers and hoggets in the

high rainfall zone, shown in Figure 6.1 below, is used as an example of how the annual

service flow cost is derived. The sheep numbers for the high rainfall zone are listed in

Table 6.1.2

Under the assumption that the national sheep flock is self-replacing and correctly

maintained, depreciation of the sheep flock is deemed to be zero. In this model the first

inputs costs (purchased inputs) required for the zero maintenance condition are included

in the'other inputs' group.

2 Complete average annual opening and closing sheep numbers for 2002-03 to 2004-05 are contained in
Table A 1.1 in Appendix 1.
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Lawrence and McKay (1980) used average per property data as representative of a typical

farm in the sheep industry. Using this microeconomic approach, average livestock

purchases and sales for the representative farm are included in maintenance costs. This

typically includes purchases of rams and young sheep for use as flock replacements and

sales of older sheep and culls. However, at an industry level sheep purchases and sales

are assumed to be zero as the Australian flock is assumed to be self-replacing. Therefore,

using sheep purchases and sales as a partial measurement of annual service flow costs is

not applicable at an industry level. Operating gains associated with wethers and hoggets

in the high rainfall zone are calculated as follows.

Figure 6.1: Supply and use of Merino wethers and hoggets in the high rainfall zone
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~
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As can be seen from Figure 6.1, openIng Merino wethers including replacements

numbered 8.70 million. Closing numbers totaled 6.44 million. Based on an average per

head calculated carcass weight of 19.44 kg, the difference between opening and closing

numbers translates into 43.73 kt. At the end of June 2003 the proportional distribution of

wethers by age was 29.8 per cent 4 years and older and 70.2 per cent under 4 years of age
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(Martin, King and Shafron 2004). Using these estimates, 13.03 kt were apportioned to

wethers 4 years and older and 30.70 kt assigned to 2 and 3 year old wethers.

Table 6.1: Opening and closing sheep numbers (millions)

High Rainfall Zone Opening 0/0 Closing 0/0

Numbers (m) Numbers (m)

Ewes 10.66 37.5 11.10 41.0

Wethers 6.88 24.2 6.44 23.8

Lambs 5.94 20.9 5.12 18.9

Hoggets 4.94 17.4 4.41 16.3

Total 29.22 100 27.07 100

(Ewe Lambs) 2.97 2.56

(Wether lambs) 2.97 2.56

(Ewe Hoggets) 3.12 2.79

(Wether Hoggets) 1.82 1.62

The difference of 1.53 million between openIng lamb numbers and closing hogget

numbers represents the supply and use of hoggets over a 12-month period. The total

carcass weight difference calculated at an average 18.17 kg per head was 27.75 kt.

It is reasonable to expect that young sheep would have a higher value than older sheep

because of the difference in productive years remaining. In the absence of a closing price

(or value) for wethers, the average annual 2002-03 to 2004-05 sale yard mutton price of

$1.75 kg carcass weight was used as an estimate of the market value of wethers aged 4

years and older. A weighted average mutton price of $2.47 kg carcass weight for hogget

sales was estimated using MLA (2006a) average annual mutton prices for hogget sales in

New South Wales, South Australia and Victoria.3 The mid-range value between the two

prices of $2.11 was used as an approximation of the market price for 2-3 year old

wethers. Total absolute negative livestock operating gains for the high rainfall zone

wethers and hoggets sector were estimated to be $156.12 million.

In calculating the opportunity cost component of the annual service flow for the sheep

input, the average market yield on three-year government bonds was used as an

approximation of the rate of return in the economy. For 2002-03 to 2004-05 the average

yield was 5.12 per cent (RBA 2006). The market values of wethers and hoggets were

3 Calculation of this price is given in Appendix 3.
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approximated uSIng the same pnces and average per kg carcass weights as above.

Opening numbers of sheep in carcass weight represent livestock input quantities and

these are distributed by age according to the same percentages used in deriving

maintenance costs. The total market value of sheep in the high rainfall hogget/wether

sector was $605.05 million with an annual opportunity cost of $30.98 million, calculated

as 5.12 per cent of the market value.

The cost of the annual service flow from high rainfall zone hoggets and wethers was

estimated as $187.10 million. The average price per kg carcass weight was obtained by

dividing the annual service flow cost by the total opening combined carcass \veight of

wethers and hoggets. The average three-year input cost calculations for all sheep

enterprises in the model are detailed in Appendix 3.

6.2.2 Wool

Data on wool export quantities and prices by diameter category and wool type were

collected from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS 2006). The diameter categories

defined by ABS are 19 micron and finer, 20-23 micron, 24-27 micron, and 28 micron and

broader. Export wool types included in the model are greasy shorn wool, scoured wool,

carbonised wool and wool top and noils. For the three-year period 2002-03 to 2004-05,

average annual wool production and greasy equivalent average annual wool exports were

483.97 kilo tonnes and 451.63 kilo tonnes, respectively. Of the difference between the

two amounts, a very small proportion would be used in later-stage domestic processing

sectors while the balance would be unsold wool or wool passed in at auction. A separate

sector for unsold wool is not included in the model. Estimation of the total returns from

alternative R&D or promotion investment scenarios is reliant on the value of average

annual production. Unsold quantities of wool are valued at auction prices and included

with greasy shorn wool exports.

The export prices for each greasy shorn wool category were obtained by dividing the

greasy free-on-board (FOB) export values by the export volumes of greasy shorn wool.

The FOB export values include all costs up to and including loading the wool onto a

carrier for export. Examples of post auction sale costs for greasy shorn wool up to the

FOB point of valuation include transport, shipment preparation and wharfage. For 2002-
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03 to 2004-05 the average annual cost for post auction services was 30 c/kg (AWI 2006).

Subtracting this amount from the c/kg greasy FOB export price provides an average

annual greasy wool auction price for each greasy shorn wool export category.

In wool processing, the yield is the amount of clean wool fibre expressed as a percentage

of the raw greasy wool. For example, 0.64 kg of scoured wool produced from 1 kg of raw

greasy wool gives a yield of 64 per cent. Conversely, the greasy wool yield from scoured

wool would be 156 per cent (1.00/0.64). Conversion rates taken from The Woolmark

Company's (TWC) Harvest database were used to change processed wool export

quantities into greasy wool equivalents. The yields used in the database are 155.21 per

cent for scoured wool, 155.21 per cent for wool top and noil and 147.45 per cent for

carbonised wool (K. Curtis, DAWA, per. comm. 2006). Within the model, all diameter

categories of carbonised wool were combined, as were all diameter categories of wool

noils. Greasy wool equivalent export quantities and FOB export values were used to

calculate c/kg greasy equivalent FOB export prices for each processed wool type. Post

sale cost items, published in Sheep's Back to Mill (AWI 2006), were estimated on the

basis of greasy wool only and it was assumed that, on a greasy equivalent basis,

processed wool costs were the same as greasy wool for those items. Therefore, transport,

shipment preparation, wharfage and other costs for all processed wool exports were

considered to be the same as for greasy shorn wool exports. Domestically processed

scoured wool, carbonised wool, and wool top and noil greasy equivalent prices were

estimated as the respective c/kg greasy equivalent FOB export prices minus these costs.

Information on domestic processing costs is necessary to derive costs for wool and non

wool inputs into each of the domestic processing sectors. In a model of the world market

for wool, Verikios (2007) used cost share estimates of approximately 88 per cent for

greasy wool in the scouring industry, 79 per cent for scoured wool in the carbonising

industry and 74 per cent for scoured wool in the topmaking industry. The estimates were

based on 1995 data and were global rather than country-specific estimates. Industry

indicative wool processing costs in Australia were judged to be 50 cents per kg of

scoured wool, 150 cents per kg of carbonised wool and 150 cents per kg of top and noil

(P. Carey, Chargeurs Wool, per. comm. 2006). Given the above estimates, non-wool

input cost shares for the domestic scouring, carbonising and topmaking sectors ,vithin the

EDM were approximately 7 per cent, 16 per cent and 11 per cent respectively, compared
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with 12 per cent, 21 per cent and 26 per cent for the 1995 based global industry estimates.

For the domestic processing sectors, wool input prices were derived using the Australian

industry indicative costs mentioned above.4

Australian Wool Exchange (AWEX) wool auction data provided by the Department of

Agriculture Western Australia (DAWA) were used to estimate wool production figures

from each agricultural zone. The data were aggregated into four diameter categories

corresponding to the ABS wool export diameter categories. The micron of each lot of

wool in the data is the diameter rounded to one micron. For example, wool 19 micron in

diameter includes wool 18.5 micron to 19.4 micron, 20 micron wool includes 19.5 micron

to 20.4 micron and so on. Thus, wool in the :s 19 micron category includes wool up 19.4

micron in diameter, the 20-23 micron category includes wool 19.5 micron to 23.4 micron,

the 24-27 micron category includes wool 23.5 micron to 27.4 micron and wool in the ~

28 micron category is 27.5 micron or greater.

The AWEX data records the ongIn of wool production uSIng wool statistical areas

(WSA) which were devised by the Australian Wool Corporation (AWC) in the late

1980's. Wool production was determined by assigning each WSA to an agricultural

zone.5 A limitation of using AWEX auction data is that it only covers approximately 85

per cent of production and may not include wool sold privately or direct sales to

processors or exporters. A more comprehensive account of all wool harvested IS

maintained by Australian Wool Testing Authority (AWTA) but details are recorded

where the test sampling occurred rather than where the wool was produced. Though not

complete the AWEX auction data do provide a good representation of wool production as

the difference in diameter profile of AWEX auction data and AWTA test data is likely to

be small when aggregated over a whole year (K. Curtis, DAWA, per. comm. 2006).

The AWEX data contains information on the greasy weight, clean weight and the c/kg

clean price of wool offered for auction. A greasy equivalent c/kg auction price for each

wool type in each zone was calculated by dividing the product of the clean weight and

4 Wool input costs were also derived using the 1995 based global cost share estimates (Table 6.3). Results
from various investment scenarios using the different wool processing cost shares are compared in Chapter
8.
5 Details on disaggregation of the Australian wool clip are presented in Chapter 4.
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price by the greasy weight.6 The average auction prices for wool estimated from the

AWEX auction data are listed in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: AWEX estimated wool auction prices (c/kg greasy)

High Rainfall Wheat Sheep Pastoral Zone

Zone Zone

::; 19 micron 687 576 543

20-23 micron 617 544 497

24-27 micron 470 457 439

2': 28 micron 358 358

A cross check was used to ascertain if the greasy auction prices of wool used in the

domestic processing sector, derived by using the industry indicative wool processing

costs, were similar to the estimated average AWEX auction prices. The greasy shorn

wool FOB export values, exclusive of post auction sale costs, were subtracted from the

total AWEX estimated auction value of production for each wool type. The remaining

auction value was divided by the amount of greasy wool used in the domestic processing

sector to derive a c/kg auction price. A comparison of the prices is shown in Table 6.3.

Also included in Table 6.3 is the estimated auction prices calculated using the global

wool-processing cost share percentages, as used by Verikios (2007).

Table 6.3: Comparison of domestic processing wool auction prices (c/kg greasy)

AWEX Estimated Price c/kg Indicative Global Cost Share Price

Processing Cost Price

::; 19 micron 522 522 446

20-23 micron 540 443 393

24-27 micron 450 470 401

2': 28 micron 231 238 238

With the exception of the 20-23 micron category, the auction prices estimated using

industry indicative c/kg processing costs and the estimated AWEX prices are the same for

the::::; 19 micron wool category and similar for the other categories. The fact that AWEX

auction data are not a complete set could explain the inconsistency between the 20-23

micron prices. Excluding the 2: 28 micron category, the auction prices estimated using the

6 Wool of the same fibre diameter category originating from different sheep enterprises within the same
agricultural zone is assumed to be homogeneous in quality and price.
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global non-wool input cost share percentages are considerably less than the AWEX

estimated prices.

The AWEX estimated auction prices for the 20-23, 24-27 and 2': 28 micron categories in

each zone (Table 6.2) were adjusted to correspond with the auction prices estimated using

industry indicative c/kg processing costs.? For example, the total auction value of 20-23

micron greasy shorn wool exports was $1070.45 million and the total auction value of

greasy wool for use in the domestic processing sector, estimated using industry indicative

c/kg processing costs, was $343.64 million making a combined total auction value of

$1414.09 million. Using the AWEX estimated auction prices in Table 6.2 and the

associated levels of production (Table A1.2 in Appendix 1), the total auction value of 20

23 micron wool was $1490.12 million. The difference between the two total values was

divided by the 267.03 kt of 20-23 micron wool produced to derive a 28 c/kg difference in

price. This was subtracted from AWEX estimated prices in Table 6.2 to derive auction

prices for 20-23 micron wool in the three different agricultural zones. The same

procedure was followed to estimate auction prices for the 24-27 and> 28 micron

categories of wool.

There are numerous sales costs for wool sold at auction including warehousing,

insurance, handling, wool testing and broker's commission. On average, for 2002-03 to

2004-5 the costs were approximately 24 c/kg of greasy wool (AWI 20(6). A farm price

for each diameter category of wool in each zone was obtained by subtracting wool selling

costs from the auction price.8

6.2.3 Lamb and Mutton

The carcass weight quantities of lamb and mutton produced were sourced from Livestock

Products (ABS 2005a) while average sale yard carcass weight prices for lamb and mutton

were taken from Australian Commodity Statistics (ABARE 2(05). The quotations are for

monthly average fat stock prices in each maj or market, weighted by the monthly

production of each meat in the respective states. Prices for lamb weighing 18-20

kilograms carcass weight with a fat score of three are used to represent the sale yard

carcass weight prices received for first-cross and second-cross/meat lambs. A weighted

7 Adjustment to the S; 19 micron prices was not necessary as auction prices were the same.
8 The farm price includes freight and insurance from the sheep's back to the wool store.
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average mutton price of $2.47 kg carcass weight for hogget sales, estimated using MLA

(2006a) data, was used to represent the sale yard carcass weight price for Merino lamb

sales. Sale yard mutton prices are based on 18-24 kilograms carcass weight, with a fat

score of three.

Domestic processed lamb carcass prices were based on NSW wholesale lamb carcass

prices supplied by MLA (MLA 2006a). For consistency with sale yard lamb weights,

wholesale prices were for lamb weighing 18-20 kilograms carcass weight with a fat score

of three. As discussed in Chapter 4, supplies of similar lamb types across all three

agricultural zones are assumed homogeneous in quality. It is reasonable to assume the

cost per kilogram of slaughtering and processing a live lamb into a lamb carcass is the

same for lamb destined for either the domestic or export market (S. Marshall, Country

Fresh Australasia, per. comm. 2006). Under this assumption the wholesale export carcass

price for lamb is assumed to be the same as the domestic carcass price for lamb.

Information on wholesale mutton prices is not collected. Two methods were used to

approximate a wholesale price for mutton. The first method was to assume the same

percentage price mark-up applicable to lamb. The price mark-up for lamb from saleyard

price to wholesale price was approximately 33 per cent. The second method involved

simple regression analysis to explain sale yard mutton prices by sale yard lamb prices.9

Then a predicted wholesale mutton price was obtained by substituting the wholesale lamb

price into the estimated regression equation. The mutton wholesale price predicted from

the regression equation was used in preference to the price mark-up though the difference

between the two prices was reasonably small. lO

The Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF) and ABS both report

mutton and lamb meat exports as shipped weight quantities. Conversion factors are

available to estimate carcass weight equivalents but it is possible for discrepancies to

exist between the two sets of data. Estimates from ABS are typically higher than DAFF

estimates for a number of reasons. For example, ABS uses export quantity, which

includes packaging, whereas DAFF reports export weight. Furthermore, all exports

exiting through customs are captured in ABS data while DAFF statistics do not capture

9 Full details of the regression analysis are contained in Appendix 3.
10 The regression price was approximately 5 clkg or 2 per cent higher than the mark-up price.
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exports without health certificates. Though ABS data provides more detail, D.AFF data

are timelier and are preferred for use by MLA (K. Jones, MLA, per. comm. 2006).

Estimated carcass weight exports of lamb and mutton provided by MLA (2006a) were

used as the export volumes in the model. Lamb and mutton FOB export values, collected

by ABS and obtained from MLA (2006a), were divided by the MLA carcass weight

estimates of exported lamb and mutton to calculate per kilogram carcass weight FOB

export prices.

The carcass weight volume of lamb sold in the domestic retail market was converted into

an equivalent sale weight of retail cuts of lamb using a saleable yield percentage. An

average saleable yield of 68 per cent was estimated from MLA (2006a) data nleasuring

saleable retail cuts of lamb as a proportion of the carcass weight of lamb from a number

of different suppliers. 11 In the absence of similar estimates for mutton, the average

saleable yield for mutton was considered to be the same as for lamb.

Average retail prices of lamb published in Australian Commodity Statistics (ABARE

2005) are based on retail prices of selected cuts of lamb. The prices, sourced from

Average Retail Prices of Selected Items (ABS 2005b), relate to per kilogram prices for

leg, loin chops and forequarter chops. Combined, these retail cuts comprise on average

around 68 per cent of the saleable yield, with racks of cutlets accounting for 9 per cent

and trims and shanks contributing the remaining 23 per cent (MLA 2006a). Based on

MLA (2006a) retail price information, the prices for leg, shortloin and forequarters are

similar and are approximately half the retail price of racks of cutlets and double the price

of shanks and trim. This information was used to construct an average annual retail price

for lamb from the average retail prices of lamb reported in Australian Commodity

Statistics. The ABARE retail lamb price was multiplied by the equivalent saleable weight

of retail cuts for each of the years concerned to obtain the total retail value of lanlb sold in

the domestic market from 2002-03 to 2004-05. This figure was divided by the total

quantity of saleable retail cuts to obtain an average annual retail price of 1039 c/kg. Using

the MLA retail price information, a weighted average annual retail price was estimated as

1039*0.68 + (l039*2)*0.09 + (l039/2)*0.23 = 1015 c/kg

11 In all cases the carcass weight cost per kilogram from each of the suppliers was the same.
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Retail prices for mutton are not recorded. An average annual retail price for mutton was

estimated by applying the wholesale-retail price mark-up percentage for lamb to the

estimated wholesale price for mutton 12
•

The gross weight and gross FOB value of live sheep exports were obtained from

Livestock Products (ABS 2005a). The export statistics are collated by ABS from

information provided by exporters to the Australian Customs Service. Sheep exported for

breeding purposes are not included in the data. For consistency within the model, gross

live weights were converted to equivalent carcass weights using the same dressing

percentage specified for mutton. 13 The gross FOB value was divided by the carcass

weight equivalent to estimate a cents per kg carcass weight FOB price.

The average base equilibrium prices and quantities for the period 2002-03 to 2004-05 are

listed in Table 6.8, as are the cost and revenue shares for all sectors.

6.3 Market Parameters

Few, if any, empirical estimates are available for many of the elasticities used in the

model. Due to the level of industry disaggregation, numerous parameters had to be

specified using subjective judgement. In this section, each of the market parameters in the

model is discussed and the values chosen for each parameter are listed in Table 6.9.

Sensitivity analysis to account for uncertainty in the model's results from uncertainty

surrounding the chosen parameters values is undertaken in Chapter 8.

6.3.1 Sheep Supply Elasticities

The supplies of wool, lamb, mutton and live sheep exports are determined by joint

product relationships. Price elasticities of supply are needed for each of the joint products

to estimate joint-product elasticities of supply of sheep in each zone. Estilnates by zone

are preferred due to differences in numerous factors such as climate, topography and

production mix. A comprehensive review of supply response in Australian broadacre

agriculture can be found in Griffith et al. (2001a) but caution is needed with the

12 A predicted retail price for mutton was also estimated by substituting the retail lamb price into the
regression equation that was used to obtain a predicted wholesale mutton price. The price derived using a
mark-up percentage was approximately 4 per cent higher than the estimated regression price.
13 See Section 4.4.2 in Chapter 4.
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interpretation of sheepmeat and wool supply estimates for several reasons. Firstly,

differences in datasets make comparisons difficult and estimates can differ markedly

depending on the methodology implemented or even functional form chosen when using

econometric estimation. Possibly more problematic is the fact that almost all published

elasticities were estimated in an era of wool market price stabilisation. As pointed out by

Griffith et al. (2001a), it is possible that price elasticities of supply may be higher in an

unregulated than in a regulated market. Although medium-run elasticity values are used

in the model, the following brief discussions highlight the range of published estimates

over differing time frames for sheepmeat and wool indicating the lack of agreement on

supply response values.

Estimates of the individual supply responses of lamb and mutton are scarce. Most OWll

price elasticity of supply estimates relate to sheepmeat that presumably includes lamb and

mutton. Elasticities of the supply of sheepmeat in Australia are presented in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4: Elasticities of the supply of sheepmeat in Australia

Length Source Sheepmeat Area/Zone

of Run

S Vincent et al. (1980) 0.11 High rainfall

0.23 Wheat-sheep

Johnson et al. (1990) 0.31 High rainfall

0.37 Wheat-sheep

0.29 Pastoral

L Wall and Fisher (1987) 0.28 - 0.49 High Rainfall

0.22 - 0.49 Wheat-sheep

0.39 - 0.46 Pastoral

Dewbre et al. (1985) 0.60 Australia

Hall et al. (1988) 1.50 Australia

Mullen and Alston (1991) 1.50 Australia

M Dewbre et al. (1985) 0.47 Australia

Hall et al. (1990) 0.30 Australia

Kokic et al. (1993) 2.17 High Rainfall

2.02 Wheat-sheep

1.37 Pastoral

Piggott et al. (1995) 1.40 (lamb) Australia
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Of the more recent studies that have focused on a medium-run time frame, values

estimated by Kokic et al. (1993) and Piggott et al. (1995) have been price elastic. Sinden

et al. (2004) and Vere et al. (2005) both used a value of 1.38 for the medium-term supply

response of mutton and lamb in Australia. Based on the above review, a value of 1.30 is

considered to be a reasonable estimate for the medium-term sheepmeat supply elasticity.

Published estimates of the own-price elasticity of the supply of wool in Australia vary

considerably (Table 6.5). For example, medium-term estimates range in value from 0.36

(Wicks and Dillon 1978) to 2.02 (Hall and Menz 1985.) Significant variations in

magnitude are also evident in the short-and long-run estimates.

Table 6.5: Elasticities of the supply of wool in Australia

Length Source Wool Area/Zone

of Run

S Easter and Paris (1983) 0.21 Australia

Wicks and Dillon (1978) 0.35 Australia

McKay et af. (1983) 0.72 Australia

Low and Hinchy (1990) 0.94 Australia

Adams (1987) 0.95 Australia

L Simmons and Ridley (1987) 1.35 Australia

Hall et af. (1988) 2.50 Australia

M Wicks and Dillon (1978) 0.36 Australia

Hall and Menz (1985) 2.02 Australia

Hall et af. (1988) 0.60 Australia

Numerous studies have estimated the supply response of wool according to agricultural

zone of origin (e.g. Wicks and Dillon 1978; Vincent et al. 1980; Wall and Fisher 1987;

Johnson et al. 1990; Kokic et al. 1993; Agbola 1999) with short-run and medium-run

estimates ranging in value from 0.06 to 0.57. 14 Mullen, Alston and Wohlgenant (1989), in

a model of the wool top industry, assumed a medium-to long-run supply elasticity of 1.00

while Sinden et al. (2004) and Vere et al. (2005) both used medium-term values of 0.90.

Similarly, a value of 0.90 is used to represent the supply response of wool in each of the

three zones.

14 A more comprehensive review can be found in Griffith et af. (2001a).
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In such instances where joint products are obtained in approximately fixed proportions

from a basic commodity, Houck (1964) demonstrated the demand price elasticity of the

basic commodity is a weighted harmonic average of the price elasticities of the joint

products. IS The price elasticity of the basic commodity can be computed as follows

(Tomek and Robinson 1995, pAS):

P..WI + P2 W2
£ x =-1-----1---

- (P.. WI) + - (P2 W2)
£1 £2

where X is the basic commodity, £/ and £2 are the price elasticities of the joint products,

p/ and P2 are the price per unit of the joint products and W /=(X/AJ and W2=(X2/Aj are the

fixed yields per unit of the basic commodity.16 The weights are the proportions of X's

average value per unit attributable to the sales of the joint products. Given the price

elasticities of the joint products are constants, the price elasticity of the basic commodity

will vary as the weights vary. In the extreme if P /W1or P2W2 were equal to zero, £x would

equal £2 or £/, respectively.

Similarly, a weighted harmonic average of the supply pnce elasticities of the joint

products wool and sheepmeat were used to obtain supply elasticity estimates of 1.2 for

non-Merino sheep and 1.0 for Merino sheep. An example of the sheep supply elasticity

calculation is given in Appendix 3.

Compared with the high rainfall and wheat-sheep zones, the pastoral zone supply of

sheep should be less elastic because of greater physical limitations on substitution

possibilities between enterprise mixes. Conversely, the supply of sheep in the wheat

sheep zone should be more elastic than the other two zones as substitution possibilities in

enterprise mix are greater. As such, the Merino sheep supply elasticity of 1.0 is used to

represent the supply of Merino sheep in the high rainfall zone and values of 0.8 and 1.2

are assigned to the supplies of sheep in the pastoral and wheat-sheep zones, respectively.

15 As long as elasticities are calculated at the same market level.
16 In this example two joint products are used to illustrate the relationship among the elasticities. The
example can be extended to include n joint products (Houck 1964).
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6.3.2 Lamb and Mutton Retail Demand Elasticities

Published estimates of retail demand elasticities for Australian meat products are

reviewed in Griffith et al. (2001b). As was the case for the product supply estimates,

values differ depending on the data period and estimation method chosen. However,

almost all estimates suggest the demand for lamb in Australia over the past 30 years has

been elastic with values ranging from -0.99 (Cashin 1991) to -1.89 (Main et al. 1976).

Vere, Griffith and Bootle (1992) estimated a demand elasticity of -1.50 and this value

was used by Mullen and Alston (1994) in an EDM of the Australian lamb industry. More

recently Vere et al. (2000) estimated per capita demand equations for different meats as

part of a quarterly structural econometric model of the Australian livestock industries.

Consistent with the majority of earlier estimates they found the retail elasticity of demand

for lamb to be elastic with a value of -1.54. A similar value of -1.50 is used in the base

model.

Retail demand elasticity estimates for mutton are few. Using different methods Main et

al. (1976) estimated values of -1.25 and -1.24 while Dewbre et al. (1985) derived an

estimate of -2.51. Based on a review of published estimates and subjective industry

opinion, a value of -1.40 chosen by Sinden et al. (2004) was considered an appropriate

estimate.

Lamb and mutton are considered substitutes in demand at the retail level in the domestic

market. Cross-price elasticities are required for lamb and mutton though estimates are

scarce. In Dewbre et al. (1985) the cross-price elasticity of demand for lamb with respect

to a change in the price of mutton was estimated as 0.13 and the cross-price elasticity of

demand for mutton with respect to a change in the price of lamb was estimated as 0.71.

As would be expected in the case of substitution between the two types of meat, both

estimates were positive with the consumption of mutton shown to be more responsive to

price changes in lamb than vice-versa. Because lamb and mutton are substitutes In

demand, the cross-price elasticities must comply with the symmetry condition17

T\(QMD,PLD) = (JI.LD/AMD)l1(QLD,PMD)

17 The symmetry condition is discussed in Section 5.4.3.
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where AujAMD = (PLD,QLD)I(PMD,QMD) = 6.3 is the relative budget share of the two

commodities. IS Using the Dewbre et al. (1985) estimated cross-price elasticity of demand

for lamb with respect to changes in the price of mutton 1J(QLD,PMD) = 0.13 and applying the

symmetry condition, the cross-price elasticity of demand for mutton with respect to

changes in the price of lamb is 1J(QMD,PLD) = (6.3)(0.13) = 0.82. 19

6.3.3 Lamb, Mutton and Live Sheep Export Demand Elasticities

While there have been a few studies on the export demand elasticity for Australian beef,

similar studies for lamb and mutton are limited. Ball and Dewbre (1989) estimated short

run and long-run export demand elasticity values for lamb of -0.94 and -2.56,

respectively. In an EDM of the Australian beef industry, Zhao et al. (2000) specified

export demand elasticities of -5 for grassfed beef and -2.5 for grainfed beef. The demand

for grainfed beef was expected to be less elastic than grassfed beef demand because of

product specificity and Australia's supply dominance in one export market purchasing

around 95 per cent of Australian grainfed beef. Alternatively, Australian grassfed beef is

sold to numerous countries, and changes in the quantity exported are unlikely to

significantly influence export prices. Although Australia only produces about 7 per cent

of the world's lamb and mutton supply, it is the world's largest exporter of mutton and

live sheep, and ranks second behind New Zealand in world lamb exports (MLA 2006b).

Of the top twenty sheepmeat exporting countries in 2004, Australian exports accounted

for approximately 30 per cent by volume and 25 per cent by value (FAO 2006). Even so,

the range of markets for Australian sheepmeat is extensive and any impact on export

prices arising from changes in Australian export quantities is unlikely to be large.

As opposed to Australian mutton, which is assumed homogeneous in quality with mutton

from other countries in overseas markets, the perceived distinctiveness of Australian lamb

in overseas markets, particularly in the US, implies the export demand for Australian

lamb is less price elastic than the export demand for Australian mutton. Consequently,

values of -2.5 and -5.0 are given to the export demand elasticities for lamb and mutton,

respectively. The export demand for Australian live sheep is also assumed to be less price

elastic than the export demand for Australian mutton. Australian live sheep exports are

18 Values for PLD,QW, PMD and QMD are specified in Table 6.8.
19 Dewbre et al. (1985) estimated a value 0.71 for the cross-price elasticity of demand for mutton with
respect to changes in the price of lamb.
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predominantly sold in the Middle Eastern markets and are recognised as being free of

serious diseases such as Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD) and Bovine Spongiform

Encephalitis (BSE). A value of -2.0 is used for the export demand elasticity for Australian

live sheep.

6.3.4 Wool Export Demand Elasticities

Demand elasticity estimates for Australian wool are available from a number of studies,

though most are dated with few providing estimates according to wool type. Connolly

(1992) estimated demand elasticities for Australian wool exports to selected destinations

for varying lengths of time. Medium and long-run estimates for the geographically

defined regions ranged in value from -0.75 to -1.58. Beare and Meshios (1990) derived

estimates for combing wools of different fibre diameters. Their results showed demand

becomes more price elastic as fibre diameter increases. They suggested that compared

with fine yam production, less restrictive technical specifications in the production of

coarser yams may allow for greater substitutability among coarser wools. The Beare and

Meshios estimates are reproduced in Table 6.6.

Table 6.6: Own price demand elasticities for combing wools

19 micron -1.02 23 micron -1.44

20 micron -1.23 24 micron -1.76

21 micron -1.15 25 micron -2.00

22 micron -1.16 26 micron -1.1 r

Source: Beare and Meshios (1990)

a not significant at the five per cent level

Sinden et al. (2004) and Vere et al. (2005) used a value of -1.40 as the demand elasticity

for Australian wool. This estimate falls within the mid-range values of demand

elasticities for the different micron categories estimated by Beare and Meshios. In the

current model, wool is separated by fibre diameter into four categories, :::;19 micron, 20

23 micron, 24-27 micron and ~ 28 micron. The Beare and Meshios estimates in Table 6.6

are used to specify the export demand elasticities for each greasy wool category. The 19

micron estimate of -1.0 is used to represent the :::;19 micron category and the 20-23

micron category estimate of -1.2 is taken as an average value of the 20, 21, 22 and 23

micron wools. The 24-27 micron estimate of -1.9 is derived as an average of the 24 and
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25 micron values. The 26 micron demand elasticity in Table 6.6 was not significant and

therefore not taken into consideration. Reasoning that demand becomes more price elastic

as fibre diameter increases, a value of -2.0 was used for wool 2: 28 micron.

Few demand elasticity estimates exist for domestically processed wool exports. Most

studies have observed either the demand for raw wool or retail level demand. The same

values specified for the greasy wool export categories in the model were used as

estimates of export demand elasticities for the corresponding scoured wool export

categories.

Mullen, Alston and Wohlgenant (1989a) estimated a short-run elasticity of demand for

wool top of -0.45 but evidence was inconclusive for a longer adjustment period. Using a

formula for derived demand and reasoning that the demand for wool top could be thought

of as being derived from the demand for clothing, Mullen et al. (1989) discussed the

improbability of the elasticity of demand for wool top exceeding -1.0. The emergence of

China as the biggest wool processing country in the world has been the catalyst for a

sharp decline in wool processing in Australia. In 2004-05 Australian wool top exports

were a little over 16 kt, down from 52 kt in 2000-01 (ABARE 2005). Current changes in

Australian wool top export quantities are less likely to exert any influence on export

prices than may have been the case in previous years. Medium-run elasticities of demand

for each of the three wool top export categories were given a value of -1.5.

Carbonised wools of all fibre diameter categories are combined into a single export

quantity in the model. For reasons similar to the discussion above, a value of -1.5 was

used to represent the export demand elasticity for carbonised wool. The same parameter

value was assigned to the export demand elasticity for noils of wool that also comprise

differing fibre diameters.

Although the proportion of annual wool production used in later stage processing of wool

in Australia is small, the domestic demand for wool top is included in the model. As per

the export wool top elasticities, a value of -1.5 is assigned to the domestic: demand

elasticity for wool top.
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6.3.5 Other Factor Supply Elasticities

Input Data, Exogenous Shifts and Surplus

In each of the sectors within the model, all other production inputs such as capital and

labour are aggregated into one group. Without empirical estimates on elasticities of

supply or detailed information on cost structures for individual industry sectors to allow

further disaggregation of inputs, most studies have assumed these inputs to be non

specialised and therefore highly elastic in supply (Mullen et al. 1989; Zhao et al. 2000).

One exception is Zhao, Anderson and Wittwer (2003) where inputs into the Australian

wine industry, other than grapes, were disaggregated into capital and mobile factors.

Capital factor inputs were those with relatively inelastic supplies and specific: to wine

making such as fixed capital and human capital. These inputs were given values ranging

from 0.4 in the short-run to 2.0 in the long-run. The mobile inputs were considered non

specific to the wine industry and hence more elastic in supply. This group was assumed to

include factors such as labour and chemicals and were given a value of 5.

Early-stage processing of wool is capital-intensive using highly specialised equipment.

Scouring, carbonising and topmaking all require the use of large-scale machinery offering

processors little opportunity to diversify (AWI 2002). This implies the elasticity value for

aggregate input supply into these sectors would be considerably less than the assumed

value for mobile inputs mentioned above. As such, a value of 1.0 is specified for the

supply of factor inputs into the scouring, carbonising and topmaking sectors.

Non-wool input supplies necessary to conduct handling, wool testing, warehousing and

dumping procedures in the wool warehouse and export shipment sectors are assumed to

be more elastic than non-wool factor supplies in the domestic wool processing sectors.

An aggregate factor supply elasticity of 2.5 is given to each non-wool input group in the

wool warehouse and export shipment sectors.

Other factor inputs used in meat processing and marketing have been assunled relatively

elastic in supply (for example, Mullen, Wohlgenant and Farris 1988; Mullen and Alston

1994; Zhao et al. 2000). Zhao, Anderson and Wittwer (2003) specified a value of 2.0 for

wine marketing inputs. It seems unlikely that the processing and marketing of lamb and

mutton would rely substantially on highly specialised inputs. Therefore, values of 2.0 are

allocated to the elasticities of aggregated factor supplies into those sectors.
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It is also believed that the supplies of 'other inputs' into fann production such as capital

and labour are not specialised. For example, labour is viewed as being highly mobile

across different rural and non-rural industries. Values of 3.0 are assumed for the

elasticities of supplies of 'other' sheep and wool fann inputs.

6.3.6 Input Substitution Elasticities

In EDM analysis, it has been common practice to measure the degree of substitutability

between inputs using the Allen-Uzawa elasticity of input substitution.2o A simpler

approach is to assume fixed proportion use of inputs, implying zero elasticity of

substitution. Diewert (1981) pointed out the likely existence of input substitution at the

industry level as finns choose to utilise different technologies in response to changes in

relative input prices. Alston and Scobie (1983) discussed how a small degree of input

substitution could have a significant impact on the distribution of research benefits. Even

though the importance of this result is acknowledged in the literature, empirical estimates

of input substitution relating to agricultural industries remain few.

Most studies have viewed substitution between fann and non-fann inputs as limited,

assigning a small value of 0.1 to the substitution elasticity (Mullen, Wohlgenant and

Farris 1998; Mullen, Alston and Wohlgenant 1989; Zhao et al. 2000). Similarly, in the

base model a value of 0.1 is given to the elasticity of substitution between sheep and

other inputs for each of the sheep enterprises in each agricultural zone.

Mullen, Alston and Wohlgenant (1989) used a value of 0.1 for the elasticity of

substitution between wool and other processing inputs. Elasticities of substitution

between all wool and non-wool inputs in the wool warehouse, export shipment, and

domestic scouring, carbonising and topmaking sectors in the base run were also assigned

values of 0.1.

Infonnation was not available on input substitution elasticities of wool produced by zone.

After estimating a value of 6.5 in a preliminary study, Mullen, Alston and Wohlgenant

(1989) used a value of 5 for the elasticity of substitution between wool from different

countries. In the current model, greasy wool within the same micron category produced

20 The concept of input substitution elasticities is reviewed in Chapter 2.
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from different enterprises in the same zone is assumed homogeneous in quality. Although

it was not possible from the available data to differentiate wool production by zone

according to other characteristics, fibre diameter has been highlighted as the most

important physical attribute of wool as it closely governs the strength, texture and

spinning capacity of yarns (Quirk 1983). Fibre diameter is recognised as the dominant

determinant of wool prices because it is the only currently measured raw wool fibre

attribute that has relevance throughout the processing chain to the consumer. Though

important in the early-stage processing of wool, other factors such as yield, strength,

length and point of break, do not affect the wool product beyond the spinning stage (AWI

2004a). Fibre diameter accounts for around 75 to 80 per cent of the value of wool top

(AWl 2006b). A substitution elasticity of 5 is used to represent the homogeneity of same

diameter category greasy wool from different enterprises in the same zone.21

Substitution possibilities between greasy wool within the same micron category grown in

different zones are expected to be smaller. Differences in climatic conditions and other

factors affect not only the physical attributes of wool, but also the amount of impurities

such as dust and vegetable matter contained in the wool. The substitution elasticities for

the same micron categories of wool produced in different zones are set at 2.

Elasticities are also required for input substitution between different wool types in the

domestic scouring and topmaking processes. Different wool types may be blended or

mixed to ensure end product consistency. Even so, wool with different characteristics is

used to produce different end products and substitution between wool types may be

limited for particular products (Alston and Wohlgenant 1990). Beare and Meshios (1990)

estimated cross-price elasticities for combing wools of different fibre diameters. Their

estimates suggested substitution takes place within a very limited range of fibre

diameters, around 4 microns. The results are consistent with those of Connolly,

MacAulay and Piggott (1987) who found direct substitution between broadly defined

wool grades was limited. The cross-price elasticities estimated by Beare and Meshios

(1990) indicated that the pair-wise substitution between different fibre diameter

categories declined rapidly as the difference in fibre diameter increased. Thus, 20 micron

wool may be a close substitute for 19 micron wool but 21 micron, 22 micron and 23

micron wools less so. Given the broadly defined fibre diameter categories in the model,

21 Little difference in the results was found when the substitution elasticity was changed from 5 to 20.
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input substitution between categories is deemed to be limited. A small value of 0.1 is

specified for the input substitution elasticities between greasy wool categories and

scoured wool categories for the scouring and topmaking processes, respectively.

There are no empirical estimates of the degree of substitution between lamb and

processing inputs in producing lamb for retail consumption. As previously mentioned, a

small value of 0.1 has been assumed for input substitution elasticities between farm and

non-farm inputs in most agricultural EDM studies. In US beef processing, Mullen,

Wohlgenant and Farris (1988) estimated a minimum value of 0.1 for the elasticity of

substitution between cattle and processing inputs. Mullen and Alston (1994) assumed an

elasticity of substitution between lamb and processing inputs of 0.1. Likewise, input

substitution elasticities between lamb and 'other inputs' in the processing and marketing

sectors are given a value of 0.1. The same value is given to the substitution elasticity

between mutton and 'other inputs' in the processing and marketing sectors.

In the model, prime lamb production from non-Merino ewes and first-cross lamb

production from Merino ewes in the high rainfall and wheat-sheep zones are assumed

homogeneous in quality. Similar to wool, the elasticities of substitution between

homogeneous lamb types are set at 5. Elasticities of substitution between Merino lambs

produced in all three zones are also set at 5, as meat quality differences are assumed

negligible. Less substitutability is assumed between non-Merino and Merino lamb. In

terms of eating quality, Merino lamb is perceived as inferior to other breeds. Carcasses

tend to be less muscled and the meat is prone to having low levels of glycogen leading to

increased incidence of dark cutting meat (Pethick 2005). A value of 2 is assigned to the

substitution elasticities between Merino and non-Merino lamb. The elasticities of

substitution between mutton produced from different sheep enterprises and zones are

given a value of 5, as the differences in meat quality attributes are assumed to be small.

6.3.7 Product Transformation Elasticities

The elasticity of product transformation is a measure of the responsiveness of the product

mix ratio to changes in the marginal rate of transformation (MRT) (Powell and Gruen

1968). Thus, it provides a measure of the possibility of changing the product mix for

given inputs. Few empirical estimates are available with respect to broadacre agricultural
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industries. Vincent, Dixon and Powell (1980) estimated product transformation

elasticities for broadly defined Australian agricultural products for the three agricultural

zones. Values ranged from -0.04 to -2.13. Product transformation elasticities in the

ORANI/Monash model (Dixon, Parmenter, Sutton and Vincent 1997) were given values

of -2. Elasticities of product transformation are needed for all multi-output sectors in the

model. Each of the non-Merino and Merino ewe enterprises produce wool, lamb and

mutton while the dry sheep enterprises, comprising wethers and hoggets, produce wool,

mutton and live sheep exports. Rudimentary approximations of transformation elasticity

values between products were attempted with limited success.22

Wool quality characteristics are strongly influenced by nutrition and feed supply (AWI

2006a). Thus, some degree of product transformation with respect to the fibre diameter of

wool produced is possible in the short run. However, over a longer time frame selective

breeding practices can assist in altering the micron profile of the national flock

considerably. For example, in 2000-01 approximately 17.8 per cent of the national wool

clip was:::; 19 microns in fibre diameter. By 2004-05 this figure had risen to 32.4 per cent

(AWTA 2006). In the EDM, the extent of transformation is expected to be moderate as

the categories of wool are specified over a range of microns. Product transformation

elasticities are set at -0.5 between the:::; 19 micron and 20-23 micron categories, -0.25

between the 20-23 micron and 24-27 micron categories, and -0.25 between the 24-27

micron and ~ 28-micron categories.

The elasticity of product transformation between wool and lamb is set at -0.2. The effects

of pregnancy on wool growth have been well documented (for example, Corbett 1979;

Donnelly, Morley and McKinney 1983; Masters Stewart and Connell 1993) with reduced

fleece weight estimates of up to 20 per cent reported in some instances. At an aggregate

industry level, alterations in the composition of the national sheep flock over time result

in changes in the product output mix. In recent years, decreased wool production and

increased lamb production have arisen from an increased proportion of ewes and

decreased proportion of wethers in the national flock (Martin, King and Shafron 2004).

22 Details of the approximations and further discussion of the chosen values are provided in Appt~ndix 3.
Mutton can be considered as a by-product in wool and lamb-producing enterprises. Hence, product
transformation possibilities between wool and mutton and between lamb and mutton are assumed to be
zero.
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The product transformation elasticity between mutton and live sheep exports is given a

value of -1.8 indicating production can easily be varied according to the relative prices of

each.

Once sold at auction, greasy wool is either exported or used in the domestic processing

sector. Product transformation elasticities for greasy wool in the same micron categories

are set at -2 to reflect the ease of transfer between the export and domestic processing

-C'. "1 1 23sectors lor sImI ar woo types.

The first stage of wool processing is scouring whereby the wool is washed to remove dirt,

grease and suint (sweat). Scoured wool that is not exported at this stage undergoes further

processing in either the carbonising or topmaking sectors. Carbonising is primarily used

for treating wools with high vegetable matter content that are subsequently processed in

the woollen system. Combing wools, destined for processing in the worsted system,

comprise around 80 per cent of Australia's wool production (AWl 2006b). Wools of this

type enter the topmaking process. Under the assumption that the majority of scoured wool

exports are also wools of this type, there are limited possibilities of increasing scoured

wool destined for carbonising at the expense of either scoured wool exports or scoured

wool inputs to topmaking. Product transformation elasticities between scoured wool for

carbonising and other scoured wool types are assumed to be zero. It is expected that

transformation possibilities between broadly defined grades of scoured wool would be

small and hence the transformation elasticities are set at -0.1.

In topmaking, \vool is formed into a sliver of parallel fibres through a process of combing

to remove any noils. The majority of wool top is exported with a small amount retained

domestically for later-stage processing into yarn. Product transformation elasticities

between broadly defined grades of export wool top are set at -0.1. Follo\ving industry

advice, Verikios (2007) set product transformation elasticities for the worsted top

industries to zero as the top and noil output mix is considered unresponsive to relative

prices. Likewise, product transformation elasticities between wool top and noil in the

model are given zero values.

23 There was no change in the distribution of benefits when this value was changed from -2 to -5 and only

minor changes were found when set to zero.
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The range of markets for Australian sheepmeat is extensive, with many varying product

specifications. In most cases, lambs are sold as domestic trade lambs or export lambs.

Regional conditions and factors such as soil type and fertility, season and pasture quantity

and quality contribute in detennining the production of each type of lamb. Export lambs

are leaner and heavier weighing 22 kg plus with fat scores of 2 and 3. Trade lambs

typically weigh 17 kg to 22 kg with 2 and 3 fat scores though, due to increased demand

for trim lamb, major retailers also buy 'heavy trade' lambs up to 28 kg carcass weight

(Department of Primary Industries Victoria 2005). Thus, it is possible to alter tht~ product

mix in response to changes in domestic and export lamb prices. Mounter, Griffith and

Piggott (2005) specified a product transfonnation value of -0.5 between export and

domestic pork carcass. The product transformation elasticity between export and

domestic lamb carcass for the processing sector is also set at -0.5. Most mutton exports

are in frozen carcass or bone-in cut fonn. Differences in attributes between export and

domestic mutton carcass are assumed to be considerably less than differences between

export and domestic lamb carcass as much of the mutton in the domestic market

constitutes an ingredient for small goods manufacturing (Sheepmeat Council of A.ustralia

1998). A value of -1.0 is given to the product transfonnation elasticity between export

and domestic mutton carcass.

6.4 Exogenous Shift Variables and Selected Scenarios

Two categories of selected scenarios are examined in this study, those based on

hypothetical 1 per cent shifts in demand or supply and an actual case study.

6.4.1 Exogenous Shifters

The model contains 42 exogenous supply shift variables and 19 exogenous demand shift

variables. The supply shift variables represent the impacts of alternative research

scenarios in various industry sectors and the demand shift variables represent successful

promotion investment scenarios in different markets. Due to the size of the model, the

numbers of possible alternative investment scenarios are many. Consequently, the

evaluation and comparison of alternative investments in the sheepmeat and wool

industries are kept to a small number. In the first instance, the hypothetical comparisons

are limited to ten scenarios. In each scenario 1 per cent reductions in per unit costs of

production resulting from new technologies or 1 per cent increases in consumers'
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willingness to pay are evaluated. The 1 per cent reductions in per unit costs of production

are modelled as parallel downward shifts in the relevant sector supply curves. The 1 per

cent increases in consumers' willingness to pay are modelled as upward shifts in the

relevant market demand curves. The costs involved to bring about the same 1 per cent

shift in each of the individual scenarios are not taken into consideration.

With the exception of Scenarios 1 and 6 the exogenous changes are modelled as 1 per

cent parallel vertical shifts of the relevant supply or demand curve. Scenarios 1 and 6

relate to 1 per cent cost reductions in the production of lamb and wool, respectively. In

each of the ewe enterprises in the model, lamb and wool are produced jointly by sharing a

number of common inputs. Under the assumptions specified in Section 5.3.1, the total

cost of inputs for each individual sector is equal to the total revenue of its outputS.24 The

cost of the sheep input was subtracted from the total value of output to derive the

production cost of the other inputs group. An average per kg lamb production cost

estimate for 2002-03 to 2004-05 of $2.68 obtained from the Holmes Sackett and

Associates benchmarking database (D. Lee, Holmes Sackett and Associates per. comm.

2006) was multiplied by the volume of lamb production to obtain the cost of lamb

production for each ewe enterprise. The cost of other inputs into wool production for each

ewe enterprise was calculated as the difference between the cost of lamb production and

the total cost of the other inputs group. The percentage shift in the supply of other inputs

corresponding to a 1 per cent cost reduction in producing lamb was estimated as 1 per

cent of the cost of lamb production divided by the total cost of the other inputs group. The

following example demonstrates the calculation of the percentage shift required for the

non-Merino sheep enterprise in Scenario 1.25

Sheep input cost (TVX1 ) = $45.14 m

Total output value (TVy1 ) = $550.47 m

Other inputs cost (TVX1W) = TVY1 - TVX1 = $505.43 ill

Lamb production cost (TVYI L) = Y1L * $2.68 = 120.60 kt * $2.68 = $323.21 m

24 The assumptions imply that the Australian sheep and wool industries are perfectly competitive. In all

sectors, prices are assumed to equal marginal costs.

25 Prices, quantities and values are listed in Table 6.8.
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1 per cent reduction in TVY1L = $3.23 m

Required percentage shift (tXIW) = TVY1L / TVXIW = $3.232 / $505.43*100 = 0.639 per

cent.

Scenarios 9 and 10 relating to greasy wool and :s;19 mIcron greasy wool export

promotions were chosen to illustrate the potential benefits from an overall increase in

export demand for Australian wool and the potential benefits from an increase in export

demand for a particular range of fibre diameters.

Table 6.7: Selected hypothetical scenarios

Scenario I: Lamb Production Research

tXIW = -0.00639, tX21W = -0.00451, tX31W = -0.00127, tX41W = -0.00503, tX51W = -0.00237, tX61W = -0.00216,

rest to = 0, nO = O.

Cost reduction in lamb production resulting from any farm technology that reduces the cost of producing

lambs. The technology applies to all non-Merino and Merino lambs produced for slaughter in all three

agricultural zones.

Scenario 2: Sheepmeat Processing Research

tYSL = -0.01, tYSM = -0.01, rest t( )= 0, n( ) = O.

Cost reduction in the sheepmeat processing sector resulting from new technologies or improvements in

management that reduces the cost of slaughtering and processing lamb and mutton.

Scenario 3: Domestic Lamb Marketing Research

tZ2L = -0.01, rest to = 0, nO = 0.

Cost reduction in the domestic lamb marketing and retail sector resulting from new technologies or

improvements in management.

Scenario 4: Export Lamb Promotion

nQLE = 0.01, rest to = 0, nO = 0.

Increase in the 'willingness to pay' by export lamb consumers due to promotion or changes in taste in the

overseas market.

Scenario 5: Domestic Lamb Promotion

nQLD = 0.01, rest to = 0, no = O.

Increase in the 'willingness to pay' by domestic lamb consumers due to promotion or changes in taste in

the domestic market.
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Table 6.7: Selected hypothetical scenarios

Input Data, Exogenous Shifts and Surplus

Scenario 6: Wool Production Research

tX1w = -0.00361, tX21W = -0.00549, tX31W = -0.00873, tX4lW = -0.00497, tX51W = -0.00763, tX61W = -0.00784,

tX71W = -0.01, tX81W = -0.01, tX91W = -0.01, rest to = 0, no = O.

Cost reduction in wool production resulting from any farm technology that reduces the cost of producing

wool. The technology applies to all types of wool grown in all three agricultural zones.

Scenario 7: Wool Warehouse and Brokerage Research

tYNM = -0.01, tYFM == -0.01, tYMM = -0.01, tYBM = -0.01, rest to= 0, nO = O.

Cost reduction in the wool warehouse and brokerage sector resulting from new technologies or

improvements in management that reduces wool storage, handling, testing or selling costs.

Scenario 8: Wool Scouring Research

tzcs = -0.0 I, rest t() = 0, no = O.

Cost reduction in the domestic wool scouring sector resulting from new technologies or improvements in

management.

Scenario 9: Greasy Wool Export Promotion

nQIW = 0.01, nQ2W = 0.01, nQ3W = 0.01, nQ4W = 0.01, rest to = 0, no = O.

Increase in the 'willingness to pay' by export consumers of greasy wool due to promotion or changes in

taste in the overseas market.

Scenario 10: ~ 19 Micron Greasy Wool Export Promotion

nQ2W = 0.01, rest to = 0, no = O.

Increase in the 'willingness to pay' by export consumers of 19 micron and less greasy wool due to

promotion or changes in taste in the overseas market.

The t( )represent the size of the downward vertical shift of supply curve x as a percentage

of the price of x. The n( )represent the size of the upward vertical shift of demand curve x

as a percentage of the price ofx.

6.4.2 Case Study: Wool Quality: Increased Wool Demand

The hypothetical research and promotion investments listed in Table 6.7 do not account

for the costs involved in implementing the different programs. In this section, details are

given of a specific project to which the EDM framework is applied. Included in the

economic evaluation are the potential benefits and costs of the investment. The case study
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is a proposed project from the Wool Quality research program of the Sheep CRC2 and

examines the potential net benefits from an increase in the demand for fine apparel wools

in Western Europe (EU)?6 An assessment of the project was undertaken by Griffith et al.

(2006), using the DREAM model, as part of the potential returns of the research

outcomes of Sheep CRC2. The EDM developed in this study is based on the same

economic surplus principles as the DREAM model. However, there are a number of

noticeable differences between the two applications.

A feature of the DREAM model is that it allows for international regional disaggregation.

Hence, Australia's main customers and competitors in the world wool markets can be

included in the evaluation and the net benefits can be estimated across all global

regions.27 In contrast, the EDM of the Australian sheep and wool industries focuses

mainly on the returns to Australian producers and consumers. Vertical industry

disaggregation in the EDM permits the distribution of net benefits among the Australian

industry sectors to be estimated, whereas DREAM does not possess this capability. In

DREAM the estimated benefits relate to the farm-level as the point of exchange, as all

post-farm gate sectors of the industry are included in the consumer group (Griffith et al.

2006). In addition, cross-commodity impacts are excluded from the DREAM evaluation

procedure because only one homogeneous commodity can be incorporated in the analysis

at a time. The joint nature of production in the Australian sheep and wool industries is

accounted for in the EDM, with Australian production of wool, lamb, mutton and live

sheep contained within the model. Therefore, any indirect impacts arising in other

industry sectors, from investment undertaken in a separate sector, are captured in the

analysis.

Although the two models differ in approach, both provide an estimation of the potential

returns to Australian sheep and wool producers based on farm-level prices and quantities.

Market parameters common to both assessments of the increase in demand for fine wool

have values of similar magnitudes but the initial base equilibrium price and quantity data

are derived over different periods of time. In the EDM, base prices and quantities are set

as three-year averages from 2002-03 to 2004-05 while five-year average data spanning

26 Fine apparel wools are classified as wools:::; 19 microns in fibre diameter.
27 Griffith et at. (2006) defined the regions in DREAM as Australia, China, European Union, New Zealand,
USA and the rest of the world (ROW).
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1999-2000 to 2003-04 were used in DREAM. Taking into consideration the variations in

base data, the measure of benefits to Australian sheep and wool producers should be

relatively consistent between the estimation procedures, bearing in mind that the EDM

makes allowances for the impacts from related industry cross-commodity interactions.

Research managers estimated that, after accounting for the adoption ceiling, the new

technology and grading system developed in the Sheep CRC2 Wool Quality program

would lead to a net 10 per cent increase in the demand for fine apparel wools in the

European Union (Griffith et al. 2006). An 80 per cent probability was assigned to

successfully achieving a demand shift of this size, equating to an overall 8 per cent

increase in the demand for fine apparel wools in the EU. The potential benefits were

estimated over a period of 25 years and converted to net present values (NPVs) and

benefit-cost ratios at a 4 per cent real discount rate. An R&D lag of five years and an

adoption lag of four years were assumed in the evaluation. Benefits were assulned to be

zero during the five-year R&D lag with costs of the program estimated at $3.972 million

in each of the five years. Costs were assumed to be zero at the end of the five-year period.

The flows of benefits were assumed to commence in the sixth year with full adoption

achieved by the end of the ninth year. In years six, seven and eight the benefits were

estimated as 5 per cent, 40 per cent and 90 per cent of the annual benefits at full adoption.

The same assumptions In DREAM are applied to the simulation in the EDM. For

simplification and consistency in estimation with the DREAM model, all wool exports

are assumed to be greasy woo1.28 The separate export markets specified for the different

fibre diameter categories in the EDM are not separated according to country of

destination. Therefore, a few simple calculations are needed to determine the size of the

demand shift to implement in the EDM. The total FOB value of Australian greasy fine

wool (:=; 19 micron) exports is split into FOB values to the EU and the rest of the world

(ROW). A new EU FOB value, calculated as the original amount plus 8 per cent of the

original amount, is then added to the ROW FOB value to obtain a new total FOB value

for Australian greasy fine wool exports. This amount expressed as a percentage of the

original total FOB value yields a required demand shift in the EDM of 1.024 per cent.

The increase in the demand for fine apparel wools in the EU is modelled as Scenario 10

in Table 6.7 with nQ2W = 0.01024 instead of 0.01.

28 As discussed in Section 3.4.2 and Section 8.4.2, this may not be an over-simplification in future years.
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6.5 Economic Surplus Change Measurement 29

Solving the equilibrium displacement model defined in Equations (504.1 }-(5A.295)

enables economic surplus changes to be estimated for each individual scenario. This

section examines the economic surplus change measures with respect to the different

scenarios and specifies the formulas required in the calculations of each. The surplus

change formulas in terms of the equilibrium displacement model of the Australian sheep

and wool industries specified in Chapter 5 are summarised in Tables 6.10 and 6.11. Based

on the review of the literature in Sections (2.3.1)-(2.3.6) the changes in economic surplus

are measured off the Marshallian demand and supply curves. Any errors in approximating

Hicksian welfare measures are expected to be small as the measures under consideration

are the trapezoid areas of surplus change rather than the triangular areas of deadweight

loss.

6.5.1 Producers' Surplus Changes for Exogenous Factor Suppliers

Factor supplies within the model are a function of their own price and are unrelated to

other variables. The change in surplus accruing to producers of a particular factor is

examined under two alternate circumstances. In Figure 6.2 the exogenous downward

supply shift, as the result of a new technology, occurs in the factor market under

consideration. The decrease in price of factor Xl, leads to downward shifts in the supply

curves of downstream intermediate and final products, decreasing prices and increasing

quantities in those markets. As a result of lower final product prices, demand increases

for those products and feeds back to increased demands for intermediate products and

associated factors of production. The change in producers' surplus, measured off the new

supply curve S2, is the shaded area (WI (2), E2, A, WI (1) + K) and can be calculated as (Zhao

et al. 2005, pA):

(6.1) (I) (1)
MSXI = WI Xl (EWI - tXI )(1 + 0.5EXI )

where EwI = (WI (2) -W I (I))/W] (I) and EX] = (X] (2)-X] (1))/X] (I) are the proportional changes

in price and quantity, respectively.

29 The following section draws on Zhao et al. (2000, pp.53-71) and Zhao et al. (2005) who provide a more
rigorous derivation of economic surplus changes.
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Figure 6.2: Producers' surplus change for exogenous factor suppliers (/XI = -10/0)

WI (1)

Wj (2)

WI (1) +K

Source: Zhao et al. (2005)

Figure 6.3: Producers' surplus change for exogenous factor suppliers (/XI = 0)

WI (2)

WI (I)

Source: Zhao et al. (2005)
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In the second example of producers' welfare change measurement, illustrated in Figure

6.3, the supply curve is unaffected as the initial shift occurs in a market other than the XI

factor market. The change in producers' surplus is area (w1(2), E2, E I , WI (I)), calculated as

(Zhao et al. 2005, p.4):

(6.2)

Note that Equation (6.1) reduces to Equation (6.2) when tXI = o.

6.5.2 Export Consumers' Surplus Changes

In the equilibrium displacement model, it is assumed that export products are sold and

consumed in separate export markets. As such, the export demand for each product is

own-price dependent and unrelated to other variables in the model. In Figure 6.4, an

initial upward shift of the demand curve represents an increase in the 'willingness to pay'

by consumers following an effective promotion campaign. The higher price of export

commodity QI increases the demand for upstream intermediate products and factor

supplies, with feedback effects eventually resulting in an increase in the supply of QI.

The change in consumers' surplus, measured off the new demand curve 1)2, is the

trapezoid area (PI (2), E2, A, Pi (/) + K) calculated as (Zhao 2000, p.S8):

(I) (I)
(6.3) i1CSQ1 = PI QI (nQ1 - EPI)(1 + O.SEQl)

where Epi = (PI (2)_PI (/))/PI (I) and EQI = (Qi (2)_QI (l))/QI (I) are the percentage changes in

price and quantity variables, respectively.

Figure 6.5 depicts the surplus change for export consumers when the initial exogenous

shock does not occur in the QI export market. As such, the demand curve is stationary

and the consumers' surplus change is measured as the trapezoid area (PI (2), E2, EI,PI (/)).

In this instance the welfare change is given by Equation (6.3) with nQI = a (Zhao et al.

2000, p.S8).
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Figure 6.4: Export consumers' surplus change (nQI = lOA.)

Pi (1) +K 82

(2)
Pi

(1)
Pi

D2

Qi (2)

Source: Zhao et al. (2005)

Figure 6.5: Export consumers' surplus change (nQI = 0)

Pi (i)

Pi (2)

Source: Zhao et al. (2000)
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6.5.3 Domestic Consumers' Surplus Changes

The following analyses focus on changes in domestic consumers' welfare from initial

shocks occurring in domestic retail product markets and from shocks that originate in

other markets. Where two products are assumed to be substitutes in domestic demand,

both product prices are included as arguments in a single expenditure function" As both

products are consumed, it makes sense to estimate the welfare change to domestic

consumers from consumption of both products rather than try to isolate the individual

welfare effects from the consumption of each product (Zhao et al. 2000, p.59). This is the

case for consumption of lamb and mutton in the domestic market, as specified in the

model in Chapter 5.

The total surplus change can be measured off the general equilibrium (GE) curves in the

market in which the initial shift takes place, or by summing the estimated individual

welfare effects measured off the partial equilibrium (PE) curves in each market (Just,

Hueth and Schmitz 1982, p.469). Both methods should yield the same results provided

integrability conditions have been imposed at the base equilibrium point (Alston et al.

1995, p.232). When an initial demand or supply curve shift occurs in one of the factor or

export markets as previously defined, i.e. the shift is exogenous, the total surplus change

can measured off the GE demand or supply curve in that factor or export market,

respectively (Zhao et al. 2000, p.59). The change in domestic consumers' surplus can be

calculated as a residual from the change in total surplus. To illustrate, Figure 6.2 showing

an initial supply shift in the XI factor market is reproduced in Figure 6.6.

The change in producers' surplus to the supplier of factor XI is area (WI (2), E2, A, WI (I) +

K), calculated using Equation 6.1. The change in consumers' surplus measured off the

general equilibrium curve D* is equal to area (WI (2), E2, EI , WI (I)) and can be calculated as

(Zhao et al. 2005, p.5):

(6.4) (I) (I)
I1CSXl = -WI X) Ew) (l + 0.5EX))

Therefore, the change in total surplus is the sum of producers' and consumers' surplus

equal to area (WI (1), EI , E2, A, WI (1) + K) and in proportionate form is given by (Zhao et

al. 2000, p.5):
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(6.5)
(I) (I)

I1TS = -WI XI t XI (1 + 0.5EXI )

In using this approach the benefits to all other factor suppliers and industry sectors

(excluding Xl) are included in the measure of consumers' surplus. The domestic

consumers' surplus change can be found as the difference between the total surplus

change and the sum of the individual surplus changes to all the other industry factor

supply and export consumer groups.

Figure 6.6: Total and consumers' surplus changes from the GE curves

Wi (1)

Wi (2)

Wi (1) +K

D

Source: Zhao et al. (2005)

The second approach measures the change in domestic consumers' surplus off the partial

equilibrium curves in the domestic retail product markets. This is the case identified by

Zhao et al. (2005) where care must be taken to measure the surplus area in a sequential

manner, as there is more than one source of equilibrium feedback because two price

changes are involved in the domestic consumers' expenditure function.

Figure 6.7 shows two domestic markets for products Qland Q2 that are considered

substitutes in demand.
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Figure 6.7: Domestic consumers' surplus change (nQl = 0)

PI

G

PI (2)

Source: Zhao et al. (2005)

Assume that the cost per unit ofXl, an intermediate factor in the production of Ql and Q2,

is reduced leading to downward supply curve shifts for products Ql and Q2. Because the

two products are substitutes in demand, further demand and supply curve shifts eventuate
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in each market In response to subsequent price changes. The change in domestic

consumers' surplus is the sum of the areas integrated sequentially off the partial demand

curves in both markets. The first area is (A, PI (2), PI (1), EI) integrated off the initial

demand curve D1 in the Q 1 market. In the Q2 market, the change in domestic consumers'

surplus is area (P2 (1), B, E2, P2 (2)) integrated off the new demand curve D2 (Zhao et al.

2005, p.6).

As noted by Zhao et al. (2005, p.8), more intuitive measures derived as changes between

the old and new surplus areas in some earlier studies were incorrect. In this example,

these areas would be (G, H, E2, PI (2)) calculated as the difference between the original

consumers' surplus (CI , EI,PI (1)) and the new consumers' surplus (C2 , E2,PI (2)) in the QI

market and (I, J, E2, P2 (2)) calculated as the difference between the original consumers'

surplus (FI , EI , P2 (1)) and the new consumers' surplus (F2, E2, P2 (2)) in the Q2 market.

Zhao et al. (2005, p.10) showed that the use of these more intuitive but (incorrect)

measures significantly underestimated the change in domestic consumers' surplus.

The symmetry condition p/I
)Q\(l)l1(QI) = P2 (l)Q/I)11(Q2) imposed on the Marshallian cross

price elasticities at the equilibrium point ensures independence of the path of

displacement so the changes in domestic consumers' surplus can be calculated as (Zhao et

al. 2005, p.7):

(6.6)

where nQI = nQ2 = O.

The welfare impacts for domestic consumers when the initial shifts originate in the

domestic retail product markets are considered in Figure 6.8. Assume an initial upward

shift in the domestic demand curve occurs in the Q1 market. Subsequent endogenous

shifts of both products' demand and supply curves result from the relatedness of the two

products.
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Figure 6.8: Domestic consumers' surplus change (nQl = 10/0)

D*

Pi (i) +K

M

(2)
Pi

(1)
Pi

Source: Zhao et al. (2005)

The total surplus change, area (p] (1) + K, G, £2, £], p] (])), measured otT the general

equilibrium demand and supply curves D * and S* in the Q] market, is given by (Zhao et

al. 2005, p.11):
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The change in domestic consumers' surplus can be found by subtracting the sum of all

welfare changes for factor supply and export consumer groups from the change in total

surplus or, alternatively, can be measured off the partial equilibrium curves in the two

markets. This corresponds to area (p /2)-K, A, B, P/1)) measured off the new demand

curve D2 in the QI market and area (p/2), A, E1, P2 (1)) measured off the initial demand

curve D1 in the Q2 market (Zhao et al. 2005, p.12).

Under the symmetry condition of Marshallian cross-price elasticities it can be shown that

the change in consumers' surplus is (Zhao et al. 2005, p.12):

(6.8)

which is exactly the same as Equation (6.6). Thus, under the Marshallian symmetry

condition the formula to calculate the change in domestic consumers' surplus is the same

for all scenarios.

6.6 Summary

Estimation of the potential benefits from alternative investment scenarios requires the

specification of an "initial" equilibrium including base prices and quantities and market

parameters. The base prices and quantities listed in Table 6.8 are a representation of

average values for the period 2002-03 to 2004-05. All sheep and meat quantities used in

the model were either expressed in kilo tonnes carcass weight or converted to carcass

weight equivalents. Similarly, all non-greasy quantities of wool were converted into

greasy wool equivalent kilo tonnes.

Input prices for sheep were calculated by treating sheep as a semi-durable input following

approaches used by Lawrence and McKay (1980) and O'Donnell and Woodland (1995),

whereby the annual service flow cost is derived from depreciation, maintenance and

opportunity costs. An example was provided of how the annual service flow costs were

estimated for the sheep enterprises within the EDM.
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Data on wool exports were obtained from ABS and wool production figures we:re based

on AWEX auction data. Prices and quantities for lamb, mutton and live sheep exports

were sourced from ABS, ABARE and MLA. Some price data on mutton at different

industry levels were not available and had to be estimated.

Market elasticities of supply, demand, input substitution and product transformation

specified in Table 6.9 were chosen on the basis of previously published estimates,

economic theory and subjective judgement. In some instances, empirical estinlates for

market parameters were readily available but significant variations among values were

noticeable because of differences in data sets and methodology of estimation. For a

number of other parameters, few, if any, empirical estimates were available. Uncertainty

over chosen parameter values is discussed in Chapter 8. Additional details on the

derivation of some prices and market parameters are given in Appendix 3.

The EDM contains 42 exogenous supply shift variables and 19 exogenous demand shift

variables. As the hypothetical investment scenarios are numerous, three research and two

promotion investment scenarios for lamb and three research and two promotion

investment scenarios for wool were chosen for evaluation. In addition to the hypothetical

scenarios, a proposed project from the Wool Quality research program of the Sheep

CRC2 was selected for analysis. The assessment examines the potential net benefits from

an 8 per cent increase in the demand for fine apparel wools in the EU.

Two alternative approaches for measuring the economic welfare implications of various

investment scenarios were reviewed. The total welfare change can be measured off the

general equilibrium curves in the market where the original shift originates, or can be

calculated as the sum of the individual welfare effects in each market measured off the

partial equilibrium curves. Providing integrability conditions are met, the same total

welfare measurement is derived from the two approaches (Alston et al. 1995). When

multiple sources of equilibrium feedback exist, economic surplus changes estimated from

different partial equilibrium curves in the same market provide incorrect measures of

welfare. The surplus change to producers and consumers should be measured sequentially

in the two markets and added together (Zhao et al. 2005).
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Table 6.8: Base equilibrium prices, quantities, cost shares and revenue sharesa

Prices and Quantities Total Value Cost Shares Revenue Shares

Sheep

XI = 150.47, WI =: 0.30

X 21 = 65.67, W23 = 0.48

X 31 = 202.36, W23= 0.48

X41 = 163.03, W4S= 0.30

X SI = 440.77, W4S= 0.30

X 61 = 168.65, W61 := 0.35

X 71 = 276.93, W71 := 0.68

X 81 = 404.06, W81 := 0.80

X 91 = 112.21, W91:= 0.90

Farm Sector

Y13W = 6.20, V13W:= 4.39

Y 14W = 22.81, VI4W = 3.37

Y IL = 120.60, VIL == 3.58

Y IM = 8.42, VIM = 1.75

TVxI = 45.14

TVX21 = 31.52

TVX31 = 97.13

TVX41 = 48.91

TVxsl = 132.23

TVX61 = 59.03

TVX71 = 188.31

TVX81 = 323.25

TVX91 = 100.99

TVYI = 550.57 kXI = 0.08, kxlw = 0.92 YYl3W = 0.05, YYI4W = 0.14

YYIL = 0.76, YYIM = 0.05

Y21W = 9.99, V21W == 6.63 TVY2 = 290.98

Y22W = 8.03, V22W == 5.62

Y23W = 1.43, V23W == 4.51

Y2L = 43.95, V2L = 3.58

Y2M = 9.56, V2M = 1.75

Y31W = 30.77, V31W = 6.63 TVY3 = 469.56

Y32W = 24.75, V32W = 5.62

Y33W = 4.29, V33W == 4.51

Y3L = 17.84, V3L = 2.47

Y3M = 36.03, V3M = 1.75

Y41W = 11.31, V41W = 5.52 TVY4 = 546.95

Y42W = 25.73, V42W = 4.93

Y43W = 1.89, V43W = 4.39

Y4L = 93.40, V4L = 3.58

Y4M = 8.57, V4M = 1.75

Y SIW = 30.57, VSIW = 5.52 TVys = 721.97

Y S2W = 69.58, VS2W = 4.93

Y S3W = 5.67, VS3W = 4.39

YSL = 52.18, VSL = 2.47

kX21 = 0.11, kx21w = 0.89

kX31 = 0.21, kX31W = 0.79

kX41 = 0.09, kX41W = 0.91

kXSI = 0.18, kxslw = 0.82
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YY21W = 0.23, YY22W = 0.15

YY23W = 0.02, YY2L = 0.54

YY2M = 0.06

YY31W = 0.43, YY32W = 0.30

YY33W = 0.05, YY3L = 0.09

YY3M = 0.13

YY41W = 0.11, YY42W = 0.23

YY43W = 0.02, YY4L = 0.61

YY4M = 0.03

YYSIW = 0.23, YYS2W = 0.48

YYS3W = 0.03, YYSL = 0.18

YYSM = 0.08
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YSM = 33.24, VSM = 1.75

Y61W = 4.65, V61W == 5.19 TVY6 = 229.63

Y62W = 19.04, V62W = 4.48

Y63W = 2.40, V63W == 4.20

Y6L = 13.74, V6L = 2.47

Y6M = 43.53, V6M = 1.75

Y71W = 42.25, V71W = 6.63 TVY7 = 653.06

Y nw = 37.51, Vnw = 5.62

Y73W = 5.93, V73W == 4.51

Y7E = 23.55, PSE = 3.19

Y7M = 34.44, V7M = 1.75

YS1W = 26.74, VSIW = 5.52 TVys = 785.53

YS2W = 68.51, VS2W = 4.93

YS3W = 5.43, VS3W == 4.39

YSE = 66.73, PSE = 3.19

YSM = 35.90, VSM = 1.75

Y91W = 3.06, V91W == 5.19 TVY9 = 144.93

Y nw = 13.38, V92W = 4.48

Y93W = 1.55, V93W == 4.20

Y9E = 1.52, PSE = 3.19

Y9M = 31.72, V9M = 1.75

Wool Warehouse Sector

ZIW = 20.72, U1W = 3.73 TVZ1 = 82.26

ZIS = 2.09, U1S = 2.38

Z2W = 124.67, U2W = 6.63 TVZ2 = 1007.54

Z2S = 34.67, U2S = 5.52

Z3W = 189.46, U3W = 5.65 TVZ3 = 1414.09

Z3S = 77.57, U3S = 4.43

Input Data, Exogenous Shifts and Surplus

kX61 = 0.26, kX61W = 0.74 YY61W = 0.1\, YY62W = 0.37

YY63W = 0.04, YY6L = 0.15

YY6M = 0.33

kX71 = 0.29, kX71W = 0.71 YY71W = 0.43, YY72W = 0.32

YY73W = 0.05, YY7E = 0.11

YY7M = 0.09

kXSI = 0.41, kXS1W = 0.59 YYS1W = 0.19, YYS2W = 0.43

YYS3W = 0.03, YYSE = 0.27

YYSM = 0.08

kX91 = 0.70, kX91W = 0.30 YY91W = 0.1\, YY92W = 0.43

YY93W = 0.05, YY9E = 0.03

YY9M = 0.38

kyl4W = 0.93, kYNM = 0.07 YZ1W = 0.94, YZ1S= 0.06

ky21w = 0.06, ky31W = 0.20 YZ2W = 0.82, YZ2S= 0.18

ky41W = 0.06, kyS1W = 0.17

ky61W = 0.02, ky71W = 0.28

kyS1W = 0.15, ky91W = 0.02

kYFM = 0.04

ky22W = 0.03, ky32W = 0.10 YZ3W = 0.76, YZ3S = 0.24

ky42W = 0.09, k yS2W = 0.24

ky62W = 0.06, k ynw = 0.15

kyS2W = 0.24, ky92W = 0.04
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Z4W = 26.60, U4W = 4.63

Z2S = 8.19, U4S = 4.70

TVz4 = 161.65

Input Data, Exogenous Shifts and Surplus

kYMM = 0.05

ky13w = 0.17, ky23W = 0.05 YZ4W = 0.76, YZ4S == 0.24

ky33W = 0.14, ky43W = 0.05

ky53W = 0.14, ky63W = 0.06

ky73W = 0.18, ky83W = 0.12

ky93W = 0.04, kYBM = 0.05

Scouring Sector

Zcw = 29.55, UCW = 3.68 TVcs = 609.35 kzls = 0.01, kZ2S = 0.30 Yzcw = 0.18, YFIS := 0.01

FIS = 1.38, SIS = 2.68 kZ3S = 0.56, kZ4S = 0.06 YF2S = 0.14, YF3S = 0.29

F2S = 15.14, S2S = 5.78 kzcs = 0.07 YF4S = 0.02, YZ2T = 0.15

F3S = 33.71, S3S = 5.30 Yzn = 0.17, YZ4T = 0.04

F4S = 2.98, S4S = 5.09

Z2T = 15.84, U2T = 5.67

Z3T = 20.16, U3T = 5.16

Z4T = 3.76, U4T = 5.78

Carbonising Sector

Fcw = 29.55, SCW = 4.36 TVFCW = 128.84 kzcw = 0.84, kZCB = 0.16

Topmaking Sector

F2T = 14.67, S2T = 6.67 TVFT = 241. 16 kZ2T = 0.37, kZ3T = 0.43 YF2T = 0.41, YF3T =: 0.45

Fn = 15.70, S3T = 6.93 kZ4T = 0.09, kZWT = 0.11 YF4T = 0.10, YFNW = 0.04

F4T = 3.17, S4T = 7.44

FNW = 6.21, SNW = 1.76

Wool Export Sector

QIW = 20.72, PIW = 4.03 TVQIW = 83.50 kzlw = 0.93, kZNM = 0.07

Q2W = 124.67, P2W = 6.93 TVQ2w = 863.96 kZ2W = 0.96, kZFM = 0.04

Q3W = 189.46, P3W = 5.95 TVQ3W = 1127.29 kZ3W = 0.95, kZMM = 0.05

Q4W = 26.60, P4W =: 4.93 TVQ4W = 131.14 kZ4W = 0.94, kZBM = 0.06

Qcw = 29.55, Pcw == 4.66 TVQcw = 137.70 kFCW = 0.94, kFCB = 0.06

QIS = 1.38, PIS = 2.98 TVQls = 4.11 kFIS = 0.90, kFNS = 0.10

Q2S = 15.54, P2S = 6.08 TVQ2S = 92.05 kF2S = 0.95, kFFS = 0.05

Q3S = 33.71, P3S = 5.60 TVQ3s = 188.78 kF3s = 0.95, kFMS = 0.05

Q4S = 2.98, P4S = 5.39 TVQ4S = 16.06 kF4S = 0.95, kFBS = 0.05

Q2T = 14.67, P2T = 6.97 TVQ2T = 102.25 kF2T = 0.96, kFFT = 0.04

Qn = 15.70, Pn = 7.23 TVQ3T = 113.51 kF3T = 0.96, kFMT = 0.04

Q4T = 3.17, P4T = 7.74 TVQ4T = 24.54 kF4T = 0.96, kFBT = 0.04
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QNW = 6.21, Pl\<W = 2.06 TVQNW = 12.79

Input Data, Exogenous Shifts and Surplus

kFNW = 0.85, kFNE = 0.15

Sheepmeat Processing

Sector

ZLE = 130.57, ULE =: 4.76 TVZL = 1626.49

ZLD = 211.14, ULD == 4.76

ZME = 176.70, UME= 2.39 TVZM = 437.50

ZMO = 64.70, UMO =: 2.39

kY1L = 0.27, kY2L = 0.10

kY3L = 0.03, kY4L = 0.20

kY5L = 0.08, kY6L = 0.02

kYSL = 0.30

kY1M = 0.05, kY2M = 0.03

kY3M = 0.11, kY4M = 0.02

kY5M = 0.09, kY6M = 0.13

kY7M = 0.10, kY8M = 0.10

kY9M = 0.10, kYSM = 0.27

YZLE = 0.38, YZLD := 0.62

YZME = 0.73. YZMO = 0.27

Sheepmeat Marketing

Sectors

QLE = 130.57, PLE =: 4.83

QLD= 143.57,PLD== 10.15

QME = 176.70, PME = 2.45

QMO = 44.00, PMO =: 5.22

Live Sheep Exports

QSE = 92.00, PSE = 3.19

TVQLE = 630.65

TVQLD = 1457.22

TVQME = 432.92

TVQMO = 229.66

TVQSE = 293.49

kZLE = 0.98, kZIL = 0.02

kZLD = 0.69, kZ2L = 0.31

kZME = 0.98, kZ1M = 0.02

kZMO = 0.67, kZ2M = 0.33

a Definitions of the variables in Table 6.8 are listed in Table 5.1
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Table 6.9: Medium term market elasticity valuesa

Sheep Supply £(ZFM, UFM) = 2.5 Wool Warehouse ()(Y71W, Y81W) = 2

£(Xl, WI) = 1.2 £(ZMM, UMM) =2. 5 ()(YI4W, YNM) = 0.1 ()(Y71W, Y91W)=2

£(X23, W23) = I £(ZBM, UBM) = 2.5 ()(Y21W, Y31W) = 5 ()(Y71 W, YFM) = 0.1

£(X45, W45) = 1.2 £(FCB, SCB) = 2.5 ()(Y21W, Y4IW)=2 ()(Y8IW, Y9IW)=2

£(X61, W61) = 0.8 £(FNS, SNS) = 2.5 ()(Y21W, Y51W)=2 ()(Y81 W, YFM) = 0.1

£(X71, W71) = 1 £(FFS, SFS) = 2.5 ()(Y21W, Y61W)=2 ()(Y91 W, YFM) = 0.1

£(X81, W81) = 1.2 £(FMS, SMS) = 2.5 ()(Y2IW, Y71W) = 5 ()(Y22W, Y32W) = 5

£(X91, W91) = 0.8 £(FBS, SBS) = 2.5 ()(Y2IW, Y81W)=2 ()(Y22W, Y42W) = 2

Other Factor £(FFT, SFT) = 2.5 ()(Y21 W, Y91 W) = 2 ()(Y22W, Y52W) = 2

Supply £(FMT, SMT) =2. 5 ()(Y21 W, YFM) = 0.1 ()(Y22W, Y62W) = 2

Farm Enterprises £(FBT, SBT) = 2.5 ()(Y3IW, Y41W)=2 ()(Y22W, Y72W) = 5

£(XIW, WIW)=3 £(FNE, SNE) = 2.5 ()(Y31W, Y5IW)=2 ()(Y22W, Y82W) = 2

£(X21W, W21W) = 3 Lamb & Mutton ()(Y31W, Y61W)=2 ()(Y22W, Y92W) = 2

£(X31 W, W31 W) = 3 Swughrermg/Proc~smg ()(Y31 W, Y71 W) = 5 ()(Y22W, YMM) = 0.1

£(X41W, W41W)=3 £(YSL, YSL) = 2 ()(Y3IW, Y8IW) = 2 ()(Y32W, Y42W) = 2

£(X51W, W51W)=3 £(YSM, YSM) = 2 ()(Y31 W, Y91 W) = 2 ()(Y32W, Y52W) = 2

£(X6IW, W61W)=3
Lamb & Mutton

()(Y31 W, YFM) = 0.1
Marketing

()(Y32W, Y62W) = 2

£(X71 W, W71 W) = 3 ()(Y41W, Y51W) = 5 ()(Y32W. Y72W) = 5
£(ZlL, UIL) = 2

£(X81W, W81W) = 3 ()(Y41W, Y6IW)=2 ()(Y32W, Y82W) = 2
£(Z2L, U2L) = 2

£(X9IW, W91W)=2 ()(Y41W, Y71W)=2 ()(Y32W. Y92W) = 2
£(ZIM, UIM)=2

Wool Warehouse ()(Y41W, Y81W)=5 ()(Y32W. YMM) = 0.1

£(YNM, VNM) = 2.5
£(Z2M, U2M) = 2

Input Substitution
()(Y41W, Y91W) =2 ()(Y42W. Y52W) = 5

£(YBM, YBM) = 2.5 ()(Y4IW, YFM) = 0.1 ()(Y42W, Y62W) = 2Farm Enterprises
£(YMM, YMM) = 2.5 ()(Y5IW, Y6IW)=2 ()(Y42W, Y72W) = 2()(Xl, XIW) = 0.1
£(YFM, YFM) = 2.5 ()(Y51W, Y71W)=2 ()(Y42W, Y82W) = 5()(X21 , X21W) = 0.1
Wool Scouring

()(Y51W, Y81W) = 5
()(X31, X31 W) = 0.1 ()(Y42W, Y92W) = 2

£(ZCS, UCS) = 1
()(Y51 W, Y91 W) = 2

Wool Carbonising ()(X41, X41 W) = 0.1 ()(Y42W, YMM)=O.1

()(X51, X51 W) = 0.1
()(Y5IW, YFM)=O.1 ()(Y52W, Y62W) = 2

£(ZCB, UCB) = 1

Wool Topmaking ()(X61 , X61W) = 0.1
()(Y61W, Y71W)=2 ()(Y52W, Y72W) = 2

£(ZWT, UWT) = 1 ()(X71, X71W) = 0.1
()(Y61W, Y81W)=2 ()(Y52W, Y82W) = 5

Wool Export Shipment ()(X81, X81W) = 0.1
()(Y61W, Y91W) = 5 ()(Y52W, Y92W) = 2

£(ZNM, UNM) = 2.5 ()(X91, X91 W) = 0.1
()(Y61W, YFM) = 0.1 ()(Y52W, YMM) = 0.1
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()(Y62W, Y72W) = 2 (J(Y33W, YBM) = 0.1 Wool Carbonising () (Y2L, Y6L) = 2

(J(Y62W, Y82W) = 2 ()(Y43W, Y53W) = 5 () (ZCW, ZCB) = 0.1 () (Y2L, YSL) = 0.1

()(Y62W, Y92W) = 5 ()(Y43W, Y63W) = 2
Wool Topmaking

() (Y3L, Y4L) = 2

()(Y62W, YMM) = 0.1 (J(Y43W, Y73W) = 2
(J (Z2T, Z3T) = 0.1

() (Y3L, Y5L) = 5

()(Y72W, Y82W) = 2 ()(Y43W, Y83W) = 5
(J (Z2T, Z4T) = 0.1

() (Y3L, Y6L) = 5

()(Y72W, Y92W) = 2 ()(Y43W, Y93W) = 2
() (Z2T, ZWT) = 0.1

() (Y3L, YSL) = 0.1

()(Y72W, YMM) = 0.1 (J(Y43W, YBM) = 0.1
() (Z3T, Z4T) = 0.1

() (Y4L, Y5L) = 2

()(Y82W, Y92W) = 2 ()(Y53W, Y63W) = 2
() (Z3T, ZWT) = 0.1

() (Y4L, Y6L) = 2

(J(Y82W, YMM) = 0.1 ()(Y53W, Y73W) = 2
() (Z4T, ZWT) = 0.1

() (Y4L, YSL) = 0.1
Wool Export Shipment

()(Y92W, YMM) = 0.1 (J(Y53W, Y83W) = 5 () (Y5L, Y6L) = 5
(J (ZIW, ZNM) = 0.1

()(YI3W, Y23W) = 2 ()(Y53W, Y93W) = 2 () (Y5L, YSL) = 0.1
() (Z2W, ZFM) = 0.1

()(YI3W, Y33W) = 2 ()(Y53W, YBM) = 0.1 () (Y6L, YSL) = 0.1
() (Z3W, ZMM) = 0.1

()(YI3W, Y43W) = 2 (J(Y63W, Y73W) = 2 () (YIM, Y2M) = 5
() (Z4W, ZBM) = 0.1

()(YI3W, Y53W) = 2 ()(Y63W, Y83W) = 2 () (YIM, Y3M) = 5
() (FCW, FCB) = 0.1

(J(YI3W, Y63W) = 2 (J(Y63W, Y93W) = 5 () (YIM, Y4M) = 5
() (FIS, FNS) = 0.1

()(YI3W, Y73W) = 2 (J(Y63W, YBM) = 0.1 () (YIM, Y5M) = 5
(J (F2S, FFS) = 0.1

(J(Y13W, Y83W) = 2 ()(Y73W, Y83W) = 2 () (YIM, Y6M) = 5
() (F3S, FMS) = 0.1

(J(Y13W, Y93W) = 2 ()(Y73W, Y93W) = 2 () (YIM, Y7M) = 5
() (F4S, FBS) = 0.1

()(YI3W, YBM) = 0.1 ()(Y73W, YBM) = 0.1 () (YIM, Y8M) = 5
(J (F2T, FFT) = 0.1

(J(Y23W, Y33W) = 5 ()(Y83W, Y93W) = 2 () (YIM, Y9M) = 5
() (F3T, FMT) = 0.1

()(Y23W, Y43W) = 2 ()(Y83W, YBM) = 0.1 () (YIM, YSM) = 0.1
(J (F4T, FBT) = 0.1

()(Y23W, Y53W) = 2 (J(Y93W, YBM) = 0.1 () (Y2M, Y3M) = 5

Wool Scouring
() (FNW, FNE) = 0.1

()(Y23W, Y63W) = 2 () (Y2M, Y4M) = 5
Lamb & Mutton

()(Y23W, Y73W) = 5 ()(Z IS, Z2S) = 0.1
Slaughtering/Processing () (Y2M, Y5M) = 5

(J(Y23W, Y83W) = 2 ()(ZIS, Z3S) = 0.1
() (YIL, Y2L) = 5 () (Y2M, Y6M) = 5

()(Y23W, Y93W) = 2 ()(Z1S, Z4S) = 0.1
() (YIL, Y3L) = 2 () (Y2M, Y7M) = 5

()(Y23W, YBM) = 0.1 ()(Zl S, ZCS) = 0.1
() (YIL, Y4L) = 5 () (Y2M, Y8M) = 5

()(Y33W, Y43W) = 2 ()(Z2S, Z3S) = 0.1
() (YIL, Y5L) = 2 () (Y2M, Y9M) = 5

()(Y33W, Y53W) = 2 ()(Z2S, Z4S) = 0.1
() (YIL, Y6L) = 2 () (Y2M, YSM) = 0.1

()(Y33W, Y63W) = 2 ()(Z2S, ZCS) = 0.1
() (YIL, YSL) = 0.1 () (Y3M, Y4M) = 5

()(Y33W, Y73W) = 5 ()(Z3S, Z4S) = 0.1
() (Y2L, Y3L) = 2 () (Y3M. Y5M) = 5

()(Y33W, Y83W) = 2 ()(Z3S, ZCS) = 0.1
(J (Y2L, Y4L) = 5 () (Y3M. Y6M) = 5

()(Y33W, Y93W) = 2 ()(Z4S, ZCS) = 0.1
() (Y2L, Y5L) = 2 () (Y3M. Y7M) = 5
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() (Y3M, Y8M) = 5 L(YI3W, Y1L) = -0.2 L(Y43W, Y4M) = 0 L(Y8IW, Y83W) = 0

() (Y3M, Y9M) = 5 L(Y13W, YIM) = 0 L(Y4L, Y4M) = 0 L(Y81 W, Y8E) == - 1.8

() (Y3M, YSM) = 0.1 L(YI4W, YIL) = -0.2 L(Y51 W, Y52W) = -0.5 L(Y81 W, Y8M) = 0

() (Y4M, Y5M) = 5 L(YI4W, YIM) = 0 L(Y51 W, Y53W) = 0 L(Y82W, Y83W) =-0.25

(J (Y4M, Y6M) = 5 L(Y1L, YIM)=O L(Y51 W, Y5L) = -0.2 L(Y82W, Y8E) == -1.8

() (Y4M, Y7M) = 5 L(Y21 W, Y22W) = -0.5 L(Y51 W, Y5M) = 0 L(Y82W, Y8M) = 0

(J (Y4M, Y8M) = 2 L(Y2IW, Y23W) = 0 L(Y52W, Y53W) =-0.25 L(Y83W, Y8E) == - 1.8

() (Y4M, Y9M) = 5 L(Y21 W, Y2L) = -0.2 L(Y52W, Y5L) = -0.2 L(Y83W, Y8M) = 0

() (Y4M, YSM) = 0.1 L(Y21 W, Y2M) = 0 L(Y52W, Y5M) = 0 L(Y8E, Y8M) = 0

() (Y5M, Y6M) = 5 L(Y22W, Y23W) =-0.25 L(Y53W, Y5L) = -0.2 L(Y91 W, Y92W) = -0.5

(J (Y5M, Y7M) = 5 L(Y22W, Y2L) = -0.2 L(Y53W, Y5M) = 0 L(Y9IW, Y93W) = 0

() (Y5M, Y8M) = 5 L(Y22W, Y2M) = 0 L(Y5L, Y5M) = 0 L(Y9IW, Y9E) == -1.8

() (Y5M, Y9M) = 5 L(Y23W, Y2L) = -0.2 L(Y61 W, Y62W) =-0.5 L(Y91 W, Y9M) = 0

() (Y5M, YSM) = 0.1 L(Y23W, Y2M) = 0 L(Y61 W, Y63W) = 0 L(Y92W, Y93W) = -0.25

() (Y6M, Y7M) = 5 L(Y2L, Y2M) = 0 L(Y61 W, Y6L) = -0.2 L(Y92W, Y9E) == -1.8

() (Y6M, Y8M) = 5 L(Y31 W, Y32W) = -0.5 L(Y61 W, Y6M) = 0 L(Y92W, Y9M) = 0

() (Y6M, Y9M) = 5 L(Y31 W, Y33W) = 0 L(Y62W, Y63W) = -0.25 L(Y93W, Y9E) == - 1.8

() (Y6M, YSM) = 0.1 L(Y31 W, Y3L) = -0.2 L(Y62W, Y6L) = -0.2 L(Y93W, Y9M) = 0

() (Y7M, Y8M) = 5 L(Y31 W, Y3M) = 0 L(Y62W, Y6M) = 0 L(Y9E, Y9M) = 0

() (Y7M, Y9M) = 5 L(Y32W, Y33W) = -0.25 L(Y63W, Y6L) = -0.2 Wool Warehouse

() (Y7M, YSM) = 0.1 L(Y32W, Y3L) = -0.2 L(Y63W, Y6M) = 0 L(ZlW, ZIS) =··2

() (Y8M, Y9M) = 5 L(Y32W, Y3M) = 0 L(Y6L, Y6M) = 0 L(Z2W, Z2S) = .. 2

() (Y8M, YSM) = 0.1 L(Y33W, Y3L) = -0.2 L(Y71 W, Y72W) = -0.5 L(Z3W, Z3S) = .. 2

() (Y9M, YSM) = 0.1 L(Y33W, Y3M) = 0 L(Y7IW, Y73W) = 0 L(Z4W, Z4S) =··2

Lamb & Mutton L(Y3L, Y3M) = 0 L(Y71 w, Y7E) = - 1.8
Wool Scouring

Marketing
L(Y4IW, Y42W) = -0.5 L(Y71 W, Y7M) = 0

L(F IS, F2S) = - 0.1

() (ZLE, Zl L) = 0.1
L(Y41W, Y43W) = 0 L(Y72W, Y73W) = -0.25

L(FIS, F3S) = - 0.1

() (ZLD, Z2L) = 0.1
L(Y4IW, Y4L) = -0.2 L(Y72W, Y7E) = - 1.8

L(FIS, F4S) = - 0.1

() (ZME, ZIM) = 0.1
L(Y41W, Y4M)=0 L(Y72W, Y7M) = 0

L(F IS, zew) = 0

() (ZMD, Z2M) = 0.1
L(Y42W, Y43W) = -0.25 L(Y73W, Y7E) = -1.8

L(FIS, Z2T) = - 0.1

Product L(FlS, Z3T) = - 0.1
L(Y42W, Y4L) = -0.2 L(Y73W, Y7M) = 0

Transformation
L(Y42W, Y4M) = 0 L(Y7E, Y7M) = 0

L(FIS, Z4T) = - 0.1

Farm Enterprises L(F2S, F3S) = - 0.1
L(Y43W, Y4L) = -0.2 L(Y81 w, Y82W) =-0.5

L(YI3W, YI4W) = -0.25 L(F2S, F4S) = - 0.1
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t(F2S, zew) = a t(Z2T, Z4T) = - 0.1 Lamb & Mutton 11(Q3T, P3T) = - 1.5

L(F2S, Z2T) = - 2 L(Z3T, zew) = a L(ZLE, ZLD) = - 0.5 11(Q4T, P4T) = - 1.5

L(F2S, Z3T) = - 0.1 L(Z3T, Z4T) = - 0.1 L(ZME, ZMD) = - 1 l1(QNW, PNW) =" - 1.5

L(F2S, Z4T) = - 0.1 L(Z4T, zew) = a
Export Demand Lamb & Mutton

L(F3S, F4S) = - 0.1 Wool Topmaking Wool l1(QLE, PLE) = - 2.5

L(F3S, zew) = a L(F2T, F3T) = - 0.1 11(Q1W, PIW) =-2 l1(QME, PME) = - 5

L(F3S, Z2T) = - 0.1 L(F2T, F4T) = - 0.1 11(Q2W, P2W) = -1 l1(QSE, PSE) = - 2.0

L(F3S, Z3T) = - 2 L(F3T, F4T) = - 0.1 11(Q3W, P3W) = - 1.2 Domestic Demand

L(F3S, Z4T) = - 0.1 L(F2T, FNW) = a 11(Q4W, P4W) = - 1.9 Wool

L(F4S, zew) = a L(F2T, QDP) = - 2 l1(Qew, pew) = - 1.5 l1(QDP, PDP) = . 1.5

L(F4S, Z2T) = - 0.1 L(F3T, FNW) = a 11(Q1S, PIS)=-2 Lamb & Mutton

L(F4S, Z3T) = - 0.1 L(F3T, QDP) = - 2 11(Q2s, P2S) = - 1 l1(QLD, PLD) = - 1.5

L(F4S, Z4T) = - 2 L(F4T, FNW) = a 11(Q3S, P3S) = - 1.2 l1(QMD, PMD) =" - 1.4

t(Z2T, zew) = a L(F4T, QDP) = - 2 11(Q4S, P4S) = - 1.9 l1(QLD, PMD) = 0.13

L(Z2T, Z3T) = - 0.1 L(FNW, QDP) = a 11(Q2T, P2T) = - 1.5 l1(QMD, PLD) = 0.82

a Definitions of the parameters in Table 6.9 are listed in Table 5.1.
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Table 6.10: Surplus change formulas for industry groups

Factor Producer Surplus changes

Sheep and Wool Producers

(I) ~ (I)
MSXI = WI .x I (EwI - t XI)(1 + O.5EXI)

(1) (I)
MSXIW = Wnv X IW (EwIW - tXIW )(1 + O.5EXIW )

(1) (I)MSX23 = W23 X 23 (EW23 -tX23)(1 + O.5EX23 )
(I) (I)

MSX2IW = W2\W X 2IW (Ew2\W - t X2IW)(1 + O.5EX2IW )
(I) (1)

MS.nlw = W31W X 31W (Ew3IW - t X3IW)(1 + O.5EX3IW )
(1) (1)

MSX4S = W4S X 4S (Ew4S -tX4S)(1 + O.5EX4S )
(I) (I)

MSX41W = W4IW X 4IW (EW4IW - t X4IW)(1 + O.5EX4IW )
(I) (I)

MSXSIW = WS1W X S1W (EwSIW - tXSIW )(1 + O.5EXS1W )
(I) (1)

MSX61 = W61 X 61 (EW61 - t X61 )(1 + O.5EX61 )
(I) (I)

MS X61W = W61W X 61W (Ew6IW -tX6IW)(1+0.5EX6IW)
(1) (1)

MSX7I = W7I X 7I (Ew71 - tX71)(1 + O.5EX71 )
(I) (1)

MSX71W = W7IW X 7IW (Ew7IW - t X71W )(1 + O.5EX71W )
(I) (I)

MSXSI = WS1 X S1 (EwS1 - tXSI )(1 + O.5EXS1 )
(I) (1)MSXSIW = WSIW X SIW (EwSIW - tXSIW )(1 + O.5EXs1w )

(I) (1)
MSX91 = W 9I X 91 (Ew91 - t X91)(1 + O.5EX91 )

(I) (1)
MSX91W = W9IW X 9IW (Ew9IW - t X9IW)(1 + O.5EX9IW )

Wool Warehouse Sector

Domestic Wool Processors

(1) (I)
MSZCS = UCS ZCS (EuCS - t ZCS)(1 + O.5EZCS )

(I) (I)
MSZCB = UCB ZCB (Eu CB - tZCB)(1 + O.5EZCB )

(I) (I)
MSzwr =Uwr Zwr (Eu wr - t zwr)(1 + O.5EZwr )

Wool Exporters

(1) (I)
MSZNM =UNM ZNM (EU NM -tZNM)(l + O.5EZNM )

(I) (l)
MSZFM = UFM ZFM (EU FM -tZFM )(1 + O.5EZFM )
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(I) (I)
MSZMM =UMM ZMM (EUMM -tZMM )(1+0.5EZMA,f)

(I) (I)
MSZBM = UBM ZBlv! (Eu BM - t ZBM )(1 + 0.5EZBM )

(I) (I)
MSFCB = SeB FCB (EsCB - tFCB)(1 + 0.5EFcB )

(I) (I)
MSFNS = S NS FNS (Es NS - tFNS)(1 + 0.5EFNS )

(I) (I)
MSFFS = SFS FfS (Es FS - tFrs)(1 + 0.5EFFS )

(I) (I)
MSfU<.,' =SMS FMS (EsMS -tFMS )(1 + 0.5EFMS )

(I) (I)
M SFBS = S BS FBS (Es BS - t FBS )(1 + 0.5EFBS )

(I) (I)
MSFFT = S FT FFI' (Es FT - tFFT)(1 + 0.5EFFT )

(I) (I)
MSfMT = SMT FMT (ESMT - t I'MT)(l + 0.5EFMT )

(I) (I)
MSFBT = S BT FBI' (Es BT - tFBT)(1 + 0.5EFBT )

(I) (I)
MSfNE =SNE F NE (EsNE-tfNE)(1+0.5EFNl.J

Sheepmeat Processors

Sheepmeat Exporters

(I) (I)
MSZIL = UIL ZIL (EU IL - tZlL)(1 + 0.5EZIL )

(I) (I)
MSZlM = UIM ZIM (EU IM - t ZIM )(1 + 0.5EZIM )

Domestic Sheepmeat Retailers

(I) (I)
MSzu = u2L Z2L (EU 2L - tZ2L)(1 + 0.5EZ2L )

(I) (I)
MSZ2M = U2M Z2M (EU 2M - tZ2M)(1 + 0.5EZ2M )

Export Consumer Surplus Changes

Export Greasy Wool Consumers

Export Semi-processed Wool Consumers

(I) (I)
b"CSQcw = Pcw Qcw (nQCW - Epcw )(1 + 0.5EQcw )

(I) (I)
b"CSQIS = PIS QIS (nQIS - EPlS)(1 + 0.5EQls)
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Export Sheepmeat Consumers

Domestic Consumer Surplus Changes

Domestic Sheepmeat Consumers

Domestic Semi-processed Wool Consumers

Source: Zhao et al. (2000)
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Table 6.11: Total surplus change formulas

Input Data, Exogenous Shifts and Surplus

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Scenario 6

Scenario 7

(I) (I)
I1TS XIW = -w1W X HV t XIW (1 + O.5EX1W )

(I) (I)
I1TSX21W = -w2\W X 21W t X21W (1 + O.5EX2IW )

(I) (I)
I1TS X31W = -W3IW X 31W t X31W (1 + O.5EX3IW )

(I) (I)
I1TSX41W = -W4IW X 41W t X41W (1 + O.5EX4IW )

(I) (1)
I1TSXS1W = -WS1W X S1W t XS1W (1 + O.5EXS1W )

(I) (I)
I1TS X61W = -W61W X 61W t X61W (1 + O.5EX61W )

I1TSX1-6 = L MS i
i=X1W-X6IW

(I) (I)
I1TSYSL = -VSL YSJ" t YSL (l + O.5EYSL )

(1) (I)
I1TSYSM = -VSA1 YSM tYSM (l + O.5E l':'\M)

I1TS y = LMSi
i=YSL,YSM

(I) (I) 0I1TSX1W = -W1W X 1W t X1W (l + .5EX1W )

(I) (I)
I1TS X21W = -W2\W X 21W t X 2\W (1 + O.5EX21W )

(I) (I)
/}..TS X31W = -W3IW X 31W t X31W (1 + O.5EX3IW )

(I) (I)
I1TSX41W = -W4IW X 41W (Y41W (1 + O.5EX41W )

(1) (1)
I1TSXSIW = -WS1W X S1W t XSIW (1 + O.5EXS1W )

(1) (1)
/}..TS X61W = -W61W X 61W t X61W (1 + O.5EX61W )

(1) (1)
I1TSX71W = -W7\W X 71W t X71W (1 + O.5EX7IW )

(1) (1)
I1TSX81W = -W8IW X 81W t XSIW (1 + O.5EXS1W )

(1) (1)
/}..TS X91W = -W9IW X 91W t X91W (1 + O.5EX9IW )

I1TSXI-9 = L MS i
i=XIW-X9IW

(I) (1)I1TSYNM = -VNM YNM t YNM (1 + O.5EYNM )

(I) (I)I1TSYfM = -VFM YFM t YFM (1 + O.5EYfM )

(I) (I)
I1TSYMM = -VMM .r:\1M tMM (1 + O.5EYMM )

(I) (1)I1TSYBM = -VBM YBM tYBM (l + O.5EYBM )

I1TSYM = LMSi
i=YNM-YBM
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Scenario 8

Scenario 9

Scenario 10

Source: Zhao et al. (2000)

(I) (I)
I1TSzcs = -ues Zcs t zcs (l + 0.5EZcs )

(1) (I)
I1TSQ2w = P2W Q2W nQ2W (l + 0.5EQ2w )
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7.1 Introduction

Chapter 7

Results

Results

The economic surplus changes for each of the hypothetical scenarios and the selected

case study listed in Chapter 6 are presented in this chapter. Based on the 2002-03 to

2004-05 data specified in Table 6.8 and the market parameter values specitied in Table

6.9, each scenario is simulated individually in the equilibrium displacement model. In

each case an exogenous change is modelled as a parallel downward shift in supply or a

parallel upward shift in demand. From the resulting price and quantity percentage

changes the total economic surplus changes and their distribution among various industry

sectors are estimated for each scenario using the formulas from Tables 6.10 and 6.11.

The case study is a proposed project from the Wool Quality research progranl of the

Sheep CRC2 to examine the potential net benefits from an increase in the demand for fine

apparel wools in the ED. Griffith et al. (2006) carried out an economic evaluation of the

same project using the DREAM model. Their assessment differs from the current

evaluation in the range and types of benefits measured. However, both analyses provide

an estimate of the potential returns to Australian sheep and wool producers from the

increase in fine wool demand.

Zhao, Mullen and Griffith (1997, p.1250) demonstrated the conditions under which EDM

results are exact. Their results showed that when these conditions are not met in empirical

applications, the errors are small for a small parallel initial shift. In EDM analysis when

information on actual shift sizes is unknown, 1 per cent shifts are typically simulated in

the demand or supply curves in the relevant market. In each of the hypothetical scenarios

1 per cent reductions in the cost per unit of production from new technologies or 1 per

cent increases in consumers' willingness to pay are evaluated. However, shifts in the

order of 10 per cent can still be considered small in measuring the displacement effects of

finite changes in exogenous variables (Piggott 1992).
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The Sheep CRC2 project, mentioned above, is estimated to increase the demand for fine

apparel wools in the ED by 8 per cent. This is considered to be a large shift in denland but

is still a small shift in terms of the EDM. In fact, the 8 per cent increase in demand in the

ED translates into approximately a 1 per cent shift in the demand for total fine wool

exports in the EDM.

An important point to note is that comparative static models, such as EDMs, compare two

equilibrium situations, before and after a change. They do not consider the time path of

responses to new technologies or promotions before a new equilibrium is reached.

Therefore, potential annual returns estimated from the model assume immediate and full

adoption of new technologies or promotions, after the markets regain equilibrium. l

Analyses and discussion of five of the hypothetical scenarios are provided in Section 7.2

to assist in the explanation of output generated from the model and the adjustnlent to a

new equilibrium after the initial displacement from an exogenous shock. The economic

surplus changes in millions of dollars and the percentage shares of the total surplus

changes accruing to the various industry sectors for all ten scenarios are listed in Tables

7.1a and 7.1 b. In Section 7.3, the ten hypothetical scenarios are compared allowing for

inferences relevant to policy and decision-making to be drawn from the results. Some

general comments and qualifications regarding the results are also provided. The selected

case study results are presented in Section 7.4 and a summary concludes the chapter.

7.2 Analysis ofSelected Scenarios

Quantities of sheep in each enterprise within the model are specified in kt carcass weight.

Therefore, any discussion involving percentage increases or decreases in sheep numbers

or quantities refer to percentage increases or decreases in the total kt carcass weight

volume of those enterprises. As there are 295 endogenous variables in the model,

reporting the individual percentage changes in prices and quantities for each of the

scenarios is a tedious task. For this reason, only the directions of the changes are noted in

the following discussions and the actual percentage changes are not listed. In response to

the 1 per cent exogenous supply or demand curve shifts in the various scenarios, price

and quantity changes range in magnitude from 0.0 1 per cent to 0.84 per cent.

1 Readers are referred to Section 2.4.1 of Chapter 2 for a discussion of adoption lags and dynamic
adjustment.
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7.2.1 Lamb Production Research: Scenario 1

Results

In this scenario, any new technology that successfully reduces the cost of prinle lamb

production by 1 per cent is simulated. This corresponds to downward shifts of the supply

curves for inputs into lamb production (X1W and X21W - X61W) in each of the lamb

producing enterprises.2

As a result of the new technology the supply curves of lambs produced from each

enterprise are shifted down. These upward sloping supply curves intersect with

downward sloping lamb demand curves to result in new equilibrium positions, increasing

the quantities of lamb produced (Y1L- Y6d and decreasing the sale yard price of lamb. The

reduced cost of lamb production also shifts down the supply curves of all lamb products

in downstream sectors, decreasing prices and increasing quantities demanded of

wholesale lamb carcass (ZLO and ZLE) and domestic and export lamb products (QLO and

QLE).

The lower domestic retail pnce of lamb increases the domestic quantity of lamb

demanded (QLD) and decreases the domestic demand for mutton (QMO). The domestic

retail mutton price falls, as does the quantity of mutton supplied in the domestic: market.

Overall, the domestic retail price of lamb declines and consumption of lamb in the

domestic market increases. In the export markets, the supply curves for lamb (QLE) and

mutton (QME) are shifted down, decreasing the export lamb and mutton prices and

increasing the quantities of lamb and mutton exports demanded.

Increased consumption of lamb shifts up the derived demand curves for live lmnb (Y1L

Y6d and lamb carcasses (ZLO and ZLE) while substitution effects among lanlbs from

different enterprises and zones within the model also shift the demand and supply curves

for live lambs (Y IL- Y6L). Results indicate that downward supply shifts dominate with

increased quantities of lamb and decreased prices in these markets.

The demand curves for other inputs into the lamb processing and marketing sectors (YSL,

ZlL and Z2L) are shifted up due to the increased consumption of lamb. Conversely, as a

consequence of lower lamb and lamb carcass input prices, substitution possibilities

2 Not all input supply functions would necessarily have to move downward. An overall 1 per cent cost
reduction might also be achieved by downward shifts of selected supply functions by more than 1 per cent.
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between lamb and other inputs decrease the demand for other inputs. However, as small

values are assumed for substitution elasticities between lamb and other inputs in the

model, the increase in demand from increased consumption outweighs the decrease in

demand due to the substitution effects. Hence, the demand for other inputs increases but

by less than would be the case under the assumption of fixed input proportions (Zhao

1999, p.146). The quantities of other inputs supplied (YSL, ZI Land Z2L), and their prices,

increase. There are also increases in the derived demands for breeding ewes follo\ving the

upward shifts in demand for lambs. The percentage increases in the quantity of non

Merino ewes supplied (Xl) and the quantities supplied of Merino ewes joined to non

Merino rams (X21 and X4I ) are larger than the percentage increases in the quantities

supplied of Merino ewes joined to Merino rams (X3l , XSl and X6l). With the increases in

ewe numbers there are associated increases in the supply of wool and the supply of

mutton from these enterprises.

Due to the substitution possibilities in the model among enterprises and zones, wool and

mutton production from the dry sheep enterprises decreases in response to the increased

profitability of lamb production, relative to wool production. The quantities of "'1001 and

mutton supplied from the dry sheep enterprises fall and there is also a small reduction in

the quantity supplied of live sheep exports. The demand curves for wethers and hoggets

in each agricultural zone (X?I, XS1 and X9l ) are also shifted down, as are the demand

curves of other inputs into these enterprises. Prices and quantities of other inputs supplied

in these markets are reduced.

Given the increases in numbers of ewes there is an overall increase in the quantity of

mutton produced. As mentioned above, mutton destined for the export market increases

while there is a slight decrease in mutton delivered to the domestic market.

Corresponding to the increase in the supply of export mutton is an increase in demand for

other inputs into export marketing of mutton, increasing the price and quantity supplied

of inputs in that sector. There is a decrease in demand for other inputs in the domestic

mutton-marketing sector, decreasing the price and quantity supplied of those inputs.

Shorn wool production in all four micron categories increases, resulting in downward

shifts in supply in the greasy wool export markets. Greasy wool export prices fall and the

quantities demanded of all greasy wool exports (Q2W, Q3W, Q4wand QIW) increase.
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Small supply increases are also recorded for all four categories of wool used in early

stage domestic processing (ZIS, Z2S, Z3S and Z4S) with reductions in price accompanied by

increased quantities demanded. The increases in the supplies of greasy wool increase the

demand for other inputs in the export wool shipment sectors and the domestic wool

scouring, carbonising and topmaking sectors. Prices and quantities supplied increase in

each of these sectors. Corresponding with small downward movements in export prices

there are increased quantities demanded of all domestically processed wool (Qcw, QIS

Q4S, QNW and Q2T-Q4T).

The changes in economic surplus for Scenario 1 are listed in the second column of Table

7.1a. Under the assumption of immediate and full industry-wide adoption of the new

technology by lamb producers, the potential total annual economic surplus gains from a 1

per cent reduction in lamb production costs are estimated as $9.23 million. Lamb

producing enterprises gain $2.59 million but, of this amount, $0.40 million is generated at

the expense of the dry sheep enterprises where levels of production are reduced. Hence,

overall, sheep and wool producers receive around one quarter of the total benefits.

Domestic consumers benefit from a lower retail price for lamb, receiving a little under

one third of the total benefits. Overseas consumers gain a similar amount, with

approximately two thirds attributed to purchasers of greasy and processed wool and one

third accruing to overseas consumers of Australian lamb and mutton. Domestic

sheepmeat processors (abattoirs) and retailers (butchers and supermarkets) share 13 per

cent of the additional surplus with the remaining 1 per cent distributed throughout the

other industry sectors.

7.2.2 Sheepmeat Processing Research: Scenario 2

Sheepmeat processing research refers to new technologies that reduce the cost of

slaughtering and processing lamb and mutton. New technologies are modelled as 1 per

cent downward shifts in the supply curves of other inputs for lamb (YsL) and mutton

(YSM) processing.

The reduction in processIng costs shifts down the supply curves for downstream

processed lamb and mutton products (ZLO, ZLE, ZMO and ZME) and final lamb and mutton

products (QLo, QLE, QMO and QME). The export demand curves for lamb and mutton
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remain unaffected and the quantities of lamb and mutton exports demanded (QLE and

QME) increase. There are price falls associated with the increased export quantities. In the

domestic market there are some small demand shifts for lamb and mutton (QLO and QMO)

as they are assumed to be substitutes in consumption. However, the supply shifts exceed

the demand shifts, resulting in increased quantities of lamb and mutton. Prices of lamb

and mutton in the domestic market decrease. As a consequence of the lower prices for the

final lamb and mutton products, the derived demands for the processed lamb and mutton

products increase. Again, the supply shifts dominate with lower prices and higher

quantities the outcome in these markets.

Upstream there are increases in the derived demands for all sheep and non-sheep inputs

into all ewe enterprises, resulting in increased quantities supplied and increased prices of

each. Small increases in the prices and quantities supplied are also recorded for sheep and

non-sheep inputs for the wether and hogget enterprises. Overall, the increased sheep

numbers lead to increased quantities of wool production in all micron categories,

inducing downward shifts in the supply curves of greasy wool exports. The quantities of

greasy wool exports demanded increase and export greasy wool prices fall. Small

downward price effects are evident for exports of processed wool with increases in the

quantities demanded for the various processed wool types.

The potential annual economic surplus gains from a 1 per cent reduction in sheepmeat

processing costs are given in column three of Table 7.1 a. Domestic consumers are the

major beneficiaries from this scenario, followed by overseas consumers and sheep and

wool producers. Of the additional welfare received by sheep and wool producers,

approximately 92 per cent accrues to lamb-producing enterprises. Sheepmeat processors

receive around 13 per cent of the total benefits.

7.2.3 Domestic Lamb Promotion: Scenario 5

A successful promotion or advertising campaign is modelled as an increase in consumers'

willingness to pay. In the case of domestic lamb promotion, this represents a 1 per cent

parallel upward shift in the demand curve of domestic lamb (QLO).

The immediate effect of an upward shift in the domestic demand for lamb is an increase

in the price and quantity of domestic lamb supplied. In response to the successful lamb
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promotion, there is an initial decrease in the demand for mutton in the domestic market.

However, as lamb and mutton are substitutes in domestic demand, the demand for mutton

eventually increases because of the now higher price of lamb. The lower mutton price,

relative to the price of lamb, shifts down the demand curve for domestic lanlb and further

substitution effects eventuate in both markets before a new equilibrium is established.

The end result is an increase in the domestic lamb price and an increase in the

consumption of lamb in the domestic market (QLO). Considerable transformation

possibilities specified in the base model between mutton processed for the export and

domestic markets generate an increase in the supply of mutton exports and a decrease in

the supply of domestic market mutton. The quantity of export mutton demand(~d (QME)

increases with decline in the export mutton price. The price of mutton in the domestic

market finally settles below the initial domestic mutton equilibrium price and mutton

consumption in the domestic market (QMO) falls.

The higher quantity of lamb consumption in the domestic market increases the derived

input demands for processed lamb, lamb processing inputs and domestic lamb marketing

inputs. As a result of upstream increases in the derived demand for lamb, and subsequent

supply expansions, the supply of processed lamb also increases.

Results indicate all non-Merino lamb-producing enterprises (Xl, X 21 , and X 41 ) experience

increases in the quantities of ewes supplied. For the Merino lamb-producing enterprises

(X31, XSI , and X61 ), the percentage changes are much less than in the non-Merino lamb

producing enterprises. The impacts on lamb exports (QLE) of increased lamb production,

and an increase in the supply of lamb, are an increase in the quantity of export lamb

demanded with a fall in the average export lamb price.

Due to the increased demand for lamb, the wether and hogget enterprises (X71 , X SI , and

X91 ) experience small reductions in demand with sheep quantities supplied falling in each

enterprise. Consequently, less wool, mutton and live sheep exports are produced from

these enterprises.

The supply of wool increases as a result of larger ewe numbers and the quantities of

greasy wool exports demanded (QIW, Q2W, Q3W and Q4W) rise as greasy wool export

prices fall. The quantities demanded of processed wool exports also increase.
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As the final column in Table 7.1 a indicates, domestic consumers benefit the most from

successful promotion of lamb in the domestic market receiving almost half of the total

returns. Overall, sheep and wool producers receive around 19 per cent of the additional

benefits while domestic sheepmeat processors and retailers each gain around 10 per cent

of the total returns. Approximately 33 per cent of the returns to overseas consumers are

attributed to increases in the supplies of lamb and mutton, while 67 per cent is the result

of an increase in the supply of wool exports.

7.2.4 Wool Production Research: Scenario 6

In this scenario, wool production research is any new technology that successfully

reduces the cost of all wool production. New technology is depicted by 1 per cent

downward shifts of the supply curves for inputs into wool production (X1W and X21W 

X91W) in each of the wool-producing enterprises in the model.

The lower cost of wool production also shifts down the supply curves of wool in

downstream sectors lowering greasy wool export prices and increasing the quantities of

greasy wool exports demanded (QIW-Q4W). There are also downward shifts in the supply

curves of greasy wool for use in the domestic processing sector, feeding through to

downward supply shifts in processed wool exports. The quantities of processed wool

exports demanded (QlS-Q4S, Q2T-Q4T, Qcw and QNW) increase as export prices decline.

Increased exports of greasy and processed wool shift up the derived demand curves for

raw greasy \vool upstream, while substitution effects among wool from different

enterprises and zones within the model also shift the demand and supply curves for raw

greasy wool. The shifts in supply outweigh the shifts in demand with increased quantities

and decreased prices the result for all wool categories.

The derived demand curves for other inputs in the wool warehouse, processing and export

shipment sectors are also shifted up due to increased wool exports. With stationary supply

curves in each of these markets, higher prices prevail and the quantities of other inputs

supplied increase.

The upward shifts in the demand for raw greasy wool increase the demand for sheep in

all enterprises. The largest increases in the quantities of sheep supplied are for Merino
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ewes joined to Merino rams in the high rainfall zone (X31 ) and wethers and hoggets in the

high rainfall zone (X71 ). Non-Merino ewes (Xl) and pastoral zone wethers and hoggets

(X91 ) increase by the smallest amounts.

Associated with greater sheep numbers are increases in the supply of lamb and mutton,

shifting down the supply curves of all downstream lamb and mutton products. The lamb

export price falls and the quantity of lamb demanded in the export market increases. An

increase in the quantity of mutton exports demanded is associated with a reduction in the

export mutton price. In the domestic market, retail prices for lamb and mutton settle

below initial equilibrium prices with higher quantities of lamb and mutton demanded.

Increased consumption of lamb and mutton induces upward shifts in the derived demand

curves for all sheepmeat processing and marketing inputs, increasing the prices and

quantities supplied of those inputs.

The potential total annual benefits arising from a 1 per cent reduction in the cost of wool

production, assuming immediate and full adoption of the technology after all markets

regain equilibrium, are listed in the second column of Table 7.1 b. Almost 50 per cent of

the total gains flow to overseas consumers, of which the majority is the result of increased

exports of greasy and processed wool at reduced prices. Sheep and wool producers

receive the second largest share of the returns, nearly three times the amount received by

domestic consumers. Around 8 per cent of the total gains are split among wool brokers,

processors, exporters and retailers.

7.2.5 Greasy Wool Export Promotion: Scenario 9

Export market promotion of greasy wool is simulated as a 1 per cent parallel upward shift

in the export demand curves for greasy wool (Qlw, Q2W, Q3W and Q4W). The increased

demands and higher prices increase the derived demands upstream for greasy wool and

sheep. In all enterprises, increased quantities of sheep supplied generate higher levels of

wool production. The supply curves for greasy wool are shifted down, as are the supply

curves for wool in the downstream markets. However, the upward demand curve shifts in

the greasy wool export markets are greater than the downward supply curve shifts.

Consequently, greasy wool export prices and greasy wool export quantities increase.
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Also on the supply side there is a decrease in the supply of greasy wool used in the

domestic wool-processing sector in response to the higher greasy wool prices in the

export markets. The transformation possibilities in the base model reflect the: ease of

transferring wool between the two markets. The supply curves for wool in the

downstream wool-processing sectors and markets are also shifted up, increasing

processed wool export prices and leading to reductions in the quantities of processed

wool exports demanded.

Higher prices and increases in the quantities of other inputs supplied into the wool

warehousing sector are associated with upward shifts in the derived demand curves in

those markets. Likewise, increases in the derived demands for other inputs into the greasy

wool export shipment sectors deliver higher prices and quantities supplied of those

inputs. The decrease in the supply of wool to the domestic wool processing sectors leads

to downward shifts in the derived demand curves for other inputs in those sectors causing

prices and quantities supplied of those inputs to fall.

As a result of higher sheep numbers there are increases in the supply of lamb and mutton.

An increase in the supply of export lamb reduces the lamb export price and increases the

quantity of lamb exports demanded. The quantity of mutton exports demanded increase

following a reduction in the export mutton price from an increase in the supply of mutton.

After a new equilibrium is reached in the domestic market, there is fall in price and an

increase in the quantity of lamb demanded. The quantity of mutton demanded in the

domestic market increases and the domestic retail mutton price falls.

Whereas domestic consumers were the recipients of a substantial share of total returns in

the domestic lamb promotion scenario, successful export promotion of greasy wool

provides overseas consumers with the largest share of benefits. Sheep and wool producers

receive a one-third share of the gains with domestic consumers benefiting little.
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Table 7.1a: Economic surplus changes ($ million) and distribution of total surplus

changes (%) to various industry sectors: Scenarios 1-5

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5

$m % $m % $m % $m % $m %

Producers

~PSXI 0.91 9.85 0.43 6.64 0.32 7.13 0.70 11.03 1.18 8.05

~PSX21 0.30 3.28 0.15 2.38 0.11 2.49 0.24 3.87 0.41 2.81

~PSX31 0.14 1.48 0.11 1.72 0.03 0.71 0.08 1.23 0.12 0.82

~PSX41 0.66 7.16 0.30 4.68 0.25 5.46 0.53 8.39 0.90 6.15

~PSX51 0.46 4.98 0.18 2.72 0.11 2.42 0.24 3.80 0.40 2.73

~PSX61 0.12 1.25 0.14 2.20 0.02 0.45 0.06 0.92 0.08 0.53

~PSX71 -0.15 -1.63 0.01 0.21 -0.04 -0.82 -0.07 -1.14 -0.13 -0.91

~PSX81 -0.20 -2.17 0.02 0.27 -0.05 -1.08 -0.09 -1.50 -0.17 -1.19

~PSX91 -0.05 -0.49 0.09 1.39 -0.02 -0.37 -0.02 -0.35 -0.06 -0.39

Subtotal: APSx 2.19 23.72 1.45 22.20 0.74 16.38 1.66 26.25 2.72 18.61

Wool
WarehouselBrokers

APSyw 0.04 0.41 0.02 0.30 0.01 0.18 0.02 0.30 0.03 0.21

Wool Processors

APSzw 0.05 0.55 0.03 0.44 0.01 0.23 0.02 0.38 0.04 0.26

Wool Exporters

APSZWF 0.05 0.51 0.02 0.38 0.01 0.23 0.02 0.37 0.04 0.26

Sheepmeat Processors

APSys 0.71 7.64 0.84 12.91 0.35 7.70 0.76 12.05 1.27 8.71

Sheepmeat Exporters

APSZ1 0.02 0.21 0.02 0.15 0.00 0.10 0.03 0.45 0.01 0.07

Domestic Sheepmeat
Retailers

APSZ2 0.51 5.51 0.36 5.35 0.61 13.87 0.21 3.39 1.50 10.28

Overseas Consumers

~CSQGW 1.54 16.70 0.84 12.94 0.32 7.09 0.74 11.78 1.18 8.10

~CSQPw 0.36 3.92 0.20 3.11 0.07 1.62 0.17 2.71 0.27 1.85

~CSQLE 0.90 9.70 0.61 9.34 0.17 3.79 1.44 22.77 0.63 4.28

~CSQME 0.08 0.91 0.13 2.02 0.03 0.67 0.05 0.82 0.11 0.73

~CSQSE -0.06 -0.60 -0.04 -0.65 -0.01 -0.22 -0.03 -0.40 -0.04 -0.26

Subtotal: ACSQE 2.83 30.63 1.74 26.76 0.59 12.94 2.38 37.68 2.15 14.69

Domestic Consumers

ACSQD 2.85 30.82 2.04 31.27 2.20 48.68 1.21 19.09 6.89 47.16

Total Surplus 9.23 100 6.51 100 4.53 100 6.32 100 14.61 100
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Table 7.1 b: Economic surplus changes ($ million) and distribution of total surplus

changes (%) to various industry sectors: Scenarios 6-10

Scenario 6 Scenario 7 Scenario 8 Scenario 9 Sc(~nario 10

$m 0/0 $m 0/0 $m 0/0 $m 0/0 $m 0/0

Producers

~PSXI 0.36 1.47 0.01 1.25 0.00 0.00 0.22 1.00 -0.08 -0.94

~PSX21 0.36 1.48 0.01 0.93 0.00 0.98 0.27 1.23 0.20 2.33

~PSX31 1.03 4.20 0.05 3.90 0.01 3.52 1.05 4.76 0.64 7.42

~PSX41 0.57 2.31 0.02 1.53 0.01 1.69 0.40 1.82 0.13 1.52

~PSX51 1.31 5.34 0.07 5.70 0.02 5.36 1.45 6.55 0.43 4.94

~PSX61 0.48 1.97 0.02 1.41 0.00 1.32 0.35 1.56 0.04 0.41

~PSX7I 1.71 6.97 0.07 6.30 0.02 5.69 1.68 7.60 0.99 11.52

~PSX81 1.73 7.06 0.07 6.40 0.02 5.96 1.62 7.32 0.39 4.54

~PSX91 0.10 0.40 0.02 1.32 0.00 1.22 0.32 1.45 0.03 0.32

Subtotal: APSx 7.64 31.20 0.33 28.74 0.10 25.51 7.36 33.28 2.77 32.06

Wool
Warehouse/Brokers

APSyw 0.17 0.69 0.05 4.66 0.00 0.72 0.21 0.94 0.07 0.88

Wool Processors

APSzw 0.29 1.17 0.02 1.36 0.07 16.51 -0.09 -0.43 -0.01 -0.16

Wool Exporters

APSZWF 0.21 0.87 0.01 1.03 0.00 1.12 0.25 1.11 0.09 1.04

Sheepmeat Processors

APSys 0.79 3.24 0.02 2.12 0.00 1.63 0.52 2.36 0.16 1.82

Sheepmeat Exporters

APSZ1 0.03 0.14 0.00 0.10 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.12 0.01 0.10

Domestic Sheepmeat
Retailers

APSZ2 0.47 1.91 0.01 1.11 0.00 0.80 0.27 1.22 0.07 0.85

Overseas Consumers

~CSQGW 8.29 33.82 0.45 38.93 -0.04 -8.78 11.23 50.77 4.66 53.96

~CSQPw 2.04 8.34 0.11 9.68 0.22 52.81 -0.67 -3.05 -0.10 -1.16

~CSQLE 0.74 3.03 0.02 1.63 0.01 1.10 0.39 1.76 0.10 1.15

~CSQME 0.37 1.53 0.02 1.36 0.00 0.11 0.35 1.57 0.12 1.44

~CSQSE 0.68 2.76 0.03 2.41 0.01 1.21 0.61 2.79 0.22 2.50

Subtotal: ACSQE 12.13 49.47 0.63 54.02 0.20 48.56 11.91 53.84 5.01 57.89

Domestic Consumers

ACSQD 2.78 11.34 0.08 6.86 0.02 5.06 1.67 7.56 0.48 5.50

Total Surplus 24.52 100 1.16 100 0.42 100 22.11 100 8.65 100
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7.3 Comparison ofEconomic Surplus Changes

7.3.1 Total Welfare Gains: Scenarios 1-10

Results

In terms of absolute value, wool production research (Scenario 6) and greasy wool

promotion (Scenario 9) provide the largest total returns of the ten hypothetical scenarios

(Tables 7.1a and 7.1b). Not surprisingly the lowest total benefits result from wool

warehouse/brokerage research (Scenario 7) and domestic wool-scouring research

(Scenario 8), as both of these sectors are small in comparison to other market sectors. For

the investment scenarios specifically related to lamb research or promotion, the largest

total return is for domestic lamb promotion (Scenario 5) followed by lamb production

research (Scenario 1). Domestic lamb-marketing research generates the smallest total

amount (Scenario 3) of the lamb-investment scenarios.

7.3.2 Distribution of Welfare Gains: Scenarios 1-5

The exogenous shifts in investment (Scenarios 1-5) simulate either new technologies or

promotions related to lamb.3 Domestic consumers are the main beneficiaries in Scenarios

1, 2, 3 and 5, accruing upwards of 30 per cent of the total benefits. Export lamb

promotion (Scenario 4) provides domestic consumers with approximately 19 per cent of

the total returns.

In general, as overseas demand for Australian lamb is more elastic than domestic

demand, surplus gains for domestic consumers should be considerably larger than those

received by overseas consumers. However, shares of the total benefits collected by

overseas consumers are significant (between 12.9 per cent and 37.7 per cent). In all five

scenarios, the supply of wool increases in conjunction with increased lamb production,

leading to expansions in the supply of wool exports. Depending on the scenario in

question, purchasers of Australian greasy and processed wool are the recipients of

between 38.4 per cent and 67.0 per cent of the additional surplus gained by overseas

consumers, highlighting the importance of accounting for joint-product relationships in

the analyses.

3 Research in sheepmeat processing (Scenario 2) also includes mutton.
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Export promotion of lamb (Scenario 4) and lamb production research (Scenario 1)

provide sheep and wool producers with the highest percentage share of total benefits from

the five scenarios. Domestic lamb marketing research (Scenario 3) delivers the smallest

share to sheep and wool producers. In all but one instance (Scenario 2), the dry sheep

enterprises experience negative surplus changes in response to lamb industry research and

promotion investments. Taking this into consideration, lamb-producing enterprises

actually receive 29.2 per cent of the total benefits from export lamb promotion (Scenario

4) and 28.0 per cent of the returns from investment in lamb production research (Scenario

1). Domestic lamb promotion (Scenario 5), sheepmeat processing research (Scenario 2)

and domestic lamb marketing research (Scenario 3) provide lamb-producing enterprises

with 21.1 per cent, 20.3 per cent and 18.6 per cent shares, respectively. The fact that some

enterprises experience a loss of surplus in response to alternative investments reinforces

the argument for inclusion of the multiple components of the sheep and wool industries.

Sheepmeat processors obtain total benefit shares in the range of 7.6 per cent to 12.9 per

cent in the five scenarios. Domestic sheepmeat retailers gain between 3.4 per cent and

13.9 per cent of returns. The wool warehouse/brokerage, domestic wool processing, wool

export and sheepmeat export sectors gain small amounts, all receiving benefit shares of

less than 1 per cent in each scenario.

7.3.3 Distribution of Welfare Gains: Scenarios 6-10

Scenarios 6-10 model research or promotion undertaken in wool industry sectors or

markets. As the majority of Australian wool is exported in greasy or semi-processed

form, overseas consumers gain significant shares of the total returns (from 48.5 per cent

to 57.9 per cent). In all five investment scenarios, purchasers of greasy or semi-processed

wool acquire upwards of 85 per cent of the benefits going abroad.

Domestic consumers receive much smaller shares of the total benefits from wool-related

investments (5.1 per cent to 11.3 per cent). Due to the joint nature of wool and lamb

production, as the supply of wool increases in response to the different investments, the

supply of lamb also increases. Thus, the additional surplus gains received by domestic

consumers are mainly the outcome of lower retail prices for lamb resulting from an

increase in the supply of lamb.
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Sheep and wool producers gain the greatest share of total returns from greasy wool

promotion (Scenario 9). Promotion of greasy wool 19 microns and finer (Scenario 10)

and wool production research (Scenario 6) both yield slightly smaller returns to sheep and

wool producers. Research in the warehouse/brokerage (Scenario 7) and domestic

scouring (Scenario 8) sectors provide sheep and wool producers with the smallest total

benefit shares of the five scenarios. Unlike the lamb-specific investments where some of

the additional surplus gains accruing to lamb-producing enterprises are transferred from

the dry sheep enterprises, the wool-specific investment scenarios deliver gains to all

sheep enterprises in the model, with one exception. The non-Merino sheep enterprise

records a minor loss in surplus from export promotion of greasy wool 19 microns and

finer (Scenario 10).

Wool warehouse/brokers receive approximately 5 per cent of the total benefits from

research in the warehouse/brokerage sector but gain shares of less than 1 per cent from

the other four scenarios. Domestic wool processors gain 16.5 per cent of the total benefits

from research in wool scouring but little of the total returns from the other four

investment scenarios. Due to the transformation possibilities in the model, small losses to

domestic wool processors result from successful promotion of greasy wool exports

(Scenario 9 and Scenario 10). In all wool investment scenarios the total benefit shares to

wool exporters, sheepmeat processors, sheepmeat exporters and sheepmeat retailers are

less than 4 per cent. Price-elastic supplies of inputs and small value added to products

restrict the total benefit shares in these sectors.4

7.3.4 R&D Scenarios

On-farm research refers to new technologies arising from research into lamb (Scenario 1)

and wool production (Scenario 6). Increased lambing percentages or improvements in

wool quality characteristics from genetic research are some examples of on-farm

research. Other examples include increased efficiency in feed conversion from nutrition

research, environmental and animal welfare programs, or improvements in farm

management from education initiatives. Off-farm research relates to research investments

in downstream industry sectors, or industry sectors beyond the farm gate. Cost reductions

in sheepmeat processing (Scenario 2), domestic lamb marketing (Scenario 3), wool

4 With relatively elastic supply the changes in producer surplus are smaller than with inelastic supply as the
changes in price are smaller.
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warehouse/brokerage (Scenario 7) and domestic wool scouring (Scenario 8) are examples

of off-farm R&D investments.

On-farm research into lamb production provides sheep and wool producers with a larger

share of the total returns compared with off-farm research in the sheepmeat processing

and domestic lamb marketing (retail) sectors. Sheep and wool producers also gain a larger

percentage share of the total benefits from on-farm research in wool production than in

off-farm research in the wool warehouse/brokerage and domestic wool-scouring sectors.

Based on the distribution of total benefits, the results suggest sheep producers should gain

more from on-farm research than off-farm R&D investments.5 This is consistent with

findings in other sheep industry studies where input substitution is assumed to be non

zero (Alston and Scobie 1983; Mullen, Alston and Wohlgenant 1989), and in studies in

other industries (e.g. Zhao, Griffith and Mullen 2001).

7.3.5 Promotion Scenarios

Two lamb promotion and two wool promotion scenarios are simulated in the study. In

terms of benefit shares, sheep and wool producers fare much better from export lamb

promotion than domestic lamb promotion. Relative to domestic demand, export demand

is highly price elastic. Therefore, welfare gains to overseas consumers of Australian lamb

from an increase in export demand will be small, allowing more of the benefits to flow

back to producers, processors and marketers than is the case for an increase in the

domestic demand for lamb. Australian consumers receive close to half of the total

benefits from domestic promotion of lamb but only a one-fifth share from export lamb

promotion. Conversely, overseas consumers gain a much larger share of the total benefits

from export lamb promotion than from domestic lamb promotion.

Scenario 9, depicting export promotion of all Australian greasy wool types, is modelled

as an upward 1 per cent exogenous shift in the demand curves for greasy wool exports.

Scenario lOis restricted to export promotion of Australian greasy wool 19 microns and

less in fibre diameter. Sheep producer shares of the total benefits are similar in each case

5 This finding is based on the hypothetical simulations undertaken in this study. Numerous other
hypothetical scenarios have not been estimated.
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(roughly one third). Domestic consumer shares are small (less than 10 per cent) while

overseas consumers are the main beneficiaries receiving over half of the total returns.

7.3.6 R&D vs Promotion

A pertinent question often asked by industry groups, and in particular by levy-paying

sheep and wool producers, is: Should investment funds be directed to R&D or

promotion? The results in Table 7.1a indicate that, in terms of the share of total benefits

with respect to the lamb and sheepmeat investment scenarios, export promotion of lamb

and on-farm research are more beneficial for sheep and wool producers than off-farm

research in the sheepmeat processing and domestic lamb marketing sectors or promotion

in the domestic market. Wohlgenant (1993) showed that, under the assumption of fixed

input proportions, producers would be indifferent as to where investment funds were

spent, but when input proportions are allowed to vary the full effect of an increase in

retail demand is not passed on to producers. Therefore, in general, producers gain more

from a reduction in production costs than an equivalent increase in the retail demand

price from promotion. The results in Table 7.1a also suggest that promotion of lamb in

the export market delivers greater potential returns to sheep and wool producers than

promotion of lamb in the domestic market. As the domestic demand for lanlb is assumed

less price-elastic than the export demand for lamb, the welfare gains captured by overseas

consumers should be less, enabling more of the benefits to flow back to sheep and wool

producers.

Similar to the lamb investment scenarios, sheep and wool producers gain more from on

farm wool research investments to off-farm wool research investments. Table 7.1 b shows

that on-farm research into wool production and successful promotion of greasy wool in

export markets provide sheep and wool producers with larger total benefit shares than

research in the warehousing or domestic wool-processing sectors.

Excluding export promotion of lamb, domestic consumers gain a large proportion of the

total returns from the lamb investment scenarios, with research in the domestic retail

lamb sector and domestic promotion of lamb generating greater potential returns than

research in the sheepmeat processing sector and on-farm research. Overseas consumers

also gain considerable share sizes (particularly in Scenarios 1 and 2) in response to the
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alternative investments. In all five scenanos, overall sheep numbers increase and

increases in the supply of wool are associated with the increases in the supply of lamb.

Overseas purchasers of Australian greasy and semi-processed wool exports benefit by

being able to purchase larger quantities of wool at lower export prices. Domestic

consumers receive few of the benefits from the wool-specific investments with the

majority of gains going to overseas consumers. Of the five wool-investment scenarios,

domestic consumers gain the most from on-farm wool production research. Because of

the joint nature of production, an increase in the supply of wool is acconlpanied by an

increase in the supply of lamb, enabling consumers to purchase more lamb at reduced

pnces.

The results also suggest that research undertaken in a particular sector will provide the

greatest share of total benefits to that sector. For example, sheepmeat processors gain the

most from research in the sheepmeat-processing sector and domestic wool processors

benefit more from wool scouring research than from other investment scenarios.

7.3.7 General Comments about the Results

A number of qualifications need to be stated. The results are derived from hypothetical I

per cent exogenous shifts in the relevant sector demand or supply curves. The costs

involved in implementing the equal 1 per cent shifts are not taken into consideration.

Therefore, the size of the market in which the shift occurs governs the size of the total

welfare change. 6 In other words, a 1 per cent shift in a market with high gross revenue

will provide larger total returns than a 1 per cent shift in a market with low gross revenue.

As such, comparison of the monetary returns from the different scenarios can only be

made under the assumption that the investment costs required to implement the equal

demand or supply curve shifts are the same in each sector. To demonstrate, if the

monetary investments in lamb production research and sheepmeat processing research

were identical (equal $ investment induces equal % shift) sheep and wool producers, as a

whole, would gain more from lamb production research ($2.19 million) than sheepmeat

processing research ($1.45 million). For sheep and wool producers to be indifferent as to

6 Although information on costs is not considered in the hypothetical scenarios, it is included in the case
study in Section 7.4.
Issues of efficiency and the consideration of investment costs have received attention in previous studies

including Lemieux and Wohlgenant (1989), Scobie, Mullen and Alston (1991), Mullen and Cox (1995) and
Cox, Mullen and Hu (1997).
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which sector the research funds are directed, investment in sheepmeat processing would

need to be approximately 51 per cent more efficient in generating research benefits than

investment in lamb production (2.19/1.45 = 1.51). In other words, the size of the

percentage shift necessary to generate the same returns to producers from sheepmeat

processing research, as from a 1 per cent cost reduction in lamb production, would be

1.51 per cent.

Likewise, if the export and domestic lamb promotion investments were equally efficient,

sheep and wool producers would gain more from investment in donlestic market

promotion of lamb, even though the percentage share of total benefits they receive is

higher from export promotion investment. If investment costs were the same, the

monetary gain to producers would be greater from domestic promotion as gross revenue

in the domestic market is higher than gross revenue in the export market. The absolute

returns in millions of dollars and percentage shares of total returns accruing to sheep and

wool producers, in ascending order of magnitude, from the 10 different investment

scenarios are listed in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2: Sheep and wool producers' returns

Rank

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

In terms of % share of total In terms of absolute monetary

benefits value ($m)

Scenario 9 (33.3) Scenario 6 ($7.64)

Scenario 10 (32.1) Scenario 9 ($7.36)

Scenario 6 (31.2) Scenario 10($2.77)

Scenario 7 (28.7) Scenario 5 ($2.72)

Scenario 4 (26.3) Scenario 1 ($2.19)

Scenario 8 (25.5) Scenario 4 ($1.66)

Scenario 1 (23.7) Scenario 2 ($1.45)

Scenario 2 (22.2) Scenario 3 ($0.74)

Scenario 5 (18.6) Scenario 7 ($0.33)

Scenario 3 (16.4) Scenario 8 ($0.10)

In terms of monetary gains, which investment scenano IS should be preferred over

another depends on the costs required to shift the demand or supply curves in the relevant

market. As already discussed, the rankings among the alternative scenarios in the third

column of Table 7.2 are only comparable under the assumption of equal investment
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efficiency. However, even without knowledge of the investment costs, the distributions of

total benefits among industry sectors from alternative scenarios are directly comparable.

The same amount of money invested in different industry sectors may result in demand or

supply shifts of unequal size but the distribution of total benefits among industry sectors

for a particular scenario is independent of the magnitude of the initial shift (Zhao 1999,

p160). For example, the producers' share of the total benefits from lamb production

research (23.7 per cent in Scenario 1) is the same irrespective of the size of the

percentage reduction in the cost of producing lamb. Therefore, the ranking of scenarios in

the second column of Table 7.2 is valid regardless of information on the costs involved in

bringing about the 1 per cent shifts in demand or supply.

The sizes of the percentage shifts needed in each of the lamb and sheepmeat scenarios to

achieve the same total dollar benefits as from a 1 per cent reduction in the cost of

producing lamb (Scenario 1) are listed in Table 7.3. The percentage shift magnitudes

delivering the same returns to sheep and wool producers as from lamb production

research are given in Table 7.4. Similar analyses for the wool investment scenarios with

respect to generating the same returns as from a 1 per cent cost reduction in wool

production (Scenario 6) are presented in Table 7.5 and Table 7.6.

Table 7.3: Percentage shifts needed to achieve total returns equal to Scenario 1

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5

Lamb Sheepmeat Domestic. Export Domestic

Production Processing Marketing Lamb Lamb

Research Research Research Promotion Promotion

Total Returns 9.23 9.23 9.23 9.23 9.23

($ million)

Shift Required 1.00 1.42 2.04 1.46 0.63

(%)

From Table 7.3 it is evident that to obtain the same total welfare benefit as from a 1 per

cent cost reduction in lamb production, reductions of 1.42 per cent and 2.04 per cent are

needed in sheepmeat processing and domestic marketing costs, respectively. Increases of

1.46 per cent and 0.63 per cent in the 'willingness to pay' by export and domestic

consumers of lamb are required to match the total returns from lamb production research.

For sheep and wool producers to be indifferent between investment scenarios, sheepmeat
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processing and domestic marketing costs would need to fall by 1.51 per cent and 2.96 per

cent in those sectors, respectively. Alternatively, increases in the 'willingness to pay' of

1.32 per cent and 0.81 per cent by export and domestic consumers are needed to achieve

the same benefits to sheep and wool producers.

Table 7.4: Percentage shifts needed to achieve sheep and wool producers returns

equal to Scenario 1

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5

Lamb Sheepmeat Domestic. Export Domestic

Production Processing Marketing Lamb Lamb

Research Research Research Promotion Promotion

Producer Returns 2.19 2.19 2.19 2.19 2.19

($ million)

Shift Required 1.00 1.51 2.96 1.32 0.81

(%)

For the wool-specific investment scenanos shown in Table 7.5, significant cost

reductions would be necessary in the warehouse (21.14 per cent) and scouring (58.38)

sectors to provide the same level of total benefits to society as from a 1 per cent reduction

in wool production costs. Similarly, large decreases in costs (23.15 per cent) and (76.40

per cent) in those sectors would also be required for sheep and wool producers to be

unconcerned about investment allocations (Table 7.6). In order to gain the same total

returns as from wool production research, the 'willingness to pay' by overseas purchasers

of Australian greasy wool (Scenario 9) would have to increase by 1.11 per cent while an

increase of 1.04 per cent would be enough to provide sheep and wool producers with the

same returns.

Table 7.5: Percentage shifts needed to achieve total returns equal to Scenario 6

Scenario 6 Scenario 7 Scenario 8 Scenario 9 Scenario 10

Wool Wool Wool Greasy Greasy

Production Warehouse Scouring Wool ~ 19m Wool

Research Research Research Promotion Promotion

Total Returns 24.52 24.52 24.52 24.52 24.52

($ million)

Shift Required 1.00 21.14 58.38 1.11 2.83

(%)
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Table 7.6: Percentage shifts needed to achieve sheep and wool producer returns

equal to Scenario 6

Scenario 6 Scenario 7 Scenario 8 Scenario 9 Scenario 10

Wool Wool Wool Greasy Greasy

Production Warehouse Scouring Wool ~ 19m Wool

Research Research Research Promotion Promotion

Producer Returns 7.64 7.64 7.64 7.64 7.64

($ million)

Shift Required 1.00 23.15 76.40 1.04 2.76

(%)

Bearing in mind the assumption of equal investment efficiency, Tables 7.3 to 7.6 provide

additional information on investment rankings. Of the first five scenarios, domestic

promotion of lamb and lamb production research should be the preferred investments for

both sheep and wool producers and for society in general. The second set of scenarios

shows that research in the warehouse and scouring sectors would need to be significantly

more efficient to consider redirecting investment away from greasy wool promotion and

wool production research.

7.4 Case Study Results: Wool Quality: Increased Wool Demand

The results from modelling the potential net benefits from an 8 per cent increase in the

demand for fine apparel wools in the ED are presented in this section. For consistency

with the assessment of the same project by Griffith et al. (2006), all wool exports in the

EDM are assumed to be greasy wool. As expected, the majority share of the total benefits

accrues to overseas consumers (Table 7.7). Sheep and wool producers gain approximately

one third of the additional benefits, as the upward demand shift increases the price

received by fine wool producers. Each of the other industry sectors receives minimal

shares of additional benefits.

The potential benefits and costs of the project were discounted at 4 per cent over a 25

year period.7 The resulting present values of benefits to the individual industry sectors are

listed in Table 7.8. The NPV, derived as the present value of total benefits minus the

present value of total costs, is given in Table 7.9. The BCR, also shown in Table 7.9,

7 Section 6.4.2 details the assumptions relating to the simulation and BCA.
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indicates that every $1 invested in the project generates $6 in returns. Excluding the

present value of benefits to overseas consumers, an 8 per cent increase in the demand for

fine apparel wools in the ED delivers a BCR of around 2.6: 1 to the Australian sheep and

wool industry, or $2.60 for every $1 invested in the project.

Table 7.7: Economic surplus changes ($ million) and distribution of total surplus

changes (%) to various industry sectors: Case study

$m 0/0

Producers: APSx 3.47 32.09

Wool WarehouselBrokers: APSyw 0.10 0.88

Wool Exporters: APSZWF 0.12 1.11

Sheepmeat Processors: APSys 0.20 1.84

Sheepmeat Exporters: APSZ1 0.01 0.10

Domestic Sheepmeat Retailers: APSZ2 0.09 0.86

Overseas Consumers: ACSQE 6.22 57.54

Domestic Consumers: ACSQD 0.60 5.57

Total Surplus 10.81 100

Table 7.8: Total present value of benefits to various industry sectors ($ Inillion)

PV Benefits

($m)

Producers: APSx

Wool Warehouse/Brokers: APSyw

Wool Exporters: APSZWF

Sheepmeat Processors: APSys

Sheepmeat Exporters & Retailers: APSZ2 & APSZ1

Overseas Consumers: ACSQE

Domestic Consumers: ACSQD

Total Surplus

34.32

0.99

1.19

1.98

0.99

61.52

5.93

106.92

Table 7.9: BCA for increased fine wool demand in the ED

PV Benefits

($m)

106.92

PV Costs

($m)

17.68

NPV

($m)

89.23

BCR

($:1)

6.1

Griffith et al. (2006) modelled the increase in the demand for fine wool in the ED using

the DREAM model. A limiting feature of DREAM is that only one type of product is able
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to be included in the simulation at any particular time. Their results suggested that the

returns to Australian consumers from the increase in the demand for fine wool were

negative. In contrast, the EDM allows for wool, lamb, mutton and live sheep to be

modelled jointly in the simulation. Accounting for cross-commodity interactions in the

evaluation shows that the present value of benefits to domestic consumers over the 25

year period totals $5.93 million (Table 7.8). Domestic consumers benefit from increased

consumption of lamb and mutton at slightly lower prices as, in response to the upward

shift in demand for fine wool, small increases in the supply of lamb and mutton eventuate

from increased numbers of sheep.

There are a number of fundamental differences in the data used by Griffith et al. (2006)

and the EDM in this study. Initial base equilibrium prices and quantities in the EDM are

set as three-year averages from 2002-03 to 2004-05 while five-year averages from 1999

2000 to 2003-04 were employed in the DREAM simulation. Griffith et al. (2006)

specified a clean fine wool price of 1,200 cents per kg in their assessment whereas a

greasy fine wool price of 663 cents per kg is used in the EDM. As pointed out in Section

6.4.2, although the two models differ in the focus and scope of the net benefits they

measure, both provide an estimation of the potential returns to Australian sheep and wool

producers from an increase in the demand for fine wool. The estimated present value of

benefits to Australian sheep and wool producers from the DREAM evaluation was $60.5

million over 25 years compared with $34.3 million using greasy wool prices in the EDM.

The ratio of the clean wool price used in the DREAM evaluation to the greasy wool price

employed in the EDM is 1.81 (1200/663). Conversion of the present value of benefits

based on the greasy wool price to a clean wool equivalent present value of benefits yields

$62.1 million ($34.3 million multiplied by 1.81). Thus, given the specification and data

set differences of the two models, the potential welfare gains to Australian sheep and

wool producers from an 8 per cent increase in the demand for fine wool in Western

Europe is consistent between the assessments.

7.5 Summary

The results from ten hypothetical investment scenarios and an actual case study were

presented in this chapter. Base equilibrium prices and quantities for 2002-03 to 2004-05

were used in the model along with the medium-run market elasticities specified in
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Chapter 6. The potential economic welfare changes for each hypothetical scenario, and

their distribution among industry participants, were estimated from exogenous 1 per cent

shifts in the relevant demand or supply curves.

Costs of investment needed to put into effect the equal 1 per cent shifts for the

hypothetical scenarios were not taken into account in the simulations. As such, the

absolute monetary returns from the alternative scenarios are only comparable by

assuming equal efficiency of investment costs. A ranking of scenarios was obtained by

calculating the size of the initial shifts needed in the different scenarios to deliver the

same monetary returns to sheep and wool producers and the same total monetary returns

to society. Knowledge of investment costs is required in order to provide a complete

ranking.

Conversely, information on investment costs is not essential to compare percentage

shares of total benefits accruing to a particular industry sector from different investments.

The first five hypothetical investment scenarios involve either lamb or sheepmeat

research or promotion. With the exception of export promotion of lamb, the results

indicate that consumers are the main beneficiaries in each scenario (38.0 per cent to 48.7

per cent) with research in the domestic lamb retail sector and promotion of lamb in the

domestic market providing the largest percentage share returns. Sheep and wool

producers combined gain 16.4 per cent to 26.3 per cent of the total benefits in the five

scenarios. Export promotion of lamb and lamb production research delivers the largest

shares to sheep and wool producers. In four of the five scenarios the dry sheep enterprises

experience a loss of economic surplus in response to the lamb specific investments.

Sheepmeat processors gain benefit shares of 7.6 per cent to 12.9 per cent and domestic

retailers receive 3.9 per cent to 13.9 per cent of the total returns. Overseas consumers also

gain significant shares (12.9 per cent to 37.7 per cent) while returns to each of the other

industry sectors are less than 1 per cent in each case.

The second five hypothetical scenanos are wool-related investments in research or

promotion. In each case overseas consumers receive the majority of the benefits (48.5 per

cent to 57.9 per cent) with domestic consumers gaining much smaller shares (5.1 per cent

to 11.3 per cent). The largest shares accruing to sheep and wool producers result from

greasy wool promotion and wool production research, with returns for the five scenarios
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ranging from 25.5 per cent to 33.3 per cent. Shares to other sectors are mostly less than 4

per cent because of elastic supply and small sector values. However, larger benefit shares

are delivered to a particular sector when research is undertaken in that sector.

Based on the distributions of benefits from the hypothetical scenarios simulated in this

study, the results suggest sheep and wool producers should prefer on-farm research to off

farm research, and export promotion over domestic promotion and most other R&D

scenarios. Domestic consumers' preference should be for research in the domestic lamb

retail sector and promotion of lamb in the domestic market.

An assessment of the potential net benefits from an 8 per cent increase in the demand for

fine apparel wools in the ED was simulated using the EDM. The results showed that, if

successful, the project would return around $2.5 to the Australian sheep and wool

industry for every $1 invested. A separate evaluation of the project was conducted by

Griffith et al. (2006) as part of the potential returns of the research outcomes of Sheep

CRC2. Although the two approaches differed in terms of model specification and the

extent of benefits measured, the returns to Australian sheep and wool producers from the

simulated increase in fine wool demand were found to be consistent between the two

applications.
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8.1 Introduction

Chapter 8

Sensitivity Analysis

Sensiz ivity Analysis

Economic analysis is inevitably encumbered by assumptions that may have an influence

on results. Assumptions made about price and quantity data, and the values chosen for

market parameters can influence the results generated from the EDM. ElTors can also

arise from incorrect specifications of demand and supply curve shifts, R&D and adoption

lags and numerous other factors. In EDM evaluations, the robustness of the economic

surplus changes when uncertainty exists over parameter values receives the most

attention. Empirical estimates for some parameters are readily available from the

literature though, often, there is disparity among values due to different tilne periods of

estimation and the choice of method or functional form. For other parameters, empirical

estimates are scarce or non-existent. In this study, subjective judgment provides the basis

for the specification of numerous parameter values. Hence, elasticity values are the main

focus of the sensitivity analysis.

Uncertainty over the true parameter values raises concerns about the robustness of the

calculated welfare changes. The responsiveness of the results to errors in the specified

parameter values can be accounted for using sensitivity analysis. Discrete sensitivity

analysis can be used to examine the sensitivity of the results to changes in individual

parameters. However, there are a number of limitations when the model contains more

than a few parameters. The alternative is to undertake stochastic sensitivity analysis. The

more rigorous approach proposed by Zhao, Griffiths, Griffith and Mullen (2000a)

whereby probability distributions for the welfare changes are obtained via Monte Carlo

simulation is the preferred method in this analysis.

The sensitivity of the results to three specific variations to the base EDM is also

considered in this chapter. Firstly, changes in industry sector cost shares may have

implications for the calculations of welfare changes. As discussed in Section 6.2.2, cost

shares for the domestic wool processing sectors in the base model are industry

approximations only and may not represent the true cost share values. Selected scenarios
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from the base model are re-simulated using an alternative set of estimated cost shares for

the domestic wool scouring, carbonising and topmaking sectors. The second variation of

the base model assumes the absence of an early-stage wool-processing sector in

Australia. China's global dominance in wool processing in recent years has coincided

with a marked decline in early-stage processing of wool within Australia. The economic

surplus changes for the with-and-without domestic wool processing sectors are compared

for three wool-specific investment scenarios. The final variation highlights the

importance of failing to account for cross-commodity relationships in economic

evaluations of industry R&D and promotion investments. The differences in the

distributions of benefits among industry sectors and markets from not including the

multiple components of the sheep and wool industries in the analysis are examined.

Using a few examples, the impacts that changes in parameter values can have on the

welfare estimates are demonstrated through the use of discrete sensitivity analysis in

Section 8.2. A brief example of how assumptions about price and quantity data can

influence the results is also given in Section 8.2. In Section 8.3, the stochastic approach

to sensitivity analysis by Zhao et al. (2000a) is discussed and subjective probability

distributions are specified for the parameters in the model. Summary statistics

representing levels of probability about estimated surplus change distributions are

presented in Table 8.7. Using sheep and wool producers as an example, probabilities are

calculated from the simulation data to quantify why one investment scenario should be

preferred to another investment scenario by an industry sector. The results from the three

variations of the base model are presented in Section 8.4. The conclusions are

summarised in Section 8.5.

8.2 Discrete Sensitivity Analysis

8.2.1 Parameter Values

The share of total benefits received by each industry sector or group frOln research or

promotion investments may alter as a result of changes in the values of certain

parameters. Discrete sensitivity analysis can provide some indication of how critical the

selection of market parameter values may be to the distributions of welfare changes. A

number of examples are used to illustrate the impacts on the results from variations in

different parameter values.
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In the base model, a value of three was specified for the supply elasticity of farm inputs.

The percentage shares of the total benefits to selected industry groups from different

scenarios when the supply elasticity of farm inputs was decreased and increased by 50 per

cent are given in Table 8.1. 1 The original base percentage shares are also provided in

Table 8.1. All other parameters remain unchanged from their initial values.

Table 8.1: Distribution of total surplus changes (%) with a 50 per cent decrease and

a 50 per cent increase in the farm inputs supply elasticity

Scenario 6 (E=3) Base (E = 1.5) (E = 4.5)

Wool Production Research

Producers: ~PSx 31.2 41.8 26.7

Overseas Consumers: ~CSQE 49.5 41.7 52.7

Domestic Consumers: ~CSQD 11.3 9.6 12.1

Scenario 9 (E=3) Base (E = 1.5) (E = 4.5)

Greasy Wool Promotion

Producers: ~PSx 33.3 43.3 29.1

Overseas Consumers: ~CSQE 53.8 46.2 57.1

Domestic Consumers: ~CSQD 7.6 6.2 8.1

The results in Table 8.1 show that sheep and wool producers gain a larger percentage

share of the total benefits (~PSx) when the elasticity of supply of farm inputs is reduced

(more inelastic supply) and a smaller share of the total benefits when the elasticity value

is increased (more elastic supply). For the wool production research scenario (Scenario

6), with relatively more inelastic supply (£ = 1.5) the share of returns to sheep and wool

producers' increases leaving less of the total benefits to be distributed among the

remaining industry sectors than in the base scenario (£ = 3.0). All the other industry

sectors experience reduced benefit shares as a result of the more inelastic farm inputs

supply. The reverse is true when the supply of farm inputs becomes more elastic (£ = 4.5)

with sheep and wool producers receiving a smaller share of the benefits. Overseas and

domestic consumers gain larger shares, as do the other downstream industry groups. In

the lower half of Table 8.1 it can be seen that variations in the size of the supply elasticity

yield similar findings for the greasy wool promotion scenario (Scenario 9). As in

Scenario 6, sheep and wool producers' benefit share increases with more inelastic supply

1 The supply of "farm" inputs refers to all inputs, other than sheep, used by sheep and wool producers in the
production of wool, lamb, mutton and live sheep exports.
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but falls when supply is more elastic. Alternatively, the other industry groups or sectors

receive smaller and larger shares, respectively.

The distributions of total surplus changes associated with a 50 per cent decrease and a 50

per cent increase in the elasticity of demand for domestic retail lamb are shown in Table

8.2. As expected, domestic consumers gain a larger share of the total benefits when

demand is less elastic and receive a smaller share of the total benefits when demand is

more elastic. In both scenarios in Table 8.2, additional returns to domestic consumers

increase when the retail demand elasticity is increased from -1.5 to -0.75. Benefit shares

to producers, overseas consumers and other industry sectors decline. Conversely, the

benefit shares to domestic consumers are reduced when the retail demand elasticity

decreases from -1.50 to -2.25. All the other industry groups receive larger benefit shares

as demand becomes more elastic.

Table 8.2: Distribution of total surplus changes (%) with a 50 per cent decrease and

a 50 per cent increase in the domestic retail demand for lamb

Scenario 1 (11 = -1.5) Base (11 = -0.75) (11 = -2.25)

Lamb Production Research

Producers: ~PSx 23.7 19.5 26.1

Overseas Consumers: ~CSQE 30.6 27.3 32.5

Domestic Consumers: ~CSQD 30.8 42.7 24.2

Scenario 5 (11 = -1.5) Base (11 = -0.75) (11 = -2.25)

Domestic Lamb Promotion

Producers: ~PSx 18.6 12.1 22.3

Overseas Consumers: ~CSQE 14.7 9.5 17.6

Domestic Consumers: ~CSQD 47.2 65.6 36.9

The distributions of total welfare changes are also likely to be influenced by assumptions

about input substitution and output product transformation possibilities. The fact that

even a small amount of substitution between inputs could lead to a redistribution of total

benefits among industry groups was recognised by Alston and Scobie (1983). Under the

assumption of non-zero input substitution, they demonstrated that farm research provides

a larger proportion of the total benefits to farmers as opposed to non-farm research.

Table 8.3 (column 2) lists the shares of total benefits to sheep and wool producers,

overseas consumers and domestic consumers when input substitution and output product
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transformation elasticities in the EDM are zero. In other words, all inputs are used in

fixed proportions and all outputs are produced in fixed proportions. In each scenario the

distributions of total benefits are identical. Sheep and wool producers receive 29.2 per

cent, overseas consumers gain 40.6 per cent and 19.3 per cent accrues to domestic

consumers. The fixed percentage shares correspond to the findings of Freebaim, Davis

and Edwards (1982) that, under the assumption of fixed proportions, the distributions of

total benefits among industry participants will be the same irrespective of where the

initial shift occurs.

The last two columns of Table 8.3 list the benefit shares to sheep and wool producers,

overseas consumers and domestic consumers from Scenarios 1 (lamb production

research) and 9 (greasy wool promotion) in the base model when input substitution and

product transformation possibilities are permitted. Comparisons show the obvious impact

that input substitution and product transformation possibilities can have on the

distributions of total benefits. For example, under the fixed proportions assumption,

benefit shares to domestic consumers are underestimated in Scenario I and overestimated

in Scenario 9.

Table 8.3: Distribution of total surplus changes (%): Fixed proportion vs. input

substitution and output product transformation possibilities

( (J = 0) (r = 0) Scenario 1 Scenario 9

Producers: ~PSx 29.2 23.7 33.3

Overseas Consumers: ~CSQE 40.6 30.6 53.8

Domestic Consumers: ~CSQD 19.3 30.8 7.6

Mullen, Wohlgenant and Farris (1988) showed that even allowing small input substitution

possibilities had significant implications for the distribution of total benefits, an issue

discussed further by Holloway (1989) and Wohlgenant (1993). In the base model,

elasticities of input substitution between primary commodity inputs, such as lamb, and all

other inputs, such as labour and capital, are given values of 0.1. This is in line with other

studies that have deemed substitution possibilities to be small between farm and non-farm

inputs (for example, Mullen, Alston and Wohlgenant 1989; Zhao et al. 2000). The

distributions of the total welfare changes for three of the ten scenarios when the input

substitution elasticities between primary commodity inputs and other inputs in all sectors
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are increased from 0.1 to 0.8 are shown in Table 8.4.2 Compared with the base run

scenarios, the sheep and wool producers' benefit share increases for lamb production

research (Scenario 1), the sheep meat processors' share increases for sheep meat

processing research (Scenario 2) and the domestic wool processors' share increases for

wool scouring research (Scenario 8). From the results it is apparent that allowing input

substitution possibilities to increase generates a greater share of the total returns to the

sector where the initial exogenous shift occurs. For example, consider Scenario 2

(sheepmeat processing research) where the two input groups are live lamb and non-lamb

processing inputs. Assume a cost reduction in non-lamb processing inputs shifts down the

supply curve for those inputs. Sheepmeat processors gain if revenues increase (i.e. elastic

demand). The cost reduction induces downward shifts in the supply curves for

downstream lamb products. Due to the increased consumption of lamb in the final

product markets, the derived demand curves for all upstream inputs (including live lamb)

are shifted up. As a result of input substitution, there is also a downward shift in the

demand curve for live lamb because of the higher price of lamb, relative to the price of

non-lamb processing inputs. If the decrease in the demand for live lamb is smaller in

magnitude than the original increase in the demand for live lamb, overall demand

increases and lamb producers' gain. However, the larger is the elasticity of input

substitution, the greater is the decrease in demand for live lamb and the more non-lamb

inputs are substituted for live lamb. Therefore, sheepmeat processors receive an increased

share of the benefits while the gains to lamb producers are less.

The implications of increased input substitution elasticities are less certain in the industry

sectors where the initial exogenous shifts do not take place. Overseas consumers receive

higher returns from lamb production research (Scenario 1), but benefits to domestic

consumers are reduced slightly from the base scenario share. Domestic consumers gain

an increased benefit share from sheep meat-processing research (Scenario 2), but sheep

and wool producers and overseas consumers both receive lower shares than in the base

run scenario. Domestic wool scouring research (Scenario 8) delivers IO\\ier percentage

shares to sheep and wool producers, overseas consumers and domestic consumers. Larger

substitution possibilities between inputs allow for increased total benefit shares in the

sectors where the investments are undertaken. However, explanation of the factors

2 A value of 0.8 was chosen as an upper limit based on Wohlgenant's (1989) estimation of an input
substitution elasticity between farm and marketing inputs for the US beef industry of 0.72.
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determining the distribution of the remaining benefits among the other industry sectors or

groups is somewhat less intuitive. Holloway (1989) demonstrated how farmers lose from

off-farm research when identical input substitution elasticities in downstream sectors are

larger than the absolute value of the retail demand elasticity. Even though input

substitution elasticities do not exceed retail demand elasticities in the EDM, Holloway's

results suggest there may be implications for the estimated returns when input

substitution elasticities are increased in magnitude. The multiple products and numerous

product transformation possibilities in the model, and their interactions with other

elasticities, further complicate the identification of the individual impacts.

Table 8.4: Distribution of total surplus changes (%) with input substitution

elasticities between primary commodities and other inputs increased to 0.8

Scenario 1 «() = 0.1) Base «() = 0.8)

Lamb Production Research

Producers: ~PSx 23.7 29.4

Overseas Consumers: ~CSQE 30.6 35.8

Domestic Consumers: ~CSQD 30.8 29.1

Scenario 2 «() = 0.1) Base «() = 0.8)

Sheepmeat Processing Research

Producers: ~PSx 22.2 10.0

Sheepmeat Processors: ~PSyS 12.9 33.1

Overseas Consumers: ~CSQE 26.8 21.1

Domestic Consumers: ~CSQD 31.3 33.8

Scenario 8 «() = 0.1) Base «() = 0.8)

Domestic Wool Scouring Research

Producers: ~PSx 25.5 6.70

Wool Processors: ~PSzw 16.5 46.3

Overseas Consumers: ~CSQE 48.6 45.0

Domestic Consumers: ~CSQD 5.1 1.2

8.2.2 Prices and Quantities

Discrete sensitivity analysis can also be used to demonstrate the impacts that different

price and quantity data may have on the results. To illustrate, Scenario 5 (domestic lamb

promotion) was re-run with the retail prices of lamb and mutton reduced by 20 per cent.

As expected with the total retail value of lamb reduced by 20 per cent, total surplus was

also 20 per cent less. The benefits to all industry sectors were smaller with the gains to
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sheep and wool producers falling by $0.13 million from $2.72 million to $2.59 million.

Conversely, the share of total benefits accruing to sheep and wool producers increased

from 18.6 per cent to 22.2 per cent. Therefore, it is important to bear in rnind that total

benefits and their distributions may be influenced by assumptions regarding prices and

quantities, highlighting the need for accurate and timely data and care in selecting

"representative" years in the analysis.

8.3 Stochastic Sensitivity Analysis

Discrete sensitivity analysis has some obvious limitations. When there are numerous

uncertain parameters within the model it becomes impractical to try to examine the

impact of all possible combinations of alternative parameter values. Even if empirical

estimation for every combination of values were attainable, little inference can be made

about which values represent the true parameter values and, hence, which combinations

of values are most likely to yield the true welfare changes. Zhao et al. (2000a) presented a

more rigorous method to account for uncertainty in market parameters based on

stochastic sensitivity analysis by Zhao (1999). In using this approach, subjective

probability distributions are specified for the parameters, with any necessary constraints

or correlations imposed through the distributions. From these distributions, probability

distributions for the estimated economic welfare changes can be obtained which allow for

the calculations of summary statistics and conclusions to be drawn about the robustness

of the results. Stochastic sensitivity analysis undertaken in this study is based on the

method presented by Zhao et al. (2000a).

8.3.1 Probability Distributions and Theoretical Constraints

The probability distributions assigned to the parameters in the EDM are either truncated

normal distributions or mixed truncated normal and exponential distributions. Specifying

a normal distribution implies there is equal probability that values will fall either side of

the subjectively specified mode (most likely value), with approximately 68 per cent of the

data within one standard deviation and 95 per cent within two standard deviations of the

mode. Sign restrictions were placed on the parameters based on theoretical constraints.

For example, export and domestic own-price elasticities of demand and product

transformation elasticities are expected to have negative signs. Truncating the distribution

from above at zero restricts these parameters to take negative values. Own-price
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elasticities of supply, input substitution elasticities and cross-price domestic demand

elasticities are expected to have positive signs. Truncating the distribution from below at

zero restricts these values to be positive. Placing sign restrictions on a parameter may

cause the distribution to become asymmetric which has certain implications for the

probabilities for particular ranges of values. However, for most parameters in the model,

the truncation is more than three standard deviations from the mode and has little effect

on the distributions. In instances where the subjective view was that truncated normal

distributions were not representative of the probabilities that the parameter values may

assume, mixed truncated normal and exponential distributions were used to specify the

necessary skewed shape.

8.3.2 Subjective Probability Distributions 3

Sometimes a normal distribution may not provide the best representation of a particular

parameter, as demonstrated by the following example from Zhao (1999 pp.186-87).4 In

EDM analysis a small value of 0.1 has generally been assumed for input substitution

elasticities between primary commodity farm inputs and processing inputs. However, if

the subjective view is that there is a 75 per cent chance the parameter value is between

zero and 0.2, a 20 per cent chance that it lies between 0.2 and 0.5, and a 5 per cent chance

it is greater than 0.5, a distribution truncated at zero with a long tail to the right is

required to provide an appropriate representation. A truncated normal distribution

specified as N(O.I, 0.121~0) would give a 75 per cent probability range of values zero to

0.2, but only 3 per cent probability for values greater than 0.3 and zero probability for

values greater than 0.4. After experimentation, Zhao (1999) deemed a mixed distribution

with 0.7 probability of being truncated normal N(0.065, 0.121~0) and 0.3 probability of

being a shifted exponential distribution 0.08+Exp(4.1) to be satisfactory, 5 giving a mode

of approximately 0.1, a probability of 0.74 for values between zero and 0.2, a probability

of 0.24 for values between 0.2 to 0.7 and a probability of 0.02 for values greater than 0.7.

In the following section, two types of subjective probability distributions are specified for

the parameters in the model; truncated normal distributions and a combination of

3 The choices and justifications for the use of parameter values discussed in this section are given in Section
6.3.
4 The mixed truncated normal and exponential subjective probability distributions specified for certain
parameters in this analysis are the same as those specified by Zhao (1999).
5 Zhao (1999) determined that other skewed distributions such as X2 were found to give too Iowa
probability for values close to zero.
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truncated nonnal and exponential distributions. In some instances, parameter probability

distributions are conditional on other subjectively specified parameter distributions. For

example, where two different parameters are assumed to take the same mode, a mixed

distribution may be chosen for the first parameter with the second parameter nonnally

distributed around the first distribution. The subjectively specified probability

distributions and implied 95 per cent probability intervals (95% PI) for the parameters in

the EDM are given in Table 8.5.6

Sheep Supply Elasticities

A review of the literature in Chapter 6 confinned there was considerable variation in the

empirical estimates of wool and sheepmeat supply elasticities depending on

methodology, functional fonn and period of estimation. The supply elasticities for non

Merino sheep and Merino sheep in the high rainfall, wheat-sheep and pastoral zones in

the base model were set at 1.2, 1.0, 1.2 and 0.8, respectively. The values were considered

acceptable representations of medium-run values and the differences in estimates between

the zones were thought to be indicative of the differences in physical limitations in each

zone regarding substitution possibilities between enterprise mixes. Truncated nonnal

distributions were chosen for each of the sheep supply elasticities with standard

deviations set at approximately one fifth of the mode. Therefore, in each instance, zero is

at least 5 standard deviations from the mode and the distributions are unaffected by the

truncations.

Other Factor Supply Elasticities

Few empirical estimates exist for the supply elasticities of other inputs in the various

industry processing and marketing sectors. The majority of previous studies have

assumed these supplies to be relatively elastic. Zhao, Anderson and \Vittwer (2003)

separated inputs in the Australian wine industry into capital factors with relatively

inelastic supplies and mobile factors with more elastic supplies. Capital and mobile factor

disaggregation of this kind is beyond the scope of this study and all other production

inputs including capital and labour are specified as one factor group. However, inputs in

some sectors of the model are more specialised than inputs in other sectors and the supply

elasticities of these factors were specified accordingly. Truncated nonnal distributions

6 The 95% PI is the range of values of the random variable with 95 per cent probability (Zhao 1999, p.188).
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constraining the parameter values to be greater than or equal to zero were chosen for the

input factor supplies in each sector. The truncations at zero are more than three standard

deviations from the modes and do not impact on the distributions.

Due to the highly specialised and capital-intensive nature of early-stage wool processing,

values of 1.0 were given to the aggregate input supply elasticities in these sectors. Factor

supplies in the wool warehouse and export shipment sectors are assumed to be more

elastic than in the domestic wool processing sectors and elasticities of 2.5 were given to

each of the other input groups in these sectors. Zhao, Anderson and Wittwer (2003) used

a value of 2.0 for the supply elasticity of marketing inputs in the Australian wine

industry. In this study, supply elasticity values of 2.0 are also assigned to other meat

processing and meat marketing factor inputs. The supplies of •other inputs' into farm

production are considered to be the least specialised of any industry sectors. For example,

labour and many other resources are thought to be mobile across different rural, and non

rural, enterprises and industries. Values of 3.0 were designated to 'other' sheep and wool

farm inputs based on the assumption of reasonably elastic supplies.

Demand Elasticities for Wool

From a review of previous estimates, and taking into consideration the results obtained by

Beare and Meshios (1990) that demand becomes more price elastic as fibre diameter

increases, greasy wool export demand elasticity values of -1.0, -1.2, -1.9 and -2.0 were

used to represent the :S19 micron, 20-23 micron, 24-27 micron and :~ 28 micron

categories, respectively. Normal distributions were specified for all demand elasticities

with the parameters restricted to negative values by truncating the distributions from

above at zero. Standard deviations for the :S19 micron and 20-23 micron wool demand

elasticities were set at one quarter of the value of the specified mode. Recent studies by

Sinden et al. (2004) and Vere et al. (2005) used a demand elasticity of -1.40 for

Australian wool. Two standard deviations from the mode enables 95 per cent of the

elasticity values to fall between -0.5 to -1.5 and -0.6 to -1.8 for the :S19 micron and 20-23

micron wool categories, respectively. These 95 per cent probability intervals are

consistent with the literature as they encompass the -1.40 value, mentioned above, and

medium and long-run selected destination estimates by Connolly (1992). Standard

deviations of 0.3 were specified for the coarser micron category distributions allowing
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around 95 per cent of values to fall within -1.3 to -2.5 for the 24-27 micron wool demand

elasticity and a range of -1.4 to -2.6 for the 2:: 28-micron wool demand elasticity.

As demand elasticity estimates for domestically processed wool exports are few, the

export demand elasticities for the scoured wool export categories were given the same

values that were specified for the greasy wool export categories. Therefore, the

probability distributions assigned to those parameters were the same as those assigned to

corresponding parameters for each of the fibre diameter categories stated above.

A value of -1.0 was used by Mullen et al. (1989) as representative of the export demand

for Australian wool tops. The shift in much of the global wool processing capacity to

China in recent years has contributed to a marked decline in processed wool from

Australia. As such, export demand for wool top processed in Australia is likely to be

more elastic than previously was the case. Medium-run demand elasticities for each of the

three wool top export categories were assumed to be -1.5, though due to an absence of

empirical estimates there is a good deal of uncertainty about this value. The standard

deviations assigned to the subjective probability distributions were increased to one third

of the mode to account for the uncertainty by providing a larger possible range of values.

Without empirical evidence to suggest otherwise, a value of -1.5 was also used to

represent the export demand elasticities for carbonised wool, noils of wool and the

domestic demand elasticity for wool top. The probability distributions specified for the

wool top export demand elasticities were also specified for the carbonised wool, noils of

wool and domestic wool top demand elasticities.

Demand Elasticities for Lamb, Mutton and Live Sheep

Studies on the export demand elasticities for Australian lamb and mutton are limited. In

the base model, values were set at -2.5 for lamb and -5.0 for mutton. Australian mutton

is assumed to be homogeneous in quality with mutton from other countries in overseas

markets. Hence, export demand is assumed to be highly elastic. The export demand for

Australian lamb is assumed to be less elastic given the perceived heterogeneity of lamb in

markets such as the US. The export demand elasticity for Australian live sheep was also

assumed to be smaller than the export demand elasticity for Australian mutton and hence,

was given a value of -2.0. Nearly all of Australia's live sheep exports are sold in the
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Middle East and their disease-free reputation provides a degree of quality differentiation

from sheep from other countries. Normal distributions were chosen for the lamb, mutton

and live sheep export parameters with truncations at zero having little iJnpact on the

distributions, as in each case they are imposed more than three standard deviations from

the mode.

Most published estimates of the retail demand for lamb in Australia over the past 30 years

have been between -0.99 and -1.89. Retail demand elasticity estimates for mutton are less

prevalent. Based on a review of published estimates and subjective industry opinion,

values of -1.50 and -1.40 were chosen for the lamb and mutton retail demand elasticities,

respectively. Truncated normal distributions were chosen for both parameters with the

restrictions that lamb and mutton in the domestic market are less price elastic than lamb

and mutton in the export markets. In terms of parameter specifications the conditions are

Ill(QLD, PLD)I < Ill(QLE, PLE)I and Ill(QMD, PMD)! < Ill(QME, PME)I· The truncations at zero are more

than three standard deviations from the modes and do not affect the distributions. The 95

per cent probability intervals for the lamb and mutton retail demand elasticities both span

the range of empirical estimates for sheepmeat published in the literature.

The cross-price elasticity of the demand for lamb with respect to changes in the retail

price of mutton (ll(QLD,PMD») was given a value of 0.13 in the base model. The parameter

was restricted to values greater than or equal to zero using a truncated normal

distribution. The cross-price elasticity of the demand for mutton to changes in the retail

price of lamb (ll(QMD,PLD)) is given by the symmetry condition ll(QMD,PLD) =

O"LD/AMD)ll(QLD,PMD) = 0.82, where ALD/AMD = 6.3 is the relative budget share of the two

commodities. This would allow 95 per cent probability for the cross-price elasticity

ll(QLD,PMD) to take values between 0.03 and 0.23 and for ll(QMD,PLD) to assume values of

0.19 to 1.45. However, the zero truncation in the distribution is slightly less than 3

standard deviations from the mode, which has minor implications for the distributions. In

the simulations, the means for the two cross-price elasticities of 0.12 and 0.78 were

slightly less than the modes, and the standard deviations of 0.044 and 0.284 were also

slightly smaller than the subjectively specified standard deviations. Consequently, the 95

per cent probability intervals from the simulations of 0.03 to 0.21 and 0.20 to 1.31 were

slightly narrower than those stated above, had the truncation been more than 3 standard

deviations from the mode. In addition to the truncation, the cross-price elasticity impacts
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were restricted to be less than the own-price elasticity effects. That is, ll(QLD, PMD) < -ll(QLD,

PLD) and ll(QMD, PLD) < -ll(QMD, PMD)·

Input Substitution Elasticities

Most studies have assumed input substitution possibilities between farm and processing

inputs to be small, though Wohlgenant (1989) estimated an input substitution elasticity of

0.72 for the US beef industry. Without empirical evidence to suggest otherwise, a small

input substitution elasticity of 0.1 was specified between sheep and other farm inputs.

Zhao (1999) proposed that a mixed distribution with 0.7 probability of being truncated

normal N(0.065, 0.1 212:0) and 0.3 probability being a shifted exponential distribution

0.08+Exp(4.1) offered a satisfactory representation of the probabilities associated with

values the parameter could assume. The mixed distribution implies around 75 per cent of

values between zero and 0.2 and 25 per cent of values greater than 0.2.7 The same

distribution is used here. The simulations undertaken suggest this distribution has a mean

of 0.18 and a standard deviation of 0.19.

Elasticity values of 0.1 were similarly given to input substitution possibilities between

wool and non-wool inputs, between lamb and non-lamb inputs and between mutton and

non-mutton inputs in the various processing and marketing sectors in the model. Based on

the assumption that substitution possibilities between the broadly defined wool fibre

diameter categories in the model are likely to be small, the same value was also given to

input substitution elasticities between different wool categories in the domestic wool

processing sectors. All of the above-mentioned input substitution elasticities were

distributed normally, except the elasticity of input substitution between sheep and other

farm inputs, which was assumed to have a mixed normal and exponential distribution.

Greasy wools of the same fibre diameter category originating from different enterprises in

the same zone are assumed homogeneous in quality. Mullen, Alston and Wohlgenant

(1989) used a value of 5 for the elasticity of substitution between wool from different

countries. The same value was used in the base model to represent input substitution

possibilities between homogeneous wool types produced from the same zone. However,

without empirical estimates, the values are uncertain and could in fact be higher or lower

7 For further discussion refer back to Section 8.3.1.
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than this. Therefore, a mixed truncated normal and shifted exponential distribution with

around one third probability for the values less than 5, one third between 5 and 7 and one

third greater than 7 was specified. The distribution specified as 0.5 probability of being

truncated normal and 0.5 probability being a shifted exponential distribution yields a

mean of 7.33, standard deviation of 4.33 and 95 per cent probability interval of 2.4 to

19.5.

Prime lambs produced from non-Merino ewes and first-cross lambs produced from

Merino ewes are assumed homogeneous in quality in the model, as are Merino lambs in

one zone with Merino lambs from another zone. Mutton produced from different sheep

enterprises and zones is also assumed to be of the same quality. Similar to the

homogeneous wool types, the elasticities of input substitution for homogeneous meat

types were set at 5. Each of the elasticities is normally distributed with a standard

deviation of 0.5 around the mixed distribution chosen for input substitution between

homogeneous wools. The simulations derived similar means of 7.33, slightly larger

standard deviations of 4.36 and 95 per cent probability intervals of2.3 to 19.6.

Input substitution elasticities between greasy wool within the same mIcron category

grown in different zones, and between non-Merino and Merino lamb \-vere assigned

values of2. Truncated normal distributions were appointed to these parameters.

Product Transformation Elasticities

In the base model, the possibilities of increasing or decreasing fibre diameter in wool

production are assumed to be moderate, as the categories of wool are specified over a

range of microns. Product transformation elasticities between the :s 19 micron and 20-23

micron categories are set at -0.5 and are assumed to centre around a truncated normal

distribution. There is a minor impact on the distribution as the truncation is less than three

standard deviations to the right of the mode. This implies a 6 per cent probability for

values between zero and -0.2, a 44 per cent probability for values between -0.2 and -0.5,

a 49 per cent probability for values between -0.5 and -1.0 and around a 1 per cent

probability for values smaller than -1.0.

Product transformation elasticities between the 20-23 micron and 24-27 mIcron

categories and between the 24-27 micron and 2: 28-micron categories are given values of
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-0.25. Again, there are small impacts on the specified normal distributions due to the

truncations within three standard deviations to the right of the modes. This implies 30 per

cent probability for values between zero and -0.2, 63 per cent probability for values

between -0.2 and -0.4 and 7 per cent probability of values less than -0.4.

Changes in the composition of the national sheep flock lead to changes in the product

output mix. The product transformation elasticity between wool and lamb is assigned a

value of -0.2. A value of -1.8 given to the product transformation elasticity between

mutton and live sheep exports reflects the ease of transferring production between the two

markets depending on the relative prices of each. Similarly, product transformation

possibilities are significant between the export and domestic markets for greasy wool.

Product transformation elasticities for the same micron categories of greasy wool are set

at -2. Truncated normal distributions were specified for all of the above parameters.

Transformation possibilities between broadly defined grades of wool in the domestic

processing sectors are assumed small. As such, product transformation elasticities are

given a value of -0.1 and assigned a truncated normal distribution. The truncation has a

small impact on the distribution with a 49 per cent probability of values between zero and

-0.1, a 49 per cent probability of values between -0.1 and -0.2 and a 2 per cent

probability for values smaller than -0.2.

The product transformation elasticity between export lamb carcass and domestic lamb

carcass is set at -0.5. A standard deviation of 0.2 given to the truncated normal

distribution impacts slightly on the distribution with probabilities of 6 per cent for values

between zero and -0.2, 44 per cent for values between -0.2 and -0.5, 49 per cent for

values between -0.5 and -1.0 and approximately 1 per cent for values smaller than -1.0.

Meat quality differences between export and domestic mutton carcass are assumed to be

much less than those between export and domestic lamb carcass. The product

transformation elasticity between export and domestic mutton carcass was distributed

normally with a mode of 1.0.
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Table 8.5: Subjective probability distributions and 95% probability intervals for

market parameters*

Market Parameter

Sheep Supply Elasticities

Non-Merino Sheep

High Rainfall Zone Sheep

Wheat-sheep Zone Sheep

Pastoral Zone Sheep

Other Factor Supply Elasticities

Wool Scouring, Carbonising and Topmaking

Wool Export Shipment

Wool Warehouse

Sheepmeat Processing

Sheepmeat Marketing

Farm Enterprises

Demand Elasticities

:::; 19 micron greasy wool, :::; 19 scoured wool

20-23 micron greasy wool, 20-23 micron scoured wool

24-27 micron greasy wool, 24-27 micron scoured wool

2: 28 micron greasy wool, 2: 28 micron scoured wool

Wool Top, Carbonised Wool and Noils

Export Lamb

Export Mutton

Export Live Sheep

Domestic Lamb

Domestic Mutton

Lamb-mutton cross-price: 11 (QLD, PMD)

Mutton-lamb cross-price: 11 (QMD, PLD)

Input Substitution Elasticities

(A) Between sheep and other inputs (Farm Enterprises)

Between wool and other inputs (Warehouse Sector)

Between wool and other inputs (Export Sector)

Between wool and other inputs (Processing Sectors)

Between wool and wool (Processing Sectors)

Between lamb and other inputs (Processing Sector)
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Probability Distribution

~ N( 1.2,0.2521>0)

~ N( 1.0, 0.2021>0)

~ N( 1.2, 0.25 21>0)

~ N(0.8, 0.15 21>0)

~ N(l.O, 0.25 212:0)

~ N(2.5, 0.50212:0)

~ N(2.5, 0.50212:0)

~ N(2.0, 0.50212:0)

~ N(2.0, 0.50212:0)

~ N(3.0, 0.50212:0)

~ N(-1.0, 0.25 21<0)

~ N(-1.2, 0.3021<0)

~ N(-1.9, 0.3021<0)

~ N(-2.0, 0.3021<0)

~ N(-1.5, 0.5021<0)

~ N(-2.5, 0.5021<0)

~ N(-5.0, 1.5021<0)

~ N(-2.0, 0.65 21<0)

~ N(-1.5, 0.2521<0)

~ N(-1.4, 0.25 21<0)

~ N(0.13, 0.05212:0)

== O"LD/AMD)11(QLD,PMD)

~ N(0.065, 0.10212:0) 0.7 prob.

~ 0.08 + Exp (4.1) 0.3 prob.

~ N(cr (A), 0.05212:0)

~ N(cr (A), 0.05 212:0)

~ N(cr (A), 0.05212:0)

~ N(cr (A), 0.05 212:0)

~ N(cr (A), 0.05212:0)

(0.7, 1.7)

(0.6, 1.4)

(0.7, 1.7)

(0.5, 1.1)

(0.5, 1.5)

(1.5,3.5)

(1.5,3.5)

(1.0,3.0)

(1.0,3.0)

(2.0,4.0)

(-0.5, -1.5)

(-0.6, -1.8)

(-1.3, -2.5)

(-1.4, -2.6)

(-0.5, -2.5)

(-1.5, -3.5)

(-2.0, -8.0)

(-0.7, -3.3)

(-1.0, -2.0)

(-0.9, -1.9)

(0.03, 0.21)

(0.20,1.31)

(0.02, 0.75)

(0.01, 0.74)

(0.01, 0.74)

(0.01, 0.74)

(0.0 I, 0.74)

(0.0 I, 0.74)
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Between lamb and other inputs (Marketing Sector)

Between mutton and other inputs (Processing Sector)

Between mutton and other inputs (Marketing Sector)

(B) Between greasy wool (same zone and micron range)

Between lamb (same quality)

Between mutton (same quality)

Between greasy wool (different zone, same micron)

Between non-Merino and Merino lamb

Product Transformation Elasticities

Between::: 19 micron and 20-23 micron greasy wools

Between 20-23 micron and 24-27 micron greasy wools

Between 24-27 micron and 2: 28 micron greasy wools

Between wool and lamb (Farm)

Between mutton and live sheep (Fann)

Between wool and wool (Warehouse Sector)

Between wool and wool (Processing Sector)

Between export and domestic lamb

Between export and domestic mutton

~ N(a (A), 0.05212:0)

~ N(a (A), 0.05212:0)

~ N(a (A), 0.05 212:0)

~ N(5.0, 1.70212:0) 0.5 prob.

~ 4.5 + Exp (0.2) 0.5 prob.

~ N(a (8) , 0.50212:0)

~ N(a (8), 0.50212:0)

~ N(2.0, 0.65212:0)

~ N(2.0, 0.65212:0)

~ N(-0.5, 0.2021:::0)

~ N(-0.25, 0.1021:::0)

~ N(-0.25, 0.1021:::0)

~ N(-0.20, 0.0521:::0)

~ N(-1.80, 0.4021:::;0)

~ N(-2.0, 0.5021:::0)

~ N(-O.lO, 0.0521:::;0)

~ N(-0.50, 0.2021:::;0)

~ N(-1.0, 0.3021:::0)

(0.01, 0.74)

(0.0 I, 0.74)

(0.01,0.74)

(2.4, 19.5)

(2.3, 19.6)

(2.3, 19.6)

(0.7, 3.3)

(0.7,3.3)

(-0. 1, -0.9)

(-0.05, -0.45)

(-0.05, -0.45)

(-0.1, -0.3)

(-1.0, -2.6)

(-1.0, -3.0)

(0.0, -0.2)

(-0.1, -0.9)

(-0.4, -1.6)

* A complete list of parameters and their values is detailed in Table 6.9 of Chapter 6.

8.3.3 Summary Statistics for the Economic Surplus Changes

Probability distributions for economic surplus changes were obtained using Monte Carlo

simulation. From each of the probability distributions specified above, 2000 values for

each parameter were drawn ensuring that each value satisfied the imposed constraints.

The EDM was run 2,000 times using a different combination of parameter values for each

run to generate 2,000 sets of price and quantity changes, and 2,000 sets of economic

surplus changes. The 2,000 sets of surplus changes were used to estimate probability

distributions of the surplus changes, from which means, standard deviations and 95 per

cent subjective probability intervals were calculated. The process was repeated for each

individual scenario.

Summary statistics for the economic surplus changes corresponding to Scenarios 1, 2, 5,

6 and 9 are reported in Table 8.6.8 The figures on the left side of each column are the

benefits in millions of dollars and those on the right side are the percentage shares of the

8 To conserve space, the summary statistics for the other five scenarios are not presented.
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total benefits to each industry sector. The base estimates from the model and means,

standard deviations and 95 per cent probability intervals from the simulations are reported

in the rows underneath each industry sector heading. Given the probability distributions

specified for each of the market elasticities, the figures in Table 8.6 provide a measure of

the variability of the welfare changes. For example, in Scenario 1 the mean benefit to

sheep producers from lamb production research is $2.24 million with an average 24.2 per

cent share of the total benefits. This compares to the base estimates derived from the

model of $2.19 million and 23.7 per cent of total benefits. The standard deviation of the

benefits to sheep producers is $0.35 million or approximately 3.8 per cent.

The subjective 95 per cent PI is different from a conventional sampling theory confidence

interval in that it is derived from subjective prior distributions (Zhao 1999). It is obtained

by discarding the lowest 2.5 per cent and highest 2.5 per cent of the 2,000 simulated

welfare changes. The remaining first and last values form an estimate of the interval.

Thus, for Scenario 1 we have 95 per cent confidence that sheep producers will receive

between $1.67 million and $3.05 million, or between 18 per cent and 33 per cent of the

total benefits from this particular type of on-farm research. Comparing the subjective 95

per cent PI with approximately two standard deviations from the mean allows for any

asymmetry in the distribution to be discovered. For example, two standard deviations

from the mean in Scenario 1 provide interval estimates of $1.54 million to $2.94 million

to sheep producers, indicating the distribution is skewed slightly to the right. Non

symmetry of this type occurs because of the truncated normal, and mixed normal and

exponential distributions specified for the market parameters.

As the mode (most likely value) was chosen for each parameter in the base model,

differences are likely to exist between the means from the probability distributions and

the modes from the base run. However, as Table 8.6 shows, the results for the economic

surplus changes from the stochastic simulations are quite close to the base model

estimates. Further analysis can be undertaken to draw some conclusions about the

robustness of the results given the uncertainty of numerous parameters. As discussed in

Section 7.3.6, based on the parameter values specified in the base run, in terms of total

benefit shares with respect to the five lamb-specific investment scenarios, sheep and wool

producers' should prefer on-farm research (Scenario 1) to domestic promotion of lamb

(Scenario 5).
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Table 8.6: Summary statistics: Welfare changes ($million) and benefit shares (%)

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 5 Scenario 6 Scenario 9

Lamb Prod. Sheep meat Domestic Wool Prod. Export

Res. Proc. Res. Lamb Prom. Res. Wool Prom.

$m 0/0 $m 0/0 $m 0/0 $m 0/0 $m 0/0

Sheep Producers: APSx
Base 2.19 23.72 1.45 22.20 2.72 18.61 7.64 31.20 7.36 33.28

Mean 2.24 24.24 1.32 20.28 2.67 18.34 7.53 30.72 7.28 32.93

Standard deviation 0.35 3.79 0.28 4.30 0.43 2.93 0.83 3.38 0.87 3.93

95% prob. interval 1.67 18.07 0.67 10.29 1.96 13.46 6.02 24.55 5.59 25.28

3.05 33.00 1.84 28.26 3.61 24.79 9.30 37.93 9.02 40.80

Warehouse/Brokers

Wool: APSyw

Base 0.04 0.41 0.02 0.30 0.03 0.21 0.17 0.69 0.21 0.94

Mean 0.04 0.39 0.02 0.26 0.03 0.19 0.16 0.64 0.22 1.00

Standard deviation 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.07 0.05 0.20 0.05 0.22

95% prob. interval 0.02 0.20 0.003 0.05 0.01 0.06 0.05 0.20 0.14 0.63

0.06 0.65 0.03 0.46 0.04 0.27 0.26 1.06 0.35 1.58

Wool Processors:

APSzw

Base 0.05 0.55 0.03 0.44 0.04 0.26 0.29 1.17 -0.09 - 0.43

Mean 0.04 0.48 0.02 0.36 0.03 0.22 0.25 1.02 -0.08 -0.36

Standard deviation 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.15 0.01 0.10 0.09 0.37 0.04 0.18

95% prob. interval 0.01 0.10 0.003 0.05 0.008 0.05 0.07 0.29 -0.18 - 0.81

0.08 0.86 0.04 0.61 0.06 0.41 0.46 1.88 0.006 0.03

Wool Exporters:

APSZWF

Base 0.05 0.51 0.02 0.38 0.04 0.26 0.21 0.87 0.25 1.11

Mean 0.04 0.48 0.02 0.32 0.03 0.24 0.19 0.79 0.26 1.18

Standard deviation 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.12 0.01 0.08 0.06 0.24 0.06 0.27

95% prob. interval 0.02 0.21 0.004 0.06 0.01 0.07 0.06 0.24 0.16 0.75

0.07 0.76 0.04 0.61 0.06 0.41 0.32 1.31 0.42 1.90

Sheepmeat Processors:

APSys

Base 0.71 7.64 0.84 12.91 1.27 8.71 0.79 3.24 0.52 2.36

Mean 0.67 7.25 1.04 15.98 1.31 9.00 0.76 3.09 0.49 2.22

Standard deviation 0.23 2.49 0.44 6.73 0.36 2.46 0.25 1.02 0.17 0.80

95% prob. interval 0.32 3.46 0.50 7.63 0.82 5.63 0.37 1.51 0.22 1.0 I

1.22 13.20 2.15 33.00 2.16 14.84 1.35 5.50 0.91 4.12
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Table 8.6: Summary statistics: Welfare changes ($million) and benefit shares (%)

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 5 Scenario 6 Scenario 9

Lamb Prod. Sheep meat Domestic Wool Prod. Export

Res. Proc. Res. Lamb Prom. Res. Wool Prom.

$m 0/0 $m 0/0 $m % $m 0/0 $m 0/0
Sheepmeat Exporters:
APSZ1

Base 0.02 0.21 0.02 0.15 0.01 0.07 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.12

Mean 0.02 0.21 0.02 0.27 0.02 0.11 0.03 0.13 0.03 0.13

Standard deviation 0.006 0.06 0.005 0.07 0.006 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04

95% prob. interval 0.01 0.11 0.01 0.15 0.006 0.04 0.02 0.08 0.02 0.08

0.03 0.32 0.03 0.46 0.03 0.21 0.06 0.24 0.05 0.20

Domestic Sheepmeat

Retailers: APSZ2

Base 0.51 5.51 0.36 5.35 1.50 10.28 0.47 1.91 0.27 1.22

Mean 0.47 5.09 0.34 5.14 1.53 10.50 0.43 1.76 0.25 1.00

Standard deviation 0.17 1.84 0.12 1.83 0.40 2.75 0.16 0.65 0.05 0.22

95% prob. interval 0.16 1.73 0.12 1.79 0.92 6.32 0.14 0.57 0.07 0.32

0.85 9.20 0.59 9.03 2.43 16.69 0.78 3.18 0.47 2.13

Overseas Consumers:

ACSQE

Base 2.83 30.63 1.74 26.76 2.15 14.69 12.13 49.47 11.91 53.84

Mean 2.89 31.28 1.68 25.81 2.11 14.50 12.43 50.71 12.05 54.50

Standard deviation 0.26 2.81 0.18 2.76 0.38 2.58 0.92 3.75 1.01 4.57

95% prob. interval 2.43 26.30 1.31 20.12 1.44 9.88 10.77 43.92 10.14 45.86

3.44 37.23 2.02 31.03 2.90 19.95 14.4 58.77 14.13 63.91

Domestic Consumers:

ACSQD

Base 2.85 30.82 2.04 31.27 6.89 47.16 2.78 11.34 1.67 7.56

Mean 2.81 30.41 2.04 31.42 6.87 47.02 2.73 11.14 1.62 7.33

Standard deviation 0.35 3.79 0.25 3.84 0.81 5.56 0.32 1.31 0.24 1.08

95% prob. interval 2.19 23.70 1.59 24.38 5.38 36.95 2.14 8.73 1.16 5.25

3.56 38.53 2.58 39.63 8.65 59.41 3.43 13.99 2.15 9.72

Total Benefits:

ATS

Base 9.23 100 6.51 100 14.61 100 24.52 100 22.11 100

Mean 9.23 6.51 14.61 24.52 22.11

Standard deviation 0.006 0.006 0.007 0.007 0.009

95% prob. interval 9.221 6.502 14.597 24.503 22.095

9.247 6.524 14.622 24.553 22.124
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Inspection of the summary statistics in Table 8.6 reveals that as a consequence of the

different range of values drawn for the different parameters in the simulations, the 950/0

PI from some scenarios correspond in part with the 950/0 PI in other scenarios. Thus, the

possibility exists that the ordering of investment scenario rankings for an industry group

or sector may alter for particular combinations of parameter values. For example, in

Scenario 1 and Scenario 5 (Table 8.6), the 95% PI for the percentage shares of total

benefits accruing to sheep and wool producers' overlap. This suggests that for some

parameter value combinations, sheep and wool producers may gain a greater proportion

of the total returns from domestic promotion of lamb (Scenario 5) than from on-farm

research (Scenario 1), the opposite outcome from the base model results.

Anyone set of surplus changes are jointly related to the same set of parameters whereas

the summary statistics (reported in Table 8.6) are uncorrelated, as they are generated from

the marginal distributions of individual welfare change variables (Zhao 1999, p.201).

Therefore, probabilities can be calculated from the simulation data to detennine the

likelihood that one investment scenario may deliver a smaller or larger benefit share to a

particular industry sector than another investment scenario. In Table 8.7, the sheep and

wool producers' gains from the base model, in tenns of the percentage of total benefits

received, are reproduced. Table 8.8 displays the probabilities, calculated from the

simulation data, that the percentage share of total gains from one scenario exceeds

another scenario.9

Consistent with the base model results, the calculated probabilities in Table 8.8 for the

lamb-specific investment scenarios indicate that sheep and wool producers will always

receive a larger share of the total benefits from lamb production research (Scenario 1)

than domestic lamb marketing research (Scenario 3) or domestic lanlb promotion

(Scenario 5). The base run results also show the benefit share to sheep and wool

producers in Scenario 1 is larger than the share of total gains from sheepmeat processing

research (Scenario 2). However, the calculated probability (Table 8.8) suggests there is a

20 per cent chance the reverse may be true. The result is likely to be influenced by the

fact that lamb and mutton are both included in Scenario 2. As many of the procedures are

identical, new technology that reduces the cost of slaughtering and processing lamb is

also assumed to reduce the cost of slaughtering and processing mutton. Therefore, sheep

9 Similar probabilities can be calculated for the other industry sectors.
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and wool producers receive some of the benefits associated with a cost reduction In

mutton processing in addition to those from a cost reduction in lamb processing.

Table 8.7: Investment scenario rankings of sheep and wool producers (base model)

Rank Lamb-Specific Investment Scenarios Wool-Specific Investment Scenarios

1 Export Promotion of Lamb (S4) Export Promotion of Greasy Wool (S9)

2 Lamb Production Research (S I) Export Promotion of::;I9m Greasy Wool (SIO)

3 Sheepmeat Processing Research (S2) Wool Production Research (S6)

4 Domestic Promotion of Lamb (S5) Wool Warehouse Research (S7)

5 Domestic Lamb Marketing Research (S3) Wool Scouring Research (S8)

Table 8.8: Probabilities of differences in sheep and wool producers' investment

scenario rankings

Lamb-Specific Investment Scenarios Wool-Specific Investment Scenarios

P ((rPSx I S I) > (rPSx I S2)) = 80% P ((rPSx I S6) > (rPSx I S7)) = 89%

P ((rPSx lSI) > (rPSx I S3)) = 100% P ((rPSx I S6) > (rPSx I S8)) = 95%

P ((rPSx lSI) > (rPSx I S5)) = 100% P ((rPSx I S9) > (rPSx I S6)) = 96%

P ((rPSx I S2) > (rPSx I S3)) = 100% P ((rPSx I S9) > (rPSx I S7)) = 99%

P ((rPSx I S2) > (rPSx I S5)) = 80% P ((rPSx I S9) > (rPSx I S8)) = 96%

P ((rPSx t S4) > (rPSx I S I)) = 86% P ((rPSx I S7) > (rPSx I S8)) = 83%

P ((rPSx I S4) > (rPSx I S5)) = 100%

P ((rPSx I S5) > (rPSx I S3)) = 80%

Holloway (1989) showed that the relative sizes of retail demand elasticities and input

substitution elasticities in downstream sectors could affect the returns to farmers. The

subjective probability distributions specified for the input substitution elasticities between

primary commodity inputs and other inputs in Table 8.5 allow for 95% PI of 0.01 to 0.74,

with 25 per cent of values greater than 0.2. Based on Holloway's results, if the input

substitution elasticity in the lamb marketing sector were larger than the input substitution

elasticity in the sheepmeat processing sector, there could be a reduction in the returns to

sheep and wool producers. Less robust results with similar size probabilities are also

shown for sheep and wool producers' rankings for sheepmeat processing research

(Scenario 2) over domestic promotion of lamb (Scenario 5), domestic promotion of lamb

(Scenario 5) over domestic lamb marketing research (Scenario 3) and export promotion

of lamb (Scenario 4) over lamb production research (Scenario 1). In comparing the two
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lamb promotion scenarios, the base model results show that sheep and wool producers

gain more from export promotion of lamb (Scenario 4) to domestic promotion of lamb

(Scenario 5). The simulation data confirm this is always the case.

With respect to the wool-specific scenanos, sheep and wool producers will almost

certainly prefer promotion of greasy wool exports (Scenario 9) to wool production

research (Scenario 6), warehouse and brokerage research (Scenario 7) and wool scouring

research (Scenario 8). The calculated probabilities suggest that, at most, there is only a 4

per cent chance otherwise. The base model results indicate that sheep and wool producers

favour wool production research (Scenario 6) over wool warehouse and brokerage

research (Scenario 7) and wool scouring research (Scenario 8). The probabilities in Table

8.8 verify this, though for Scenario 7 the results are somewhat less robust. The least

conclusive of all the wool investment comparisons is that sheep and wool producers

should prefer research in the warehouse and brokerage sector (Scenario 7) over wool

scouring research (Scenario 8). As pointed out earlier, the extent of input substitution

possibilities in these off-farm sectors may impact on the returns to sheep and wool

producers. Given the size and multi-product nature of the EDM it is likely that the

numerous product transformation possibilities within the model also play a role in

determining the outcomes.

Even though, in some instances, particular combinations of parameter values provide

conclusions to the contrary, overall, the base model likely preferences by sheep and wool

producers for one particular investment scenario over another investment scenario are

relatively robust. With the exception of sheepmeat processing research (Scenario 2), for

reasons outlined above, the probabilities that sheep and wool producers should prefer on

farm research to off-farm research range from 90 per cent to 100 per cent. Sheep and

wool producers always favour research in lamb production and promotion of export lamb

over promotion of lamb in the domestic market. At most, there is only a 4 per cent chance

that sheep and wool producers would likely prefer other wool-specific investments to

export promotion of greasy wool.
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8.4 Sensitivity of Welfare Measures to Base Model Changes

In this section, three variations on the base model specified in Chapter 5 are presented.

Selected scenarios are used to provide a comparison between welfare changes estimated

from the base model and welfare changes estimated from the variations of the base

model. The total surplus changes listed in the final rows of Tables 8.9, 8.11 and 8.12 are

in millions of dollars but the comparisons of welfare changes accruing to each industry

group are examined in terms of total benefit shares. Because the results are derived from

hypothetical 1 per cent exogenous shifts and the costs of implementing the shifts are not

taken into consideration, a comparison of the monetary returns can only be made under

the assumption of equal investment efficiency. Without this assumption, the dollar value

welfare benefits to each sector depend on the size of the initial exogenous demand or

supply shift. Conversely, the shares of total benefits to individual industry groups are

independent on the size of the initial shift (Zhao 1999, p.160). Therefore, the distributions

of total benefits among industry sectors from alternative scenarios are directly

comparable.

8.4.1 Increased Domestic Wool Processing Cost Shares

As discussed in Section 6.2.2, non-wool input cost shares for the domestic wool

processing sectors in the base model were derived using industry indicative estimates (P.

Carey, Chargeurs Wool, per. comm. 2006). For the domestic scouring, carbonising and

topmaking sectors, the estimated non-wool input cost shares were 7 per cent, 16 per cent

and 11 per cent, respectively. Alternatively, based on 1995 data, Verikios (2007) used

global cost share estimates for non-wool inputs of approximately 12 per cent, 21 per cent

and 26 per cent for the domestic wool scouring, carbonising and topmaking sectors,

respectively.

Scenarios 6 to 9, relating to hypothetical wool research or wool promotion investments in

the base model, were re-simulated using the global cost share estimates for non-wool

inputs in the domestic wool processing sectors. The column headings B% and VI % in

Table 8.9 refer to the welfare change percentage shares from the base model and the

variation to the base model, respectively. In three of the four scenarios, the change in

magnitude of non-wool input cost shares in the domestic wool-processing sectors alters

the total change in surplus. In all four scenarios, gross revenues in the wool-processing
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sectors' output markets are unchanged. Thus, higher non-wool input cost shares reduce

wool input cost shares, which has implications for the size of upstream factor supply

markets.

Concentrating firstly on Scenario 6, with the quantities of wool production unchanged,

lower wool input cost shares translate into lower wool prices within the lTIodel. At the

farm level this implies a reduction in the gross value of wool production and, hence, a

reduction in the total welfare change resulting from a 1 per cent fall in wool production

costs. Even though the change in total surplus is less than in the base model, the second

column in Table 8.9 shows there is little change in the distribution of the total benefits

among the various industry sectors. Excluding the domestic wool-processing sector, the

total benefit shares in each of the other industry sectors within the model vary by less

than 0.5 per cent from those estimated in the base scenario. Factor suppliers in the

domestic wool-processing sector acquire an additional 0.6 per cent of the total benefits as

a consequence of their increased cost shares, which equates to an approximate 55 per cent

increase in their welfare compared with the base scenario.

The welfare changes from hypothetical research in the warehouse/brokerage sector

(Scenario 7) are presented in the middle column of Table 8.9. Lower wool prices within

the model, resulting from higher non-wool input cost shares in the domestic processing

sector, increase the cost shares of non-wool inputs in the warehouse/brokerage sector.

Hence, a 1 per cent cost reduction in the supply of those inputs generates a larger change

in total surplus than in the base model. Similar to Scenario 6, the changes in total benefit

shares are small. The domestic wool-processing sector gains an additional 0.7 per cent of

the total benefits in comparison with the base run while the changes are much less in

magnitude for each of the other industry groups.

The fourth column in Table 8.9 depicts the distribution of benefits from a hypothetical I

per cent cost reduction in the supply of non-wool inputs to the domestic wool-scouring

sector (Scenario 8). The welfare changes relate to wool scouring input cost shares of 7 per

cent and 12 per cent for the base model (B%) and the base model variation (V 1%),

respectively. The change in total surplus is larger than in the base model as a consequence

of increased market size in which the initial exogenous shift occurs. Factor suppliers in

the domestic wool-processing sector capture an extra 5.6 per cent share of the total
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benefits, mostly at the expense of sheep and wool producers. As In the preceding

scenarios, the changes in the remaining sectors are small.

Table 8.9: Comparison of surplus changes to various industry sectors: Base (BoA»

vs. increased domestic wool processing input cost shares (VI 0/0)

Scenario 6 Scenario 7 Scenario 8 Scenario 9

BOlo VI °/0 BOlo VI °/0 BOlo VI °/0 BOlo VI °/0
Producers

APSx 31.18 30.72 28.74 28.31 25.51 21.84 33.28 33.58

Wool
WarehouselBrokers

APSyw 0.69 0.71 4.66 4.68 0.72 0.63 0.94 0.98

Wool Processors

APSzw 1.17 1.81 1.36 2.12 16.51 22.12 -0.43 -0.69

Wool Exporters

APSZWF 0.87 0.86 1.03 1.04 1.12 1.19 1.11 1.12

Sheepmeat Processors

APSys 3.24 3.27 2.12 2.11 1.63 1.42 2.36 2.39

Sheepmeat Exporters

APSZ1 0.14 0.14 0.10 0.10 0.01 0.01 0.12 0.11

Domestic Sheepmeat
Retailers

APSZ2 1.91 1.93 1.11 1.11 0.80 0.68 1.22 1.23

Overseas Consumers

ACSQE 49.47 49.06 54.02 53.67 48.56 47.72 53.60 53.71

Domestic Consumers

ACSQD 11.34 11.50 6.86 6.86 5.06 4.39 7.56 7.68

Total Surplus ($ m) 24.52 23.90 1.16 1.18 0.42 0.68 22.11 22.11

The fourth scenano considered represents an increase in the 'willingness to pay' by

export consumers of greasy wool due to promotion (Scenario 9). The final column in

Table 8.9 indicates there is no change in total surplus between the two sets of results, as

gross revenue in the greasy wool export market where the initial exogenous shift occurs is

unaffected by changes in wool-processing cost shares. The distribution of total benefits

among the various industry participants remains relatively unchanged.
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8.4.2 Absence ofa Domestic Wool Processing Sector

Sensitivity Analysis

Early-stage wool processing of wool in Australia has decreased substantially in recent

years (see Table 8.10), mostly due to the impact of China and other low labour cost

countries. 10 Following a significant fall in demand in 1989-90, and the subsequent

collapse of the Reserve Price Scheme, declining wool production in Australia contributed

to overcapacity in global wool processing (ACWEP 2006). In 1999-2000 there were nine

topmaking plants and nine scouring and/or carbonising plants in Australia, but by 2006

only three topmaking plants and seven scouring and/or topmaking plants were still

operational (ACWEP 2006).11 It seems plausible that little, if any, early-stage wool

processing will be undertaken in Australia in future years, particularly if China continues

to dominate global processing and Australian production of wool continues to fall as a

consequence of prolonged periods of drought and higher returns in alternative farming

enterprises.

Table 8.10: Early-stage processed wool exports: (0/0 of total wool exports)

Scoured Wool Carbonised Wool Wool Tops Total ESP Wool

(%) (%) (%) (%*)

2000-01 11.7 4.9 8.1 26.6

2001-02 9.6 5.0 8.7 25.3

2002-03 9.5 5.5 8.0 25.0

2003-04 8.4 4.7 5.2 19.5

2004-05 7.1 4.4 3.9 16.1

2005-06 (to May) 7.0 3.8 2.1 13.5

Source: (ACWEP 2006)

*includes other forms of early stage processed wool

Three scenarios in the base model relating to the wool industry were re-estimated under

the assumption that greasy wool exports comprise 100 per cent of Australia's wool

production. In other words, early-stage processing of wool is not undertaken in Australia.

The three scenarios re-estimated were wool production research (Scenario 6),

warehouse/brokerage sector research (Scenario 7) and greasy wool export promotion

(Scenario 9). Comparisons with the base model results reveal only minor impacts on the

10 China is now the world's dominant wool processor (AWI 2004).
II All topmakers also scour wool.
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distributions of total benefits. This is not surprISIng as the domestic wool processIng

sector's benefit shares in the base model (Scenarios 6, 7 and 9) are small propoI1ions of

the total welfare changes. The percentage share welfare changes for the with and without

wool-processing sector models are listed under the column headings B% and V2% in

Table 8.11, respectively.

Table 8.11: Comparison of surplus changes to various industry sectors: Base (BOlo)

vs. no domestic wool processing sector (V2°/0)

Scenario 6 Scenario 7 Scenario 9

BOlo V2°/0 BOlo V2°/0 BOlo V2°/0
Producers

APSx 31.18 31.46 28.74 29.22 33.28 33.23

Wool
Warehouse/Brokers

APSyw 0.69 0.71 4.66 4.68 0.94 0.94

Wool Processors

APSzw 1.17 *NA 1.36 *NA -0.43 *NA

Wool Exporters

APSZWF 0.87 0.88 1.03 1.03 1.11 1.17

Sheepmeat Processors

APSys 3.24 3.25 2.12 2.15 2.36 2.30

Sheepmeat Exporters

APSz1 0.14 0.14 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.12

Domestic Sheepmeat
Retailers

APSZ2 1.91 1.91 1.11 1.11 1.22 1.18

Overseas Consumers

ACSQE 49.47 50.27 54.02 54.68 53.84 53.71

Domestic Consumers

ACSQD 11.34 11.38 6.86 6.98 7.56 7.33

Total Surplus ($ m) 24.52 24.52 1.16 1.16 22.11 28.19

*NA: Surplus changes to the domestic wool-processing sector are not applicable in these analyses ..

The base model scenarios 6 and 7 show that wool processors receive less than 1.5 per

cent of the total welfare change in each instance and experience a small loss of surplus in

response to successful export promotion of greasy wool (Scenario 9). In all three re

simulated scenarios, the welfare changes attributable to the domestic wool-processing
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sector are dispersed among the other industry participants. Note that in the absence of a

domestic early-stage wool processing sector, the total surplus change from greasy wool

export promotion (Scenario 9) is greater than the total surplus change for the same

scenario in the base model. All wool is assumed to be sold and exported as greasy wool,

thus gross revenues in the greasy wool export markets are larger than in the base model,

as are the total surplus changes resulting from 1 per cent upward shifts in the export

market demand curves.

8.4.3 Single Commodity vs. Multiple Product Analyses

The third variation of the base model considers the importance of including the multiple

components of the Australian sheep and wool industries when undertaking economic

evaluations of research or promotion expenditures. To demonstrate, Scenario 1 (lamb

production research) and Scenario 5 (domestic lamb promotion) were re-simulated using

single-industry approaches whereby associated production of wool, mutton and live sheep

were assumed zero. As shown in Table 8.12, exclusion of the cross-commodity

interactions has implications for the distribution of total benefits.

In isolation, a 1 per cent lower lamb production cost (Scenario 1) delivers 27.90 per cent

of the total benefits to lamb producers (V3%), which is consistent with the percentage

share accruing to the lamb-producing enterprises in Scenario 1 when all production

outputs are included in the model. However, as pointed out in Section 7.4.2, the

combined returns of all sheep and wool producers (B%) are less than this (23.72 per

cent), as dry sheep enterprises in the model experience negative surplus changes in

response to lamb industry research or promotion investments. Overseas consumers

receive a much larger portion of the additional gains when all conlmodities are

considered while the reverse applies for domestic consumers. Gains to domestic

sheepmeat processors and retailers are also higher under the single commodity analysis.

Similar disparities are found in the distribution of benefit shares for Scenarios 5.
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Table 8.12: Comparison of surplus changes to various industry sectors: Base (BOlo)

vs. single commodity analysis (V3°/0)

Scenario 1 Scenario 5

BOlo V3°/0 BOlo V3°/0
Producers

APSx 23.72 27.90 18.61 23.20

Wool
Warehouse/Brokers

APSyw 0.41 *NA 0.21 *NA

Wool Processors

APSzw 0.55 *NA 0.26 *NA

Wool Exporters

APSZWF 0.51 *NA 0.26 *NA

Sheepmeat Processors

APSys 7.64 10.30 8.71 10.00

Sheepmeat Exporters

APSZ1 0.21 0.20 0.07 0.10

Domestic Sheepmeat
Retailers

APSZ2 5.51 8.20 10.28 11.60

Overseas Consumers

ACSQE 30.63 13.90 14.69 6.30

Domestic Consumers

ACSQO 30.82 39.50 47.16 48.80

Total Surplus ($ m) 9.23 9.23 14.61 14.61

*NA: Surplus changes to wool industry sectors are not applicable in these analyses.

8.5 Summary

The estimated welfare benefits are conditional on the values specified for the parameters,

and prices and quantities within the model. Data limitations often required the use of

subjective judgement to specify values as information on elasticities, and base prices and

quantities were scarce or non-existent in some instances.

Discrete sensitivity analysis was used to show how assumptions regarding price and

quantity data could affect economic surplus changes. Lowering the retail prices of lamb

and mutton within the model was shown to reallocate the shares of total benefits among
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industry sectors from successful promotion of lamb in the domestic market. The example

emphasises the need for access to accurate and timely data for investment evaluation

purposes. Discrete sensitivity analysis was also undertaken by changing the values of

selected parameters to demonstrate the impacts on the distributions of total surplus

changes. The choices of parameter values were shown to be important determinants of

welfare change distributions. However, the large number of parameters in the model

prohibited the use of discrete sensitivity analysis to obtain a comprehensive analysis of

the sensitivity of the welfare changes to immeasurable combinations of parameter values.

Consequently, stochastic sensitivity analysis, proposed by Zhao et al. (2000a), was

carried out to derive probability distributions for the economic surplus changes. Summary

statistics and 95 per cent probability intervals for the welfare changes accruing to the

various industry sectors and groups for five of the ten different investment scenarios were

listed in Table 8.6.

Probabilities were calculated from the simulation data to ascertain the robustness of the

results in view of the uncertainty over numerous parameter values. Overall, the base

model rankings of sheep and wool producers for one research or promotion investment

scenario over another were found to be relatively sound. The results verified that sheep

and wool producers always should prefer export promotion of lamb to domestic

promotion of lamb. The chance that sheep and wool producers would be in favour of off..

farm research over on-farm research was calculated to be less than 10 per cent.

The estimated welfare changes from three variations of the base model were presented for

a number of selected investment scenarios. Four wool-related investment scenarios were

simulated with increased cost shares in the domestic early-stage wool-processing sector.

With one exception, the increased cost shares were found to impact little on the

distributions of total benefits. When the initial R&D investment occurs in the domestic

wool-processing sector (Scenario 8), domestic wool processors receive a larger share of

the total benefits, mostly at the expense of sheep and wool producers.

Three wool-specific investment scenarios were re-simulated under the assumption that

early-stage processing of wool is not undertaken in Australia. The results suggest that the

demise of the domestic early-stage wool-processing sector would not significantly aIter

the distributions of benefits among other industry participants.
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However, failure to account for all of the components of the sheep and wool industry was

shown to redistribute the benefits shares among industry sectors and markets,

highlighting the importance of not neglecting cross-commodity relationships in economic

analyses. Ignoring wool, mutton and live sheep production in the estimation of the

potential benefits from two lamb industry investment scenarios overestimates the returns

to sheep and wool producers, domestic consumers and the domestic processing and

marketing sectors of the sheepmeat industry.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions, Limitations and Areas for Further .Research

9.1 Review and Conclusions ofthe Study

The Australian sheep and wool industries are characterised by extensive cross-commodity

relationships. Economic evaluations of research and promotion investments undertaken in

these industries should account for any indirect benefits and costs arising from spill-over

and feedback effects between the industries. However, industry models to date have

largely failed to consider cross-product relationships with related industries. Australian

sheep and wool producers make significant contributions to research and promotion via

compulsory levies on wool and livestock sales. Ignoring indirect effects lllay have

important policy implications for ways in which investment funds are collected and

distributed.

The Australian sheep and wool industries have undergone considerable structural change

in recent years, but despite higher prices received for lamb and mutton production,

Australian sheep producers' terms of trade have continued to fall. The lower profitability,

reflected by the declining terms of trade, can be alleviated by the adoption of new

technologies that lead to industry gains in productivity. Domestic or export promotions

that successfully increase demand also deliver increased industry returns, but whether

levy funds should be directed to R&D or promotion, and to which industry sector or

market, has always been a contentious issue. Knowing the potential size and distribution

of returns from alternative research and promotion investments across different sectors is

a valuable aid in assisting resource allocation decisions.

An equilibrium displacement model, developed in this thesis, is capable of providing such

assistance to the Australian sheep and wool industries. Included in the model are the

multiple components of the Australian sheep and wool industries, which allo\vs for a

more realistic representation of the industries' structure, improving the accuracy of

economic analysis. The industries are horizontally disaggregated, by agricultural zone,

into Merino sheep and non-Merino sheep enterprises producing wool, lamb, mutton and

sheep for live export. Vertical disaggregation of the wool industry includes the
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warehousing, export and Australian early-stage wool processIng sectors. Vertical

disaggregation of the sheepmeat industry consists of processing and marketing sectors.

The extent of industry disaggregation in the model not only enables the distribution of

potential benefits among the various industry sectors to be estimated, but it also allows

for the evaluation of investments specific to one commodity or agricultural zone. This has

particular relevance to R&D investments where adoption of new techno logies may be

constrained by particular regional environments.

The model was specified as a system of demand and supply equations In general

functional form. Base prices and quantities were used to define an initial equilibrium and

the impact of any exogenous changes to the system, such as new technologies or

promotion campaigns, were modelled as shifts in demand or supply from that initial

equilibrium. The estimated changes in market prices and quantities enabled changes in

producer and consumer surpluses to be calculated as measures of welfare changes in each

of the various industry sectors. The base equilibrium values used in the nlodel are

representative of average annual prices and quantities for the three-year period 2002-03 to

2004-05. The responsiveness of producers and consumers to changes in market prices

were simulated using market elasticities. Many of these values had to be specified using

subjective judgments as empirical estimates were often scarce or non-existent.

Consequently, stochastic sensitivity analysis was undertaken to account for the

uncertainty in many of the parameter values.

The model of the Australian sheep and wool industries consists of 295 endogenous

variables and 61 exogenous variables. In the interest of brevity, the number of

hypothetical investment simulations was limited to six research and four promotion

scenarios. In each instance, 1 per cent exogenous parallel shifts in the relevant market

demand or supply curves were modelled. In addition, a case study was examined whereby

the impacts from an increase in the demand for fine apparel wool in the EU were

evaluated.

In terms of absolute monetary gains, the results, summarised in Tables 7.1 a and 7.1 b,

indicated that the largest total returns of the ten hypothetical scenarios were from wool

production research (Scenario 6) and greasy wool promotion (Scenario 9). This is

because gross revenues in those markets are the largest in the model and, without
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knowledge of investment costs, the size of the market in which the 1 per cent shift occurs

governs the size of the total welfare change. Therefore, the comparison of the monetary

returns from the different scenarios can only be made under the assumption of equal

investment efficiency. That is, the investment costs required to implement the equal

demand or supply curve shifts are the same in each sector.

However, as discussed in Section 7.3.7, even without information on the costs involved in

bringing about the 1 per cent shifts in demand or supply, the distributions of total benefits

among industry sectors from alternative scenarios are comparable. The main gains from

the lamb-specific scenarios (1-5) accrue to domestic consumers (30.8 per cent to 48.6 per

cent). Surplus gains for domestic consumers are larger than those received by overseas

consumers because the overseas demand for Australian lamb is more elastic than

domestic lamb demand. However, overseas consumers receive substantial benefit shares

of 12.9 per cent to 37.7 per cent. In conjunction with increased lamb production there is

an increase in the supply of wool that delivers benefits to overseas purchasers of

Australian wool in the form of lower prices. The results emphasise the importance of

accounting for joint-product relationships in the analyses. Australian sheep and wool

producers receive 16.4 per cent to 26.2 per cent of the returns while domestic sheepmeat

processors and retailers also gain significant shares (7.6 per cent to 12.9 per cent and 3.4

per cent and 13.9 per cent, respectively).

Scenarios 6-10 relate to hypothetical wool research or promotion investments. In all five

scenarios, the majority of the returns accrue to overseas consumers (48.5 per cent to 57.9

per cent), as the bulk of Australian wool is exported. Domestic consumers receive much

smaller shares of the total benefits than those gained in the lamb-specific investment

scenarios (5.1 per cent to 11.3 per cent), mostly as a result of lower retail prices from an

increase in the supply of lamb. Sheep and wool producers gain at least one quarter of the

total returns from each scenario (25.5 per cent to 33.3 per cent) with greasy wool

promotion (Scenarios 9 and 10) and wool production research (Scenario 6) providing the

largest benefit shares. Wool warehouse/brokers and domestic wool processors receive 5.0

per cent and 16.5 per cent of the total benefits, respectively, from research in their own

sectors, but gain few of the returns from other investment scenarios.
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In summary, the results from the simulations suggest sheep and wool producers should

prefer on-farm research to off-farm research, export promotion over domestic promotion

and export promotion over most other R&D scenarios. The likely preference by domestic

consumers is for research in the domestic lamb retail sector and promotion of lamb in the

domestic market.

A case study examining the potential net benefits from an 8 per cent increase in the

demand for fine apparel wools in the ED indicated that every $1 invested in the project

would return around $2.5 to the Australian sheep and wool industry. Griffith et al. (2006)

carried out an evaluation of the same project as part of the potential retUTIIS of the

research outcomes of Sheep CRC2. The returns to Australian sheep and \vool producers

were found to be consistent between their evaluation and this study.

The potential welfare benefits from the hypothetical investment scenarios reported in

Chapter 7 are dependent on a number of assumptions. Of most concern in EDM analysis

is the robustness of the welfare changes given the uncertain values of numerous

parameters in the model. Probabilities representing levels of confidence in the results

were obtained using stochastic sensitivity analysis, as used by Zhao et al. (2000a). The

base model results were found to be relatively robust. The calculated probabilities

reinforced the base model ranking of returns to sheep and wool producers for export

promotion of lamb over domestic promotion of lamb. The chance that sheep and wool

producers would likely prefer off-farm research to on-farm research was found to be less

than 10 per cent.

In terms of R&D allocation the results from this study indicate that sheep and wool

producers would gain the most from investment in on-farm research whereas

domesticconsumers would likely benefit more from R&D investment in the retail lamb

sector. If effective, promotion of lamb in export markets should benefit sheep and wool

producers more than promotion of lamb in the domestic market. The reverse is true in

terms of potential benefits to domestic consumers.

Three variations to the base model were presented in Chapter 8. Re-simulated base model

scenarios suggested that neither changes in domestic wool processing cost shares nor the

demise of the domestic wool-processing industry in Australia would impact on the
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distribution of benefits among industry sectors. However, not accounting for the multiple

components of the Australian sheep and wool industries, and their interactions, was

shown to impact on the distribution of investment returns.

9.2 Limitations and Further Research

9.2.1 Partial Equilibrium Analysis

The EDM specified in this study only captures the partial equilibrium effects within the

Australian sheep and wool industries. The ceteris paribus assumption (holding everything

else constant) applies to all other market prices and quantities of goods and services not

included in the model. Therefore, any feedback or spillover effects to and from other

industries are not accounted for in the analysis. In Australia, sheep and wool production

competes with other grazing and cropping enterprises. The relative profitability of each

determines the enterprise mix on Australian broadacre farms. Sheep and ,vool products

are also substitutes in demand with products from other industries. For example, meats

such as beef, pork and chicken are considered substitutes for lamb in consumption, while

wool competes with synthetic and other fibre types in apparel markets. New technologies

or promotions in the sheep and wool industries will impact on other related industries,

and new technologies or promotions in other industries will impact on the sheep and wool

industries. In fact, promotions or adoption of new technologies are likely to occur in

related industries at the same time, or occur as a response to innovation or promotion in

another industry (e.g. Hill et al. 1996; Hill et al. 2001; Piggott et al. 1995).

A more general equilibrium model of the economy would enable the inclusion of other

industries and their interactions with the Australian sheep and wool industries, but the

additional data and resources required to develop such a complex model are beyond the

scope of this study. As noted by Alston et al. (1995, p.80), computable general

equilibrium (CGE) models have been developed but the agricultural sectors in such

models are usually much more aggregated than is desirable for agricultural research

evaluation and priority setting. I In addition to the economy-wide impacts, spillover

effects to other countries are not considered in the EDM for reasons mentiont~d above.

lOne such CGE model of the Australian economy is ORANI/MONASH. See Dixon et al. (1997).
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However, spillover effects among Australia's three agricultural zones can be

accommodated in the model.2

A more economy-wide EDM poses additional considerations. As mentioned in Section

2.2.3, there are complications associated with economic surplus calculations in EDM

when more than two sources of equilibrium feedback exist in the analysis. The inclusion

of more industries in the model would make the estimation of welfare changes difficult.

Analytical approaches for measuring the impacts of technical changes and promotions

involving the explicit specification of profit and expenditure functions have been used by

Martin and Alston (1994) and Alston, Chalfant and Piggott (1999) to examine the

interaction between industries. Zhao's (1999, p.230) suggestion of a two-stage approach

using both frameworks, to incorporate the interactions between the sheep and wool

industry and other industries into the analyses, might be a logical next step towards a

more complete evaluation procedure.

9.2.2 Market Structure Assumptions

Previous studies (for example, Huang and Sexton 1996; Alston, Sexton and Zhang 1997)

have indicated that the magnitude and distribution of benefits from imperfectly

competitive market structures differ from those derived under perfect competition. In this

study market power effects are not taken into consideration. The results in this study are

based on the assumption that the Australian sheep and wool industries are perfectly

competitive. In all sectors, prices are assumed to equal marginal costs.

A number of studies have examined market behaviour in the Australian sheep and wool

industries. Empirical results by Zhao, Griffith and Mullen (1996) show that the Australian

lamb industry exhibited competitive pricing patterns in the domestic market. A. further

study by Griffith (2000) determined that all Australian domestic meat markets were

competitive. In analysing the structure of the wool-buying industry, Hansen and Simmons

(1995) found evidence that, rather than displaying the characteristics of a monopoly, the

industry structure was more a type of "price leadership with a few dominant firms

competing with a number of smaller firms". Simmons and Hansen (2003) added that

2 It is possible to estimate international spillover effects using a model such as DREAM but the evaluations
are restricted to single commodity analysis. Also, the distributions of welfare changes among industry
sectors, other than 'producers' and 'consumers', cannot be estimated using DREAM.
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under-pricing by large firms was unlikely to occur due to the competition from smaller

firms. Thus, perfectly competitive behaviour in the Australian sheep and wool industries

seems a plausible assumption, though one perhaps less important than initially thought.

Wohlgenant and Piggott (2003) examined the relative importance of market power (in the

output market) on the distribution of gains from promotion and research on producers.

Contrary to earlier studies, they found little difference in the results between market

power and perfect competition. Moreover, they concluded that, as a determinant of the

distributional effects of research and promotion, the role of input substitutability is far

more important than market power.

9.2.3 The Importance ofParameter Values

In this section, a limitation of EDM relating to Wohlgenant and Piggott's (2003)

conclusions is outlined. The influence of input substitution elasticity values on the

distribution of welfare changes is well recognised (Mullen, Wohlgenant and Farris 1988;

Holloway 1989; Wohlgenant 1993). In Chapter 8, the sensitivity of the model's results to

input substitution elasticities and other market parameters was highlighted.

Because of the high degree of sheep and wool industry disaggregation specified in the

EDM, empirical estimates for many parameters were limited or non-existent. As such,

estimates of parameter values were often based on subjective judgments. Ideally, if data

were available, parameter values could be obtained by econometric estimation.

To account for uncertainty in the parameters, stochastic sensitivity analysis of the type

proposed by Zhao et al. (2000a) was undertaken and probabilities representative of

confidence levels about the welfare changes were calculated. In conducting the sensitivity

analysis, subjective probability distributions were initially specified for each of the

parameters in the model. The robustness of the results obviously relies on the provision

that the true parameter values lay within the subjectively specified possible ranges of

values of the distributions. As pointed out by Zhao (1999, p.218), empirical estinlates for

factor supply or demand elasticities are often more prevalent than empirical estimates for

input substitution or product transformation elasticities. Therefore, the risk of making an

error in specifying values for input substitution and product transformation elasticities is

greater than the risk in choosing values for factor supply or demand elasticities.
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With more time and resources, additional measures to identify the sensitivity of the

model's results to individual parameters, as carried out by Zhao et al. (2000a), could be

applied to supplement the results reported in this analysis. Zhao et al. (2000a) calculated

mean sensitivity elasticities to measure the average percentage change in a welfare

measure resulting from a 1 per cent increase in a particular parameter, ceteris paribus.

This enables the identification of the parameters to which the welfare changes are most

responsive. Hence, resources can be targeted towards finding reliable estimates for those

parameters. Given the large number of parameters in the EDM, time constraints did not

allow for sensitivity elasticities to be calculated.

9.2.4 Comparative Static Analysis

As discussed in Section 2.4.1, time lags exist between the commencement of research,

full adoption and eventual disadoption of a technology. Likewise, adjustment periods are

associated with promotion investments. Because of its comparative static nature, the

EDM approach ignores the path of adjustment from an initial equilibrium position to a

new equilibrium position. As such, the shifts in the demand or supply curves representing

the impacts of new technologies or promotions are assumed to be instantaneous and the

annual flows of benefits are indicative of the returns assuming full adoption and complete

market adjustment. In this study, a medium-run time frame is assumed for the industry to

adjust to a new equilibrium after an exogenous shock. The estimated welfare gains are the

annual benefits generated after the new equilibrium has been obtained.

Typically the flow of benefits begins once the adoption phase commences and gradually

increases over time until full adoption is reached. Conversely, the majority of the

investments costs are usually incurred early in the research and development phase. Just,

Hueth and Schmitz (1982) demonstrated the correct measurement of welfare changes for

the years after the initial exogenous shock and prior to the attainment of a new

equilibrium. The benefits during the adjustment period can be simulated in EDM: through

repeated applications using elasticity values representing different variable lengths of run

(Piggott 1992). Although this circumvents the static nature of the model to some degree,

the procedure is less than ideal. Incorporating dynamic responses into EDM analyses is

an area of further empirical work.
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9.2.5 Additional Qualifications

Conclusions and Limitations

A few other points need to be kept in mind. The focus of the EDM is on the welfare

impacts within the Australian sheep and wool industries and the more general equilibrium

interactions with other industries are excluded from the analyses. Similarly, any

environmental or social impacts are unaccounted for in the welfare measurelnents.

In Section 8.2.2, discrete sensitivity analysis was used to illustrate how assumptions made

about prices can influence the results, emphasising the need for accurate and timely data

and care in selecting "representative" years in the analysis. Due to data restrictions,

assumed values were used for the retail and wholesale mutton prices in the model. Future

work could entail the collection of absent data or, at the very least, elicitation of reliable

estimates from relevant industry sources.

An additional area of research relates to exogenous factor supplies. In each industry

sector in the model, inputs other than the wool or sheepmeat products are classified as an

aggregate group. Elasticity estimates for each input group are specified according to the

perceived responsiveness of input factors in that group to changes in their own price. The

supply of factor inputs in some industry sectors is more elastic than in other sectors, the

determination of which is governed by assumptions about the mobility or specialisation

of the factors in each industry sector. For example, the wool-processing sector is capital

intensive, requiring highly specialised equipment. Therefore, the own-price elasticity of

supply for those inputs is less elastic than the own-price elasticity of supply for inputs in

the sheepmeat-processing sector where more labour is utilised. Zhao et al. (2003)

separated inputs in the winemaking industry into capital and mobile factors. Similar

extensions to this model could be made with detailed information on the cost structures of

each industry sector.

The potential annual benefits to the Australian sheep and wool industries were estimated

for ten hypothetical investment scenarios, but monetary comparisons among them can

only be made under assumptions of equal investment efficiency. For complete analysis,

as in the case study evaluation, information on the costs of alternative investments is also

needed. An entire evaluation procedure can be constructed by using other modelling

methods in combination with EDM (Alston et al. 1995). The amounts of the initial shifts
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in demand or supply can be estimated using econometric or mathematical programming

models while net present values and benefit-cost ratios can be calculated using

spreadsheet benefit-cost analysis (Zhao, 1999).

9.3 Final Comments

The model developed in this thesis provides a consistent framework to estimate and

compare the potential impacts from new technologies, generic promotions and other

industry changes. Due to the extent of industry disaggregation, not present in previous

models, it also allows for identification of the potential benefits accruing to the various

industry sectors and groups. Although needing numerous prices and quantities as inputs,

the model is not overtaxing on data requirements, as are econometric models. It can be

updated with relative ease, as most of the necessary price and quantity data are readily

available from government departments and industry organisations. The n10del is

applicable for use in ex ante evaluations, as a means of assisting decisions of priority

setting and resource allocations, and in ex post evaluations of actual investments or policy

impacts. The inclusion of the multiple sheep and wool industry components enhances the

accuracy of economic analysis, making the model a valuable tool to assist in industry

policy and decision-making.
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Appendix 1 Average Flock Composition and Production

Appendix 1

Average Annual Flock Composition and Production
2002-03 to 2004-05

Average annual flock composition and production figures for the 2002-03 to 2004-05

time period specified in the base model are given in this appendix. The figures were

derived using the methodology presented in Chapter 4 1
•

Average annual Australian sheep flock composition numbers for 2002-03 to 2004-05 are

detailed in Table ALl. The average annual supply and use of non-Merino and Merino

sheep in each zone are depicted in Figures ALI to AlA. Sheep deaths were estimated to

be 4.5 per cent of the average annual opening sheep numbers and assumed to be constant

for all categories of sheep enterprises across all agricultural zones.

In Chapter 4, a 2002-03 weaning percentage for Merino lambs in the pastoral zone was

calculated from a weighted average lambing rate taken from Martin, King and Shafron

(2004) estimates. Merino lamb weaning percentages in the wheat-sheep and high rainfall

zones were assumed to be the same and were calculated as a residual by deducting the

number of lambs weaned in the pastoral zone from the total number of lambs weaned. In

the absence of similar information on weaning rates for other years, weaning percentages

used in the Rendell McGuckian Wool R&D Project Evaluation model were used as

estimates of average annual Merino lamb weaning rates for each zone. These were 55 per

cent for the pastoral zone and 75 per cent for the wheat-sheep and high rainfall zones.

Table Al.2 shows average annual shorn wool production for 2002-03 to 2004-05 of

483.97 kilo tonnes (kt), split according to the percentages of 19 ~m and finer, 20-23 ~m,

24-27 ~m and 28 ~m and broader wool categories produced in each zone, as estimated

from AWEX data. The numbers and percentages of adult Merino sheep by zone are listed

in Table Al.3.

I Unless stated otherwise, the same assumptions used in Chapter 4 are applicable to figures stated in this
appendix. Data sources are also the same as those given in Chapter 4.
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Table Al.I: 2002-03 to 2004-05 Average annual flock composition (millions)

Opening 0/0 Closing 0/0

Numbers (m) Numbers (m)

Total Sheep 102.27 100 101.10 100

Merino Sheep 87.54 85.6 85.53 84.6

Non-Merino sheep 15.29 14.73 15.57 15.4

Merino Flock Profile

Pastoral Zone

Ewes 5.74 48.8 6.09 59.0

Wethers 1.99 16.9 2.00 19.4

Lambs 2.04 17.4 1.14 11.1

Hoggets 2.00 16.9 1.09 10.5

Total 12.11 100 10.32 100

(Ewe Lambs) 1.02 0.57

(Wether lambs) 1.02 0.57

(Ewe Hoggets) 1.26 0.69

(Wether Hoggets) 0.73 0.40

Wheat-Sheep Zone

Ewes 23.96 50.6 25.08 52.1

Wethers 6.73 14.2 6.74 14.0

Lambs 10.28 21.7 9.58 19.9

Hoggets 6.39 13.5 6.74 14.0

Total 47.36 100 48.14 100

(Ewe Lambs) 5.14 4.79

(Wether lambs) 5.14 4.79

(Ewe Hoggets) 4.04 4.26

(Wether Hoggets) 2.35 2.48

High Rainfall Zone

Ewes 10.66 37.5 11.10 41.0

Wethers 6.88 24.2 6.44 23.8

Lambs 5.94 20.9 5.12 18.9

Hoggets 4.94 17.4 4.41 16.3

Total 28.42 100 27.07 100

(Ewe Lambs) 2.97 2.56

(Wether lambs) 2.97 2.56

(Ewe Hoggets) 3.12 2.79

(Wether Hoggets) 1.82 1.62

Merino Adult Age Distribution

Ewes under 4 years 51.8 52.7

Ewes 4 years and over 48.2 47.3
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Table Al.I (cont.): 2002-03 to 2004-05 Average annual flock composition (millions)

Opening 0/0 Closing 0/0

Numbers (m) Numbers (m)

Wethers under 4 years 67.6 10.32 70.2

Wethers 4 years and over 32.4 29.8

Non-Merino Flock Profile

Wheat-Sheep Zone

Ewes 3.67 39.0 3.95 39.8

Wethers 0.29 3.1 0.42 4.2

Lambs 4.66 49.5 5.50 45.4

Hoggets 0.79 8.4 1.05 10.6

Total 9.41 100 10.92

(Ewe Lambs) 2.33 2.25

(Wether Lambs) 2.33 2.25

High Rainfall Zone

Ewes 2.07 39.0 2.25 39.8

Wethers 0.16 3.1 0.24 4.2

Lambs 2.64 49.5 2.56 45.4

Hoggets 0.45 8.4 0.60 10.6

Total 5.32 100 5.65

(Ewe Lambs) 1.32 1.28

(Wether Lambs) 1.32 1.28

Non-Merino Age Distribution

Ewes under 4 years 49.3 49.9

Ewes 4 years and over 50.7 50.1

Table AlA shows relative greasy fleece weight estimates, calculated uSIng average

greasy fleece \V'eights specified in the Rendell McGuckian Wool R&D Project Evaluation

model and an average annual greasy fleece weight for 2002-03 to 2004-05 of 4.37 kg.

Greasy shorn wool production estimates by sheep enterprise and zone were derived using

wool production percentages calculated from the relative greasy fleece weights and adult

sheep distribution figures listed in Table A1.3. The wool production estimates are

summarised in Table A1.5.

Total carcass weight amounts of lamb production are detailed in Table A1.6. Average

annual carcass weight lamb production for 2002-03 to 2004-05 was 341.70 kt with an

average 16.77 million lambs slaughtered annually. The average carcass weight for
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Merino and first-cross lambs was an estimated 19.98 kg/hd and for second-cross lambs

21.15 kg/hd.

Relative dressed weights for adult sheep slaughtered for mutton are given in Table A1.7.

The numbers of sheep sold for slaughter and the carcass weight amounts of mutton

produced from each zone are summarised in Table A1.8. The 250.00 kt average annual

calculated quantity of mutton produced overestimates the 241.40 kt average annual

quantity of mutton produced by approximately 3.5 per cent. The 8.60 kt diffen~nce was

split according to the estimated percentage of mutton produced from each enterprise in

each zone and adjusted downwards accordingly.

Figure Al.I: Supply and use of non-Merino sheep (millions)
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Figure Al.2: Supply and use of Merino sheep in the pastoral zone (millions)
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Figure A1.3: Supply and use of Merino sheep in the wheat-sheep zone (millions)
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Figure AI.4: Supply and use of Merino sheep in the high rainfall zone (millions)
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Table Al.2: 2002-03 to 2004-05 Greasy shorn wool production

0/0 kt
Annual total wool production 483.97
High rainfall zone wool production 36.76 177.91
Wheat-sheep zone wool production 54.03 261.49
Pastoral zone wool production 9.21 44.57

High rainfall zone non-Merino wool production 6.46 11.49
High rainfall zone Merino wool production 93.54 166.41
Wheat-sheep zone non-Merino wool production 6.70 17.52
Wheat-sheep zone Merino wool production 93.30 243.97

High rainfall zone wool 19 micron & finer 46.66 83.01
High rainfall zone wool 20-23 micron 39.51 70.29
High rainfall zone wool 24-27 micron 6.55 11.65
High rainfall zone wool 28 micron & broader 7.28 12.95

Wheat-sheep zone wool 19 micron & finer 26.24 68.61
Wheat-sheep zone wool 20-23 micron 62.65 163.82
Wheat-sheep zone wool 24-27 micron 7.34 19.19
Wheat-sheep zone wool 28 micron & broader 3.77 9.86

Pastoral zone wool 19 micron and finer 17.29 7.71
Pastoral zone wool 20-23 micron 73.86 32.92
Pastoral zone wool 24-27 micron 8.85 3.94

Table Al.3: Number and percentage of adult Merino sheep by zone

0/0 (million)
High rainfall zone
Total adult sheep
Merino ewes joined/intended to non-Merino rams
Merino ewes joined/intended to Merino rams
Merino wethers
Merino hoggets
Wheat-sheep zone
Total adult sheep
Merino ewes joined/intended to non-Merino rams
Merino ewes joined/intended to Merino rams
Merino wethers
Merino hoggets
Pastoral zone
Total adult sheep
Merino ewes joined/intended to Merino rams
Merino wethers
Merino hoggets
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11.89
36.62
30.59
20.90

14.49
44.65
19.16
21.70

59.50
23.10
17.40

28.42
3.38

10.41
8.69
5.94

47.36
7.56

20.45
9.07

10.28

11.77
7.00
2.72
2.05
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Table A1.4: 2002-03 to 2004-05 Relative greasy wool cut (kg/hd)

Fine wool Medium wool Pastoral wool

(18.6 micron) (21.5 micron) (23 micron)

Ewes 4.75 4.95 5.74

Wethers 5.44 5.94 6.13

Hoggets 3.46 4.45 4.45

Weights correspond to diameter category ~ 19 micron 20 - 23 micron 24 - 27 micron

Table A1.5: 2002-03 to 2004-05 Greasy shorn wool production by sheep type and

zone (kt)

~ 19 20 -23 24 -27 ~ 28
micron micron micron mIcron

High rainfall zone
Merino ewes joined/intended to non-Merino rams 9.99 8.03 1.43
Merino ewes joined/intended to Merino rams 30.77 24.75 4.29
Merino wethers 29.45 24.80 4.13
Merino hoggets 12.80 12.71 1.80
Non-merino ewes 12.95
Wheat-sheep zone
Merino ewes joined/intended to non-Merino rams 11.31 25.73 1.89
Merino ewes joined/intended to Merino rams 30.57 69.58 5.67
Merino wethers 15.54 37.04 2.94
Merino hoggets 11.20 31.47 2.49
Non-Merino ewes 6.20 9.86
Pastoral zone
Merino ewes joined/intended to Merino rams 4.65 19.04 2.40
Merino wethers 2.07 8.87 1.00
Merino hoggets 0.99 5.01 0.54

Table A1.6: 2002-03 to 2004-05 Total carcass weight of lamb production

Number (million) cwt (kt)

Second cross/meat 5.70 120.60

First cross high rainfall zone 2.20 43.95

First cross wheat-sheep zone 4.68 93.40

Merino high rainfall zone 0.89 17.84

Merino wheat-sheep zone 2.61 52.18

Merino pastoral zone 0.69 ]3.74

Total 16.77 341.70
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Table Al.7: 2002-03 to 2004-05 Relative dressed weights (kg/hd carcass ,veight)

Ewes

Wethers

Hoggets

Fine

19.44

19.44

18.17

Medium

21.56

21.56

20.29

Pastoral

24.09

24.09

22.82

Terminal

21.56

Table Al.8: 2002-03 to 2004-05 Numbers and carcass weights of sheep slaughtered

Number Carcass Weight

(millions) (kt)

Non-Merino Ewes 0.47 10.13

Merino Ewes

Pastoral Zone 1.92 44.82

Wheat-sheep Zone Gained to Merino rams) 1.61 34.22

Wheat-sheep Zone Gained to non-Merino rams) 0.41 8.83

High Rainfall Zone Gained to Merino rams) 1.93 37.09

High Rainfall Zone Gained to non-Merino rams) 0.51 9.84

Merino Wethers and Hoggets

Pastoral Zone 1.39 32.66

Wheat-sheep Zone 1.88 36.96

High Rainfall Zone 2.11 35.96
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Appendix 2

The Equilibrium Displacement Model

The model in equilibrium displacementform

Input supply to farm enterprises

(A2.I)

(A2.2)

(A2.3)

(A2A)

(A2.5)

(A2.6)

EX1W = £(XIW, WIW)(Ew IW - tXIW)

EX21W = £(X21W, W2IW)(Ew21W - tX21W)

EX3IW = £(X31W, W31W)(Ew31W - tX3IW)

(A2.7) EX45 = £(X45, W45)(Ew45 - tX45)

(A2.8) EX4IW = £(X41W, W4IW)(Ew41W - tX41W)

(A2.9) EX5IW = £(X51W, W51W)(Ew5IW - tX51W)

(A2.IO) EX45 = ~X41EX41 + ~X51EX51

(A2.11) EX61 = £(X6I, W6I)(Ew61 - tX6I)

(A2.12) EX61W = £(X61W, W61W)(Ew6IW - tX61W)

(A2.13) EX71 = £(X71, W71)(Ew71 - tX71)

(A2.14) EX71W = £(X71W, W71W)(Ew71W - tX71W)
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(A2.I5) EXS1 = C(XSl, WSl)(EwSl - tXSl)

(A2.l6) EXS1W = C(XSIW, WSIW)(EwSIW - tXSIW)

(A2.I8) EX91W = C(X91W, W9IW)(Ew91W - tX91W)

Output constrained input demands offarm enterprises

(A2.I9) EXI = if (Xl, Wl)EWl + if (Xl, WIW)EwIW + EYI

(A2.2I) EX21 = if (X21, W23) EW23 + if (X21, W21W)EW21W + EY2

(A2.22) EX21W = if (X21W, W23)Ew23 + if (X21W, W21W)Ew21W+ EY2

(A2.23) EX31 = if (X31, W23) EW23 + if (X31, W31W)Ew31W + EY3

(A2.24) EX3lW = if (X3IW, W23)Ew23 + if (X3IW, W31W)Ew31W+ EY3

(A2.25) EX41 = if (X41, W4S) EW4S + if (X41, W4IW)Ew41W + EY4

(A2.26) EX41W = if (X41W, W4S)Ew4S + if (X41W, W41W)Ew41W+ EY4

(A2.27) EXS1 = if (XSl, W4S) EW4S + if (XSl, WSIw)EwSIW + EYs

(A2.28) EXS1W = if (XSIW, W4S)Ew4S + if (XSIW, WSIw)EwSIW+ EYs

(A2.29) EX61 = if (X61, W61) EW61 + if (X61, W61W)Ew61W + EY6

(A2.3D) EX61W = if (X61W, W61)Ew61 + if (X61W, W61W)Ew61W+ EY6
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(A2.31) EX71 = if (X71, W71) EW71 + if (X71, W7IW)Ew7IW + EY7

(A2.32) EX71W = if (X71W, W71)Ew71 + if (X71W, W7IW)Ew7IW+ EY7

(A2.33) EXS1 = if (XSl, WSI) EWSI + if (XSI, WSIW)EwSIW + EYs

(A2.34) EXS1W = if (XSIW, wsI)EwsI + if (XSIW, WSIW)EwSIW+ EYs

(A2.35) EX91 = if (X91, W91) EW91 + if (X91, W9IW)Ew9IW + EY9

(A2.36) EX91W = if (X91W, W91)Ew91 + if (X9IW, W9IW)Ew91W+ EY9

Farm enterprise equilibriums

(A2.39) k X21 EX2I + kX21WEX2IW

yy2LEY2L+ Yy2MEY2M

YY21WEY2lW + YY22wEY22W + YY23 w EY23W +

(A2.40) kX21Ew23 + kX2IwEw2lw = YY2IWEv2lW + YY22WEv22W + YV23WEV2JW +;(Y2LEv2L

+ YY2MEv2M

(A2.41) kX31EX31 + kX31WEX31W

YY3LEY3L+ YY3MEY3M

(A2.42) kX31Ew23 + kX31WEw31W = YY31WEv31W + YY32WEv32W + YY33WEv33W +"(Y3LEv3L

+ YY3MEv3M

(A2.43) kX41E~1 + kX41WEX41W

YY4LEY4L+ YY4MEY4M

(A2.44) kX41Ew45 + kX41WEw41W = YY41WEv41W + YY42WEv42W + YY43WEv43W +yY4LEv4L

+ YY4MEv4M
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(A2.45) kXSIEXSl + kXSIWEXSIW

YYSLEYSL+ YYSMEYSM

The Equilibrium Displacement Model

(A2.46) kXSIEw4S + kxs1wEwslw = YyslwEvslw + YYS2WEvS2W + YYS3WEvS3W +YYSLEvSL

+ YYSMEvSM

(A2.47) kX61EX61 + kX61WEX61W

YY6LEY6L+ Yy6MEY6M

(A2.48) kX6lEw61 + kX6lWEw61W = YY61WEv61W + YY62WEv62W + YY63WEv63W -t'jfY6LEv6L

+ YY6MEv6M

(A2.49) kX71EX71 + kX7lWEX71W

YY7EEY7E+ Yy7MEY7M

YY71wEY7IW + YynwEYnw + YY73WEY73W +

(A2.50) kX71Ew71 + kX71WEw71W = YY71WEv71W + YynwEvnw + YY73WEv73W -+;(Y7EEpSE

+ YY7MEv7M

(A2.51) kX81EX81 + kX81WEX8lW

YY8EEY8E+ YY8MEY8M

(A2.52) kX8lEw81 + kX81WEw8lW = YY81WEv8lW + YY82WEv82W + YY83WEv83W +YY8EEpSE

+ YY8MEv8M

(A2.53) kX91EX91 + kX9lWEX91W

YY9EEY9E+ Yy9MEY9M

(A2.54) kX9lEw91 + kX91WEw9lW = YY91WEv91W + YY92WEv92W + YY93WEv93W +YY9EEpSE

+ YY9MEv9M

Input constrained output supply offarm enterprises

(A2.55) EY13w = '£ (YI3W, VI3W) EVl3W + '£ (YI3W, VI4W) EV14W + '£ (YI3W, VIL) EVIL +

'£ (YI3W, VIM) EVIM + EXN
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(A2.56) EY I4W = if (YI4W, VI4W) EVI4W + if (YI4W, VI3W) EV13W + if (YI4W, VIL) EVil +

if (YI4W, VIM) EVIM + EXN

(A2.57) EYIL = if (YIl, VIL) EVIL + if (YIL, VI3W) EV13W + if (YIl, VI4W) EVI4W + if (YIL, VIM)

EVIM+ EXN

(A2.58) EYIM = if (YIM, VIM) EVIM + if (YIM, V13W) EV13W + if (YIM, VI4W) EVl4W + if (YIM,

VIL) EVIL + EXN

(A2.59) EY21W = if (Y2IW, V2IW) EV21W + if (Y2IW, V22W) Evnw +if (Y2IW, V23W) EV23W +

if (Y21 W, V2l) EV2L + if (Y21 W, V2M) EV2M + EX2

(A2.60) EYnw = if (Y22W, V22W) Evnw + '£ (Y22W, V2IW) EV21W + if (Y22W, V23W) EV23W +

if (Y22W, V2L) EV2L + if (Y22W, V2M) EV2M + EX2

(A2.61) EY23W = if (Y23W, V23W) EV23W + '£ (Y23W, V2IW) EV21W + if (Y23W, V22W) Evnw +

if (Y23W, V2L) EV2L + if (Y23W, V2M) EV2M + EX2

(A2.62) EY2L = if (Y2L, V2L) EV2L + if (Y2L, V2IW) EV21W + if (Y2L, vnw) Evnw + [; (Y2l,

V23W) EV23W + if (Y2L, V2M) EV2M + EX2

(A2.63) EY2M = 'i (Y2M, V2M) EV2M + 'i (Y2M, V2IW) EV2lW + 'i (Y2M, V22W) Evnw + 'i (Y2M,

V23W) EV23W + if (Y2M, V2L) EV2L + EX2

(A2.64) EY31W = 'i (Y3IW, V3IW) EV31W + '£ (Y3IW, V32W) EV32W +if (Y3IW, VJ3W) EV33W +

'i (Y3IW, V3L) EV3L + 'i (Y3IW, V3M) EV3M + EX3

(A2.65) EY32W = 'i (Y32W, V32W) EV32W + 'i (Y32W, V3IW) EV31W + 'i (Y32W, V33W) EV33W +

'i (Y32W, V3L) EV3L + 'i (Y32W, V3M) EV3M + EX3

(A2.66) EY33W = 'i (Y33W, V33W) EV33W + '£ (Y33W, V3IW) EV31W + 'i (Y33W, V32W) EV32W +

if (Y33W, V3L) EV3L + if (Y33W, V3M) EV3M + EX3

(A2.67) EY3L = if (Y3L, V3L) EV3L + if (Y3L, V3IW) EV31W + if (Y3L, V32W) EV32W + [; (Y3L,

V33W) EV33W + 'i (Y3L, V3M) EV3M + EX3
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(A2.68) EY3M = 8 (Y3M, V3M) EV3M + 8 (Y3M, V3lW) EV3lW + 8 (Y3M, V32W) EV32W + 8 (Y3M,

V33W) EV33W + 8 (Y3M, V3L) EV3L + EX3

(A2.69) EY4lW = 8 (Y4lW, V4lW) EV4lW + 8 (Y4lW, V42W) EV42W +8 (Y4lW, V,DW) EV43W +

8 (Y4lW, V4L) EV4L + 8 (Y4lW, V4M) EV4M + EX4

(A2.70) EY42W = 8 (Y42W, V42W) EV42W + 8 (Y42W, V4lW) EV4lW + 8 (Y42W, V43W) EV43W +

8 (Y42W, V4L) EV4L + 8 (Y42W, V4M) EV4M + EX4

(A2.71) EY43W = 8 (Y43W, V43W) EV43W + 8 (Y43W, V4lW) EV4lW + £' (Y43W, V42W) EV42W +

8 (Y43W, V4L) EV4L + 8 (Y43W, V4M) EV4M + EX4

(A2.72) EY4L = 8 (Y4L, V4L) EV4L + 8 (Y4L, V4lW) EV4lW + 8 (Y4L, V42W) EV42W + £ (Y4L,

V43W) EV43W + 8 (Y4L, V4M) EV4M + EX4

(A2.73) EY4M = 8 (Y4M, V4M) EV4M + 8 (Y4M, V4lW) EV4lW + 8 (Y4M, V42W) EV42W + 8 (Y4M,

V43W) EV43W + 8 (Y4M, V4L) EV4L +E~

(A2.74) EYSlW = 8 (YSlW, VSlW) EVSlW + 8 (YSlW, VS2W) EVS2W +8 (YSlW, VS3W) EVS3W +

8 (YSlW, VSL) EVSL + 8 (YSlW, VSM) EVSM + EXs

(A2.75) EYS2W = 8 (YS2W, VS2W) EVS2W + 8 (YS2W, VSlW) EVSlW + 8 (YS2W, VS3W) EVS3W +

8 (YS2W, VSL) EVSL + 8 (YS2W, VSM) EVSM + EXs

(A2.76) EYS3W = 8 (YS3W, VS3W) EVS3W + 8 (YS3W, VSlW) EVSlW + 8 (YS3W, VS2W) EVS2W +

8 (YS3W, VSL) EVSL + 8 (YS3W, VSM) EVSM + EXs

(A2.77) EYSL = 8 (YSL, VSL) EVSL + 8 (YSL, VSlW) EVSlW + 8 (YSL, VS2W) EVS2W + £ (YSL,

VS3W) EVS3W + 8 (YSL, VSM) EVSM + EXs

(A2.78) EYSM = 8 (YSM, VSM) EVSM + 8 (YSM, VSlW) EVSlW + 8 (YSM, VS2W) EVS2W -+ 8 (YSM,

VS3W) EVS3W + 8 (YSM, VSL) EVSL + EXs

(A2.79) EY6lW = 8 (Y6lW, V6lW) EV6lW + 8 (Y6lW, V62W) EV62W +8 (Y6lW, V63W) EV63W +

8 (Y61W, V6L) EV6L + 8 (Y61W, V6M) EV6M + EX6
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(A2.80) EY62W = j[ (Y62W, V62W) EV62W + j[ (Y62W, V6IW) EV61W + j[ (Y62W, V63W) EV63W +

j[ (Y62W, V6L) EV6L + j[ (Y62W, V6M) EV6M + EX6

(A2.81) EY63W = j[ (Y63W, V63W) EV63W + j[ (Y63W, V6IW) EV61W + j[ (Y63W, V62W) EV62W +

j[ (Y63W, V6L) Ev6L + j[ (Y63W, V6M) Ev6M + EX6

(A2.82) EY6L = j[ (Y6L, V6L) EV6L + j[ (Y6L, V6IW) EV61W + j[ (Y6L, V62W) EV62W + £ (Y6L,

V63W) EV63W + j[ (Y6L, V6M) EV6M + EX6

(A2.83) EY6M = £ (Y6M, V6M) EV6M + £ (Y6M, V6IW) EV61W + £ (Y6M, V62W) EV62W + £ (Y6M,

V63W) EV63W + j[ (Y6M, V6L) EV6L + EX6

(A2.84) EY71W = j[ (Y7IW, V7IW) EV71W + j[ (Y7IW, VnW) Evnw +j[ (Y7IW, V73W) EV73W +

j[ (Y7IW, PSE) EpSE + j[ (Y7IW, V7M) EV7M + EX7

(A2.85) EYnw = j[ (ynw, vnw) Evnw + j[ (ynw, V7IW) EV71W + j[ (YnW, V73W) EV73W +

j[ (ynw, PSE) EpSE + j[ (Ynw, V7M) EV7M + EX7

(A2.86) EY73W = j[ (Y73W, V73W) EV73W + j[ (Y73W, V71 W) EV71 W + j[ (Y73W, VnW) Evnw +

j[ (Y73W, PSE) EpSE + j[ (Y73W, V7M) EV7M + EX7

(A2.87) EY7E = j[ (Y7E, PSE) EpSE + j[ (Y7E, V7IW) EV71W + j[ (Y7E, VnW) Evnw + £ (Y7E,

V73W) EV73W + j[ (Y7E, V7M) EV7M + EX7

(A2.88) EY7M = j[ (Y7M, V7M) EV7M + £ (Y7M, V7IW) EV7lw + £ (Y7M, VnW) Evnw + £ (Y7M,

V73W) EV73W + j[ (Y7M, PSE) EpSE + EX7

(A2.89) EYSIW = j[ (YSIW, VSIW) EVSIW + j[ (YSIW, VS2W) EVS2W +j[ (YSIW, VS3W) EVS3W +

j[ (Y81W, PSE) EpSE + j[ (YSIW, VSM) EVSM + EXs

(A2.90) EYS2W = j[ (YS2W, VS2W) EVS2W + j[ (YS2W, VSIW) EVSIW + j[ (YS2W, VS3W) EVS3W +

j[ (Y82W, PSE) EpSE + j[ (YS2W, VSM) EVSM + EXs

(A2.91) EYS3W = £ (YS3W, VS3W) EVS3W + j[ (Y83W, VSIW) EVSIW + j[ (YS3W, VS2W) EVS2W +

j[ (Y83W, PSE) EpSE + j[ (YS3W, VSM) EVSM + EXs
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(A2.92) EY8E = '£ (Y8E, PSE) EpSE + '£ (Y8E, V81W) EV81W + '£ (Y8E, V82W) EV82W + E (Y8E,

V83W) EV83W + '£ (YSE, V8M) EV8M + EXs

(A2.93) EYSM = '£ (YSM, V8M) EV8M + '£ (Y8M, V81W) EV81W + '£ (Y8M, V82W) EV82W + '£ (YSM,

VS3W) EVS3W + '£ (Y8M, PSE) EpSE + EXs

(A2.94) EY91W = '£ (Y91W, V91W) EV91W + '£ (Y91W, V92W) EV92W +'£ (Y91W, V93W) EV93W +

'£ (Y91W, PSE) EpSE + '£ (Y91W, V9M) EV9M + EX9

(A2.95) EY92W = '£ (Y92W, V92W) EV92W + '£ (Y92W, V91W) EV91W + '£ (Y92W, V93W) EV93W +

'£ (Y92W, PSE) EpSE + '£ (Y92W, V9M) EV9M + EX9

(A2.96) EY93W = '£ (Y93W, V93W) EV93W + '£ (Y93W, V91W) EV91W + '£ (Y93W, V92W) Evnw +

'£ (Y93W, PSE) EpSE + '£ (Y93W, V9M) EV9M + EX9

(A2.97) EY9E = '£ (Y9E, PSE) EpSE + '£ (Y9E, V91W) EV91W + '£ (Y9E, V92W) EV92W + E (Y9E,

V93W) EV93W + '£ (Y9E, V9M) EV9M + EX9

(A2.98) EY9M = '£ (Y9M, V9M) EV9M + '£ (Y9M, V91W) EV91W + '£ (Y9M, V92W) EV92W + '£ (Y9M,

V93W) EV93W + '£ (Y9M, PSE) EpSE + EX9

Other input supply to wool warehouse sectors

(A2.99) EYNM = E(YNM, VNM)(EvNM - tYNM)

(A2.100) EYBM = E(YBM, VBM)(EvBM - tYBM)

(A2.1 01) EYMM = E(YMM, VMM)(EvMM - tYMM)

(A2.102) EYFM = E(YFM, VFM)(EvFM - tYFM)

Other input supply to lamb and mutton slaughtering/processing sectors

(A2.103) EYSL = E(YSL, VSL)(EvSL - tYSL)
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(A2.1 04) EYSM = £(YSM, vSMlEvSM - tYSM)

The Equilibrium Displacement Model

Output constrained input demand ofwool warehouse sectors

(A2.I05) EY 14W = if (YI4W, VI4W) EVI4W + if (YI4W, VNM)EvNM + EZ 1

(A2.I06) EYNM = if (YNM, VI4W)Ev I4W + if (YNM, VNM)EvNM + EZ 1

(A2.I07) EY2Iw = if (Y2IW, V2IW) EV2Iw + if (Y2IW, V3IW) EV31W + if (Y2IW, V4IW) EV41W +

if (Y2IW, VSIW) EVSIW + if (Y2IW, V6IW) EV6lW + if (Y2IW, V7IW) EV71W + 17 (Y2IW,

VSIW) EVslw + if (Y2IW, V9IW) EV9lW + if (Y2IW, VFM)EvFM + EZ2

(A2.I08) EY31W = if (Y3IW, V3IW) EV31W + if (Y3IW, V2IW) EV2Iw + if (Y3IW, V4IW) EV41W +

if (Y3IW, VSIW) EVSIW + if (Y3IW, V6IW) EV6lW + if (Y3IW, V7IW) EV71W + TJ (Y3IW,

VSIW) EVslw + if (Y3IW, V9IW) EV9lW + if (Y3IW, VFM)EvFM + EZ2

(A2.I09) EY4lW = if (Y4IW, V4IW) EV4lW + if (Y4IW, V2IW) EV2Iw + if (Y4IW, V3IW) EV3lW +

if (Y4IW, VSIW) EVSIW + if (Y4IW, V6IW) EV6lW + if (Y4IW, V7IW) EV71W + TJ (Y4IW,

VSIW) EVSIW + if (Y4IW, V9IW) EV91W + if (Y4IW, VFM)EvFM + EZ2

(A2.IIO) EY5lW = if (Y5IW, VSIW) EV51W + if (Y5IW, V2IW) EV2Iw + if (Y5IW, V3IW) EV31W +

if (Y5IW, V4IW) EV4lW + if (Y5IW, V6IW) EV61W + if (Y5IW, V7IW) EV71W + TJ (Y5IW,

VSIW) EVSIW + if (Y5IW, V9IW) EV9lW + if (Y5IW, VFM)EvFM + EZ2

(A2.III) EY61W = if (Y6IW, V6IW) EV6lW + if (Y6IW, V2IW) EV2Iw + if (Y6IW, V3IW) EV31W +

if (Y6IW, V4IW) EV41W + if (Y61W, V51W) EV5lW + if (Y6IW, V7IW) EV7Iw + TJ (Y6IW,

VSIW) EVslw + if (Y6IW, V9IW) EV9lW + if (Y6IW, VFM)EvFM + EZ2

(A2.112) EY71W = if (Y7IW, V7IW) EV7lW + if (Y71W, V2IW) EV2Iw + if (Y7IW, V3IW) EV31W +

if (Y7IW, V4IW) EV4lW + if (Y7IW, V5IW) EV5lW + if (Y7IW, V6IW) EV61W + TJ (Y7IW,

VSIW) EVSIW + if (Y7IW, V9IW) EV9lW + if (Y7IW, VFM)EvFM + EZ2
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(A2.I13) EYS1W = if (YSIW, VSIW) EVSIW + if (YSIW, V21W) EV21W + if (YSIW, V31W) EV31W +

if (YSIW, V41W) EV41W + if (YSIW, VSIW) EVSIW + if (YSIW, V61W) EV61W + 11 (YSIW,

V71W) EV71W + if (YSIW, V91W) EV91W + if (YSIW, VFM)EvFM + EZ2

(A2.114) EY91W = if (Y91W, V91W) EV91W + if (Y91W, V21W) EV21W + if (Y91W, V31W) EV31W +

if (Y91W, V41W) EV41W + if (Y91W, VSIW) EV51W + if (Y91W, V61W) EV61W + 11 (Y91W,

V71W) EV71W + if (Y91W, VSIW) EVSIW + if (Y91W, VFM)EvFM + EZ2

(A2.IIS) EYFM = if (YFM, VFM) EVFM + if (YFM, V21W) EV21W + if (YFM, V31W) EV31W + if (YFM,

V41W) EV41W + if (YFM, VSIW) EVSIW + if (YFM, V61W) EV61W + if (YFM, V71W) EV71W +

if (YFM, VSIW) EVSIW + if (YFM, V91W)Ev91W + EZ2

(A2.116) EY22W = if (Y22W, V22W) Evnw + if (Y22W, V32W) EV32W + if (Y22W, \'42W) Ev42W +

if (Y22W, VS2W) EVS2W + if (Y22W, V62W) EV62W + if (Y22W, VnW) Evnw + 11 (Y22W,

VS2W) EVS2W + if (Y22W, V92W) EV92W + if (Y22W, VMM)EvMM + EZ3

(A2.117) EY32W = if (Y32W, V32W) EV32W + if (Y32W, V22W) Evnw + if (Y32W, V42W) EV42W +

if (Y32W, VS2W) EVS2W + if (Y32W, V62W) EV62W + if (Y32W, VnW) Evnw + 11 (Y32W,

VS2W) EVS2W + if (Y32W, V92W) EV92W + if (Y32W, VMM)EvMM + EZ3

(A2.II8) EY42W = if (Y42W, V42W) EV42W + if (Y42W, V22W) EV22W + if (Y42W, V32W) EV32W +

if (Y42W, VS2W) EVS2W + if (Y42W, V62W) EV62W + if (Y42W, VnW) Evnw + 11 (Y42W,

VS2W) EVS2W + if (Y42W, V92W) EV92W + if (Y42W, VMM)EvMM + E Z 3

(A2.119) EYS2W = if (YS2W, V21W) EVS2W + if (YS2W, V22W) Evnw + if (YS2W, V32W) EV32W +

if (YS2W, V42W) EV42W + if (YS2W, V62W) EV62W + if (YS2W, VnW) Evnw + 11 (YS2W,

VS2W) EVS2W + if (YS2W, V92W) EV92W + if (Y52W, VMM)EvMM + EZ3

(A2.120) EY62W = if (Y62W, V62W) EV62W + if (Y62W, V22W) Evnw + if (Y62W, V32W) EV32W +

if (Y62W, V42W) EV42W + if (Y62W, VS2W) EVS2W + if (Y62W, VnW) Evnw + 11 (Y62W,

VS2W) EVS2W + if (Y62W, V92W) EV92W + if (Y62W, VMM)EvMM + EZ3W
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(A2.I21) EYnw = if (Ynw, vnw) EV72W + if (Y72W, V22W) EV22W + if (Y72W, V32W) EV32W +

if (Ynw, V42W) EV42W + if (Ynw, V52W) EV52W + if (Ynw, V62W) EV62W + 1J (Ynw,

V82W) EV82W + if (Y72W, VnW) Evnw + if (Y72W, VMM)EvMM + EZ3

(A2.122) EY82W = if (Y82W, V82W) EV82W + if (Y82W, V22W) EV22W + if (Y82W, V32W) EV32W +

if (Y82W, V42W) EV42W + if (Y82W, V52W) EV52W + if (Y82W, V62W) EV62W + 1J (Y82W,

V72W) EV72W + if (Y82W, VnW) Evnw + if (Y82W, VMM)EvMM + EZ3

(A2.123) EYnw = if (Y92W, V92W) EV92W + if (Y92W, V22W) EV22W + if (Y92W, V32W) EV32W +

if (Y92W, V42W) EV42W + if (Y92W, V52W) EV52W + if (Y92W, V62W) EV62W + 1J (Y92W,

V72W) Evnw + if (Y92W, V82W) EV82W + if (Y92W, VMM)EvMM + EZ3

(A2.l24) EYMM = if (YMM, VMM) EVMM + if (YMM, V22W) EV22W + if (YMM, V32W) EV32W +

if (YMM, V42W) EV42W + if (YMM, V52W) EV52W + if (YMM, V62W) EV62W + 1J (YMM,

V72W) Evnw + if (YMM, V82W) EV82W + if (YMM, V92W)EvnW + EZ3

(A2.125) EY13W = if (Y13W, V13W) EV13W + if (Y13W, V23W) EV23W + if (Y13W, V33W) EV33W +

if (Y13W, V43W) EV43W + if (Y13W, V53W) EV53W + if (Y13W, V63W) EV63W + if (Y13W,

V73W) EV73W + if (Y13W, V83W) EV83W + if (Y13W, V93W) EV93W + if (Y13W, VBM)EvBM

+EZ4

(A2.126) EY23W = if (Y23W, V23W) EV23W + if (Y23W, V13W) EV13W + if (Y23W, V33W) EV33W +

if (Y23W, V43W) E V43W + if (Y23W, V53W) EV53W + if (Y23W, V63W) EV63W + if (Y23W,

V73W) EV73W + if (Y23W, V83W) EV83W + if (Y23W, V93W) EV93W + if (Y23W, VBM)EvBM

+ EZ4

(A2.127) EY33W = if (Y33W, V33W) EV33W + if (Y33W, V13W) EV13W + if (Y33W, V32W} EV32W +

if (Y33W, V43W) EV43W + if (Y33W, V53W) EV53W + if (Y33W, V63W) EV63W + if (Y33W,

V73W) EV73W + if (Y33W, V83W) EV83W + if (Y33W, V93W) EV93W + if (Y33W, VBM)EvBM

+EZ4
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(A2.128) EY43W = if (Y43W, V43W) EV43W + if (Y43W, VI3W) EV13W + if (Y43W, V23W) EV23W +

if (Y43W, V33W) EV33W + if (Y43W, V53W) EV53W + if (Y43W, V63W) EV63W + if (Y43W,

V73W) EV73W + if (Y43W, V83W) EV83W + if (Y43W, V93W) EV93W + if (Y43W, VI3M)EvBM

+EZ4

(A2.l29) EY53W = if (Y53W, V53W) EV53W + if (Y53W, V13W) EV13W + if (Y53W, V23W) EV23W +

if (Y53W, V33W) EV33W + if (Y53W, V43W) EV43W + if (Y53W, V63W) EV63W + if (Y53W,

V73W) EV73W + if (Y53W, V83W) EV83W + if (Y53W, V93W) EV93W + if (Y53W, VBM)EvBM

+EZ4

(A2.130) EY63W = if (Y63W, V63W) EV63W + if (Y63W, VI3W) EV13W + if (Y63W, V23W) EV23W +

if (Y63W, V33W) EV33W + if (Y63W, V43W) EV43W + if (Y63W, V53W) EV53W + if (Y63W,

V73W) EV73W + if (Y63W, V83W) EV83W + if (Y63W, V93W) EV93W + if (Y6JW, VBM)EvBM

+EZ4

(A2.I3I) EY73W = if (Y73W, V73W) EV73W + if (Y73W, VI3W) EV13W + if (Y73W, V23W) EV23W +

if (Y73W, V33W) EV33W + if (Y73W, V43W) EV43W + if (Y73W, V53W) EV53W + if (Y73W,

V63W) EV63W + if (Y73W, V83W) EV83W + if (Y73W, V93W) EV93W + if (Y73W, VBM)EvBM

+ EZ4

(A2.132) EY83W = if (Y83W, V83W) EV83W + if (Y83W, V13W) EV13W + if (Y83W, V23W) EV23W +

if (Y83W, V33W) EV33W + if (Y83W, V43W) EV43W + if (Y83W, V53W) EV53W + if (Y83W,

V63W) EV63W + if (Y83W, V73W) EV73W + if (Y83W, V93W) EV93W + if (Y83W, VBM)EvBM

+EZ4

(A2.I33) EY93W = if (Y93W, V93W) EV93W + if (Y93W, VI3W) EV13W + if (Y93W, V23W) EV23W +

if (Y93W, V33W) EV33W + if (Y93W, V43W) EV43W + if (Y93W, V53W) EV53W + if (Y93W,

V63W) EV63W + if (Y93W, V73W) EV73W + if (Y93W, V83W) EV83W + if (Y93W, VBM)EvBM

+EZ4
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(A2.134) EYBM = if (YBM, VBM) EVBM + if (YBM, VI3W) EV13W + if (YBM, V23W) EV23W +

if (YBM, V33W) EV33W + if (YBM, V43W) EV43W + if (YBM, VS3W) EVS3W + if (YBM, V63W)

EV63W + if (YBM, V73W) EV73W + if (YBM, VS3W) EVS3W + if (YBM, V93W)Ev93W + EZ4

Output constrained input demand oflamb and mutton slaughtering/processing sectors

(A2.135) EY IL = if (YIL, VIL)EviL + if (YIL, V2L) EV2L + if (YIL, V3L) EV3L + if (YIL, V4L) EV4L

+ if (YIL, VSL) EVSL + if (YIL, V6L) EV6L + if (YIL, VSL) EVSL + EZL

(A2.136) EY2L = if (Y2L, V2L) EV2L + if (Y2L, VI L) EVI L + if (Y2L, V3L) EV3L + if (Y2L, V4L) Ev4L

+ if (Y2L, VSL) EVSL + if (Y2L, V6L) EV6L + if (Y2L, VSL) EVSL + EZL

(A2.137) EY3L = if (Y3L, V3L) EV3L + if (Y3L, VIL) EVIL + if (Y3L, V2L) EV2L + if (Y3L, V4L) EV4L

+ if (Y3L, VSL) EVSL + if (Y3L, V6L) EV6L + if (Y3L, VSL) EVSL + EZL

(A2.138) EY4L = if (Y4L, V4L) EV4L + if (Y4L, VIL)EvIL + if (Y4L, V2L) EV2L + 17 (Y4L, V3L) EV3L

+ if (Y4L, VSL) EVSL + if (Y4L, V6L) EV6L + if (Y4L, VSL) EVSL + EZL

(A2.139) EYSL = if (YSL, VSL) EVSL + if (YSL, VIL) EVIL + if (YSL, V2L) EV2L + if (YSL, V3L) EV3L

+ if (YSL, V4L) EV4L + if (YSL, V6L) EV6L + if (YSL, VSL) EVSL + EZL

(A2.140) EY6L = if (Y6L, V6L) EV6L + if (Y6L, VIL)EviL + if (Y6L, V2L) EV2L + 17 (Y6L, V3L) EV3L

+ if (Y6L, V4L) EV4L + if (Y6L, VSL) EVSL + if (Y6L, VSL) EVSL + EZL

(A2.141) EYSL = if (YSL, VSL) EVSL + if (YSL, VIL) EVIL + if (YSL, V2L) EV2L + 17 (YSL, V3L) EV3L

+ if (YSL, V4L) EV4L + 17 (YSL, VSL) EVSL + if (YSL, V6L) EV6L + EZL

(A2.142) EY IM = if (YIM,VIM)EvIM+ if (YIM,V2M) Ev2M+ if (YIM,V3M) Ev3M+ if (YIM,V4M)

EV4M + if (YIM, VSM) EVSM + if (YIM, V6M) EV6M + if (YIM, V7M) EV7M + if (YSM, VSM)

EVSM + if (YIM, V9M) EV9M + if (YIM, VSM)EvSM + EZM
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(A2.l43) EY2M = if (Y2M, V2M) EV2M + if (Y2M, VIM) EVIM + if (Y2M, V3M) EV3M + if (Y2M, V4M)

EV4M + if (Y2M, V5M) EV5M + if (Y2M, V6M) EV6M + if (Y2M, V7M) EV7M + if (Y2M, VSM)

EVSM + if (Y2M, V9M) EV9M + if (Y2M, VSM)EvSM + EZM

(A2.I44) EY3M = if (Y3M, V3M) EV3M + if (Y3M, VIM) EVIM + if (Y3M, V2M) EV2M + if (Y3M, V4M)

EV4M + if (Y3M, V5M) EV5M + if (Y3M, V6M) EV6M + if (Y3M, V7M) EV7M + if (Y3M, VSM)

EVSM + if (Y3M, V9M) EV9M + if (Y3M, VSM)EvSM + EZM

(A2.I45) EY4M = if (Y4M, V4M) EV4M + if (Y4M, VIM) EVIM + if (Y4M, V2M) EV2M + if (Y4M, V3M)

EV3M + if (Y4M, V5M) EV5M + if (Y4M, V6M) EV6M + if (Y4M, V7M) EV7M + if (Y4M, VSM)

EVSM + if (Y4M, V9M) EV9M + if (Y4M, VSM)EvSM + EZM

(A2.I46) EY5M = if (Y5M, V5M) EV5M + if (Y5M, VIM) EVIM + if (Y5M, V2M) EV2M + if (Y5M, V3M)

EV3M + if (Y5M, V4M) EV4M + if (Y5M, V6M) EV6M + if (Y5M, V7M) EV7M + if (Y5M, VSM)

EVSM + if (Y5M, V9M) EV9M + if (Y5M, VSM)EvSM + EZM

(A2.I47) EY6M = if (Y6M, V6M) EV6M + if (Y6M, VIM) EVIM + if (Y6M, V2M) EV2M + if (Y6M, V3M)

EV3M + if (Y6M, V4M) EV4M + if (Y6M, V5M) EV5M + if (Y6M, V7M) EV7M + if (Y6M, VSM)

EVSM + if (Y6M, V9M) EV9M + if (Y6M, VSM)EvSM + EZM

(A2.l48) EY7M = if (Y7M, V7M) EV7M+ if (Y7M, VIM) EVIM + if (Y7M, V2M) EV2M + if (Y7M, V3M)

EV3M + if (Y7M, V4M) EV4M + if (Y7M, V5M) EV5M + if (Y7M, V6M) EV6M + if (Y7M, VSM)

EVSM + if (Y7M, V9M) EV9M + if (Y7M, VSM)EvSM + EZM

(A2.l49) EYSM = if (YSM, V8M) EV8M + if (Y8M, VIM) EVIM + if (Y8M, V2M) EV2M + if (Y8M, V3M)

EV3M + if (Y8M, V4M) EV4M + if (Y8M, V5M) EV5M + if (YSM, V6M) EV6M + if (YSM, V7M)

EV7M + if (Y8M, V9M) EV9M + if (Y8M, VSM)EvSM + EZM

(A2.I50) EY9M = if (Y9M, V9M) EV9M + if (Y9M, VIM) EVIM + if (Y9M, V2M) EV2M + if (Y9M, V3M)

EV3M + if (Y9M, V4M) EV4M + if (Y9M, V5M) EV5M + if (Y9M, V6M) EV6M + if (Y9M, V7M)

EV7M + if (Y9M, VSM) EVSM + if (Y9M, VSM)EvSM + EZM
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(A2.151) EYSM = if (YSM, VSM) EVSM + if (YSM, VIM) EVIM + if (YSM, V2M) EV2M + if (YSM,

V3M) EV3M + if (YSM, V4M) EV4M + if (YSM, V5M) EV5M + if (YSM, V6M) EV6M -+- if (YSM,

V7M) EV7M + if (YSM, V8M) EV8M -+- if (YSM, V9M)Ev9M + EZM

Wool warehouse sectors equilibrium

(A2.l54) kY21WEY21W + kY3lWEY3lW + kY41WEY4lW + kY5lWEY5lW + kY6lWEY6lW +

kY71WEY71W + kY8lWEY8lW + kY9lWEY9lW + kYFMEYFM = YZ2WEZ2W +

YZ2SEZ2S

(A2.155) kY21WEV21W + kY3lWEv3lW + kY4lWEv4lW + kY5lWEv5lW + kY6lWEv6lW +

kY71WEV7IW + kY8lWEv8lW + kY9lWEv9lW + kyFMEvFM = YZ2WEu2W + YZ2SEu2S

(A2.156) k Y22WEY22W + k Y32WEY32W + k Y42WEY42W + k Y52WEY52W + k Y62WEY62W +

k Y72WEY72W + k Y82WEY82W + k Y92WEY92W + kyMMEYMM = YZ3WEZ3W +

YZ3sEZ3S

(A2.157) kY22WEv22W + kY32WEv32W + kY42WEv42W + kY52WEv52W + kY62WEv62W +

kY72WEv72W + kY82WEv82W + kY92WEv92W + kyMMEvMM = YZ3WEu3W + YZ3SEu3S

(A2.158) k Y13WEY13W + k Y23WEY23W + k Y33WEY33W + k Y43WEY43W + k Y53WEY53W +

k Y63WEY63W + k Y73WEY73W + k Y83WEY83W + k Y93WEY93W + kyBMEYBM =

YZ4wEZ4W + YZ4SEZ4S

(A2.159) kY13WEV13W + kY23WEv23W + kY33WEv33W + kY43WEv43W + kY53WEv53W +

kY63WEv63W + kY73WEv73W + kY83WEv83W + kY93WEv93W + kyBMEvBM

YZ4WEu4W + YZ4SEu4S
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Lamb and mutton slaughtering/processing sectors equilibrium

(A2.I60) kYILEYIL + kY2LEY2L + kY3LEY3L + kY4LEY4L + kYSLEYSL + kY6LEY6L +

kYSLEYSL = YZLEEZLE + YZLoEZLO

(A2.I61) kylLEvlL + kY2LEv2L + kY3LEv3L + kY4LEv4L + kYSLEvSL + kY6LEv6L + kYSLEvSL

= YZLEEuLE + YzLoEuLO

(A2.I62) kYIMEYIM + kY2MEY2M + kY3MEY3M + kY4MEY4M + kYSMEYSM -+- kY6MEY6M +

kY7MEY7M + kYSMEYSM + kY9MEY9M + kYSMEYSM = YZMEEZME + YZMoEZMO

(A2.I63) kylMEvlM + kY2MEv2M + kY3MEv3M + kY4MEv4M + kYSMEvSM -+- kY6MEv6M +

kY7MEv7M + kYSMEvSM + kY9MEv9M + kYSMEvSM = YZMEEuME + YzMoEuMO

Input constrained output supply ofwool warehouse sectors

(A2.I65) EZ ls = E (ZIS, UIW) EUIW + E (ZIS, UIS) EUls + EYN

(A2.I66) EZ2W = '£ (Z2W, U2W) EU2W + '£ (Z2W, U2S) EU2S + EYF

(A2.I67) EZ2S = E (Z2S, U2W) EU2W + E (Z2S, U2S) EU2S + EYF

(A2.I68) EZ3W = E (Z3W, U3W) EU3W + E (Z3W, U3S) EU3S + EYe

(A2.I69) EZ3S = E (Z3S, U3W) EU3W + E (Z3S, U3S) EU3S + EYe

(A2.I70) EZ4W = '£ (Z4W, U4W) EU4W + '£ (Z4W, U4S) EU4S + EYB

(A2.I71) EZ4S = E (Z4S, U4W) EU4W + E (Z4S, U4S) EU4s + EYB

Input constrained output supply oflamb and mutton slaughtering/processing sectors

(A2.I72) EZLE = '£ (ZLE, ULE) EULE + E (ZLE, ULO) EULO + EYL
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(A2.173) EZLD = E (ZLD, ULE) EULE + E (ZLD, ULD) EULD + EYL

(A2.174) EZME = E (ZME, UME) EUME + E (ZME, UMD) EUMD + EYM

(A2.175) EZMD = E (ZMD, UME) EUME + £' (ZLD, UMD) EUMD + EYM

Other input supply to wool scouring sector

(A2.176) EZcs = C(ZCS, UCS)(Eucs - tzcs)

Output constrained input demand ofwool scouring sector

(A2.177) EZ IS = if (ZIS, UIS) EUIS + if (ZIS, U2S) EU2S + if (ZlS, U3S) EU3S + if (ZIS, U4S) EU4S +

if (ZlS, UCS) EuCS + EZs

(A2.178) EZ2S = if (Z2S, U2S) EU2S + if (Z2S, UIS) EUIS + if (Z2S, U3S) EU3S + if (Z2S, U4S) EU4s +

if (Z2S, UCS) EuCS + EZs

(A2.179) EZ3S = if (Z3S, U3S) EU3S + if (Z3S, UIS) EUIS + if (Z3S, U2S) EU2S + if (Z3S, U4S) EU4S +

if (Z3S, UCS) EuCS + EZs

(A2.180) EZ4S = if (Z4S, U4S) EU4s + if (Z4S, UIS) EUIS + if (Z4S, U2S) EU2S + if (Z4S, U3S) EU3S +

if (Z4S, UCS) EuCS + EZs

(A2.l81) EZcs = if (ZCS, UCS) EuCS + if (ZCS, UIS) EUIS + if (ZCS, U2S) EU2S + if (ZCS, U3S) EU3S

+ if (ZCS, U4S) EU4S + EZs

Wool scouring sector equilibrium

(A2.182) k Z1SEZ Is + kZ2SEZ2S + kZ3SEZ3S + k Z4SEZ4s + kzcsEZcs = YzcwEZcw +

YFISEF IS + YF2SEF2S+ YF3SEF3S+ YF4SEF4S + YZ2TEZ2T + YZ3TEZ3T+ YZ4TEZ4T

(A2.183) k Z1SEu\S + kZ2SEu2S + kZ3SEu3S + k Z4SEU4S + kzcsEucs = YZCWEuCW + YFlsEs\S

+ YF2SEs2S+ YF3SEs3S+ YF4SEs4S + YZ2TEu2T + YZ3TEu3T+ YZ4TEu4T
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Input constrained output supply ofwool scouring sector

(A2.I84) EF IS = £' (FIS, SIS) Es is + £' (FIS, S2S) Es2S + £' (FIS, S3S) Es3S + £' (FIS, S4S) Es4S +

£' (FIS, UCW) Eucw + £' (FIS, U2T) EU2T + £' (FIS, U3T) EU3T + £' (FIS, U4T) EU4T -+- EZc

(A2.185) EF2S = £' (F2S, SIS) Es IS + £' (F2S, S2S) Es2S + '£ (F2S, S3S) Es3S -+- '£ (F2S, S4S) Es4S +

£' (F2S, UCW) Eucw + £' (F2S, U2T) EU2T + £' (F2S, U3T) EU3T + £' (F2S, U4T) EU4T -I- EZc

(A2.186) EF3S = '£ (F3S, SIS) Es lS + '£ (F3S, S2S) Es2S + '£ (F3S, S3S) Es3S + '£ (DS, S4S) Es4S -+

£' (F3S, UCW) EuCW + £' (F3S, U2T) EU2T + £' (F3S, U3T) EU3T + £' (F3S, U4T) EU4T + EZc

(A2.I8?) EF4S = £' (F4S, SIS) Es IS + £' (F4S, S2S) Es2S + £' (F4S, S3S) Es3S + £' (F4S, S4S) Es4S +

£' (F4S, UCW) EuCW + £' (F4S, U2T) EU2T + £' (F4S, U3T) EU3T + £' (F4S, U4T) EU4T -I- EZc

(A2.I88) EZcw = £' (ZCW, SIS) Es IS + £' (ZCW, S2S) Es2S + £' (ZCW, S3S) Es3S + £' (ZCW, S4S) Es4S

+ £' (ZCW, UCW) EuCW + £' (ZCW, U2T) EU2T + £' (ZCW, U3T) EU3T + £' (ZCW, U4T) EU4T -+

EZc

(A2.I89) EZ2T = £' (Z2T, SIS) Es IS + £' (Z2T, S2S) Es2s + £' (Z2T, S3S) ES3S + &' (Z2T, S4S) Es4S +

'£ (Z2T, UCW) EuCW + '£ (Z2T, U2T) EU2T + '£ (Z2T, U3T) EU3T + '£ (Z2T, U4T) EU4T + EZc

(A2.190) EZ3T = '£ (Z3T, SIS) Es IS + '£ (Z3T, S2S) Es2S + '£ (Z3T, S3S) Es3S + '£ (Z3T, S4S) Es4S +

£' (Z3T, UCW) EuCW + £' (Z3T, U2T) EU2T + &' (Z3T, U3T) EU3T + &' (Z3T, U4T) EU4T + EZc

(A2.I9I) EZ4T = &' (Z4T, SIS) Es is + &' (Z4T, S2S) Es2S + £' (Z4T, S3S) ES3S + &' (Z4T, S4S) Es4S +

£' (Z4T, UCW) EuCW + £' (Z4T, U2T) EU2T + £' (Z4T, U3T) EU3T + &' (Z4T, U4T) EU4T + EZc

Other input SUpply to wool carbonising sector

(A2.192) EZCB = E(ZCB, uCB)(EuCB - tZCB)

Output constrained input demand ofwool carbonising sector

(A2.I93) EZcw = if (ZCW, UCW) Eucw + if (ZCW, UCB) EUCB + EFcw
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(A2.194) EZCB = if (ZCB, UCW) Eucw + if (ZCB, UCB) EUCB + EFcw

Wool carbonising sector equilibrium

(A2.195) Escw = kzcwEucw + kZCBEuCB

Other input supply to wool topmaking sector

(A2.196) EZWT = £(ZWT, UWT)(EuWT - tZWT)

Output constrained input demand ofwool topmaking sector

(A2.197) EZ2T = if (Z2T, U2T) EU2T + if (Z2T, U3T) EU3T + if (Z2T, U4T) EU4T + if (Z2T, UWT) EUWT

+ EFT

(A2.198) EZ3T = if (Z3T, U2T) EU2T + if (Z3T, U3T) EU3T + if (Z3T, U4T) EU4T +if (Z3T, UWT) EUWT

+ EFT

(A2.199) EZ4T = if (Z4T, U2T) EU4T + if (Z4T, U3T) EU3T + if (Z4T, U4T) EU4T + if (Z4T, UWT) EUWT

+ EFT

(A2.200) EZWT = if (ZWT, U2T) EU2T + if (ZWT, U3T) EU3T + if (ZWT, U4T) EU4T + if (ZWT, UWT)

EUWT + EFT

Wool topmaking sector equilibrium

(A2.201) kZ2TEZ2T + kZ3TEZ3T + kZ4TEZ4T + kZWTEZWT

yF4TEF4T+ YFNWEFNW+ YQopEQop

(A2.202) kZ2TEu2T + kZ3TEu3T + kZ4TEu4T + kZWTEuWT = YF2TEs2T + yF3TEs:n + YF4TEs4T+

YFNWEsNW+ YQopEpop
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Input constrained output supply ofwool topmaking sector

(A2.203) EF2T = E (F2T, S2T) ES2T + E (F2T, S3T) ES3T + E (F2T, S4T) ES4T + E (F2T, SNW) EsNW +

E (F2T, PDP) Epop + EZT

(A2.204) EF3T = E (F3T, S3T) ES3T + E (F3T, S2T) ES2T + E (F3T, S4T) ES4T + E (F3T, SNW) EsNW +

E (F3T, PDP) Epop + EZT

(A2.20S) EF4T = E (F4T, S4T) ES4T + E (F4T, S2T) ES2T + E (F4T, S3T) ES3T + E (F4T, SNW) EsNw +

E (F4T, PDP) Epop + EZT

(A2.206) EFNW = E (FNW, SNW) EsNW + E (FNW, S2T) ES2T + E (FNW, S3T) ES3T + £ (FNW, S4T)

ES4T + E (FNW, PDP) Epop + EZT

(A2.207) EQop = E (QoP, PDP) Epop + E (QOP, S2T) ES2T + E (QOP, S3T) ES3T + E (QOP, S4T) ES4T +

E (QOP, SNW) EsNW + EZT

Other input supply to export greasy wool shipment sectors

(A2.208) EZNM = 0(ZNM, UNM)(EuNM - tZNM)

(A2.209) EZFM = 0(ZFM, UFM)(EuFM - tZFM)

(A2.210) EZMM = 0(ZMM, UMM)(EuMM - tZMM)

(A2.211) EZBM = 0(ZBM, UBM)(EuBM - tZBM)

Other input supply to export carbonised wool shipment sector

(A2.212) EFcB = 0(FCB, sCB)(EsCB - tFCB)

Other input supply to export scoured wool shipment sectors
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(A2.216) EFBS = 0(FBS, SBS)(EsBS - tFBS)

The Equilibrium Displacement Model

Other input supply to export wool tops shipment sectors

(A2.217) EFFT = 0(FFT, SFT)(EsFT - tFFT)

(A2.219) EFBT = 0(FBT, SBT)(EsBT - tFBT)

Output constrained input demand ofexport greasy wool shipment sectors

(A2.221) EZ1W = if (ZlW, UIW) EUIW + if (ZlW, UNM) EUNM + EQIW

(A2.222) EZNM = if (ZNM, UIW) EUIW + if (ZNM, UNM) EUNM + EQIW

(A2.223) EZ2W = if (Z2W, U2W) EU2W + if (Z2W, UFM) EUFM + EQ2W

(A2.224) EZFM = if (ZFM, U2W) EU2W + if (ZFM, UFM) EUFM + EQ2w

(A2.225) EZ3W = if (Z3W, U3W) EU3W + if (Z3W, UMM) EUMM + EQ3W

(A2.226) EZMM = if (ZMM, U3W) EU3W + if (ZMM, UMM) EUMM + EQ3W

(A2.227) EZ4W = if (Z4W, U4W) EU4w + if (Z4W, UBM) EUBM + EQ4w

(A2.228) EZBM = if (ZBM, U4W) EU4W + if (ZBM, UBM) EUBM + EQ4W
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Output constrained input demand ofexport carbonised wool shipment sectors

(A2.229) EFcw = if (FCW, SCW) Escw + if (FCW, SCB) ESCB + EQcw

(A2.230) EFcB = if (FCB, SCW) Escw + if (FCB, SCB) ESCB + EQcw

Output constrained input demand ofexport scoured wool shipment sectors

(A2.231) EF IS = if (FIS, SIS) Es is + if (FIS, SNS) EsNS + EQls

(A2.232) EFNS = if (FNS, SIS) Es is + if (FNS, SNS) EsNS + EQls

(A2.233) EF2S = if (F2S, S2S) Es2S + if (F2S, SFS) EsFS + EQ2S

(A2.234) EFFS = if (FFS, S2S) Es2S + if (FFS, SFS) EsFS + EQ2S

(A2.235) EF3S = if (F3S, S3S) Es3S + if (F3S, SMS) EsMS + EQ3S

(A2.236) EFMs = if (FMS, S3S) ES3S + if (FMS, SMS) EsMs + EQ3S

(A2.237) EF4S = if (F4S, S4S) Es4S + if (F4S, SBS) EsBS + EQ4S

(A2.238) EFBS = if (FBS, S4S) Es4S + if (FBS, SBS) EsBS + EQ4S

Output constrained input demand ofexport wool top shipment sectors

(A2.239) EF2T = if (F2T, S2T) ES2T + if (F2T, SFT) ESFT + EQ2T

(A2.240) EFFT = if (FFT, S2T) ES2T + if (FFT, SFT) ESFT + EQ2T

(A2.241) EF3T = if (F3T, S3T) ES3T + if (F3T, SMT) ESMT + EQ3T

(A2.242) EFMT = if (FMT, S3T) ES3T + if (FMT, SMT) ESMT + EQ3T
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(A2.243) EF4T = if (F4T, S4T) ES4T + if (F4T, SBT) ESBT + EQ4T

(A2.244) EFBT = if (FBT, S4T) ES4T + if (FBT, SBT) ESBT + EQ4T

(A2.245) EFNW = if (FNW, SNW) EsNW + if (FNW, SNE) ESNE + EQNW

(A2.246) EFNE = if (FNE, SNW) EsNW + if (FNE, SNE) ESNE + EQNW

Export greasy wool shipment sector equilibrium

Export carbonised wool shipment sector equilibrium

(A2.251) Epcw = kFcwEscw + kFCBEsCB

Export scoured wool shipment sector equilibrium

Export wool tops shipment sector equilibrium
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Other input supply to lamb and mutton marketing sectors

(A2.261) EZ2L = £(Z2L, U2L)(Eu2L - tZ2L)

(A2.262) EZ1M = £(ZIM, UIM)(EuIM - tZIM)

(A2.263) EZ2M = £(Z2M, U2M)(Eu2M - tZ2M)

Output constrained input demand oflamb and mutton marketing sectors

(A2.264) EZLE = if (ZLE, ULE) EULE + if (ZLE, UIL) EUIL + EQLE

(A2.265) EZ1L = if (ZlL, ULE) EULE + if (ZIL, UIL) EUIL + EQLE

(A2.266) EZLD = if (ZLD, ULD) EULD + if (ZLD, U2L) EU2L + EQLD

(A2.267) EZ2L = if (Z2L, ULD) EULD + if (Z2L, U2L) EU2L + EQLD

(A2.268) EZMD = if (ZMD, UMD) EUMD + if (ZMD, U2M) EU2M + EQMD

(A2.269) EZ2M = if (Z2M, UMD) EUMD + if (Z2M, U2M) EU2M + EQMD

(A2.270) EZME = if (ZME, UME) EUME + if (ZME, UIM) EUIM + EQME

(A2.271) EZ1M = if (ZIM, UME) EUME + if (ZlM, UIM) EUIM + EQME
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Lamb and mutton marketing sectors equilibrium

Origin oflive sheep exports

The Equilibrium Displacement Model

Export demand for Australian greasy wool

(A2.277) EQIW = 1] (QIW, Plw)(EpIW - llQIW)

(A2.278) EQ2w = 1] (Q2W, P2w)(Ep2W - llQ2W)

(A2.279) EQ3w = 1] (Q3W, P3w)(Ep3W - llQ3W)

(A2.280) EQ4w = 1] (Q4W, P4w)(Ep4W - llQ4W)

Export demand for Australian carbonised wool

(A2.28I) EQcw = 1] (QCW, pcw)(Epcw - llQCW)

Export demand for Australian scoured wool

(A2.282) EQIS = 1] (QIS, PIs)(EpIS - llQIS)

(A2.283) EQ2S = 1] (Q2S, P2s)(Ep2S - llQ2S)

(A2.284) EQ3s = 1] (Q3S, P3s)(Ep3S - llQ3S)
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(A2.285) EQ4S = 11 (Q4S, P4s)(Ep4S - nQ4S)

Export demand for Australian wool tops

(A2.286) EQ2T = 11 (Q2T, P2T)(Ep2T - nQ2T)

(A2.287) EQ3T = 11 (Q3T, P3T)(Ep3T - nQ3T)

(A2.288) EQ4T = 11 (Q4T, P4T)(Ep4T - nQ4T)

Export demand for Australian noils/other wool

(A2.289) EQNW = 11 (QNW, PNw)(EpNW - nQNW)

Domestic demand for LSP wool

(A2.290) EQDP = 11 (QDP, PDP)(EpDP - nQDP)

Export demand for Australian lamb and mutton

(A2.291) EQLE = 11 (QLE, PLE)(EpLE - nQLE)

(A2.292) EQME = 11 (QME, PME)(EpME - nQME)

Export demand for Australian live sheep

(A2.293) EQSE = 11 (QSE, PSE)(EpSE - nQSE)

The Equilibrium Displacement Model

Domestic retail demand for Australian lamb and mutton

(A2.294) EQLD = 11 (QLD, PLD)(EpLD - nQLD) + 11 (QLD, PMD)(EpMD - nQMD)

(A2.295) EQMD = 11 (QMD, PLD)(EpLD - nQLD) + 11 (QMD, PMD)(EpMD - nQMD)
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The equilibrium displacement model with integrability conditions

Input supply to farm enterprises

(A2.2)' EX 1W = 0(XIW, WIW)(Ew IW - tXIW)

(A2.3)' EX23 = 0(X23, W23>CEw23 - tX23)

(A2A)' EX21w = 0(X21W, W21W)(Ew21W - tX21w)

(A2.S)' EX31W = 0(X31W, W31W)(Ew31W - tX31W)

(A2.6)' EX23 = ~x21EX21 + ~X31EX31

(A2.8)' EX41W = 0(X41W, W41W)(Ew41W - tX41W)

(A2.9)' EXS1W = 0(XSIW, wSlw)(EwSlW - tXSIW)

(A2.II)' EX61 = 0(X61, W61)(Ew61 - tX61)

(A2.I2)' EX61W = 0(X61W, W61W)(Ew61W - tX61W)

(A2.I3)' EX71 = 0(X71, W71)(Ew71 - tX71)

(A2.I4)' EX71w = 0(X71W, W71W)(Ew71W - tX71W)

(A2.IS)' EXS1 = 0(XSl, wSl)(EwSl - tXSl)

(A2.I6)' EXS1W = 0(XSIW, wSlw)(EwSlW - tXSIW)
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(A2.I7)' EX91 = £(X91, W9l)(Ew91 - tX91)

(A2.I8)' EX91W = £(X91W, W91WlEw91W - tX91W)

Output constrained input demands offarm enterprises

(A2.2I)' EX21 = - kX21W0 (X21, X21W) EW23 + kX21W0 (X21,X21W)Ew21W + EY2

(A2.23)' EX31 = - kX31W0 (X31, X31W) EW23 + kX31W0 (X31, X31W)Ew31W + EY3

(A2.24)' EX31W = kX31 0 (X31, X31W)Ew23 - kX31 0" (X31, X31W)Ew31W + EY3

(A2.25)' EX41 = - kX41W0 (X41, X41W) EW4S + kX41W0 (X41, X41W)Ew41W + EY4

(A2.27)' EXS1 = - kXS1W0 (XSl, XSIW) EW4S + kXS1W0 (XSl, xSlw)EwSlW + EYs

(A2.28)' EXS1W = kXS1 0 (XSl, XSIW)Ew4S - kXS1 0" (XSl, xSlw)EwSlW + EYs

(A2.29)' EX61 = - kX61W0 (X61,X61W)Ew61 + kX61W0 (X61,X61W)Ew61W + EY6

(A2.3!)' EX71 = - kX71W0 (X71, X71W) EW71 + kX71W0 (X71,X71W)Ew71W + EY7

(A2.32)' EX71W = kX71 0 (X71, X71W)Ew71 - kX71 0" (X71, X71W)Ew71W + EY7

(A2.33)' EXS1 = - kXS1W0 (XSl, XSIW) EWSI + kXS1W0 (XSl, XSIw)EwSIW + EYs
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(A2.34)' EXS1W = k XS1 C> (XSl, XS 1w)Ews 1 - k XS1 C> (XSl, XSIw)EwSIW + EYs

(A2.35)' EX91 = - k X91WC> (X91, X91W) EW91 + k X91WC> (X91, X91W)Ew91W + EY9

Farm enterprise equilibriums

(A2.39)' k X21 EX21 + kX21wEX21W YV21wEY21W + YV22wEY22W + YV23wEY23W +

yv2LEY2L + yv2MEY2M

(A2.40)' kX21Ew23 + kX21WEw21W YV21WEV21W + YV22WEv22W + YV23WEv23W

+yV2LEv2L+ YV2MEv2M

(A2.41)' kX31EX31 + kX31WEX31W YV31WEY31W + YV32WEY32W + YV33WEY33W +

YV3LEY3L + YV3MEY3M

(A2.42)' kX31Ew23 + kX31WEw31W = YV31WEv31W + YV32WEv32W + YV33WEv33W +YV3LEv3L

+ YV3MEv3M

(A2.43)' k X41 EXll + kX41WEX41W YV41WEY41W + YV42WEY42W + YV43WEY43W +

YV4LEY4L + yv4MEY4M

(A2.44)' kX41Ew4S + kX41WEw41W YV41WEv41W + YV42WEv42W + YV43WEv43W

+yV4LEv4L+ YV4MEv4M

(A2.45)' kXSIEXSl + kXSIWEXSIW YvslwEYSlW + Yvs2wEYS2W + YYS3wEYS3W +

YVSLEYSL + YVSMEYSM

(A2.46)' kXSIEw4S + k XS1WEwSIW = Yvs1wEvSIW + Yvs2wEvS2W + Yvs3wEvS3W +YvsLEvSL

+ YVSMEvSM
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(A2A7)' kX61EX61 -+- kX61WEX61W YY61WEY61W -+- YY62WEY62W -+- YY63WEY63W -+-

Yy6LEY6L -+- Yy6MEY6M

(A2A8)' kX61Ew61 -+- kX61WEw61W YY61WEv61W -+- YY62WEv62W -+- YY63WEv63W

-+-YY6LEv6L-+- YY6MEv6M

(A2A9)' k X7I EX71 -+- kX71WEX7IW YY71wEY71W -+- YynwEYnw -+- YY73wEY73W -+-

YY7EEY7E -+- Yy7MEY7M

(A2.50)' kX71Ew71 -+- kX71WEw71W = YY7IWEv71W -+- YynwEvnw -+- YY73WEv73W +YY7EEpSE

-+- YY7MEv7M

(A2.51)' kX81EXsI -+- kXSIWEXSIW

YY8EEY8E -+- Yy8MEY8M

(A2.52)' kX81Ew81 -+- kxslwEwslW = YYSIWEvslW -+- YYS2WEvS2W -+- YY83WEvS3W +YYSEEpSE

-+- YYSMEvSM

(A2.53)' kX91EX91 -+- kX91WEX91W YY91WEY91W -+- YY92wEY92W -+- YY93WEY93W -+-

YY9EEY9E -+- YY9MEY9M

(A2.54)' kX91Ew91 -+- kX91WEw91W YY91WEv91W -+- YY92WEv92W -+- YY93WEv93W

+yY9EE pSE-+- YY9MEv9M

Input constrained output SUpply of/arm enterprises

(A2.55)' EY13w = - (YYI4WCCYI3W, YI4W) -+- YYIL'tCYI3W, YIL) -+- YYIM'tCYI3W, YIM))Ev I3W -+

YYI4W'tCYI3W, YI4W)Ev I4W -+- YYIL'tCYI3W, YIL)EvIL -+- YYIM'tCYI3W, YIM)EvIM -+- EXN

(A2.56)' EY I4W = - (YYI3W'tCYI3W, YI4W) -+- YYIL'tCYI4W, YIL) -+- YYIM'tCYI4W, YIM))Ev I4W -+

YYI3W'tCYI3W, YI4W)Ev I3W -+- YYIL'tCYI4W, YIL)EvIL -+- YYIM'tCYI4W, YIM)EvIM -+- EXN

(A2.57)' EY IL = - (YYI3W'tCYI3W, YIL) -+- YYI4W'tCYI4W, YIL) -+- YYIM'tCYIL, YIM))EvIL -+

YYI3W'tCYI3W, YIL)Ev I3W -+- YYI4W'tCYI4W, YIL)Ev I4W -+- YYIM'tCYIL, YIM)EvIM -+- EXN
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(A2.58)' EY1M = - (YYI3w1"(YI3W, YIM) + YYI4WL(YI4W, YIM) + YYILL(YIL, YIM»)EvIM +

YYI3WL(YI3W, YIM)EVI3W + YYI4WL(YI4W, YIM)Ev I4W + YYILL(YIL, YIM)EvIL + EXN

(A2.59)' EY2lW = - (YY22w1"(Y2IW, Y22W) + YY23WL(Y2IW, Y23W) + YY2LL(Y2IW, Y2L) +

YY2ML(Y2IW, Y2M»)EV21W + YY22WL(Y2IW, Y22W)Ev22W + YY23WL(Y2IW, Y23W)Ev23W +

YY2LL(Y21 W, Y2L)Ev2L+ YY2ML(Y21 W, Y2M)Ev2M + EX2

(A2.60)' EY22W = - (YY2IWL(Y2IW, Y22W) + YY23WL(Y22W, Y23W) + YY2LL(Y22W, Y2L) +

YY2ML(Y22W, Y2M»)Ev22W + YY2IWL(Y2IW, Y22W)EV21W + YY23WL(Y22W, Y23W)Ev23W +

YY2LL(Y22W, Y2L)Ev2L+ YY2ML(Y22W, Y2M)Ev2M + EX2

(A2.61)' EY23W = - (YY21w1"(Y2IW, Y23W) + YY22WL(Y22W, Y23W) + YY2LL(Y23W, Y2L) +

YY2ML(Y23W, Y2M»)Ev23W + YY2IWL(Y2IW, Y23W)EV21W + YY22WL(Y22W, Y23W)Ev22W +

YY2LL(Y23W, Y2L)Ev2L+ YY2ML(Y23W, Y2M)Ev2M + E X 2

(A2.62)' EY2L = - (YY2 Iw1"(Y2 IW, Y2L) + YY22WL(Y22W, Y2L) + YY23WL(Y23W, Y2L) + YY2ML(Y2L,

Y2M»)Ev2L + YY21 w1"(Y21 W, Y2L)Ev21 W + YY22WL(Y22W, Y2L)Ev22W + YY23WL(Y23W,

Y2L)Ev23W+ YY2ML(Y2L, Y2M)Ev2M + EX2

(A2.63)' EY2M = - (YY21WL(Y2IW, Y2M) + YY22WL(Y22W, Y2M) + YY23WL(Y23W, Y2M) + YY2LL(Y2L,

Y2M»)Ev2M + YY21w1"(Y2IW, Y2M)EV21W + YY22WL(Y22W, Y2M)Ev22W -+- YY23WL(Y23W,

Y2M)Ev23W+ YY2LL(Y2L, Y2M)Ev 2M + EX2

(A2.64)' EY31W = - (YY32w1"(Y3IW, Y32W) + YY33WL(Y3IW, Y33W) + YY3LL(Y31W, Y3L) +

YY3ML(Y3IW, Y3M»)Ev3IW + YY32WL(Y3IW, Y32W)Ev32W + YY33WL(Y3IW, Y33W)Ev33W +

YY3LL(Y3IW, Y3L)Ev3L+ YY3ML(Y3IW, Y3M)Ev3M + EX3

(A2.65)' EY32W = - (YY31w1"(Y3IW, Y32W) + YY33WL(Y32W, Y33W) + YY3LL(Y32W, Y3L) +

YY3ML(Y32W, Y3M»)Ev32W + YY31 WL(Y31 W, Y32W)Ev31 W + YY33WL(Y32W, Y33W)Ev33W +

YY3LL(Y32W, Y3L)Ev3L+ YY3ML(Y32W, Y3M)Ev3M + EX3

(A2.66)' EY33W = - (YY31w1"(Y3IW, Y33W) + YY32WL(Y32W, Y33W) + YY3LL(Y33W, Y3L) +

YY3ML(Y33W, Y3M»)Ev33W + YY31w1"(Y31W, Y33W)Ev3IW + YY32WL(Y32W, Y33W)Ev32W +

YY3LL(Y33W, Y3L)Ev3L+ YY3ML(Y33W, Y3M)Ev3M + EX3
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(A2.67)' EY3L = - (YY31WLCY31W, Y3L) + YY32WLCY32W, Y3L) + YY33WLCY33W, Y3L) + YY3MLCY3L,

Y3M))Ev3L + YY31WLCY31W, Y3L)Ev31W + YY32WLCY32W, Y3L)Ev32W + YY33WLCY33W,

Y3L)Ev33W+ YY3MLCY3L, Y3M)Ev3M + EX3

(A2.68)' EY3M = - (YY31WL(Y31W, Y3M) + YY32WLCY32W, Y3M) + YY33WLCY33W, Y3M) + YY3LL(Y3L,

Y3M))Ev3M + YY31 WLCY31 W, Y3M)Ev31 W + YY32WLCY32W, Y3M)Ev32W + YY33WLCY33W,

Y3M)Ev33W+ YY3LLCY3L, Y3M)Ev3M + EX3

(A2.69)' EY41W = - (YY42WLCY41W, Y42W) + YY43WLCY41W, Y43W) + YY4LLCY41W, Y4L) +

YY4MLCY41W, Y4M))Ev41W + YY42WLCY41W, Y42W)Ev42W + YY43WLCY41W, Y43W)Ev43W +

YY4LLCY41W, Y4L)Ev4L+ YY4MLCY41W, Y4M)Ev4M + EX4

(A2.70)' EY42W = - (YY41WLCY41W, Y42W) + YY43WLCY42W, Y43W) + YY4LLCY42W, Y4L) +

YY4MLCY42W, Y4M))Ev42W + YY41wL(Y41W, Y42W)Ev41W + YY43WL(Y42W, Y43W)Ev43W +

YY4LLCY42W, Y4L)Ev4L+ YY4MLCY42W, Y4M)Ev4M + EX4

(A2.71)' EY43W = - (YY41wLCY41W, Y43W) + YY42WLCY42W, Y43W) + YY4LLCY43W, Y4L) +

YY4MLCY43W, Y4M))Ev43W + YY41WLCY41W, Y43W)Ev41W + YY42wL(Y42W, Y43W)Ev42W +

YY4LLCY43W, Y4L)Ev4L+ YY4MLCY43W, Y4M)Ev4M + EX4

(A2.72)' EY4L = - (YY41wLCY41W, Y4L) + YY42WLCY42W, Y4L) + YY43WLCY43W, Y4L) + YY4MLCY4L,

Y4M))Ev4L + YY41WLCY41W, Y4L)Ev41W + YY42WLCY42W, Y4L)Ev42W + YY43WLCY43W,

Y4L)Ev43W+ YY4MLCY4L, Y4M)Ev4M + EX4

(A2.73)' EY4M = - (YY41WLCY41W, Y4M) + YY42WLCY42W, Y4M) + YY43WLCY43W, Y4M) + YY4LL(Y4L,

Y4M))Ev4M + YY41WLCY41W, Y4M)Ev41W + YY42WLCY42W, Y4M)Ev42W + YY43WLCY43W,

Y4M)Ev43W+ YY4LLCY4L, Y4M)Ev4M + EX4

(A2.74)' EYS1W = - (YYS2WLCYSIW, YS2W) + YYS3WLCYSIW, YS3W) + YYSLLCYSIW, YSL) +

YYSMLCYSIW, YSM))EvSIW + YYS2WLCYSIW, YS2W)EvS2W + YYS3WLCYSIW, YS3W)EvS3W +

YYSLLCYSIW, YSL)EvSL+ YYSMLCYSIW, YSM)EvSM + EXs

(A2.75)' EYS2W = - (YYSlwLCYSlW, YS2W) + YYS3WLCYS2W, YS3W) + YYSLLCYS2W, YSL) +

YYSMLCYS2W, YSM))EvS2W + YYSIWL(YSIW, YS2W)EvSIW + YYS3WL(YS2W, YS3W)Ev53W +

YYSLLCYS2W, YSL)EvSL+ YYSMLCYS2W, YSM)EvSM + EXs
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(A2.76)' EYS3W = - (YYSIWL(YSIW, YS3W) + YYS2WL(YS2W, YS3W) + YYSL'T(YS3W, YSL) +

YYSML(YS3W, YSM))EvS3W + YYSlwL(YSlW, YS3W)EvSIW + YYS2WL(YS2W, YS3W)EvS2W +

YYSLT(YS3W, YSL)EvSL+ YYSMT(YS3W, YSM)EvSM + EXs

(A2.77)' EYSL = - (YYSIWT(YSIW, YSL) + YYS2WT(YS2W, YSL) + YYS3WT(YS3W, YSL) + YYSMT(YSL,

YSM»)EvSL + YYSIWL(YSIW, YSL)EvSIW + YYS2WT(YS2W, YSL)EvS2W -+- YYS3WT(YS3W,

YSL)EvS3W+ YYSMT(YSL, YSM)EvSM + EXs

(A2.78)' EYSM = - (YYSIWT(YSIW, YSM) + YYS2WT(YS2W, YSM) + YYS3WT(YS3W, YSM) + YYSLT(YSL,

YSM))EvSM + YYSIWT(YSIW, YSM)EvSIW + YYS2WT(YS2W, YSM)EVS2W + YYS3WT(YS3W,

YSM)EvS3W+ YYSLT(YSL, YSM)EvSM + EXs

(A2.79)' EY61W = - (YY62wL(Y61W, Y62W) + YY63WT(Y61W, Y63W) + YY6Ll(Y61W, Y6L) +

YY6MT(Y61W, Y6M»)Ev61W + YY62WL(Y61W, Y62W)Ev62W + YY63WL(Y61W, Y63W)Ev63W +

YY6LT(Y61W, Y6L)Ev6L+ YY6MT(Y61W, Y6M)Ev6M + EX6

(A2.80)' EY62W = - (YY61WL(Y61W, Y62W) + YY63WT(Y62W, Y63W) + YY6Ll(Y62W, Y6L) +

YY6MT(Y62W, Y6M»)Ev62W + YY61WL(Y61W, Y62W)Ev61W + YY63WT(Y62W, Y63W)Ev63W +

YY6LT(Y62W, Y6L)Ev6L+ YY6MT(Y62W, Y6M)Ev6M + EX6

(A2.81)' EY63W = - (YY61 WL(Y61W, Y63W) + YY62WT(Y62W, Y63W) + YY6L1(Y63W, Y6L) +

YY6MT(Y63W, Y6M»)Ev63W + YY61WL(Y61W, Y63W)Ev61W + YY62WL(Y62W, Y63W)Ev62W +

YY6LT(Y63W, Y6L)Ev6L+ YY6MT(Y63W, Y6M)Ev6M + EX6

(A2.82)' EY6L = - (YY61wL(Y61W, Y6L) + YY62wL(Y62W, Y6L) + YY63WT(Y63W, Y6L) + YY6MT(Y6L,

Y6M»)Ev6L + YY61wL(Y61W, Y6L)Ev61W + YY62WL(Y62W, Y6L)Ev62W + YY63WT(Y63W,

Y6L)Ev63W+ YY6MT(Y6L, Y6M)Ev6M + EX6

(A2.83)' EY6M = - (YY61wL(Y61W, Y6M) + YY62WT(Y62W, Y6M) + YY63WT(Y63W, Y6M) + ~(Y6LT(Y6L,

Y6M»)Ev6M + YY61WL(Y61W, Y6M)Ev61W + YY62WL(Y62W, Y6M)Ev62W -+- YY63WT(Y63W,

Y6M)Ev63W+ YY6LL(Y6L, Y6M)Ev6M + EX6

(A2.84)' EY71w = - (YY72WL(Y71W, Y72W) + YY73WT(Y71W, Y73W) + YY7El(Y71W, Y7E) +

YY7MT(Y71W, Y7M»)EV71W + YY72wL(Y71W, Y72W)Ev72W + YY73WT(Y71W, Y73W)Ev73W +

YY7EL(Y71W, Y7E)EpSE+ YY7MT(Y71W, Y7M)Ev7M + EX7
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(A2.85)' EY72W = - (YY71WL(Y71W, Y72W) + YY73WL(Y72W, Y73W) + YY7EL(Y72W, Y7E) +

YY7ML(ynW, Y7M))EvnW + YY71WL(Y71W, Y72W)Ev71W + YY73WL(ynW, Y73W)Ev73W +

YY7EL(ynW, Y7E)EpSE+ YY7ML(ynW, Y7M)Ev7M + EX7

(A2.86)' EY73W = - (YY71wL(Y71W, Y73W) + YY72WL(Y72W, Y73W) + YY7EL(Y73W, Y7E) +

YY7ML(Y73W, Y7M))Ev73W + YY71wL(Y71W, Y73W)EV71W + YY72WL(ynW, Y73W)EvnW +

YY7EL(Y73W, Y7E)EpSE+ YY7ML(Y73W, Y7M)Ev7M + EX7

(A2.87)' EY7E = - (YY71WL(Y71W, Y7E) + YY72WL(Y72W, Y7E) + YY73WL(Y73W, Y7E) + YY7ML(Y7E,

Y7M))EpSE + YY71WL(Y71W, Y7E)EV71W + YynWL(Y72W, Y7E)EvnW + YY73WL(Y73W,

Y7E)Ev73W+ YY7ML(Y7E, Y7M)Ev7M + EX7

(A2.88)' EY7M = - (YY71WL(Y71W, Y7M) + YY72WL(Y72W, Y7M) + YY73WL(Y73W, Y7M) + YY7EL(Y7E,

Y7M))Ev7M + YY71wL(Y71W, Y7M)EV71W + YY72wL(Y72W, Y7M)EvnW + YY73WL(Y73W,

Y7M)Ev73W+ YY7EL(Y7E, Y7M)Ev7E + EX7

(A2.89)' EY81W = - (YY82WL(Y81W, Y82W) + YY83wL(Y81W, Y83W) + YY8EL(Y81W, Y8E) +

YY8ML(Y81W, Y8M))Ev81W + YY82WL(Y81W, Y82W)Ev82W + YY83WL(Y81W, Y83W)Ev83W +

YY8EL(Y81W, Y8E)EpSE+ YY8ML(Y81W, Y8M)Ev8M + EX8

(A2.90)' EY82W = - (YY81WL(Y81W, Y82W) + YY83WL(Y82W, Y83W) + YY8El(Y82W, Y8E) +

YY8ML(Y82W, Y8M))Ev82W + YY81wL(Y81W, Y82W)Ev81W + YY83WL(Y82W, Y83W)Ev83W +

YY8EL(Y82W, Y8E)EpSE+ YY8ML(Y82W, Y8M)Ev8M + EX8

(A2.91)' EY83W = - (YY81WL(Y81W, Y83W) + YY82wL(Y82W, Y83W) + YY8El(Y83W, Y8E) +

YY8ML(Y83W, Y8M))Ev83W + YY81WL(Y81W, Y83W)Ev81W + YY82WL(Y82W, Y83W)Ev82W +

YY8EL(Y83W, Y8E)EpSE+ YY8ML(Y83W, Y8M)Ev8M + EX8

(A2.92)' EY8E = - (YY81WL(Y81W, Y8E) + YY82wL(Y82W, Y8E) + YY83WL(Y83W, Y8E) + YY8ML(Y8E,

Y8M))EpSE + YY81WL(Y81W, Y8E)Ev81W + YY82WL(Y82W, Y8E)Ev82W + YY83WL(Y83W,

Y8E)Ev83W+ YY8ML(Y8E, Y8M)Ev8M + EX8

(A2.93)' EY8M = - (YY81WL(Y81W, Y8M) + YY82WL(Y82W, Y8M) + YY83WL(Y83W, Y8M) + YY8EL(Y8E,

Y8M))Ev8M + YY81WL(Y81W, Y8M)Ev81W + YY82WL(Y82W, Y8M)Ev82W + YY83WL(Y83W,

Y8M)Ev83W+ YY8EL(Y8E, Y8M)Ev8E + EX8
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(A2.94)' EY9lW = - (YY92WLCY91W, Y92W) + YY93WLCY9IW, Y93W) + YY9ELCY91W, Y9E) +

YY9MLCY91W, Y9M))Ev91W + YY92WLCY91W, Y92W)Ev 92W + YY93WLCY91W, Y93W)Ev93W +

YY9ELCY91 W, Y9E)EpSE+ YY9MLCY91 W, Y9M)Ev9M + EX9

(A2.95)' EY92W = - (YY91 WLCY91 w, Y92W) + YY93WLCY92W, Y93W) + YY9ELCY92W, Y9E) +

YY9MLCY92W, Y9M))Ev92W + YY91wLCY91W, Y92W)Ev9IW + YY93WLCY92W, Y93W)Ev93W +

YY9ELCY92W, Y9E)EpSE+ YY9MLCY92W, Y9M)Ev9M + EX

(A2.96)' EY93W = - (YY9IwLCY9IW, Y93W) + YY92WLCY92W, Y93W) + YY9ELCY93W, Y9E) +

YY9MLCY93W, Y9M))Ev93W + YY91WLCY9IW, Y93W)Ev9IW + YY92WLCY92W, Y93W)Ev92W +

YY9ELCY93W, Y9E)EpSE+ YY9MLCY93W, Y9M)Ev9M + EX9

(A2.97)' EY9E = - (YY91WLCY91W, Y9E) + YY92WLCY92W, Y9E) + YY93WLCY93W, Y9E:) + YY9MLCY9E,

Y9M))EpSE + YY9IWLCY91W, Y9E)Ev9IW + YY92WLCY92W, Y9E)Ev92W + YY93WLCY93W,

Y9E)Ev93W+ YY9MLCY9E, Y9M)Ev9M + EX9

(A2.98)' EY9M = - (YY9IWLCY9IW, Y9M) + YY92wLCY92W, Y9M) + YY93wLCY93W, Y9M) + YY9ELCY9E,

Y9M))Ev9M + YY9IWLCY9IW, Y9M)Ev9IW + YY92wLCY92W, Y9M)Ev92W + YY93WLCY93W,

Y9M)Ev93W+ YY9ELCY9E, Y9M)Ev9E + EX9

Other input supply to wool warehouse sectors

(A2.99)' EYNM = cCYNM, VNM)(EvNM - tYNM)

(A2.100)' EYBM = cCYBM, YBM)(EvBM - tYBM)

(A2.102)' EYFM = cCYFM, YFM)(EvFM - tYFM)

Other input supply to lamb and mutton slaughtering/processing sectors

(A2.103)' EYSL = cCYSL, YSL)(EvSL - tYSL)

(A2.104)' EYsM = cCYSM, YSM)(EvSM - tYSM)
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Output constrained input demand ofwool warehouse sectors

(A2.I06)' EYNM = k y14WCJ (Y14W, YNM)Ev14W - k y14WCJ (Y14W, YNM)EvNM + EZ 1

(A2.I07)' EY21w = - (ky31WCJ (Y21W, Y31W) + k Y41W0 (Y21W, Y41W) + k YS1W0 (Y21W, YSIW) +

k Y61W0 (Y21W, Y61W) + k Y71W0 (Y21W, Y71W) + kyS1WCJ (Y21W, YSIW) + k Y91W0 (Y21W,

Y91W) + kyFMCJ (Y21W, YFM))Ev21W + k y31WCJ (Y21W, Y31W) EV31W + k y41WCJ (Y21W,

Y41W) EV41W + k YS1W0 (Y21W, YSIW) EVSIW + k Y61W0 (Y21W, Y61W) EV61W + k Y71W0

(Y21W, Y71W) EV71W + kyS1WCJ (Y21W, YSIW) EVSIW + k y91WCJ (Y21W, Y91W) EV91W +

kyFMCJ (Y21W, YFM)EvFM + EZ2

(A2.l08)' EY31W = - (ky21wCJ (Y21W, Y31W) + k y41WCJ (Y31W, Y41W) + k YS1W0 (Y31W, YSIW) +

k y61WCJ (Y31W, Y61W) + k y71WCJ (Y31W, Y71W) + kyS1WCJ (Y31W, YSIW) + k y91WCJ (Y31W,

Y91W) + kyFMCJ (Y31W, YFM))Ev31W + k y21wCJ (Y21W, Y31W) EV21W + k y41WCJ (Y31W,

Y41W) EV41W + k YS1W0 (Y31W, YSIW) EVSIW + k y61WCJ (Y31W, Y61W) EV61W + k y71WCJ

(Y31W, Y71W) EV71W + kyS1WCJ (Y31W, YSIW) EVSIW + k y91WCJ (Y31W, Y91W) EV91W +

kyFMCJ (Y31W, YFM)EvFM + EZ2

(A2.I09)' EY41W = - (ky21wCJ (Y41W, Y21W) + k Y31W0 (Y31W, Y41W) + kyS1WCJ (Y41W, YSIW) +

k Y61W0 (Y41W, Y61W) + k Y71W0 (Y41W, Y71W) + kyS1WCJ (Y41W, YSIW) + k Y91W0 (Y41W,

Y91W) + kyFMCJ (Y41W, YFM))Ev41W + k Y21W0 (Y41W, Y21W) EV21W + k y31WCJ (Y31W,

Y41W) EV31W + k YS1W0 (Y41W, YSIW) EVSIW + k y61WCJ (Y41W, Y61W) EV61W + k Y71W0

(Y41W, Y71W) EV71W + kyS1WCJ (Y41W, YSIW) EVSIW + k Y91W0 (Y41W, Y91W) EV91W +

kyFMCJ (Y41W, YFM)EvFM + EZ2

(A2.IIO)' EYSIW = - (ky21wCJ (YSIW, Y21W) + k y31WCJ (YSIW, Y31W) + k y41WCJ (YSIW, Y41W) +

k y61WCJ (YSIW, Y61W) + k y71wCJ (YSIW, Y71W) + kyS1WCJ (YSIW, YSIW) + k YS1W0 (YSIW,

Y91W) + kyFMCJ (YSIW, YFM))EvSIW + k y21WCJ (YSIW, Y21W) EV21W + k Y31W0 (YSIW,

Y31W) EV31W + k Y41W0 (YSIW, Y41W) EV41W + k y61WCJ (YSIW, Y61W) EV61W + k y71wCJ

(YSIW, Y71W) EV71W + k YS1W0 (YSIW, YSIW) EVSIW + k Y91W0 (YSIW, Y91W) EV91W +

k yFM0 (YSI W, YFM)EvFM + EZ2
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(A2.III)' EY61W = - (kY2lW0 (Y61W, Y21W) + kY31W0 (Y61W, Y31W) + kY41W0 (Y61W, Y41W) +

kYS1W0 (Y61W, YS1W) + kY71W0 (Y61W, Y71W) + kYS1W0 (Y61W, YS1W) + kY91W0 (Y61W,

Y91W) + kyFM0 (Y61W, YFM))Ev61W + kY2lW0 (Y61W, Y21W) EV2lW + kY31W0 (Y61W,

Y31W) EV31W + kY41W0 (Y61W, Y41W) EV41W + kYS1W0 (Y61W, YS1W) EVS1W +- kY71W0

(Y61W, Y71W) EV71W + kYS1W0 (Y61W, YS1W) EVS1W +- kY91W0 (Y61W, Y91W) EV91W +

kyFM0 (Y61W, YFM)EvFM + EZ2

(A2.112)' EY71W = - (kY21W0 (Y71W, Y21W) + kY31W0 (Y71W, Y31W) + kY41W0 (Y71W, Y41W) +

kYS1W0 (Y71W, YS1W) + kY61W0 (Y71W, Y61W) + kYS1W0 (Y71W, YS1W) + kY91W0 (Y71W,

Y91W) + kyFM0 (Y71W, YFM))EV71W + kY2lW0 (Y71W, Y21W) EV2lW + kY31W0 (Y71W,

Y31W) EV31W + kY41W0 (Y71W, Y41W) EV41W + kYS1W0 (Y71W, YS1W) EVSIW +- kY61W0

(Y71W, Y61W) EV61W + kYS1W0 (Y71W, YSIW) EVSIW + kY91W0 (Y71W, Y91W) EV91W +

kyFM0 (Y71W, YFM)EvFM + EZ2

(A2.113)' EYS1W = - (kY21W0 (YSIW, Y21W) + kY31W0 (YS1W, Y31W) + kY41W0 (YS1W, Y41W) +

kYS1W0 (YSIW, YSIW) + kY61W0 (YS1W, Y61W) + kY71W0 (YS1W, Y71W) + kY91W0 (YS1W,

Y91W) + kyFM0 (YSIW, YFM))EvS1W + kY2lW0 (YS1W, Y2lW) EV2lW + kY31W0 (YS1W,

Y31W) EV31W + kY41W0 (YS1W, Y41W) EV41W + kYS1W0 (YSIW, YS1W) EVS1W +- kY61W0

(YSIW, Y61W) EV61W + kY71W0 (YSIW, Y71W) EV71W + kY91W0 (YS1W, Y91W) EV91W +

kyFM0 (YS1 W, YFM)EvFM + EZ2

(A2.114)' EY91W = - (ky2lwCJ (Y91W, Y21W) + ky31WCJ (Y91W, Y31W) + ky41WCJ (Y91W, Y41W) +

kYS1W0 (Y91W, Y51W) + kY61W0 (Y91W, Y61W) + kY71W0 (Y91W, Y71W) + kYS1W0 (Y91W,

YS1W) + kyFM0 (Y91W, YFM))Ev91W + kY2lW0 (Y91W, Y2IW) EV2lW + kY31W0 (Y9IW,

Y3IW) EV3lW + kY41W0 (Y91W, Y4IW) EV4lW + kYSlW0 (Y9IW, YS1W) EVSIW +- kY61W0

(Y91W, Y6IW) EV6lW + kY71W0 (Y91W, Y7IW) EV71W + kYSlW0 (Y9IW, YS1W) EVSIW +

kyFM0 (Y91W, YFM)EvFM + EZ2

(A2.IIS)' EYFM = - (kY2l W0 (YFM, Y21 W) + kY31 W0 (YFM, Y31 W) + kY41 W0 (YFM, Y41 W) + kYSI W0

(YFM, Y51W) + kY61W0 (YFM, Y61W) + kY71W0 (YFM, Y71W) + kYS1W0 (YFM, YS1W) +

kY91W0 (YFM, Y91W))EvFM + kY21W0 (YFM, Y21W) EV2lW + kY31W0 (YFM, Y31W) EV31W +

kY41W0 (YFM, Y41W) EV41W + kYSlW0 (YFM, Y51W) EVSIW + kY6lW0 (YFM, Y61W) EV61W

+ ky71WCJ (YFM, Y71W) EV71W + k yS1WCJ (YFM, YSIW) EVSIW + kY91W0 (YFM, Y91W)Ev91W

+EZ2
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(A2.116)' EY22W = - (kY32W<J (Y22W, Y32W) + k Y42W<J (Y22W, Y42W) + k y52WCJ (Y22W, Y52W) +

k Y62W<J (Y22W, Y62W) + kynw<J (Y22W, ynW) + k Y82W<J (Y22W, Y82W) + k y92WCJ (Y22W,

Y92W) + kyMM<J (Y22W, YMM))Ev22W + k Y32W<J (Y22W, Y32W) EV32W + k Y42W<J (Y22W,

Y42W) EV42W + k Y52W<J (Y22W, Y52W) EV52W + k Y62W<J (Y22W, Y62W) EV62W + kynwCJ

(Y22W, Y72W) Evnw + k Y82W<J (Y22W, Y82W) EV82W + k Y92W<J (Y22W, Y92W) EV92W +

kyMM<J (Y22W, YMM)EvMM + EZ3

(A2.117)' EY32W = - (kY22W<J (Y22W, Y32W) + k Y42W<J (Y32W, Y42W) + k Y52W<J (Y32W, Y52W) +

k Y62W<J (Y32W, Y62W) + kynw<J (Y32W, ynW) + k Y82W<J (Y32W, Y82W) + k Y92W<J (Y32W,

Y92W) + kyMM<J (Y32W, YMM»)Ev32W + k Y22W<J (Y22W, Y32W) EV22W + k y42WCJ (Y32W,

Y42W) EV42W + k Y52W<J (Y32W, Y52W) EV52W + k Y62W<J (Y32W, Y62W) EV62W + kynwCJ

(Y32W, ynW) Evnw + k Y82W<J (Y32W, Y82W) EV82W + k Y92W<J (Y32W, Y92W) EV92W +

kyMM<J (Y32W, YMM)EvMM + EZ3

(A2.118)' EY42W = - (kY22W<J (Y42W, Y22W) + k Y32W<J (Y32W, Y42W) + k Y52W<J (Y42W, Y52W) +

k Y62W<J (Y42W, Y62W) + kynw<J (Y42W, ynW) + k Y82W<J (Y42W, Y82W) + k Y92W<J (Y42W,

Y92W) + kyMM<J (Y42W, YMM))Ev42W + k Y22W<J (Y42W, Y22W) EV22W + k Y32W<J (Y32W,

Y42W) EV32W + k Y52W<J (Y42W, Y52W) EV52W + k Y62W<J (Y42W, Y62W) EV62W + kynwCJ

(Y42W, ynW) Evnw + k y82WCJ (Y42W, Y82W) EV82W + k Y92W<J (Y42W, Y92W) EV92W +

kyMM<J (Y42W, YMM)EvMM + EZ3

(A2.119)' EY52W = - (kY22W<J (Y52W, Y22W) + k Y32W<J (Y52W, Y32W) + k Y42W<J (Y52W, Y4W) +

k Y62W<J (Y52W, Y62W) + kynw<J (Y52W, ynW) + k Y82W<J (Y52W, Y82W) + k Y52W<J (Y52W,

Y92W) + kyMM<J (Y52W, YMM))Ev52W + k Y22W<J (Y52W, Y22W) EV22W + k Y32W<J (Y52W,

Y32W) EV32W + k Y42W<J (Y52W, Y42W) EV42W + k Y62W<J (Y52W, Y62W) EV62W + kynw<J

(Y52W, ynW) Evnw + k Y82W<J (Y52W, Y82W) EV82W + k Y92W<J (Y52W, Y92W) EV92W +

kyMM<J (Y52W, YMM)EvMM + EZ3

(A2.120)' EY62W = - (ky21w<J (Y62W, Y22W) + k Y32W<J (Y62W, Y32W) + k Y42W<J (Y62W, Y42W) +

k Y52W<J (Y62W, Y52W) + kynw<J (Y62W, ynW) + k Y82W<J (Y62W, Y82W) + k Y92W<J (Y62W,

Y92W) + kyMM<J (Y62W, YMM))Ev62W + k Y22W<J (Y62W, Y22W) EV22W + k y32WCJ (Y62W,

Y32W) EV32W + k Y42W<J (Y62W, Y42W) EV42W + k Y52W<J (Y62W, Y52W) EV52W + kynwCJ

(Y62W, ynW) Evnw + k Y82W<J (Y62W, Y82W) EV82W + k Y92W<J (Y62W, Y92W) EV92W +

kyMM<J (Y62W, YMM)EvMM + EZ3
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(A2.121)' EYnw = - (kY22W0 (Ynw, Y22W) + k Y32W0 (Ynw, Y32W) + k Y42W0 (Y72W, Y42W) +

k Y52W0 (Y72W, Y52W) + k Y62W0 (ynW, Y62W) + k Y82W<J (Y72W, Y82W) + k Y92W0 (Y72W,

Y92W) + kyMM<J (ynW, YMM»)EvnW + k Y22W0 (ynw, Y22W) EV22W + k Y32W0 (Y72W,

Y32W) EV32W + k Y42W0 (ynw, Y42W) EV42W + k Y52W0 (Y72W, Y52W) EV52W + k Y62W0

(Y72W, Y62W) EV62W + k Y82W<J (ynw, Y82W) EV82W + k Y92W<J (Y72W, Y92W) EV92W +

k yMM0 (Y72W, YMM)EvMM + EZ3

(A2.122)' EY82W = - (kY22W0 (Y82W, Y22W) + k Y32W0 (Y82W, Y32W) + k Y42W0 (Y82W, Y42W) +

k Y52W0 (Y82W, Y52W) + k Y62W<J (Y82W, Y62W) + k ynw0 (Y82W, Y72W) + k Y92W0 (Y82W,

Y92W) + k yMM0 (Y82W, YMM»)Ev82W + k Y22W0 (Y82W, Y22W) EV22W + k Y32W0 (Y82W,

Y32W) EV32W + k Y42W<J (Y82W, Y42W) EV42W + k Y52W<J (Y82W, Y52W) EV52W + k Y62W0

(Y82W, Y62W) EV62W + k Y72W<J (Y82W, Y72W) EV72W + k Y92W0 (Y82W, Y92W) EV92W +

k yMM0 (Y82W, YMM)Ev2M + EZ3

(A2.123)' EY92W = - (kY22W0 (Y92W, Y22W) + k Y32W0 (Y92W, Y32W) + k Y42W0 (Y92W, Y42W) +

k Y52W0 (Y92W, Y52W) + k Y62W<J (Y92W, Y62W) + k Y72W0 (Y92W, Y72W) + k Y82W0 (Y92W,

Y82W) + kyMM<J (Y92W, YMM»)Ev92W + k Y22W0 (Y92W, Y22W) EV22W + k Y32W0 (Y92W,

Y32W) EV32W + k Y42W0 (Y92W, Y42W) EV42W + k Y52W0 (Y92W, Y52W) EV52W + k Y62W0

(Y92W, Y62W) EV62W + kynw<J (Y92W, Y72W) EV72W + k Y82W0 (Y92W, Y82W) EV82W +

k yMM0 (Y92W, YMM)EvMM + EZ3

(A2.124)' E Y MM = - (kY22W0 (YMM, Y22W) + k Y32W0 (YM2, Y32W) + k Y42W0 (YMM, Y42W) +

k Y52W0 (YMM, Y52W) + k Y62W<J (YMM, Y62W) + kynw<J (YMM, Y72W) + k Y82W0 (YMM,

Y82W) + k Y92W<J (YMM, Y92w»)EvMM + k Y22W0 (YMM, Y22W) EV22W + k Y32W0 (YMM,

Y32W) EV32W + k Y42W0 (YMM, Y42W) EV42W + k Y52W<J (YMM, Y52W) EV52W + k Y62W0

(YMM, Y62W) EV62W + kynw<J (YMM, Y72W) EV72W + k Y82W0 (YMM, Y82W) EV82W +

k Y92W0 (YMM, Y92W)Ev92W + EZ3

(A2.125)' EY 13W = - (kY23W0 (Y13W, Y23W) + k Y33W0 (Y13W, Y33W) + k Y43W0 (Y13W, Y43W) +

k Y53W0 (Y13W, Y53W) + k Y63W<J (Y13W, Y63W) + k Y73W<J (Y13W, Y73W) + k Y83W0 (Y13W,

Y83W) + k Y93W0 (Y13W, Y93W) + k yBM0 (Y13W, YBM»)Ev13W + k Y23W<J (Y13W, Y23W)

EV23W + k Y33W0 (Y13W, Y23W) EV33W + k Y43W0 (Y13W, Y43W) EV43W + k Y53W0 (Y13W,

Y53W) EV53W + k Y63W0 (Y13W, Y63W) EV63W + k Y73W0 (Y13W, Y73W) EV73W + k Y83W0

(Y13W, Y83W) EV83W + k Y93W0 (Y13W, Y93W) EV93W + kyBM<J (Y13W, YBM)EvBM + EZ4
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(A2.126)' EY23W = - (ky13WO" (Y13W, Y23W) + k Y33W<J (Y23W, Y33W) + ky43WO" (Y23W, Y43W) +

k Y53W<J (Y23W, Y53W) + k Y63W<J (Y23W, Y63W) + k y73WO" (Y23W, Y73W) + k Y83W<J (Y23W,

Y83W) + kY93W<J (Y23W, Y93W) + kyBMO" (Y23W, YBM))Ev23W + k Y13W<J (Y13W, Y23W)

EV13W + kY33W<J (Y23W, Y33W) EV33W + k Y43W<J (Y23W, Y43W) EV43W + k Y53W<J (Y23W,

Y53W) EV53W + k Y63W<J (Y23W, Y63W) EV63W + k Y73W<J (Y23W, Y73W) EV73W + k Y83W<J

(Y23W, Y83W) EV83W + kY93W<J (Y23W, Y93W) EV93W + kyBMO" (Y23W, YBM)EvBM + EZ4

(A2.127)' EY33W = - (kY13W<J (Y33W, Y13W) + k Y23W<J (Y23W, Y33W) + k Y43W<J (Y33W, Y43W) +

k Y53W<J (Y33W, Y53W) + k Y63W<J (Y33W, Y63W) + k y73WO" (Y33W, Y73W) + k Y83W<J (Y33W,

Y83W) + kY93W<J (Y33W, Y93W) + kyBM<J (Y33W, YBM))Ev33W + k y13WO" (Y33W, Y13W)

EV13W + k Y23W<J (Y23W, Y33W) EV23W + k Y43W<J (Y33W, Y43W) EV43W + k Y53W<J (Y33W,

Y53W) EV53W + k Y63W<J (Y33W, Y63W) EV63W + k Y73W<J (Y33W, Y73W) EV73W + kY83W<J

(Y33W, Y83W) EV83W + k Y93W<J (Y33W, Y93W) EV93W + kyBM<J (Y33W, YBM)EvBM + EZ4

(A2.128)' EY43W = - (kY13W<J (Y43W, Y13W) + k Y23W<J (Y43W, Y23W) + kY33W<J (Y33W, Y43W) +

k Y53W<J (Y43W, Y53W) + k Y63W<J (Y43W, Y63W) + k Y73W<J (Y43W, Y73W) + k Y83W<J (Y43W,

Y83W) + k Y93W<J (Y43W, Y93W) + kyBM<J (Y43W, YBM))Ev43W + k Y13W<J (Y43W, Y13W)

EV13W + k Y23W<J (Y43W, Y23W) EV23W + k Y33W<J (Y33W, Y43W) EV33W + k Y53W<J (Y43W,

Y53W) EV53W + k Y63W<J (Y43W, Y63W) EV63W + k Y73W<J (Y43W, Y73W) EV73W + k Y83W<J

(Y43W, Y83W) EV83W + k Y93W<J (Y43W, Y93W) EV93W + kyBM<J (Y43W, YBM)EvBM + EZ4

(A2.129)' EY53W = - (kY13W<J (Y53W, Y13W) + k Y23W<J (Y53W, Y23W) + k Y33W<J (Y53W, Y33W) +

k Y43W<J (Y53W, Y43W) + k Y63W<J (Y53W, Y63W) + k Y73W<J (Y53W, Y73W) + k Y83W<J (Y53W,

Y83W) + k Y93W<J (Y53W, Y93W) + kyBMO" (Y53W, YBM))Ev53W + k Y13W<J (Y53W, Y13W)

EV13W + k Y23W<J (Y53W, Y23W) EV23W + k Y33W<J (Y53W, Y33W) EV33W + k Y43W<J (Y53W,

Y43W) EV43W + k Y63W<J (Y53W, Y63W) EV63W + k Y73W<J (Y53W, Y73W) EV73W + k Y83W<J

(Y53W, Y83W) EV83W + k Y93W<J (Y53W, Y93W) EV93W + kyBM<J (Y53W, YBM)EvBM + EZ4

(A2.130)' EY63W = - (kY13W<J (Y63W, Y13W) + k Y23W<J (Y63W, Y23W) + k Y33W<J (Y63W, Y33W) +

k Y43W<J (Y63W, Y43W) + k Y53W<J (Y53W, Y63W) + k Y73W<J (Y63W, Y73W) + k Y83W<J (Y63W,

Y83W) + k Y93W<J (Y63W, Y93W) + kyBM<J (Y63W, YBM))Ev63W + k Y13W<J (Y63W, YI3W)

EV13W + k Y23W<J (Y63W, Y23W) EV23W + k Y33W<J (Y63W, Y33W) EV33W + k Y43W<J (Y63W,

Y43W) EV43W + k Y53W<J (Y53W, Y63W) EV53W + k Y73W<J (Y63W, Y73W) EV73W + k Y83W<J

(Y63W, Y83W) EV83W + k Y93W<J (Y63W, Y93W) EV93W + kyBM<J (Y63W, YBM)EvBM + EZ4
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(A2.131)' EY73W = - (kY13W0 (Y73W, YI3W) + k Y23WG (Y73W, Y23W) + k Y33WG (Y73W, Y33W) +

k Y43WG (Y73W, Y43W) + k YS3W0 (Y73W, YS3W) + k Y63W0 (Y73W, Y63W) + k Y83W0 (Y73W,

Y83W) + k Y93W0 (Y73W, Y93W) + k yBM0 (Y73W, YBM»)Ev73W + k Y13W0 (Y73W, YI3W)

EVl3w + k Y23W0 (Y73W, Y23W) EV23W + k Y33W0 (Y73W, Y33W) EV33W + k Y43W0 (Y73W,

Y43W) EV43W + k YS3W0 (Y73W, YS3W) EVS3W + k Y63W0 (Y73W, Y63W) EV63W + k Y83WG

(Y73W, Y83W) EV83W + k Y93W0 (Y73W, Y93W) EV93W + k yBM0 (Y73W, YBM)EvBM + EZ4

(A2.132)' EY83W = - (kY13W0 (Y83W, YI3W) + k Y23W0 (Y83W, Y23W) + k Y33WG (Y83W, Y33W) +

k Y43W0 (Y83W, Y43W) + k YS3W0 (Y83W, YS3W) + k Y63W0 (Y83W, Y63W) + k Y73WG (Y83W,

Y73W) + k Y93W0 (Y83W, Y93W) + k yBM0 (Y83W, YBM»)Ev83W + k Y13W0 (Y83W, YI3W)

EV13W + k Y23W0 (Y83W, Y23W) EV23W + k Y33W0 (Y83W, Y33W) EV33W + k Y43W0 (Y83W,

Y43W) EV43W + k YS3WG (Y83W, YS3W) EVS3W + k Y63W0 (Y83W, Y63W) EV63W + k Y73W0

(Y83W, Y73W) EV73W + k Y93W0 (Y83W, Y93W) EV93W + k yBM0 (Y83W, YBM)EvBM + EZ4

(A2.133)' EY93W = - (kYI3W0 (Y93W, YI3W) + k Y23W0 (Y93W, Y23W) + k Y33WG (Y93W, Y33W) +

kY43W0 (Y93W, Y43W) + kYS3W0 (Y93W, YS3W) + kY63W0 (Y93W, Y63W) + kY73W0 (Y93W,

Y73W) + k Y83W0 (Y93W, Y83W) + kYBM0 (Y93W, YBM»)Ev93W + kY13W0 (Y93W, Y13W)

EVl3w + kY23W0 (Y93W, Y23W) EV23W + kY33W0 (Y93W, Y33W) EV33W + kY43W0 (Y93W,

Y43W) EV43W + kYS3WG (Y93W, YS3W) EVS3W + kY63W0 (Y93W, Y63W) EV63W + k Y73WG

(Y93W, Y73W) EV73W + k Y83W0 (Y93W, Y83W) EV83W + k yBM0 (Y93W, YBM)EvBM + EZ4

(A2.134)' EYBM = - (kY13W0 (YBM, YI3W) + k Y23W0 (YBM, Y23W) + k Y33W0 (YBM, Y33W) + k Y43WG

(YBM, Y43W) + kYS3WG (YBM, YS3W) + kY63W0 (YBM, Y63W) + kY73WG (YBM, Y73W) +

k Y83W0 (YBM, Y83W) + k Y93W0 (YBM, Y93W»)EvBM + ky13wG (YBM, YI3W) EV13W +

k Y23W0 (YBM, Y23W) EV23W + k Y33W0 (YBM, Y33W) EV33W + k Y43W0 (YBM, Y43W) EV43W

+ kYS3W0 (YBM, YS3W) EVS3W + kY63W0 (YBM, Y63W) EV63W + kY73W0 (YBM, Y73W)

EV73W + kY83W0 (YBM, Y83W) EV83W + k 93W0 (YBM, Y93W)Ev93W + EZ4

Output constrained input demand oflamb and mutton slaughtering/processing sectors

(A2.135)' EY Il = - (ky2l0 (YIl, Y2l) + k y3l0 (YIl, Y3l) + ky4lG (YIl, Y4l) + k y5l0 (YIl, YSl) +

ky6lG (YIl, Y6l) + kYSl0 (YIl, YSl»)EvIl + k y2l0 (YIl, Y2l) EV2l + ky3lG (YIl, Y3l)

EV3l + ky4l0 (YIl, Y4l) EV4l + kYSl0 (YIl, YSl) EVSl + ky6l0 (YIl, Y6l) EV6l + kYSlG

(YIl, YSl) EVSl + EZl
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(A2.136)' EY2L = - (kYI L(J (Y2L, YI L) + k y3L(J (Y2L, Y3L) + k y4L(J (Y2L, Y4L) + kYSL(J (Y2L, YSL) +

k y6L(J (Y2L, Y6L) + kYSL(J (Y2L, YSL»)Ev2L + kyIL(J (YIL, Y2L) EVIL + k y3L(J (Y2L, Y3L)

EV3L + k y4L(J (Y2L, Y4L) EV4L + kYSL(J (Y2L, YSL) EVSL + k y6L(J (Y2L, Y6L) EV6L + kYSL(J

(Y2L, YSL) EVSL + EZL

(A2.137)' EY3L = - (kyIL(J (Y3L, YIL) + k y2L(J (Y3L, Y2L) + k y4L(J (Y3L, Y4L) + kYSL(J (Y3L, YSL) +

k y6L(J (Y3L, Y6L) + kYSL(J (Y3L, YSL))Ev3L + kyIL(J (Y3L, YIL) EVIL + k y2L(J (Y3L, Y2L)

EV2L + k y4L(J (Y3L, Y4L) EV4L + kYSL(J (Y3L, YSL) EVSL + k y6L(J (Y3L, Y6L) EV6L + kYSL(J

(Y3L, YSL) EVSL + EZL

(A2.138)' EY4L = - (kyIL(J (Y4L, YIL) + k y2L(J (Y4L, Y2L) + k y3L(J (Y4L, Y3L) + k y5L(J (Y4L, YSL) +

k y6L(J (Y4L, Y6L) + kYSL(J (Y4L, YSL))Ev4L + kyIL(J (Y4L, YIL) EVIL + k y2L(J (Y4L, Y2L)

EV2L + k y3L(J (Y4L, Y3L) EV3L + kYSL(J (Y4L, YSL) EVSL + k y6L(J (Y4L, Y6L) EV6L + kYSL(J

(Y4L, YSL) EVSL + EZL

(A2.139)' EYSL = - (kYI L(J (YSL, YI L) + k y2L(J (YSL, Y2L) + k y3L(J (YSL, Y3L) + k y4L(J (YSL, Y4L) +

k y6L(J (YSL, Y6L) + kYSL(J (YSL, YSL»)EvSL + kyIL(J (YSL, YIL) EVIL + k y2L(J (YSL, Y2L)

EV2L + k y3L(J (YSL, Y3L) EV3L + k y4L(J (YSL, Y4L) EV4L + k y6L(J (YSL, Y6L) EV6L + kYSL(J

(YSL, YSL) EVSL + EZL

(A2.140)' EY6L = - (kyIL(J (Y6L, YIL) + k y2L(J (Y6L, Y2L) + k y3L(J (Y6L, Y3L) + k y4L(J (Y6L, Y4L) +

kYSL(J (Y6L, YSL) + kYSL(J (Y6L, YSL))Ev6L + kyIL(J (Y6L, YIL) EVIL + k y2L(J (Y6L, Y2L)

EV2L + k y3L(J (Y6L, Y3L) EV3L + k y4L(J (Y6L, Y4L) EV4L + kYSL(J (Y6L, YSL) EVSL + kYSL(J

(Y6L, YSL) EVSL + EZL

(A2.141)' EYSL = - (kyIL(J (YSL, YIL) + k y2L(J (YSL, Y2L) + k y3L(J (YSL, Y3L) + k y4L(J (YSL, Y4L) +

kYSL(J (YSL, YSL) + k y6L(J (YSL, Y6L))EvSL + kyIL(J (YSL, YIL) EVIL + k y2L(J (YSL, Y2L)

EV2L + k y3L(J (YSL, Y3L) EV3L + k y4L(J (YSL, Y4L) EV4L + kYSL(J (YSL, YSL) EVSL + k y6L(J

(YSL, Y6L) Ev6L + EZL

(A2.142)' EY1M = - (ky2M(J (YIM, Y2M) + k y3M(J (YIM, Y3M) + k y4M(J (YIM, Y4M) + kYSM(J (YIM,

YSM) + k y6M(J (YIM, Y6M) + k y7M(J (YIM, Y7M) + k y8M(J (YIM, Y8M) + k y9M(J (YIM, Y9M) +

kYSM(J (YIM, YSM))EvIM + k y2M(J (YIM, Y2M) EV2M + k y3M(J (YIM, Y3M) EV3M + k y4M(J

(YIM, Y4M) EV4M + kYSM(J (YIM, YSM) EVSM + k y6M(J (YIM, Y6M) EV6M + k y7M(J (YIM,
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Y7M) EV7M + k y8MO" (YIM, Y8M) EV8M + k y9M(J (YIM, Y9M) EV9M + kySMO" (YIM, YSM)

EVSM + EZM

(A2.143)' EY2M = - (kyIMO" (Y2M, YIM) + k y3M(J (Y2M, Y3M) + k y4M(J (Y2M, Y4M) + kYSM(J (Y2M,

YSM) + k y6M(J (Y2M, Y6M) + k y7M(J (Y2M, Y7M) + k y8MO" (Y2M, Y8M) + k y9M(J (Y2M, Y9M) +

kYSM(J (Y2M, YSM»)Ev2M + kylMO" (Y2M, YIM) EVIM + k y3M(J (Y2M, Y3M) EV3M + k y4M(J

(Y2M, Y4M) EV4M + kYSM(J (Y2M, YSM) EVSM + k y6MO" (Y2M, Y6M) EV6M + k y7M(J (Y2M,

Y7M) EV7M + k y8MO" (Y2M, Y8M) EV8M + k y9M(J (Y2M, Y9M) EV9M + kYSM(J (Y2M, YSM)

EVSM + EZM

(A2.144)' EY3M = - (kyIMO" (Y3M, YIM) + k y2M(J (Y3M, Y2M) + k y4M(J (Y3M, Y4M) + kySMO" (Y3M,

YSM) + k y6M(J (Y3M, Y6M) + k y7MO" (Y3M, Y7M) + k y8M(J (Y3M, Y8M) + k y9M(J (Y3M, Y9M) +

kYSM(J (Y3M, YSM»)Ev3M + kylM(J (Y3M, YIM) EVIM + k y2MO" (Y3M, Y2M) EV2M + k y4M(J

(Y3M, Y4M) EV4M + kYSM(J (Y3M, YSM) EVSM + k y6M(J (Y3M, Y6M) EV6M + k y7M(J (Y3M,

Y7M) EV7M + kySMO" (Y3M, YSM) EV8M + k y9M(J (Y3M, Y9M) EV9M + kYSM(J (Y3M, YSM)

EVSM + EZM

(A2.145)' EY4M = - (kyIM(J (Y4M, YIM) + k y2M(J (Y4M, Y2M) + k y3M(J (Y4M, Y3M) + kYSM(J (Y4M,

YSM) + k y6M(J (Y4M, Y6M) + k y7M(J (Y4M, Y7M) + kYSM(J (Y4M, YSM) + k y9M(J (Y4M, Y9M) +

kYSM(J (Y4M, YSM»)Ev4M + kylM(J (Y4M, YIM) EVIM + k y2M(J (Y4M, Y2M) EV2M + k y3M(J

(Y4M, Y3M) EV3M + kYSM(J (Y4M, YSM) EVSM + k y6M(J (Y4M, Y6M) EV6M + k y7M(J (Y4M,

Y7M) EV7M + k y8M(J (Y4M, YSM) EV8M + k y9M(J (Y4M, Y9M) EV9M + kYSM(J (Y4M, YSM)

EVSM + EZM

(A2.146)' EYSM = - (kyIMO" (YSM, YIM) + k y2M(J (YSM, Y2M) + k y3MO" (YSM, Y3M) + k y4M(J (YSM,

Y4M) + k y6M(J (YSM, Y6M) + k y7M(J (YSM, Y7M) + kYSM(J (YSM, YSM) + k y9M(J (Y5M, Y9M) +

kYSM(J (YSM, YSM»)EvSM + kylM(J (YSM, YIM) EVIM + k y2M(J (YSM, Y2M) EV2M + k y3M(J

(YSM, Y3M) EV3M + k y4M(J (YSM, Y4M) EV4M + k y6M(J (YSM, Y6M) EV6M + k y7MO" (YSM,

Y7M) EV7M + k y8M(J (YSM, Y8M) EVSM + k y9M(J (YSM, Y9M) EV9M + kYSM(J (YSM, YSM)

EVSM + EZM

(A2.147)' EY6M = - (kyIM(J (Y6M, YIM) + k y2M(J (Y6M, Y2M) + k y3M(J (Y6M, Y3M) + k y4M(J (Y6M,

Y4M) + kYSM(J (Y6M, YSM) + k y7M(J (Y6M, Y7M) + kYSM(J (Y6M, YSM) + k y9M(J (Y6M, Y9M) +

kYSM(J (Y6M, YSM»)Ev6M + kylM(J (Y6M, YIM) EVIM + k y2MO" (Y6M, Y2M) EV2M + k y3M(J
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(Y6M, Y3M) EV3M + k y4MO" (Y6M, Y4M) EV4M + kySMO" (Y6M, YSM) EVSM + k y7MO" (Y6M,

Y7M) EV7M + k y8MO" (Y6M, Y8M) EV8M + k y9M() (Y6M, Y9M) EV9M + kySMO" (Y6M, YSM)

EVSM + EZM

(A2.148)' EY7M = - (ky1MO" (Y7M, YIM) + k y2M() (Y7M, Y2M) + k y3MO" (Y7M, Y3M) + k y4M() (Y7M,

Y4M) + kySMO" (Y7M, YSM) + k y6MO" (Y7M, Y6M) + k y8MO" (Y7M, Y8M) + k y9MO" (Y7M, Y9M) +

k ySM() (Y7M, YSM»)Ev7M + ky1MO" (Y7M, YIM) EVIM + k y2MO" (Y7M, Y2M) EV2M + k y3M()

(Y7M, Y3M) EV3M + k y4MO" (Y7M, Y4M) EV4M + k ySM() (Y7M, YSM) EVSM + k y6MO" (Y7M,

Y6M) EV6M + k y8MO" (Y7M, Y8M) EV8M + k y9MO" (Y7M, Y9M) EV9M + kySMO" (Y7M, YSM)

EVSM + EZM

(A2.149)' EY8M = - (ky1MO" (Y8M, YIM) + k y2M() (Y8M, Y2M) + k y3M() (Y8M, Y3M) + k y4M() (Y8M,

Y4M) + kysMO" (Y8M, YSM) + k y6MO" (Y8M, Y6M) + k y7MO" (Y8M, Y7M) + k y9MO" (Y8M, Y9M) +

kySMO" (Y8M, YSM»)Ev8M + ky1MO" (Y8M, YIM) EVIM + k y2M() (Y8M, Y2M) EV2M + k y3MO"

(Y8M, Y3M) EV3M + k y4MO" (Y8M, Y4M) EV4M + k ySM() (Y8M, YSM) EVSM + k y6M() (Y8M,

Y6M) EV6M + k y7M() (Y8M, Y7M) EV7M + k y9MO" (Y8M, Y9M) EV9M + kySMO" (Y8M, YSM)

EVSM + EZM

(A2.ISO)' EY9M = - (ky1MO" (Y9M, YIM) + k y2M() (Y9M, Y2M) + k y3MO" (Y9M, Y3M) + k y4MO" (Y9M,

Y4M) + kySMO" (Y9M, YSM) + k y6MO" (Y9M, Y6M) + k y7MO" (Y9M, Y7M) + k y8MO" (Y9M, Y8M) +

k ySM() (Y9M, YSM»)Ev9M + ky1MO" (Y9M, YIM) EVIM + k y2MO" (Y9M, Y2M) EV2M + k y3MO"

(Y9M, Y3M) EV3M + k y4MO" (Y9M, Y4M) EV4M + kySMO" (Y9M, YSM) EVSM + k y6MO" (Y9M,

Y6M) EV6M + k y7MO" (Y9M, Y7M) EV7M + k y8M() (Y9M, Y8M) EV8M + kySMO" (Y9M, YSM)

EVSM + EZM

(A2.ISI)' EYSM = - (ky1MO" (YSM, YIM) + k y2M() (YSM, Y2M) + k y3MO" (YSM, Y3M) + k y4M() (YSM,

Y4M) + k ySM() (YSM, YSM) + k y6MO" (YSM, Y6M) + k y7M() (YSM, Y7M) + k y8MO" (YSM, Y8M) +

k y9M() (YSM, Y9M»)EvSM + ky1MO" (YSM, YIM) EVIM + k y2MO" (YSM, Y2M) EV2M + k y3MO"

(YSM, Y3M) EV3M + k y4MO" (YSM, Y4M) EV4M + kySMO" (YSM, YSM) EVSM + k y6MO" (YSM,

Y6M) EV6M + k y7M() (YSM, Y7M) EV7M + k y8MO" (YSM, Y8M) EV8M + k y9MO" (YSM, Y9M)

EV9M + EZM
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Wool warehouse sectors equilibrium

The Equilibrium Displacement Model

(A2.154)' kY21wEY21w + kY31WEY31W + kY41WEY41W + kYSIWEYSIW + kY61WEY61W +

kY71WEY71W + kYSIWEYSIW + kY91WEY91W + kYFMEYFM = YZ2wEZ2W +

YZ2SEZ2S

(A2.I55)' kY21WEV21W + kY31WEv31W + kY41WEv41W + kYS1WEvSIW + kY61WEv61W +

kY71WEV71W + kYS1WEvSIW + kY91WEv91W + kyFMEvFM = YZ2WEu2W + YZ2SEu2S

(A2.I56)' k Y22WEY22W + k Y32WEY32W + k Y42WEY42W + k YS2WEYS2W + k Y62WEY62W +

kynwEYnw + k YS2WEYS2W + k Y92WEY92W + kyMMEYMM= YZ3wEZ3W +

YZ3sEZ3S

(A2.I5?)' kY22WEv22W + kY32WEv32W + kY42WEv42W + k YS2WEvS2W + kY62WEv62W +

kynwEvnw + k YS2WEvS2W + kY92WEv92W + kyMMEvMM= YZ3WEu3W + YZ3SEu3S

(A2.I5S)' kY13WEY13W + kY23WEY23W + kY33WEY33W + kY43WEY43W + kYS3WEYS3W +

k Y63WEY63W + k Y73WEY73W + k YS3WEYS3W + k Y93WEY93W + kyBMEYBM =

YZ4wEZ4W + YZ4SEZ4S

(A2.I59)' kY13wEv13w + kY23WEv23W + kY33WEv33W + kY43WEv43W + kYS3W EvS3W +

kY63WEv63W + kY73WEv73W + k YS3WEvS3W + kY93WEv93W + kyBMEvBM

YZ4WEu4W + YZ4sE U4s

Lamb and mutton slaughtering/processing sectors equilibrium

(A2.I60)' kYILEYIL + kY2LEY2L + kY3LEY3L + kY4LEY4L + kYSLEYSL -+- kY6LEY6L +

kYSLEYSL = YZLEEZLE + YZLoEZLO

(A2.I6I)' kYILEvlL + kY2LEv2L + kY3LEv3L + kY4LEv4L + kYSLEvSL + kY6LEv6L + kYSLEvSL

= YZLEEuLE + YzLoEuLO
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(A2.162)' kYIMEYIM -+- kY2MEY2M -+- kY3MEY3M -+- kY4MEY4M -+- kY5MEYSM -+- kY6MEY6M-+

k y7MEY7M -+- k y8MEY8M -+- k y9MEY9M -+- kYSMEYSM = YZMEEZME -+- YZMDEZMD

(A2.163)' kYIMEvlM -+- kY2MEv2M -+- kY3MEv3M -+- kY4MEv4M -+- kYSMEvSM -+- kY6MEv6M -+

kY7MEv7M -+- kY8MEv8M -+- kY9MEv9M -+- kYSMEvSM = YZMEEuME -+- YZMDEuMD

Input constrained output supply ofwool warehouse sectors

(A2.165)' EZls = YZlWL(ZlW,ZlS)EuIW - YZIWL(ZlW,ZlS)EuIS -+- EYN

(A2.167)' EZ2S = YZ2WL(Z2W, Z2S)Eu2W - YZ2WL(Z2W, Z2S)Eu2S -+- EYN

(A2.170)' EZ4W = - YZ4SL(Z4W, Z4S)Eu4W -+- YZ4SL(Z4W, Z4S)Eu4S -+- EYN

(A2.171)' EZ4S = YZ4WL(Z4W, Z4S)EU4W - YZ4WL(Z4W, Z4S)Eu4S -+- EYN

Input constrained output supply oflamb and mutton slaughtering/processing sectors

(A2.172)' EZLE = - YZLOL(ZLE, ZLD)EuLE -+- YZLDL(ZLE, ZLD)EuLD -+- EYL

(A2.173)' EZLD = YZLEL(ZLE, ZLD)EuLE - YZLEL(ZLE, ZLD)EuLD -+- EYL

(A2.175)' EZMD = YZMEL(ZME, ZMD)EuME - YZMEL(ZME, ZMD)EuMD -+- EYM
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Other input supply to wool scouring sector

(A2.176)' EZcs = C(ZCS, UCS)(Eucs - tzcs)

The Equilibrium Displacement Model

Output constrained input demand ofwool scouring sector

(A2.177)' EZ ls = - (kZ2SG (ZIS, Z2S) + k Z3SG (ZIS, Z3S) + k Z4SG (ZlS, Z4S) + kzcsG (ZIS, ZCS))Euls +

k Z2SG (ZIS, Z2S) EU2S + k Z3SG (ZIS, Z3S) EU3S + k Z4SG (ZlS, Z4S) EU4S + kzcsu (ZIS, ZCS)

Eucs + EZs

(A2.178)' EZ2S = - (kZlSG (Z2S, ZIS) + k Z3SO" (Z2S, Z3S) + k Z4SG (Z2S, Z4S) + kzcsG (Z2S, ZCS))EU2S +

kZlSG (Z2S, ZIS) EUIS + k Z3SG (Z2S, Z3S) EU3S + k Z4SG (Z2S, Z4S) EU4S + kzcsu (Z2S, ZCS)

EuCS + EZs

(A2.179)' EZ3S = - (kZlSG (Z3S, ZIS) + k Z2SG (Z3S, Z2S) + k Z4SG (Z3S, Z4S) + kzcsG (Z3S, ZCS))EU3S +

kZlSG (Z3S, ZlS) EUIS + k Z2SG (Z3S, Z2S) EU2S + k Z4SG (Z3S, Z4S) EU4s + kzcsu (Z3S, ZCS)

EuCS + EZs

(A2.180)' EZ4S = - (kZlSG (Z4S, ZIS) + k Z2SG (Z4S, Z2S) + k Z3SG (Z4S, Z3S) + kzcsG (Z4S, ZCS))EU4S +

kZlSG (Z4S, ZIS) EUIS + k Z2SG (Z4S, Z2S) EU2S + k Z3SG (Z4S, Z3S) EU3S + kzcsu (Z4S, ZCS)

EuCS + EZs

(A2.18I)' EZcs = - (kZlSG (ZCS, ZIS) + k Z2SG (ZCS, Z2S) + k Z3SG (ZCS, Z3S) + k Z4SG (ZCS, Z4S))EuCS

+ kZlSG (ZCS, ZIS) EUIS + k Z2SG (ZCS, Z2S) EU2S + k Z3SG (ZCS, Z3S) EU3S + kZ4SG (ZCS,

Z4S) EU4S + EZs

Wool scouring sector equilibrium

(A2.l82)' kZlSEZ IS + kZ2SEZ2S + k Z3SEZ3S + k Z4SEZ4s + kzcsEZcs = YzcwEZCW +

YFISEFIS + YF2SEF2S + YF3SEF3S + YF4SEF4S + YZ2TEZ2T + YZ3TEZ3T -I- YZ4TEZ4T

(A2.183)' kZlSEulS + kZ2SEu2S + kZ3SEu3S + kZ4SEu4S + kzcsEucs = YZCWEuCW + YFISEslS

+ YF2SEs2S + YF3SEs3S + YF4SEs4S + YZ2TEu2T + YZ3TEu3T + YZ4TEU4T
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Input constrained output supply ofwool scouring sector

(A2.184)' EF lS = - (YF2ST(FlS, F2S) + YF3ST(FlS, F3S) + YF4ST(FlS, F4S) + YzeWT(FlS, zew) +

YZ2TT(FlS, Z2T) + YZ3TT(FlS, Z3T) + YZ4TT(FlS, Z4T))Es ls + YF2ST(FlS, F2S) Es2S + YF3ST(FlS,

F3S) ES3S + YF4ST(FlS, F4S) Es4S + YzeWT(FlS, zew) Euew + YZ2TT(FlS, Z2T) EU2T +

YZ3TT(FlS, Z3T) EU3T + YZ4TT(FlS, Z4T) EU4T + EZe

(A2.18S)' EF2S = - (YFlST(FlS, F2S) + YF3ST(F2S, F3S) + YF4ST(F2S, F4S) + YzewT(F2S, zew) +

YZ2TT(F2S, Z2T) + YZ3TT(F2S, Z3T) + YZ4TT(F2S, Z4T))Es2s + YFlST(FlS, F2S) Es lS + YF3ST(F2S,

F3S) ES3S + YF4ST(F2S, F4S) Es4S + YleWT(F2S, leW) Euew + Yl2TT(F2S, l2T) EU2T +

YZ3TT(F2S, Z3T) EU3T + Yl4TT(F2S, Z4T) EU4T + EZe

(A2.186)' EF3S = - (YFlST(FlS, F3S) + YF2ST(F2S, F3S) + YF4ST(F3S, F4S) + YzewT(F3S, zew) +

YZ2TT(F3S, Z2T) + YZ3TT(F3S, Z3T) + YZ4TT(F3S, Z4T))Es3s + YFlST(FlS, F3S) Es lS + YF2ST(F2S,

F3S) Es2s + YF4ST(F3S, F4S) Es4S + YzeWT(F3S, zew) Euew + YZ2TT(F3S, Z2T) EU2l' +

YZ3TT(F3S, Z3T) EU3T + YZ4TT(F3S, Z4T) EU4T + EZe

(A2.187)' EF4S = - (YFlST(FlS, F4S) + YF2ST(F2S, F4S) + YF3ST(F3S, F4S) + YzewT(F4S, zew) +

YZ2TT(F4S, Z2T) + YZ3TT(F4S, Z3T) + YZ4TT(F4S, Z4T))Es4s + YFlST(FlS, F4S) Es lS + YF2ST(F2S,

F4S) Es2S + YF3ST(F3S, F4S) Es3S + YzeWT(F4S, zew) Euew + YZ2TT(F4S, Z2T) EU2T +

YZ3TT(F4S, Z3T) EU3T + YZ4TT(F4S, Z4T) EU4T + EZe

(A2.188)' EZew = - (YFlST(FlS, zew) + YF2ST(F2S, zew) + YF3ST(F3S, zew) + YF4ST(F4S, zew) +

YZ2TT(Z2T, zew) + YZ3TT(Z3T, zew) + YZ4TT(Z4T, zew))Euew + YFlST(FlS, zew) Es1s +

YF2ST(F2S, zew) Es2s + YF3ST(F3S, zew) Es3s + YF4ST(F4S, zew) Es4s + YZ2TT(Z2T, zew)

EUTf + YZ3TT(Z3T, zew) EU3T + YZ4TT(Z4T, zew) EU4T + EZe

(A2.189)' EZ2T = - (YFlST(FlS, Z2T) + YF2ST(F2S, Z2T) + YF3ST(F3S, Z2T) + YF~ST(F4S, Z2T) +

YzeWT(Z2T, zew) + YZ3TT(Z2T, Z3T) + YZ4TT(Z2T, Z4T))EU2T + YFlST(FlS, Z2T) Es lS +

YF2ST(F2S, Z2T) Es2S + YF3ST(F3S, Z2T) Es3S + YF4ST(F4S, Z2T) Es4S + YzeWT{Z2T, zew)

Euew + YZ3TT(Z2T, Z3T) EU3T + YZ4TT(Z2T, Z4T) EU4T + EZe

(A2.190)' EZ3T = - (YFlST(FlS, Z3T) + YF2ST(F2S, Z3T) + YF3ST(F3S, l3T) + YF~ST(F4S, Z3T) +

YzeWT(Z3T, zew) + YZ2TT(Z2T, Z3T) + YZ4TT(Z3T, Z4T))EU3T + YFlST(FlS, Z3T) Es lS +
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YF2SL(F2S, Z3T) Es2S + YF3SL(F3S, Z3T) Es3S + YF4SL(F4S, Z3T) Es4S + YZCW1(Z3T, ZCW)

Eucw + YZ2TL(Z2T, Z3T) EU2T + YZ4TL(Z3T, Z4T) EU4T + EZc

(A2.191)' EZ4T = - (YFlSL(FlS, Z4T) + YF2SL(F2S, Z4T) + YF3SL(F3S, Z4T) + YF4SL(F4S, Z4T) +

YZCWL(Z4T, ZCW) + YZ2TL(Z2T, Z4T) + YZ3TL(Z3T, Z4T»)Eu4T + YFlSL(FlS, Z4T) Es lS +

YF2SL(F2S, Z4T) Es2S + YF3SL(F3S, Z4T) Es3S + YF4SL(F4S, Z4T) Es4S + YZCW1(Z4T, ZCW)

Eucw + YZ2TL(Z2T, Z4T) EU2T + YZ3TL(Z3T, Z4T) EU3T + EZc

Other input supply to wool carbonising sector

(A2.192)' EZCB = £(ZCB, uCBlEuCB - tZCB)

Output constrained input demand ofwool carbonising sector

(A2.193)' EZcw = - kZCBO" (ZCW, ZCB) Eucw + kZCBO" (ZCW, ZCB)EuCB + EFcw

(A2.194)' EZCB = kzcwO" (ZCW, ZCB) Eucw - kzcwO" (ZCW, ZCB)EuCB + EFcw

Wool carbonising sector equilibrium

(A2.195)' Escw = kzcwEucw + kZCBEuCB

Other input supply to wool topmaking sector

(A2.196)' EZWT = £(ZWT, UWT)(EuWT - tZWT)

Output constrained input demand ofwool topmaking sector

(A2.197)' EZ2T = - (kZ3TO" (Z2T, Z3T) + k Z4TO" (Z2T, Z4T) + kZWTO" (Z2T, ZWT))Eu2T + k Z3T() (Z2T, Z3T)

EU3T + k Z4TO" (Z2T, Z4T) EU4T + kZWTO" (Z2T, ZWT) EUWT + EFT

(A2.198)' EZ3T = - (kZ2TO" (Z3T, Z2T) + k Z4TO" (Z3T, Z4T) + kZWTO" (Z3T, ZWT))Eu3T + k Z2T() (Z3T, Z2T)

EU2T + k Z4TO" (Z3T, Z4T) EU4T + kZWTO" (Z3T, ZWT) EUWT + EFT
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(A2.199)' EZ4T = - (kZ2T0 (Z4T, Z2T) + k Z3T0 (Z4T, Z3T) + k ZWT0 (Z4T, ZWT»)Eu4T + kZ2T() (Z4T, Z2T)

EU2T + k Z3T0 (Z4T, Z3T) EU3T + kZWTC> (Z4T, ZWT) EUWT + EFT

(A2.200)' EZWT = - (kZ2Tc> (ZWT, Z2T) + k Z3T0 (ZWT, Z3T) + k Z4TC> (ZWT, Z4T»)EuWl + k;nTC> (ZWT,

Z2T) EU2T + k Z3Tc> (ZWT, Z3T) EU3T + k Z4TC> (ZWT, Z4T) EU4T + EFT

Wool topmaking sector equilibrium

(A2.201)' kZ2TEZ2T + k Z3TEZ3T + kZ4TEZ4T + kZWTEZWT

YF4TEF4T+ YFNWEFNW+ YQDpEQDP

(A2.202)' kZ2TEu2T + kZ3TEu3T + kZ4TEu4T + kZWTEuWT = YF2TEs2T + YF3TEs3T + '¥F4TEs4T+

YFNWEsNW+ YQDpEpDP

Input constrained output supply ofwool topmaking sector

(A2.203)' EF2T = - (YF3TL(F2T, F3T) + YF4TL(F2T, F4T) + YFNWL(F2T, FNW) + YQDPL(F2T, QDP»)Es2T +

YF3TL(F2T, F3T) ES3T + YF4TL(F2T, F4T) ES4T + YFNWL(F2T, FNW) EsNW + YQDPT(F2T, QDP)

EPDP + EZT

(A2.204)' EF3T = - (YF2TL(F2T, F3T) + YF4TL(F3T, F4T) + YFNWL(F3T, FNW) + YQDPL(F3T, QDP»)Es3T +

YF2TL(F2T, F3T) ES2T + YF4TL(F2T, F4T) ES4T + YFNWL(F3T, FNW) EsNW + YQDPT(F3T, QDP)

EPDP + EZT

(A2.20S)' EF4T = - (YF2TL(F2T, F4T) + YF3TL(F3T, F4T) + YFNWL(F4T, FNW) + YQDPL(F4T, QDP»)Es4T +

YF2TL(F2T, F4T) ES2T + YF3TL(F3T, F4T) ES3T + YFNwL(F4T, FNW) EsNW + YQDPT(F4T, QDP)

EPDP + EZT

(A2.206)' EFNW = - (YF2TL(F2T, FNW) + YF3TL(F3T, FNW) + YF4TL(F4T, FNW) + YQDPL(FNW,

QDP»)EsNW + YF2TL(F2T, FNW) ES2T + YF3TL(F2T, FNW) ES3T + YF4TL(F4T, FNW) ES4T +

YQDPL(FNW, QDP) EPDP + EZT

(A2.207)' EQDP = - (YF2TL(F2T, QDP) + YF3TL(F3T, QDP) + YF4TL(F4T, QDP) + YFNWL(FNW, QDP»)EpDP

+ YF2TL(F2T, QDP) ES2T + YF3TL(F2T, QDP) ES3T + YF4TL(F4T, QDP) ES4T + YFNWL(FNW, QDP)

EsNW + EZT
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Other input supply to export greasy wool shipment sectors

(A2.208)' EZNM = C(ZNM, UNM)(EuNM - tZNM)

(A2.209)' EZFM = C(ZFM, UFMlEuFM - tZFM)

(A2.2IO)' EZMM = C(ZMM, UMMlEuMM - tZMM)

(A2.2II)' EZBM = C(ZBM, UBM)(EuBM - tZBM)

Other input supply to export carbonised wool shipment sector

(A2.2I2)' EFcB = C(FCB, sCBlEsCB - tFCB)

Other input supply to export scoured wool shipment sectors

(A2.2I6)' EFBS = C(FBS, SBs)(EsBs - tFBS)

Other input supply to export wool tops shipment sectors

(A2.2I7)' EFFT = C(FFT, SFT)(EsFT - tFFT)

(A2.2I8)' EFMT = C(FMT, SMT)(EsMT - tFMT)

(A2.2I9)' EFBT = C(FBT, SBT)(EsBT - tFBT)

(A2.220)' EFNE = C(FNE, SNE)(EsNE - tFNE)
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Output constrained input demand ofexport greasy wool shipment sectors

(A2.221)' EZlw = - k ZNM0 (ZIW,ZNM)EuIW + kZNMO" (ZIW,ZNM)EuNM + EQlw

(A2.222)' EZNM = k ZlW0 (ZIW,ZNM)EuIW - k ZlW0 (ZIW,ZNM)EuNM + EQlw

(A2.223)' EZ2W = - k ZFM0 (Z2W, ZFM) EU2W + k ZFM0 (Z2W, ZFM)EuFM + EQ2W

(A2.224)' EZFM = k Z2W0 (Z2W, ZFM) EU2W - k Z2W0 (Z2W, ZFM)EuFM + EQ2W

(A2.225)' EZ3W = - k ZMM0 (Z3W, ZMM) EU3W + kZMMO" (Z3W, ZMM)EuMM + EQ3W

(A2.226)' EZMM = k Z3W0 (Z3W, ZMM) EU3W - k Z3W0 (Z3W, ZMM)EuMM + EQ3w

(A2.227)' EZ4W = - k ZBM0 (Z4W, ZBM) EU4W + kZBM0 (Z4W, ZBM)EuBM + EQ4W

(A2.228)' EZBM = k Z4W0 (Z4W, ZBM) EU4W - k Z4W0 (Z4W, ZBM)EuBM + EQ4W

Output constrained input demand ofexport carbonised wool shipment sect01:

(A2.229)' EFcw = - k FCB0 (FCW, FCB) Escw + kFCB0 (FCW, FCB)EsCB + EQcw

(A2.230)' EFcB = kFCW0 (FCW, FCB) Escw - kFCW0 (FCW, FCB)EsCB + EQcw

Output constrained input demand ofexport scoured wool shipment sector

(A2.231)' EF IS = - kFNS0 (FIS, FNS) Es is + kFNS0 (FIS, FNS)EsNS + EQls

(A2.232)' EFNS = k FlS0 (FIS, FNS) Es is - kFISO" (FIS, FNS)EsNS + EQls

(A2.235)' EF3S = - kFMS0 (F3S, FMS) Es3S + kFMS0 (F3S, FMS)EsMS + EQ3S
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(A2.236)' EFMS = k F3SO" (F3S, FMS) Es3S - k F3SO" (F3S, FMS)EsMS + EQ3S

(A2.237)' EF4S = - kFBSO" (F4S, FBS) Es4S + kFBSO" (F4S, FBS)EsBS + EQ4S

(A2.238)' EFBS = k F4SO" (F4S, FBS) Es4S - k F4S(J (F4S, FBS)EsBS + EQ4S

Output constrained input demand ofexport wool tops shipment sectors

(A2.239)' EF2T = - kFFT(J (F2T, FFT) ES2T + kFFTO" (F2T, FFT)EsFT + EQ2T

(A2.240)' EFFT = k F2T(J (F2T, FFT) ES2T - k F2T(J (F2T, FFT)EsFT + EQ2T

(A2.241)' EF3T = - kFMTO" (F3T, FMT) ES3T + kFMT(J (F3T, FMT)EsMT + EQ3T

(A2.242)' EFMT = k F3TO" (F3T, FMT) ES3T - k F3TO" (F3T, FMT)EsMT + EQ3T

(A2.243)' EF4T = - kFBTO" (F4T, FBT) ES4T + kFBT(J (F4T, FBT)EsBT + EQ4T

(A2.244)' EFBT = k F4T(J (F4T, FBT) ES4T - k F4T(J (F4T, FBT)EsBT + EQ4T

(A2.245)' EFNW = - kFNE(J (FNW, FNE) ESNW + kFNE(J (FNW, FNE)EsNE + EQNW

(A2.246)' EFNE = kFNWO" (FNW, FNE) EsNW - kFNW(J (FNW, FNE)EsNE + EQNW

Export greasy wool shipment sector equilibrium
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Export carbonised wool shipment sector equilibrium

(A2.25I)' Epcw = kFcwEscw + kFCBEsCB

Export scoured wool shipment sector equilibrium

(A2.253)' EP2S = k F2sEs2S + kFFSEsFS

(A2.255)' EP4S = kF4SEs4S + kFBSEsBS

Export wool tops shipment sector equilibrium

Other input supply to lamb and mutton marketing sectors

(A2.260)' EZ1L = t(ZlL, UIL)(EuIL - tZIL)

(A2.26I)' EZ2L = t(Z2L, U2L)(Eu2L - tZ2L)

(A2.262)' EZ1M = t(ZIM, UIM)(EuIM - tZIM)

(A2.263)' EZ2M = t(Z2M, U2M)(Eu2M - tZ2M)
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Output constrained input demand oflamb and mutton marketing sectors

(A2.264)' EZLE = - kZIL(J (ZLE,ZIL) EULE + kZ1L(J (ZLE,ZIL)EuIL + EQLE

(A2.265)' EZ1L = - kZLE(J (ZLE,ZlL) EULE + kZIL(J (ZLE,ZIL)EuIL + EQLE

(A2.266)' EZLD = - k Z2L(J (ZLD, Z2L) EULD + k Z2L(J (ZLD, Z2L)Eu2L + EQLD

(A2.267)' EZ2L = - kZLD(J (ZLD, Z2L) EULD + k Z2L(J (ZLD, Z2L)Eu2L + EQLD

(A2.268)' EZMD = - k Z2M(J (ZMD, Z2M) EUMD + k Z2M(J (ZMD, Z2M)Eu2M + EQMD

(A2.269)' EZ2M = - kZMD(J (ZMD, Z2M) EUMD + kZMDO" (ZMD, Z2M)Eu2M + EQMD

(A2.270)' EZME = - kZlM(J (ZME, ZIM) EUME + kZIM(J (ZME, ZIM)EuIM + EQME

(A2.271)' EZ1M = - kZME(J (ZME,ZIM)EuME + kZIMO" (ZME,ZIM)EuIM + EQME

Lamb and mutton marketing sectors equilibrium

Origin oflive sheep exports

Export demand for Australian greasy wool

(A2.277)' EQlw = 11 (QIW, Plw)(Eplw - nQlw)
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(A2.278)' EQ2w = 1] (Q2W, P2W)(Ep2W - nQ2W)

(A2.279)' EQ3w = 1] (Q3W, P3W)(Ep3W - nQ3W)

(A2.280)' EQ4w = 1] (Q4W, P4wlEp4W - nQ4W)

Export demand for Australian scoured wool

(A2.281)' EQIS = 1] (QlS, PIS)(EpIS - nQIS)

(A2.282)' EQ2S = 1] (Q2S, P2S)(Ep2S - nQ2S)

(A2.283)' EQ3S = 1] (Q3S, P3S)(Ep3S - nQ3S)

(A2.284)' EQ4S = 1] (Q4S, P4S)(Ep4S - nQ4S)

Export demand for Australian carbonised wool

(A2.285)' EQcw = 1] (QCW, pcw)(Epcw - nQcw)

Export demand for Australian wool tops

(A2.286)' EQ2T = 1] (Q2T, P2T)(Ep2T - nQ2T)

(A2.287)' EQ3T = 1] (Q3T, P3T)(Ep3T - nQ3T)

(A2.288)' EQ4T = 1] (Q4T, P4T)(Ep4T - nQ4T)

Export demand for Australian nails/other wool

(A2.289)' EQNW = 1] (QNW, PNw)(EpNW - nQNW)
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Domestic Demand for Australian wool tops

(A2.290)' EQDP = 11 (QDP, PDP)(EpDP - nQDP)

Export demand for Australian lamb and mutton

(A2.292)' EQME = 11 (QME, PME)(EpME - nQME)

Export demand for Australian live sheep

(A2.293)' EQSE = 11 (QSE, PSE)(EpSE - nQSE)

The Equilibrium Displacement Model

Domestic retail demand for Australian lamb and mutton

(A2.294)' EQLD = 11 (QLD, PLD)(EpLD - nQLD) + 11 (QLD, PMD)(EpMD - nQMD)

(A2.295)' EQMD = 11 (QMD, PLD)(EpLD - nQLD) + 11 (QMD, PMD)(EpMD - nQM)
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Appendix 3

Derivation ofPrices and Elasticities

Calculation ofa Hogget Mutton Price

An estimate of the mutton price for Merino hoggets was required for certain calculations

in the model. Price estimates of hogget sales by agricultural zone were not available. A

weighted average carcass weight mutton price for hogget sales was estimated using

average annual mutton prices for hogget sales in New South Wales, South Australia and

Victoria sourced from MLA. Estimates for sales in other Australian states 'Nere not

available. The average prices in each state for 2003 to 2005 are shown in Table AJ.1.

Table A3.1: Average carcass prices for hoggets (c/kg)

NSW

SA

VIC

2003

281

257

273

2004

244

230

251

2005

216

224

236

Average

247

237

253

Source: MLA unpublished data

Information on the number of hoggets sold for mutton in each state was not available.

Assuming the proportions of hoggets in the sheep flocks of all three states are sinlilar, the

numbers of sheep in each state were used to derive a weighting for the prices in each

state. State sheep numbers corresponding to the average yearly prices in Table .A3.1 are

listed in Table A3.2.

Table A3.2: Sheep numbers by state (million)

2003 2004 2005 Total %

NSW 33.71 35.23 35.57 104.51 51.3

SA 13.06 12.92 12.38 38.36 18.8

VIC 20.39 19.98 20.52 60.89 29.9

Total 67.16 68.13 68.47 203.76 100

Source: ABARE (Livestock holdings on establishments with an estimated EVAO of $5,000 or more, as at

30 June)
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Sheep in each state as a percentage of total sheep numbers in the three states cornbined is

shown in the last column of Table A3.2. A simple average of the three-year prices for

each state were weighted by the corresponding percentage for each state to obtain a

weighted average mutton price for hogget sales:

247*0.513 + 237*0.188 + 253 *0.299 = 247 c/kg carcass weight

Semi-Durable Input Cost Calculations for Sheep Enterprises

Sheep are a 'semi-durable' input as the flow of services they provide into production can

span a number years. Following the example provided in Section 6.2.1, the annual service

flow costs for each of the sheep enterprises in the model are derived in Table A3.3. The

age distribution of adult sheep in the national flock, used in the input cost calculations, is

displayed in Table A3.4.

The opening and closing weights for each enterprise were split according to the age

distributions specified in Table A3.4. In Table A3.3 the differences between opening and

closing weights were multiplied by the respective market prices shown to obtain livestock

operating gains. Opening weights were also multiplied by the respective market prices to

calculate the total opening market value for each sheep enterprise. The average market

yield on three year government bonds for the period 2002-03 to 2004-05 of 5.12 per cent

was multiplied by the opening market value to estimate the opportunity cost associated

with each enterprise. The annual service flow cost is the sum of negative livestock

operating gains and the opportunity cost. An opening $/kg price for each enterprise was

calculated by dividing the annual service flow cost by the opening weight.
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Table A3.3: Annual service flow costs for sheep enterprises

Opening Closing Diff. Market Neg.Op. Total market Opp. Cost Annual Service ($/kg)

Weight kt cwt Weight kt cwt kt cwt Price $/kg Gains Value $m $m Flow Cost $m

Non-Merino Ewes (X I) 150.47 135.03 15.44

Non-Merino Ewes under 4 yrs 75.08 67.38 7.70 2.11 16.26 158.43

Non-Merino Ewes 4 yrs & over 75.39 67.65 7.74 1.75 13.54 131.92

29.79 290.35 14.87 44.66 0.30

Merino Ewes (X23) 268.02 215.79 52.23

Merino Ewes under 4 yrs 141.25 113.72 27.53 2.11 58.08 298.03

Merino Ewes 4 yrs & over 126.77 102.07 24.70 1.75 43.23 221.85

101.31 519.88 26.62 127.93 0.48

Merino Ewes (X45) 603.80 540.60 63.20

Merino Ewes under 4 yrs 318.20 284.90 33.31 2.11 70.28 671.41

Merino Ewes 4 yrs & over 285.60 255.70 29.89 1.75 52.31 499.80

122.59 1171.20 59.97 182.56 0.30

Merino Ewes (X61) 168.65 146.74 21.91

Merino Ewes under 4 yrs 88.88 77.33 11.55 2.11 24.36 187.53

Merino Ewes 4 yrs & over 79.77 69.41 10.36 1.75 18.14 139.60

42.50 327.13 16.75 59.25 0.35

Merino Wethers/hoggets (X71) 276.93

Merino Wethers 168.99 125.26 43.73

Merino Wethers under 4 yrs 118.63 87.93 30.70 2.11 64.77 250.31

Merino Wethers 4 yrs & over 50.36 37.33 13.03 1.75 22.81 88.13

Merino Hoggets 107.94 80.19 27.75 2.47 68.54 266.61

156.12 605.05 30.98 187.10 0.68

Merino Wethers/hoggets (X81) 404.06

Merino Wethers 195.56 145.27 50.29

Merino Wethers under 4 yrs 137.28 101.98 35.30 2.11 74.49 289.67

Merino Wethers 4 yrs & over 58.28 43.29 14.99 I.75 26.23 101.98

Merino Hoggets 208.50 136.72 71.78 2.47 177.30 515.00

278.01 906.65 46.42 324.43 0.80

Merino Wethers/hoggets (X91) 112.21

Merino Wethers 65.49 48.25 17.24

Merino Wethers under 4 yrs 45.97 33.87 12.10 2.11 25.54 97.01

Merino Wethers 4 yrs & over 19.52 14.38 5.14 I.75 8.99 34.15

Merino Hoggets 46.72 24.74 21.98 2.47 54.29 115.40

88.82 246.56 12.62 101.44 0.90
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Table A3.4: Age distribution of adult sheep

Merino ewes under 4 years

Merino ewes 4 years and over

Merino wethers under 4 years

Merino wethers 4 years and over

Non-Merino ewes under 4 years

Non-Merino ewes 4 years and over

Source: Martin, King and Shafran (2004).

(Based on 2002-03 AAGIS closing percentages).

Estimation ofa Wholesale Mutton Price

%

52.7

47.3

70.2

29.8

49.9

50.1

Derivation ofPrices and Elasticities

Information on wholesale mutton prices is not collected. Average monthly mutton sale

yard prices for the period June 2001 to June 2005 (ABARE 2005) were regressed on

monthly lamb sale yard prices to determine if lamb prices were a significant indicator of

mutton prices. Simple regression using ordinary least squares (OLS) was performed using

the Eviews statistical software program.

A low Durbin-Watson (DW) statistic of 0.54 suggested evidence of positive serial

correlation in the residuals. A correlogram of the residuals revealed exponentially

decaying autocorrelations with significant spikes at lags 1 and 2 and one dominant non

zero partial autocorrelation at lag one. The Q statistics were significant at all lags with

small p-values indicating serial correlation in the residuals. The inability to test b:)r higher

order correlation among errors is a limitation of the DW test. To check for higher order

serial correlation, a Breusch-Godfrey Lagrange Multiplier test was implemented. The null

hypothesis of no serial correlation up to lag 2 was rejected at the 5 per cent level of

significance. An autoregressive model of order one (AR (l)) was specified to account for

the autocorrelation. A second Breusch-Godfrey Lagrange Multiplier test found no

evidence found to suggest the existence of serial correlation. The series "vere then

checked for stationarity using the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) unit root test. The

null hypothesis of a unit root was rejected for lamb, as the test statistic was less than the

test critical values. The ADF test statistic for mutton was less than the 10 per cent and 5

per cent critical values but greater than the 1 per cent test critical value. A unit root test
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was also perfonned on the errors. The ADF test statistic was considerably less than the

test critical values indicating a stationary long-run equilibrium relationship between the

two variables. White's test was used to test for heteroskedasticity in the residuals with the

null hypothesis of no heteroskedasticity not rejected. The regression model was estimated

as

Pm = 7.510 + 0.485pI+ e

Substituting the wholesale carcass weight lamb price of 476 c/kg into the equation for PI,

the wholesale carcass weight mutton price Pm, was estimated to be 239 c/kg. The

regression output is provided in Table A3.5.

Table A3.5: Regression output

Dependent Variable: MUTTON

Method: Least Squares

Sample (adjusted): 2 49

Included observations: 48 after adjustments

Convergence achieved after 11 iterations

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.

C 7.510422 23.70424 0.316839 0.7528
LAMB 0.485207 0.062994 7.702409 0.0000
AR(l) 0.719419 0.101920 7.058668 0.0000

R-squared 0.745269 Mean dependent var 177.8479
Adjusted R-squared 0.733947 S.D. dependent var 29.80947

S.E.ofregression 15.37581 Akaike info criterion 8.363930

Sum squared resid 10638.70 Schwarz criterion 8.480880
Log likelihood -197.7343 F-statistic 65.82838

Durbin-Watson stat 1.741018 Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000

Inverted AR Roots .72

Calculation ofSheep Supply Elasticities

Where joint products are produced in approximately fixed proportions from a basic

commodity, the price elasticity of the basic commodity can be computed as (Tomek and

Robinson 1995, p45)
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(A3.1)

Where n joint products are produced, A3.1 can be extended to

(A3.2)

Non-Merino Sheep

For the basic commodity of non-Merino sheep, Xl = 150.47 kt carcass weight and the

joint products produced are wool: Y13W = 6.20 kt and Y14W = 22.81 kt; nlutton: Y/AJ =

16.67 kt; and lamb: Y/L = 120.60 kt. The prices in $/kg corresponding to the joint

products are Vl3W = 4.39, V14W = 3.37, VlM = 1.75 and V/L = 3.58. Each level of output is

divided by Xl to obtain output per kt carcass weight of sheep. These are denoted as Yl3W =

6.20/150.47 = 0.041, Y 14W = 22.81/150.47 = 0.152, Y 1M = 16.67/150.47 = 0.111 and Y /L =

120.60/150.47 = 0.801. Estimated elasticities of the supply of wool and sheep rneat used

in the model are £1 = 0.9 and £2 = 1.3, respectively. Substitution into Equation A3.2

yields

(A3.3)

(A3.4)
(4.39)(0.041) + (3.37)(0.152) + (1.75)(0.111) + (3.58)(0.801)

£XI =. ------

J_ (4.39)(0.041) + _1 (3.37)(0.152) + _1 (1.75)(0.111) + _1 (3.58)(0.801)
0.9 0.9 1.3 1.3

(A3.5) £,¥l = 1.2.

The supply elasticity for Merino sheep was estimated accordingly and calculations are not

presented.
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Approximation ofSelected Product Transformation Elasticities

The elasticity of product transformation is an analogous concept to the elasticity of input

substitution. Heady (1952, p144) defined the elasticity of input substitution as the relative

change by which factors combine to produce a constant output, or more sirnply the

percentage change in one factor divided by the percentage change in the other factor:

where ~ refers to the change in the respective factors and Xl and X2 are the original

quantities of the two factors. A more rigorous definition of the elasticity of input

substitution discussed by Heady is the relative change in the ratios of the factors

compared to the relative change in the marginal rate of substitution (MRS) of the factors:

where ~(X) / X 2 ) is the change in the ratio of the factors, (X) / X 2 ) is the original ratio,

~(M) / M 2 )is the change in the MRS and (M) / M 2 )is the original MRS between the

factors.

Similarly, the elasticity of product substitution (transformation) is the relative change in

output mix for constant inputs or the change in one output divided by the change in the

other output:

where ~ refers to the change in the respective factors and Yl and Y2 are the original

quantities of the two outputs. Likewise a more rigorous definition of the elasticity of

product transformation is the relative change in the ratios of the outputs cOlnpared to the

relative change in the marginal rate of transformation (MRT) of the outputs:
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where ~(~ / Y2) is the change in the ratio of the outputs, (~/Y2) is the original ratio,

~(~~ / ~Y2) is the change in the MRT and (~~ / ~Y2) is the original MRT bet'Neen the

outputs.

The simple definition proposed by Heady (1952) in Equation (A3.8) was used to

approximate elasticity of product transformation values between wools of different fibre

diameter categories, between wool and lamb and between mutton and live sheep exports

using price and quantity data for 2002-03 and 2004-05. The approximated values were

either counter-intuitive or unrealistic in magnitude. Alternatively, in most instances,

approximated values were more consistent with economic theory using the rigorous

definition specified in Equation (A3.9) and helped guide specification of the product

transformation elasticities used in the base model. An example of the approximation

procedure is given below.

Example: Elasticity ofProduct Transformation between Wool and Lamb

The following price and quantity data in Table A3.6 were used to approxilnate the

elasticity of product transformation between wool and lamb.

Table A3.6: 2002-03 and 2004-05 Average lamb and wool quantities and prices

2002-03 2004-05

Quantity wool (greasy kilo tonnes) 502.3 475.0

Price wool (clkg greasy) 682 485

Quantity lamb (kilo tonnes cwt) 329.4 340.0

Price lamb (clkg cwt) 361 344

Source: ABARE (2005).

The MRT is a measure of the amount of one good that must be given up to produce an

additional unit of a second good. Consider the production possibilities frontier (PPF) for

two commodities, wool and lamb, in Figure A3.1. The MRT of lamb for wool is equal to

the change in the quantity of wool/change in the quantity lamb (L1Qw / L1QL)' .At every

point along the PPF the MRT of lamb for wool is equal to the marginal cost of producing

lamb (MCL) relative to the marginal cost of producing wool (MCw). That is, the MRT of

lamb for wool = MCdMCw. Profit maximisation under perfect competition implies that
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marginal cost equals marginal revenue equals price (MC = MR= P). Therefore, the MRT

of lamb for wool = L1QW/L1QL = MCL/MCw = PL/PW.

Figure A3.1: Production possibilities frontier for wool and lamb

Qty Wool

Qty Lamb

By denoting PL, Pw, QL and Qw as the pnces and quantities for lamb and wool,

respectively, Equation (A3.9) can be written as

where ~(Qw / Qf,) is the change in the ratio of the outputs wool and lamb, (Qw / Qf,) is

the original ratio, ~(Mr / M w ) is the change in the MRT and (Mf , / M w ) is th~~ original

MRT between the outputs.

Using the 2002-03 quantities from Table A3.6 the original ratio of wool and lamb

(Qw / QL) = 502.3 / 329.4 = 1.52. The 2004-05 wool and lamb ratio = 475 / 340 = 1.40.

Therefore, the change in the ratio ~(Qw / Qr) = - 0.12. Using the 2002-03 prices from

Table A3.6 the original MRT between the outputs (ML / M w ) = 361 / 682 = 0.53. The

2004-05 MRT = 344 / 485 = 0.71. Hence, the change in the MRT ~(ML / ~v)= 0.18.

Substitution of these values into Equation (A3.10) provides an approximation of the

elasticity of product transformation between wool and lamb
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(A3.1l) r =- 0.12/1.52 -:- 0.18 /0.53 = - 0.23

Derivation ofPrices and Elasticities

Similar approximations (shown in the second column of Table A3.7) were estinlated for

product transformation elasticities between wool production of different micron

categories and between live sheep and mutton production. In the above exmnple the ratio

of the outputs wool and lamb were specified as (Qw / QL) and the MRT as (Mf, / ~v) .

Approximation of the transformation elasticity was re-estimated by specifying the output

ratio as (QL / Qw) and the MRT as (Mw / M L). These values are shown in the third

column of Table A3.7. Comparison of the two sets of values indicates asymmetry in the

transformation elasticities between any two outputs. The chosen values used in the base

model are given in the last column.

Table A3.7: Product transformation elasticity approximations

Elasticity Approximated Approximated Base Value

Value (1) Value (2)

Wool and lamb -0.23 -0.35 -0.20

Live sheep and mutton -1.89 -3.20 -1.80

:::; 19 micron wool and 20-23 micron wool -1.42 -1.13 -0.5

20-23 micron wool and 24-27 micron wool 1.04 1.04 -0.25

24-27 micron wool and 2: 28 micron wool -0.25

::; 19 micron wool and 24-27 micron wool 0 0 0

A value of -0.2 was chosen to represent the product transformation elasticity between

wool and lamb. Discrete sensitivity analysis on this parameter was undertaken by

increasing the value to -0.5 and re-simulating Scenario 1 (lamb production research).

Apart from a two per cent transfer of surplus from overseas consumers to domestic

consumers, the benefit shares accruing to all other sectors were unchanged.

Although there is considerable flexibility in the decision to produce sheep for the live

export market or to sell them for mutton, depending on the relative prices of each, an

elasticity value of -3.20 seemed rather high. Consequently, a value of -1.80 was specified

in the base model.
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The approximated elasticity values between ~ 19 micron wool and 20-23 micron wool

were also viewed as large. A value of -0.5 was used in the base model how(~ver, the

distribution of total surplus changes were found to be insensitive to this parameter. 1

Contrary to expectations, positive values of 1.04 were approximated for the product

transformation elasticities between the 20-23 micron wool and 24-27 micron wool

categories. In the base model a value of -0.25 was specified and the responsiveness of the

surplus changes to changes in the parameter value was tested using discrete sE:nsitivity

analysis. Results indicated the surplus changes were insensitive to changes in the value of

the elasticity? The same value was specified between the 24-27 micron wool and ~ 28

micron wool catergories.

Given the broadly defined fibre diameter categories in the model, product transf()rmation

possibilities between the ~ 19 micron wool and 24-27 micron categories were thought to

be very small and more likely to be zero. Approximations of the elasticity values gave

zero values.

I Decreasing and increasing the value to -0.2 and -1.5 respectively, did not alter the distribution of changes
in total surplus.
2 The distributions of surplus changes were unaffected as the value was increased to -1.5.
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